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My dissertation approaches longstanding debates about the sociality of poetry and the
current status of the lyric genre by looking closely at how poetry and anarchist praxis have
reimagined questions of subjectivity and identity over the latter half of the past century. While
poetry, especially the lyric, has long been dismissed and at times openly denounced for its
inability to adequately engage in productive political discourse and action, I argue that lyric
poetry’s refusal to fully reproduce dominant linguistic and economic paradigms — the tendency
towards inoperativity that it shares with the anarchist refusal to participate in society via the
acceptable channels — allows it to open up a mode of conceptual transformation that is also
central to anarchist theories of broader sociopolitical transformation. I explore generic
experimentation from Elizabeth Bishop’s late Romanticism to Michael Palmer’s Language
poetics to feminist epic at the turn of the 21st century, tracing the features of poetic language that
allow poets to explore new forms of temporality and subjectivity. My project thus contributes to
ongoing attempts to define the lyric genre, while articulating the challenges that poetry presents
to predominant understandings of what it means to be political.
The inoperative mode shared by the modern lyric and anarchism takes on particular
significance in the context of the economic restructuring of the latter half of the past century. I
argue that changes in the production of value — from the expansion of American global
hegemony during World War II to the incorporation of emotional labor into the workplace in
more recent years — have transformed the limits and possibilities of political resistance and
poetic experimentation in the United States and other higher-GDP countries. This terrain is
iii

expanding today with the global proliferation of rioting and other forms of social unrest which,
in their attempts to experiment with rather than affirm socialized identities, tend not to be
recognized as “political” in a conventional sense. My analysis of the lyric alongside anarchism
shows that to reimagine subjectivity and identity in terms that are relatively unintelligible to and
unanswerable by the social order has in fact become one of today’s most significant political
paradigms.
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INTRODUCTION
Western lyric poetry’s association with solipsistic, disengaged individual expression has
immersed the lyric in a contradictory web of sociopolitical implications since its inception.
Ancient Greek poetics identified lyric’s failure to conform to the mimetic standards of art as a
tendency towards misrepresentation, setting the stage for the complexities and idiosyncrasies of
lyric’s particular mode of conveying both individual expression and representation of the social
world. Lyric’s modern association with the intensive expression of the feelings of a lonely
individual has, in turn, been alleged more specifically to have perpetuated liberal individualism,
elitist aestheticization, solipsistic withdrawal from the world, ontological dualism, and
anthropocentrism, according to various critiques of the Western lyric tradition. This same
valorization of individual expression that has led lyric poetry to be widely denounced for failing
to contribute to the public sphere or to sociopolitical resistance, however, has also historically
been interpreted as its source of potential opposition to society. Plato’s infamous distrust of
poetry relies in part on the assumption that poetry has the capacity to develop a form of liberty
“which refuses to be subject to the rulers” (Laws 3.701b), a liberty that develops from the ways
in which poetry promotes the validity of individual experience and knowledge. The
paradoxically social nature of poetry’s disengagement from the social takes on a particular
political burden once the realm of the poetic imagination comes to conflict more specifically
with the values of capitalist production. My dissertation focuses on the more recent era of
deindustrialized capitalism in the U.S., during which time, as I aim to demonstrate here, the
dynamics of poetic refusal and disengagement from the social become additionally complex in
their capacity to trace the contradictions, possibilities and limitations currently imposed on the
entangled realms of poetic imagination and political action.
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Once characterized in technical terms, as verse accompanied by a stringed instrument, the
vastly divergent theoretical stakes that lyric poetry has taken on for various schools of thought
and under differing historical conditions have since made it impossible to neatly define. The
mimetic theory of lyric developed in ancient Greece was predominant until the late eighteenth
century, when it was countered by the expressive theory of poetry, exemplified by Wordsworth’s
definition of lyric as “the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.” With the rise of the
expressive theory of lyric, the lyric increasingly took on certain political and theoretical
associations. This was partly because the expressive theory allowed lyric to become the “poetic
norm,”1 but also because of the new sociopolitical significance that lyric, as the paradigm of
apolitical emotional expression, paradoxically acquired to some critics and poets as a sign of its
opposition to the industrialization and rationalization of the Western world.
This view of lyric’s political meaningfulness has persisted in the U.S. in the twentieth
century, while being increasingly countered by objections to lyric’s historical and ongoing
complicity with various values and attitudes of dominant society. In response, some
contemporary critics have proposed that scholars ignore the whole history of the lyric’s dubious
claims to social significance and stick to empirically verifiable approaches informed by poetics.
In her piece on the 2006 MLA Presidential Forum discussion of poetry, “The Sound of Poetry,
The Poetry of Sound,” Marjorie Perloff argues that since it was not until the Romantic period
that lyric poetry came to be defined by its nonmusical qualities, poetry “inherently involves the
structuring of sound” while any theoretical associations with lyric are artificially constructed
(752, 749).2 Many theoretical approaches to lyric in twentieth-century criticism, meanwhile,
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M.H. Abrams develops an account of this phenomenon in The Mirror and the Lamp.
Jacques Derrida also offers a significant demonstration of the insufficiency of the hermeneutic approach, although
his approach is quite different from the viewpoint articulated here by Perloff. Engaging directly with Gadamer in
“Rams: Uninterrupted Dialogue,” Derrida shows that formal aspects of poetry constitute interruptions in the
2
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have similarly tended to underrepresent lyric’s social situatedness, but primarily by
understanding the thematic significance of lyric in terms of the ways in which the individual
lyric subject is produced and affirmed. Perloff positions her method as an antidote to this
approach, which she illustrates by quoting Harold Bloom’s claims about Wordsworth: “From
1744 to the present day the best poetry internalized its subject matter, particularly in the mode of
Wordsworth after 1798. Wordsworth had no true subject except his own subjective nature, and
very nearly all significant poetry since Wordsworth, even by American poets, has repeated
Wordsworth’s inward turning” (Agon 287, quoted in Perloff 750).
A number of critical approaches, most explicitly New Criticism, but also various modes
of deconstructive and Marxist scholarship, have in turn questioned the reality of this lyric
subject. Paul de Man argues in “Anthropomorphism and Trope in the Lyric” that lyric represents
the “defensive motion of the understanding,” producing conditions of knowledge which, he
implies, are fundamentally falsifications of reality: “Generic terms such as ‘lyric’ (or its various
subspecies, ‘ode,’ ‘idyll,’ or ‘elegy’) as well as pseudo-historical terms such as ‘romanticism’ or
‘classicism’ are always terms of resistance and nostalgia, at the furthest remove from the
materiality of actual history” (262). Rather than substantively interrogating the ways in which
the particular individualist notion of the subject that they identify in modern instances of the lyric
is entangled with certain historical conditions, though, these approaches have often instead
solidified the ahistorical sense of lyric’s fundamental disconnection from reality — poems are
analyzed in terms of a “figure” that the poem produces, and analysis tends to focus on moments
of self-reflexivity in which a moment of pure figuration or lyric voice is privileged. While
meaning that Gadamer would attempt to extract: “There will always be an excess that is not of the order of meaning,
that is not just another meaning. There is, first off, spacing […] that does not pertain to meaning […] Rhythm,
caesura, hiatus, interruption: how is one to read them. There is therefore a dissemination irreducible to hermeneutics
in Gadamer’s sense” (165). For a deconstructive defense of hermeneutics, see Paul Bové’s critique in Destructive
Poetics of the ideology of poetic disinterest projected by New Criticism.
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deconstructive approaches such as that of de Man correctly identify the lyric’s structural and
ideological intertwinement with the transcendental theory of subjectivity that undergirds modern
socioeconomic institutions, they do so by conflating the two, reducing the lyric’s complex
relationship to the social.
Politicized readings of poetry have been criticized for similarly abstracting from poetry’s
social conditions. Christopher Nealon argues in his recent piece “Reading on the Left” that
political philosophers such as Giorgio Agamben and Alain Badiou treat poetry in a way that
collapses specific poems into “the poetic,” demonstrating little attention to their historical
specificity or even to their content. Because of the imposition of their philosophical framework
onto the poetry, Nealon suggests, these readings understand neither the poetry nor the political
situation (39). Perloff notes that “one would think that Marxist critics would be precisely the
ones to recognize this axiom [that no definition of lyric can be transhistorical], but in practice we
now frequently encounter a brand of Marxist explication that, so to speak, freezes the historical,
that arrests its temporality” (Poetic License 18). Perloff specifically discusses John Brenkman’s
essay in Lyric Poetry: Beyond New Criticism, arguing that while Brenkman purports to show that
William Blake’s lyric poetry responds to dominant values and institutions, he does not actually
look at any institutions or cultural formations contemporaneous with Blake, turning instead to
aesthetic theories that seem to “resonate” with the poetry (19).
Such tendencies in the available theoretical approaches to reading lyric have produced a
critical backlash over the past decade from historicist and materialist critics who have attempted
to relocate what we now identify as “lyric” within its original conditions of production and
circulation. As with deconstructive approaches, though, these efforts have primarily dealt with
the critical problematic of the lyric’s detachment from the material world by arguing that the
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lyric’s lack of reality or materiality means it should be discarded as category for understanding
cultural phenomena. Rei Terada concludes her essay “After the Critique of Lyric” by asserting
that “the concept [of ‘lyric’] doesn’t correspond to anything” (198) and suggesting, “Let’s let
‘lyric’ dissolve into literature and ‘literature’ into culture, using a minimalist definition of
‘culture’ from which no production or everyday experience can be excluded” (199). Virginia
Jackson, in documenting the lyricization of Emily Dickinson’s work, at times concedes that
Dickinson’s consistent historical reception as a lyric poet means that today we must understand
her poems as lyrics. Aspects of her argument in Dickinson’s Misery, however, depend on an
opposition between literal reference and lyric reading, wherein lyric reading involves the same
kind of constructed, falsifying abstraction as de Man’s theory of lyric reading. Although Jackson
criticizes de Man’s denial of the “reality” of lyric as a historical category, similar assumptions
about the artificial nature of the lyric structure her own argument, as when she argues that
Dickinson’s reception exemplifies “the emergence of the lyric as a creature of modern
interpretation and its shift toward personal and cultural abstraction” (71-74). Despite their
significant differences, both Jackson and de Man presume that critical reading should focus on
exposing tropes that have been artificially constructed. Jackson’s project has an additional,
generative dimension in its attempts to reconstruct the original conditions of production and
circulation of Dickinson’s lyrics. Her analysis, though, generally involves reducing critical
understanding of the poems to these conditions, rather than developing an understanding of what
lyric as a genre does in relation to its social conditions and to the external world more broadly.3
3

Mutlu Blasing’s argument that lyric poetry’s power on the individual reader comes from the emotive aspects of
language as a public, universal discourse, and that the “I” it produces is virtual, might serve as a corrective to these
critiques, since it marshals studies of language acquisition as well as psychoanalytic and linguistic theory in its
attempts to show concretely what in the nature of language itself it is that poetry draws on for its universal appeal –
Blasing provides a concrete account of the lyric quality that Northrop Frye designated “babble,” for example, on the
basis of language acquisition theory and its relationship to lyric rhythm. Her account depends, however, on the
notion that lyric “enables us to share a ‘virtual common subjectivity’” with a “communal history” (51, 52), a rather
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By centering on the social constructedness of lyric, such accounts of poetic production fail to
describe or account for the qualities particular to the modern lyric. Lyric is instead characterized
primarily through descriptions of the ways in which it deviates from and falsifies reality and its
material conditions.
My dissertation takes up such accounts of lyric’s detachment from and misrepresentation
of reality, exploring its consequent social unproductiveness in relation to the changing
conceptions of political action that I argue have marked the course of the past few decades in the
United States. My approach responds to what I see as the two predominant tendencies in
political readings of poetry — the Adornian approach that valorizes the immateriality of the lyric
as a politicized refusal of social reality, and the historicist-materialist erasure of poetry’s
immaterial qualities in the interest of understanding poetry as a productive engagement with the
world. The theoretical underpinnings of the latter tendency can be traced back to the notion of
poiesis as a model for understanding poetry as productive craftsmanship. A major theory of
poetic creation since antiquity,4 the concept has also extended to the theoretical writings of poets
such as Philip Sidney and Percey Shelley. The concept of poiesis gains additional significance in
the era of capitalist production, though, in which the ontology of productivism comes to not only
govern the economic sphere, but also to set the terms and conditions for the emergence of anticapitalist political formations and the poetic imagination alike.
The rapid development of industrial capitalist production in the West during the
nineteenth century generated a similarly productivist paradigm for anti-capitalist theory and
praxis that has remained predominant throughout much of the twentieth century in Europe and

homogenous notion of social experience that does not consider significant variations based on divergent subject
positions, nor accounts for the oppositional role of much twentieth-century poetry to the cultural institutions or
mainstream discourses through which Blasing understands the poetic subject to be actualizing himself.
4
See Ford, The Origins of Criticism, for origins of metaphors of “craft” rather than divine inspiration in 500s BC.
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North America. In his early writings, Karl Marx attempted to offer an alternative to capitalist
economic organization by appealing to man’s inherent capacity for production and work. Men,
Marx argues, “begin to distinguish themselves from animals as soon as they begin to produce
their means of subsistence, a step which is conditioned by their physical organization” (The
German Ideology, 7). Marx argues that man’s “species being” is in production, allowing him to
critique capital’s infringement on man’s free relationship to the product of his labor. What will
later become known as materialism, for Marx, depends on a category of production that, in its
orientation towards changing the material base of society, overly devalues the role of
consciousness and subjectivity in that process of transformation.5 The emergence of nineteenthcentury resistance to capitalism was thus anchored to the visibility and affirmation of existent
proletarian identity, a politics symbolized by “the appearance of the masses on the scene of
history” (Jacques Rancière, The Politics of Aesthetics, 34). The objective of this politics is to
appropriate the means of production, a task that Marx argues “can only be affected through a
union, which by the character of the proletariat itself again can only be a universal one” (GI 67).
That is, productivist ontology affirms a universal subject predating capital that must liberate
production from capitalist control, instead of questioning the capitalist terms that leave the
framework of production intact. Productivism persists in Marxian political theory most notably
today in the writings of theorists such as Antonio Negri, who argues that the task of the multitude
is to throw off the shackles of capitalist Empire in order to liberate the multitude’s productive
powers. Kathy Weeks notes that Marxist productivism, socialist modernization and socialist
5

Marx’s attempts to correct the over-valuation of consciousness as a determining causal force in German
philosophy up until that point have led some critics to argue that he does not develop a nuanced account of
subjectivity or consciousness. Gillian Rose argues in Hegel contra Sociology, for example: “Marx’s failure to
understand Hegel’s actuality meant that he did not develop any notion of subjectivity. Subjects are merely ‘bearers’
of economic functions, such as ‘capitalist’ and ‘worker’, and the remainder of human personality is directly reduced
to this defining function” (216).
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humanism all imagine a communist society that would still preserve the essential form of
capitalism: “The relations of production — class relations — would be thus radically
transfigured, while the means of production and the labor process itself would merely be
unfettered” (The Problem with Work: Feminism, Marxism, Antiwork Politics, 83).
The essentially capitalist logic of productivism has shaped anti-capitalist thought, then, as
it has developed alongside contemporary materialist scholarship on lyric poetry. The
longstanding conception of poiesis has additionally motivated scholars to treat the more idealist
or abstract features of poetry as the remnants of antiquated theories of divine inspiration and
imagination, and to instead center their readings on the individual poet’s capacity to shape social
and political values.6 This view of the lyric, though, imposes onto it the productivist logic that
lyric by other accounts attempts to set itself against. In The Man Without Content, Giorgio
Agamben argues that the notion of poetry as production conflates the notion of poiesis with
Aristotle’s definition of praxis as willed action.7 As a result, he argues, aesthetic works have
come to be defined in terms of manual or material production, and as the subjective expression
of the will, rather than as a mode of unveiling collective truths. While Agamben underscores the
ontological rather than political consequences of rethinking poiesis, I see his account of poiesis’s
opposition to production as reopening the possibility that poetry has the capacity to counter,
rather than simply negate or replicate, the productivist terms of contemporary socioeconomic
organization.

6

Susan Stewart discusses this problem in Poetry and the Fate of the Senses.
In Nichomanean Ethics, Aristotle’s differentiation of poiesis from theoria and praxis attempted to provide an
explanation for the way in which poetry occupies an uncertain space between contemplative thought and practical
action: “Intellect by itself excites no action: it is only intellect referred to some end, and concerned with action, that
does so. This kind of intellect concerned with action controls as well the intellect concerned with production. For
every man who produces a thing produces it with some further end in view: the thing which is made is not an
absolute end, but has reference to, and belongs to, something else: whereas the thing done is an absolute end, for
good activity is an absolute end, and it is this at which desire of action aims” (Nicomachean Ethics VI, 1139 a 35-b
4).
7
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In contrast, the second theoretical tendency understands lyric as challenging the form of
capitalist social relations and economic organization, but insofar as this challenge is structurally
limited to a temporary negation of the existent order. This approach builds on the expressive
model of lyric to highlight the ways in which the lyric preserves individual subjectivity in a
socioeconomic sphere governed by rationalization and mechanization. Most prominently
articulated in Adorno’s essay “Lyric Poetry and Society,” this view treats the lyric according to
the same logic as that of the Adornian “nonidentical” — that which cannot be grasped by
economic nor conceptual forms of organization.8 It is this non-conceptual attribute of the lyric
that allows it to set itself in opposition to the given socioeconomic status quo. This view has
most recently been defended by Robert Kaufman, who argues that the lyric is integral to Marxist
criticism because it preserves the quality of “reflective judgment” that is also crucial to critical
theory’s goal of setting itself in opposition to the conceptual hegemony of exchange value and
commodification. Because mystification of the origin of the commodity is crucial to this
hegemony, Kaufman argues, poetry, in causing us to reflect on this origin, is in itself an act of
resistance.9
Although the Adornian account is in many ways more complex, this interpretation of
lyric’s political implications contributes to a long tradition of understanding lyric’s social
significance to stem from its unmediated nature, its purity in opposition to the contaminated
social world. Adorno’s view relies on the Frankfurt School analysis of capitalism, primarily
8

See Adorno’s discussion of the nonidentical in Negative Dialectics, 143-163. Here Adorno argues that identitarian
logic (or subsumptive conceptuality in a Kantian sense) is inescapable to thought (“We can see through the identity
principle, but we cannot think without identifying. Any definition is identification” [149]) and draws a strong
correlation between conceptuality and capitalism that essentially naturalizes capitalist organization: “The barter
principle, the reduction of human labor to the abstract universal concept of average working hours, is fundamentally
akin to the principle of identification. Barter is the social model of the principle, and without the principle there
would be no barter; it is through barter that nonidentical individuals and performances become commensurable and
identical. The spread of the principle imposes on the whole world an obligation to become identical, to become
total” (146).
9
Kaufman, “Lyric Commodity Critique, Benjamin Adorno Marx, Baudelaire Baudelaire Baudelaire.”
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developed by Friedrich Pollock, which sees the problems with contemporaneous state capitalism
to lie in forces of rationalization and mechanization, but more implicitly, in certain forms of
organization and structure as such.10 The role of political resistance or truth is thus radically
limited to a moment of refusing integration into or identity with structure, following the logic of
the nonidentical that draws on the Kantian notion of the thing-in-itself. As Adorno writes, “the
descent into individuality raises the lyric poem to the realm of the general by virtue of its
bringing to light things undistorted, ungrasped, things not yet subsumed — and thus the poem
anticipates, in an abstract way, a condition in which no mere generalities (i.e., extreme
particularities) can bind and chain that which is human” (57). Lyric, according to this
description, embodies a purely oppositional or negative politics, offering a utopian alternative
only in the vaguest possible sense: “Protesting against these conditions, the poem proclaims the
dream of a world in which things would be different. The idiosyncrasy of poetic thought,
opposing the overpowering force of material things, is a form of reaction against the reification
of the world” (58). Adorno understands lyric to be opposed to organization as such, rather than
specifically hierarchical forms of organization, and thus envisions no positive form of resistance,
poetic or otherwise.11 Engaging in praxis, in Adorno’s account, inevitably involves a
universalizing or “abstracting” force that falsifies and renders the agent of political resistance
complicit in that which he intends to resist.12
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See Pollock’s “State Capitalism: Its Possibilities and Limitations.” Adorno explicitly refers to this falsifying
power of organization as such, noting that lyric’s essence “lies in defying the power of social organization — either
by refusing to see it, or in overcoming it through the pathos of distance” (56).
11
Christopher Nealon writes that Adorno’s essay, “which has been so influential in developing an understanding of
the political value of the lyric poem, nonetheless limits our understanding of the relationship between poetry and
capitalism to the negative: the lyric’s compression and intensity are a sacrificial austerity, or a scream, and the
rejections such stances or cries signify become a definition of the lyric” (The Matter of Capital 18).
12
By aiming to concentrate on the particulars of lyric form as the basis for poetry’s political implications, however,
Adorno differentiates himself from other Marxian literary critics who privilege the implicit or explicit political
content of literature, and provides a preliminary approach to bridging the hermeneutic and empirical approaches to
reading lyric politically. C.f. Raymond Williams and Terry Eagleton for examples of Marxian symptomatic
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My dissertation takes up the concept of “the inoperative” in order to describe what I see
as the anti-political potentiality generated by lyric’s specific form of disengagement from and
opposition to capitalist production. The concept of the inoperative has originated in recent
decades with French and Italian political ontology that specifically questions the productivism
underlying the majority of radical political theories and praxis.13 Inoperativity names a strategy
of engaged disengagement, as it were, which, as with lyric’s disengagement from socioeconomic
and linguistic norms, appears to be an individualistic withdrawal from reality but in fact
constitutes an effort to more effectively resist capitalist production. Agamben, a philosopher
with whom this term has been particularly associated, writes: “It will be necessary to put aside
the emphasis on labor and production and to attempt to think of the multitude as a figure, if not
of inaction, at least of a working that […] in every work is capable of exposing its own inactivity
and its own potentiality” (“The Work of Man,” 10). Leland de la Durantaye explains: “To be
‘inoperative,’ it would seem, would be to refuse to be an operative part of the state’s machinery,
and thereby echoes a particular slogan employed by radical Italian workers’ rights groups in the
1960s and 1970s: ‘Refuse to work!’” (Giorgio Agamben: A Critical Introduction, 18).
Inoperativity can refer to a specific refusal, then — in the case of the strike, a direct refusal to
participate in capitalist production — but also a potentiality “that has not been exhausted and that
cannot be exhausted in the passing of the potential to the actual” (de la Durantaye, 331). The
inoperative is not inactivity, that is, but an opening that develops a distinct form of life and

readings that tend to translate the literary works in question into ordinary prose. By contrast, Frederic Jameson’s
approach strongly emphasizes literary form, but rarely engages with poetry.
13
For in-depth theoretical explorations of inoperativeness (inoperatività, or désoeuvrement), see Jean-Luc Nancy’s
The Inoperative Community, Georges Bataille, The Accursed Share, and Agamben’s Language and Death, The
Coming Community, and Homo Sacer.
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potentiality in opposition to the logic of production.14 In other words, the inoperative invents or
inhabits a different logic and form from that of capitalist production, creating an irresolvable and
irrecuperable opposition to capital.
The preconditions for the contemporary modes of inoperativity that I will discuss in this
dissertation can be traced back to the emergence of industrial capitalism and democratization of
the West beginning in the late eighteenth century, which ushered in what Jacques Rancière terms
the aesthetic regime. This onset of capitalism and ostensible democratization was made possible
in part by the rise of transcendental subjectivity as a paradigm for understanding the self, which
led to expressivism replacing mimesis as the model of literary production. As opposed to the
more hierarchical principles of mimetic craftsmanship in the earlier representative regime,
according to Rancière, the aesthetic or expressive regime converges with emergent
democratizing principles — all represented subjects and subject matter come to have relatively
equal status, and more individualized notions of language and style replace the primacy of
achieving appropriateness to a genre. Poetry comes to be understood not as the activity of
writing per se, but rather a quality of poems themselves, which are seen as capable of expressing
not only the individual but an invisible essence of society in general (Mute Speech 59, 60).
While Rancière argues that this transformation signals the end of conceiving poems as products,
Jean-Luc Nancy and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe’s interrogation of the same time period leads
them to identify the current notion of literature inherited from German Romanticism as a new

14

The term “inoperative” in Agamben’s work has been subject to critical debates that are similar to those pertaining
to Ashbery’s politics: while de la Durantaye represents inoperativeness as something that “does not pass from the
possible to the actual,” i.e. remaining in the sphere of the potential, or imaginary, Lorenzo Fabbri argues in “From
Inoperativeness to Action: On Giorgio Agamben’s Anarchism” that inoperativeness is thematized in Agamben’s
work as a form of engagement in actuality (88). Fabbri also usefully delineates the growing popularity of the term
“inoperativeness” for Agamben in the context of Italian radical politics of the 1970s, primarily as an antidote to
Antonio Negri’s productivist paradigm and as an elaboration of an implicitly anarchist politics. See also Kevin
Attell, “Potentiality, Actuality, Constituent Power” for further analysis of the distinctions between Agamben and
productivism.
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form of poiesis or production: “The thought of the ‘literary genre’ is thus less concerned with the
production of the literary thing than with production, absolutely speaking” (The Literary
Absolute, 12).
These evaluations of the broad transformation of the literary alongside the rise of
capitalism, statist democracy and transcendental individualism provide some of the historical
context for understanding the particular complexities of modern lyric’s sociality. While lyric
poetry, as Adorno and other theorists have noted, refutes the rise of autonomous individualism
that allows capitalism and representative democracy to flourish, it does so by likewise drawing
on aspects of the theory of transcendental subjectivity, most stereotypically by validating the
individual against society. Since the early nineteenth century, the Anglophone lyric has often
been explicitly anti-social, whether in Wordsworth and Coleridge’s attempts to renew humans’
relationship to the natural world against the influence of the social order, or in John Stuart Mill’s
insistence on the role of solitude in poetic composition.15 Although lyric’s form of turning away
from society is rarely taken as a significant political statement, the lyric’s particular mode of
individualized, disengaged opposition to organized society is arguably foundational to its modern
history, constituting one of the conditions of possibility of the nineteenth-century reconstitution
and subsequent predominance of the genre.
“Inoperative Poetics” clarifies the stakes of the Western lyric’s incommensurability with
modern society by examining the intertwined development of this poetic disengagement with
that of the anarchist refusal to participate in politics via the conventional channels.16 I argue that
this reconstitution of the form in which the political operates has been integral to their shared
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capacity to resist and reimagine features of subjectivity that operate in conjunction with the
dominant socioeconomic order. The poets I examine experiment with conventional features of
lyric poetry in order to test and explore the formal structures of experience and relationship,
bypassing institutionalized linguistic and social norms so as to develop poetic structures that are
grounded in individual and collective self-expression.
Under the changing conditions of industrial and deindustrial Western capitalism, modern
lyric poetry and anarchism have emerged as differently articulated aspects of a similar
relationship to the political. As I noted above, this relationship involves an emphasis on the
political significance of form — that is, the process and structures through which political action
is organized are seen by anarchists as integral to the content of any political transformation that
will emerge out of these forms. Anthropologist David Graeber writes that anarchism “is not
opposed to organization. It is about creating new forms of organization. It is not lacking in
ideology. Those new forms of organization are its ideology” (“The New Anarchists,” NLR 70).
More specifically, anarchists orient themselves towards non-hierarchical forms of organization,
and emphasize that lifelong processes of personal and collective psychosocial transformation —
unlearning one’s socialization into the values, practices and mentalities that enable capitalist and
state structures to be perpetuated — must accompany action towards the ultimate horizon of
creating a genuinely non-hierarchical political order.17 Noam Chomsky argues that anarchism
cannot be anchored to the academic realm or a canon of theoretical ideas, since it is so
fundamentally tethered to practices and the forms in which these practices take place: “There’s
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no doctrine. It’s not like Marxism and Leninism where there are some books you read and that’s
what you believe. This is a tendency in thinking, nobody owns it” (“Reluctant Icon”). Emile
Armand expands on this to argue that anarchism encompasses the form and attitudes in which
life is lived, refusing the Western separation of the political from life. The definition of
anarchism, he argues,
would have only a negative value did it not possess, as a practical complement, a conscious attempt to live
outside this domination and servility which are incompatible with the anarchist conception. An anarchist,
therefore, is an individual who, whether he has been brought to it by a process of reasoning or by
sentiment, lives to the greatest possible extent in a state of legitimate defence against authoritarian
encroachments. From this it follows that anarchist individualism — the tendency which we believe
contains the most profound realization of the anarchist idea — is not merely a philosophical doctrine — it
is an attitude, an individual way of life (“Anarchist Individualism as a Life and Activity”).

While Armand’s individualism restricts anarchism’s “anti-social” or anti-political practices to
one’s everyday lived experience, this insight about form extends more generally to encourage
collective projects that are based on voluntary association and self-determination rather than
existent institutions.
The rise of autonomous individualism manifests itself in lyric poetry’s stereotypically
individualistic nature, which might be more usefully recast as the anarchist principle of selfdetermination. Anarchists have historically been enthusiastic proponents of the human capacity
for creative experimentation and the ability of communities to determine their own forms of
social organization in accordance with more organic forms of self-expression.18 While more
recent tendencies in anarchist thought have posed serious contemporary challenges to the
optimism of classical anarchist narratives, anarchists remain attached to developing “grassroots”
forms of political and social organizations; that is, organizations that detach from and work
against the acceptable channels of political, social and economic organization, instead
independently developing their own cultures, practices, and politics. This idea was most notably
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articulated by the Industrial Workers of the World’s charter statement in the early twentieth
century, which advocates “forming the structure of a new society within the shell of the old” as
an integral aspect of anarchist political strategy. John P. Clark articulates this strategic approach
in greater depth, arguing that
To change the dominant structures, we need to find a way to break free from their dominance, which is not
only institutional, but also ideological, imaginary, and practical. Our lives are determined powerfully by
our shared systems of ideas, our collective fantasies, and our common forms of social practice, or ethos.
The only effective way to short circuit this order of determination is to create, and then live, moment-tomoment, other institutional, ideological, imaginary, and practical realities — realities that embody freedom,
justice and solidarity (The Impossible Community: Realizing Communitarian Anarchism).

The lyric, I argue, similarly retains the capacity to develop forms of organization that are more
adequate to individual and collective experience than the available linguistic and economic
norms. The temporal unity of the lyric that I discuss later in this introduction is one such form of
organization. The lyric tends to detach itself from the norms of linear temporality in order for
the individual poet and her readers to temporarily develop and experience a more adequate form
of expression and conceptuality that is not only unavailable within mainstream society, but also
inoperative within it, since the socioeconomic order requires particular relationships to time and
space in order to reproduce and maintain itself.
In interrogating and attempting to transform the temporal and spatial organization of
experience rather than operating solely in a public political sphere, additionally, lyric and
anarchism retain a significant relationship to the ideal alongside the material. Varieties of
idealism have long been a significant source of self-identification for anarchists, from Emma
Goldman’s famous name for anarchism — “the beautiful ideal” — to Cindy Milstein’s more
recent statement in Anarchism and its Aspirations that “at its core, anarchism is indeed a spirit —
one that cries out against all that’s wrong with present-day society, and boldly proclaims all that
could be right under alternate forms of social organization” (11). In this sense, anarchism views
itself as transhistorical, with many anarchists envisioning themselves as part of a longterm
16

struggle that is anchored in a fundamental desire for freedom. These appeals to human nature
and transhistorical idealism have also occasioned critiques of anarchism by communists and
other materialist tendencies. Guy Debord writes in Society of the Spectacle:
The anarchists have saddled themselves with fulfilling an ideal. Anarchism remains a merely ideological
negation of the state and of class society — the very social conditions which in their turn foster separate
ideologies. It is the ideology of pure freedom, an ideology that puts everything on the same
level…[Anarchism] abandons the historical terrain by assuming that the appropriate forms for this
transition to practice have already been discovered and will never change (paragraph 92).

While such critiques of anarchist thought and practice are accurate in many cases, my
interrogation of contemporary anarchist tendencies alongside the lyric resituates anarchism
historically as a sophisticated body of ideas, practices and intuitions that remain capable of
constituting major economic and political transformation through intertwined practices of
material change and poetic imagination.
Acknowledgment of the material constraints on the conditions of thought and experience
is fundamental to most anarchists’ conceptions of the conditions for political action. The largescale contemporary anarchist network CrimethInc writes in a recent tract on political strategy
entitled “Terra Incognita”: “Our experience of what we are and aren’t able to do determines our
sense of what is possible far more than our ideas and discourses. To shift the boundaries of our
imagination and desires, we have to find ways to make new experiences possible beyond the
bounds of consensus reality” (11). Alluding to the primacy of praxis as the force of
socioeconomic transformation, the authors conclude that “our prime advantage as anarchists lies
not in the coherence and reason of our ideology, but in the passionate actions we undertake and
the ungovernable lives we lead” (17). Despite not necessarily being politically engaged in the
active ways that most anarchists strive to be, poetry similarly withdraws from mainstream
politics and predominant forms of communication and organization to work on psychosocial and
conceptual transformation. Lyric’s particular mode of engaging with the imagination and the
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ideal highlights the capacity of semi-autonomous spheres to enable conceptual, experiential and
material transformation.
My dissertation specifically focuses on the contemporary historical context of economic
and social transformation in the U.S. and how the paradigm of the inoperative has developed
during this time in the poetic and anarchist imagination. Economic restructuring over the past
few decades has posed particular challenges to productivist models for anti-capitalist politics.
The changing nature of jobs and of the relations of workers to labor have made it more difficult
to organize anti-capitalist resistance around work-related demands, prescriptions or actions —
such as factory takeovers by workers — that affirm working-class identity and work in its
current forms. Instead, it has become more prevalent to have no demands, to refuse work, or to
employ large-scale tactics such as blockades or occupations that aim to block the flow of capital.
American-led expansionism and globalization, directly related to the above restructuring, has
likewise led to fundamental changes in the terrain of political subjectivity and positionality
within the socioeconomic order. Accompanying capitalist crisis in more recent decades,
moreover, has been the threat of ecological collapse, which has made opposition to Western
civilization as well as modern industrial capitalism increasingly prominent in radical circles.
Anti-capitalist and environmentalist concerns have become more clearly intertwined because of
the dependence of capitalist reproduction on bubbles produced by resource extraction, and, more
generally, because of the escalating destruction of the earth through industrial capitalist practices.
My dissertation chapters also draw on “anti-oppression” practices that began to be incorporated
into radical social movements during the 1970s and 1980s, while feminist, queer and critical race
studies developed in the academic sphere. Anti-oppression takes anarchism’s stated intention of
battling hierarchy of all kinds to entail the necessity of addressing and undermining racism,
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sexism, heterosexism and other techniques of interpersonal domination within social movements
and radical communities as well as dismantling the institutional structures that generate these
interpersonal tendencies; as mentioned above, it is a particular example of anarchists’
prioritization of action at the psychosocial as well as institutional levels.
I argue that the complex political dynamics specific to contemporary poetry can be
clarified by looking at certain transformations in the global economic structure that began during
World War II and intensified with the departure of the U.S. and other higher-GDP countries from
Fordist production and the gold standard in the late 1960s and onward. This latter period — an
epochal shift that Giovanni Arrighi and other economists have termed the financialization of
capital — saw dramatic restructuring in the organization of labor in the U.S., which in turn
coincided with significant changes in how resistance to capitalist exploitation and oppression
have since been conceptualized and enacted. My dissertation chapters each examine poetic
developments during this time alongside various emergent aspects of political thought that came
to question society in its entirety, especially the values underlying and enabling capitalist
economic organization — hierarchy, instrumentalization, efficiency, and production. The recent
“anti-social” tactics to which this conceptual shift has contributed — rioting, blockades,
occupations, encampments — converge with long-held principles of anarchism and anticipate the
intermittent rise of anarchy proper as the twenty-first century passes into more intensive forms of
crisis and resistance.
The immediate conditions for the explosion of these popular uprisings are the past
decade’s austerity measures and attendant instances of state repression, but the recessions from
which these measures emerge are also the more overt manifestation of a long-term global
economic decline that began in the early 1970s. When overproduction in the late 1960s
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produced a decline of the profit rate in the global manufacturing sector, the rise of finance
capital, the relocation of labor and manufacturing to low wage areas outside the U.S., and the
creation of debt in a number of forms, emerged as efforts to recover that instead arguably
primarily produced speculative bubbles.19 In this context, as economic theorist Paul Mattick Jr.
points out, demands for more jobs, whether from employers or from the government, make little
sense as there is very little for the debt-laden governments to give them; instead, illicit
redistribution on the part of individuals of the resources that are available becomes increasingly
intuitive and necessary as a form of resistance to governmental austerity measures:
There are now millions of people who have been thrown out of their houses. There are a lot of empty
houses, so people have to begin moving into those houses. There is a lot of food, so people have to take the
food. If factories have closed, people need to go into the factories and start producing goods. But they
cannot expect that employers are going to give them jobs. If they could be employed profitably, they
already would be. […] And they can’t expect the government to give them jobs. The government doesn’t
have any money. But that doesn’t mean there aren’t important ways to fight austerity. This is still a rich
country. There’s all sorts of stuff around. People have to begin to take the stuff that’s there (“The
Economic Crisis in Fact and Fiction”).

These “anti-social” tactics are gaining prominence alongside a decreased relevance of workers’
movements, which, because of the economic restructuring and attendant changes in the nature of
labor and rates of employment, encounter increasing limitations in attempting to unify along
class lines. As the communist theoretical collective Endnotes explains,
In the twentieth century, proletarians were able to unite under the flags of the workers’ movement, with the
goal of rebuilding society as a cooperative commonwealth. The coordinates of this older form of liberation
have been thoroughly scrambled. The industrial workforce was formerly engaged in building a modern
world; it could understand its work as having a purpose, beyond the reproduction of the class relation.
Now, all that seems ridiculous. The industrial workforce has been shrinking for decades. The oilautomobile-industrial complex is not building the world but destroying it. And since countless proletarians
are employed in dead-end service jobs, they tend to see no purpose in their work, besides the fact that it
allows them to “get by”. Many proletarians today produce little more than the conditions of their own
domination. What programme can be put forward on that basis? (“The Holding Pattern,” 17).

Not only do technological innovations in the manufacturing process take away the option of
taking over the mode of production, which workers no longer have the knowledge to do, but their
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investment in their own labor is negligible and it is increasingly difficult to identify their role in
the production process as important and meaningful:
The work is both illegible to them, and utterly alien to their own needs, but not alien in the classic sense
that they recognise it as a lost or stolen part of themselves they hope to recover through struggle […] Most
workers today cannot say, as workers of old could (and often did): It is we who built this world! It is we to
whom this world belongs! The restructuring of the mode of production and the subordination of production
to the conditions of circulation therefore forecloses the classical horizon of proletarian antagonism: seizure
of the means of production for the purposes of a worker-managed society. One cannot imagine seizing that
which one cannot visualise, and inside of which one’s place remains uncertain (Jasper Bernes, “Logistics,
Counterlogistics, and the Communist Prospect,” 192).

As Bernes notes, advances in information and communication technologies have rendered the
labor process increasingly abstract to workers and foreclosed many of the tactics and strategies
that conventionally make revolutionary struggle legible as such. The effects on workers of the
economic restructuring include increased precariousness, unemployment, and coercion into
informal economies; lack of worker identity or shared interests; and the increased experience of
repression.20 Recent worker struggles have responded to these increasingly immiserated
conditions by seeking the negation, destruction, or end of work.21
These recent forms of resistance challenge standard Western notion of politics as active
participation in governmental processes, a notion that dates back to Aristotle’s definition of the
citizen as one who “has the power to take part in deliberative or judicial processes” (Politics,
102). I instead describe the politics of anarchists and those of the poets I treat in this dissertation
as an “anti-politics,” insofar as the objectives of these tendencies not only extend beyond politics
qua governmental processes, but also aim for the eradication of politics insofar as it is defined as
and through the same governmental processes whose legitimacy is being called into question:
“Anti-politics is not just the necessary rejection of the state but also the deliberate rejection of the
20
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state, the belief that what is essential to a just order is not a benign government and good people
in power, but rather a vital, active, aware, self-governing, and creative society” (David Ost,
Solidarity and the Politics of Anti-Politics, 2). The term “anti-politics” has been generally
associated with anarchist and autonomist tendencies since at least the 1970s, as the popularity of
productivism paradigm has decreased.22
Much of my dissertation attempts to define the elements of the lyric that mark its partial
detachment from normal experiential and linguistic conditions and enable its experimentation
with features of experience and action. I aim to identify concrete, structural mechanisms
whereby lyric opens up this potential for psychosocial transformation. Although, as we have
seen, the lyric’s abstraction from and opposition to the socioeconomic world is relatively widely
acknowledged, few critical accounts give specifics about what this opposition looks like and
what sort of political potential the lyric’s refusal to participate in the material world might offer.
Thus far what I would call the “generative” capacity of poetic disengagement has been discussed
in the scholarship primarily in relation to the proximity of poetry to functions associated with
ritual or magic. Northrop Frye develops a non-mimetic theory of lyric utterance in which lyric
involves a “turning away” from our ordinary continuous experience in space and time, or from
verbal mimesis of it, so that “the words do not resonate against the things they describe, but
against other words and sounds” (“Approaching the Lyric,” 31). Frye argues that this resonance
often stems from “allusiveness,” psychologically similar to magic insofar as it invokes names of
specific and trusted power. When not explicitly allusive, this quality is instantiated more
indefinably in “an evoking of some kind of mysterious world that seems to be concealed within
ordinary time and space” (35). Frye concludes, “Verbal magic of this kind has a curious power
22
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of summoning” (35). Jonathan Culler looks more closely at grammatical formulations such as
the vocative mode, arguing that apostrophe in lyric hinges on “the power of poetry to make
something happen,” a non-narrative effect in poetry that cannot be reduced to description
(“Apostrophe,” 140). Frye’s and Culler’s accounts suggest that lyric has generative capacities in
addition to representational abilities, and that it is its partial and temporary detachment from
ordinary spatiotemporal conditions that gives it this capacity.
Much of my analysis of the lyric, in turn, looks at how its transformative potential is
attached to forms of temporality that are specific to lyric poetry. That lyric is structured by a
distinct form of temporal unity has been touched upon by a number of critics, including Hegel,
who suggests in his Lectures on Aesthetics that
the outpouring of lyric stands to time, as an external element of communication, in a much closer relation
than epic narrative does. The latter places real phenomena in the past and juxtaposes them or interweaves
them in rather a spatial extension, whereas lyric portrays the momentary emergence of feelings and ideas in
the temporal succession of their origin and development and therefore has to give proper artistic shape to
the varied kinds of temporal movement (1136).

The specificity of lyric form allows the poem to have “a unity of a totally different kind from
epic, namely the inwardness of mood or reflection which expatiates on itself, mirrors itself in the
external world, sketches and describes itself, or is preoccupied otherwise with one or other object
and, in virtue of this subjective interest, acquires the right of starting or breaking off more or less
when it likes” (1115). Culler likewise notes that apostrophe organizes events or objects into a
temporal present, demonstrating that the discursive temporality of poetic subjectivity, rather than
the linear temporality of empirical time, is the organizing principle of poetry (“Apostrophe,”
150).
While such aspects of lyric are rooted in concrete aspects of the language and structure of
the poem, they also deal with aspects of subjectivity and experience that cannot be entirely
reduced to physical qualities. My dissertation illustrates the significance of the relationship
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between physical and immaterial qualities that coexist within the terrain of political engagement
as well as the poetic. I show that poets such as John Ashbery and Michael Palmer, whose work
is often perceived as retreating into apolitical aestheticism and formal experimentation,
disengage from “reality” so as to test the limitations and possibilities of features of subjectivity
and consciousness that have been restricted to certain functions by the socioeconomic logic of
production. In so doing, my dissertation also responds to the lyric’s modern reputation for being
anti-social, useless, or otherwise inoperative in the broader political or economic sphere. While
poetry does not necessarily seek to antagonize or disrupt the social order, the norms of poetry
and those of society have now for centuries tended to operate on different registers that are to
some extent incompatible — poetry affirms subjective emotions rather than socioeconomic
norms, for example, as a source of knowledge and truth. Poetry’s tendency to exceed the norms
of ordinary communication carries with it implicit principles that make it to some extent illegible
to the norms of a capitalist society, where values are ascribed based on their service to economic
productivity.
Taken collectively, the chapters of this dissertation identify certain trajectories in form
and structure that have been manifested in both poetic experimentation and political resistance in
the U.S. in recent decades. The first chapter, on Elizabeth Bishop’s relationship to modernism,
highlights the turn from social analysis that is centered on individual behavior to an analysis of
structural dynamics of power and position, figured geographically in Bishop’s poetics through
travel and mapmaking. The significance of the conceptual and psychosocial to political action,
and the extent of structural domination’s influence in determining those conceptual and
experiential structures, are developed over the course of the chapters on John Ashbery and
Michael Palmer, respectively, while the last chapter identifies capitalism as itself a form of social
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relation that must be dismantled in order for meaningful change to take place. The dissertation’s
political analysis thus centers on structure and relationality in ways that highlight the importance
of poetic form in navigating change at a structural or relational level.
The dissertation also traces a set of changes in the political significance attributed to
poetic form, and to the relative weight given to the realm of the psychosocial or “ideal” as
opposed to more material action. My first chapter begins by discussing the ways in which
modernist poets embed analysis of changing social relations into their explorations of the
relationship between humans and the natural world. The historical position of lyric between
nature and society becomes even more relevant, therefore, as epistemological and ontological
claims about man and nature are demonstrably laden with political implications. During the late
1960s and early 1970s, the imperative to explicitly comment on contemporary political events
and institutions took hold in many poetic circles, a tendency that I show John Ashbery to be
rebelling against by highlighting the importance of poetry’s partial detachment from dominant
forms of politics to its capacity to experiment with psychosocial transformation. The following
decade saw the Language poets turning this imperative to politicize towards the terrain of poetic
production itself in ways that attributed an unusual amount of agency to poetry’s potential to
have a direct impact on politics. My chapter on Michael Palmer’s divergence from Language
poetics begins to clearly differentiate between poetry’s capacity to test the limitations of its
political conditions and its incapacity to directly transform institutionalized domination and
violence. My last chapter shows that more contemporary poets’ explorations of these material
dynamics of domination suggest that poets and critics cannot engage solely with the realm of
poetry if they want to be politically effective. The dissertation overall thus engages with the
delicate balance of acknowledging the political significance and necessity of the realm of
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experience and imagination that poetry navigates and crystallizes here, while not endowing this
realm of the ideal with disproportionate political agency. Poetry itself is not a sufficient form of
political action, I argue, but it has to capacity to take up and engage with the psychosocial and
material conditions for political action and transformation. Its relationship to the world is
fundamentally experimental, promising neither the epistemic weight of philosophical inquiry nor
the concrete effects that are the domain of political struggle. This refusal to offer knowledge or
action in a straightforward sense also challenges our assumptions about what constitutes political
engagement. It is material struggle that adds commitments and concrete impacts to poetic
exploration.
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CHAPTER I
Geographies of Power
It is a commonplace in commentary on twentieth-century American literature to narrate a
trajectory from exuberant modernist optimism in its earlier decades to a compounding post-war
pessimism concerning the uncertainty of identity and epistemological failure. When extended to
poetry, this interpretation of post-war literature confirms stereotypical assertions about lyric
apoliticism and escapism — confronted with the alienation and precariousness of modern
existence, so the story goes, the lyric retreats to reaffirm the individual I in a reactionary or
politically unproductive aesthetic idealism.23 Lynn Keller writes of this midcentury transition
that the postmodernist poets “seek to illustrate the opacity of experience and to highlight the
artificiality and autonomy of linguistic or artistic structures. Increasingly wary of imaginative
projection, they insist on the impenetrability of external reality and they resist the modernist
desire to project cohesive orders there” (Re-making It New, 10). Susan McCabe agrees in
placing Elizabeth Bishop’s midcentury work amongst that of the postmodern skeptics: “If
modernism and postmodernism have shared a similar excitement in language for itself instead of
for mimesis, the former, even in its vibrant experimentalism, still possesses a faith in the power
and adequacy of words that the latter more insistently questions or denies. […] It is this kind of
focus — upon uncertainty and the dubious processes of perceiving the world — that adumbrates
Bishop’s approach” (Elizabeth Bishop: Her Poetics of Loss, xiv). McCabe concludes: “Bishop
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is, almost above all, an epistemological poet who reminds us at every turn that we cannot know
anything fully or absolutely” (xiv).
Yet Bishop consistently evaded engagement with philosophical questions altogether,
refusing to abstract from the details of poetic form and description.24 Why, then, does Bishop’s
work, along with modern poetry more generally, seem to consistently emphasize the
discontinuity between subjectivity and physical reality? This chapter will attempt to navigate
this question by looking more closely at the politics of Bishop’s poetics of observation, which
critics have seldom addressed, given that Bishop seemed relatively uninterested in political
institutions in her everyday life. Bishop’s poetics tends to foreground personal and philosophical
concerns rather than directly engaging with particular political events, indicating that the poems
are operating on an entirely different register of the political than the dominant one. Rather,
Bishop’s poetics points to a politics that bypasses preexisting institutions in order to focus
instead on experimenting with voluntary and self-determined structures that are grounded in
individual and collective needs and self-expression. Her poetic attempts to understand and
reorient the modern subject’s experience of social and physical reality, moreover, also involves
attempting to locate this poetics in a changing socioeconomic terrain that has transformed the
potential for resistance and the possible forms that it takes. The sociopolitical stakes of much
modern American poetry, as I will show, are rooted in concerns beginning in late eighteenth
century British romanticism about the increasing marginalization of poetic subjectivity and the
imagination, or the encroachment of what Frankfurt School theorists came to call the total
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This tendency is particularly evident in transcribed conversations with Bishop, in which she will respond to
questions that require her to make a pronouncement on a lofty philosophical problem by immediately deflating it
and focusing instead of trivial details of everyday life. In one interview, addressing the question “Is nature for us or
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Elizabeth Bishop, 119).
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administration of life by state capitalism in the mid-twentieth century. During the second half of
the twentieth century, though, the poetics of writers like Bishop come to register the increasingly
inaccessible complexities of global economic and political restructuring, complicating what
might previously have been conceived as an opposition between individual and society, or
subjectivity and external reality.
Wallace Stevens anticipates this political restructuring and its impact on the social role of
poetry when he notes in a 1948 essay on Romanticism: “A generation ago we should have said
that the imagination is an aspect of the conflict between man and nature. Today we are more
likely to say that it is an aspect of the conflict between man and organized society” (The
Necessary Angel, 150). There is progressively little place for the imagination in shaping political
realities, Stevens argues, and poetry consequently experiences a transformation in the way in
which it registers and explores the political. Stevens describes this transformation as a turning
inward in response to what he calls “reality,” or “the pressure of an external event or events on
the consciousness to the exclusion of any power of contemplation” (20). The increased emphasis
identified by critics on the epistemological inaccessibility of the natural world also registers the
changing nature of subjectivity in post-war America — specifically, of what Stevens understands
as the individual’s increasing sense of alienation from others, from the natural world, and from a
grounded sense of subjectivity. That is, this sense of social alienation is thematized as a form of
epistemological dualism in much of modern and contemporary poetry, even while on a
philosophical level poets are often additionally invested in aligning mental and natural substance
as similar in kind.
This chapter traces this tendency from American modernism to late mid-century lyric
poetry, with an emphasis on the ways in which Elizabeth Bishop inherits and explores the
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politicization of epistemological problems taking place in the poetics of her modernist
predecessors Wallace Stevens, William Carlos Williams, and Marianne Moore, amongst others.
Bishop’s contribution to the political dynamics of lyric dualism, I will argue, can be understood
as an attempt to explore and undermine principles of transcendental individualism, in favor of
forms of social organization that originate with intertwined individual and collective experience.
While a number of studies have identified an anti-authoritarian tendency in Bishop’s poetics, this
tendency is almost universally interpreted in non-political terms in relation to Bishop’s
skepticism about observation and perception of reality,25 despite Bishop openly professing
herself to be a socialist and an anarchist at various points in her life (Conversations with
Elizabeth Bishop, 22). Bishop’s eschewal of obvious political topics in her poems, coupled with
her restrained, delicate attention to detail and form, has restricted scholarship, with several
notable exceptions, from identifying the often radical implications of her careful craftsmanship
of ostensibly apolitical objects of observation.
Problems of vision, sight and observation, as many critics have pointed out, are
consistently treated through Bishop’s oeuvre; Bishop’s contemporary Randall Jarrell once wrote,
“all her poems have written underneath, I have seen it” (Poetry and the Age, 234-5). On closer
inspection, Bishop’s studies in perception and observation are also intricately imbued with
overtones that acknowledge the complex dynamics of power and position in which she locates
herself both in her poetic representation and in the world. Betsy Erkkila writes:
Her insistence on the technical qualities ‘necessary to any art, to me’ (qtd. in Millier 413) and the essential
distinction between ‘politics’ and ‘good poetry’ (Millier 301) has kept us from recognizing how often her
poems — even her more aestheticized and abstract early poems — take as their subjects class
consciousness, race and gender struggle, the culture of the commodity and the machine, the relations of
capital, property, and homelessness, and the conflict between the dominant narratives of the West and the
‘others’ — women, lesbians, blacks, Cubans, Indians, the lower classes, the body, nature — that those
narratives subjugate and colonize (“Elizabeth Bishop, Modernism, and the Left,” 285).
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See for example Robert Dale Parker, The Unbeliever: The Poetry of Elizabeth Bishop.
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However, by treating Bishop’s poems primarily through reconstructing the political analyses that
they so carefully enclose, Erkkila’s own analysis of Bishop often overcompensates by reducing
the poems to their political implications, failing to explain or acknowledge the extreme restraint
and formal complexity that frames Bishop’s treatment of issues of race, colonialism and class.
While this chapter aims in part to elucidate the political content of her poetics — focusing
especially on her analysis of male domination — I also hope to address distinctive aspects of
Bishop’s poetic form by looking at the ways in which her poetics implicitly both registers the
changing economic conditions of her time and opens up a space to explore alternative
relationships to subjectivity. Moreover, I address Bishop’s restraint in treating socioeconomic
oppression — her tendency to bring in the political by way of describing ostensibly apolitical
topics — as part of what I argue is her broader point of departure from her modernist forebears,
which involves a careful interrogation and dismantling of the role of the poetic I in relation to its
object of description and its sociohistorical surroundings, and of the transcendental, individual
ego more broadly.26
That Bishop treats broader social issues primarily through careful integration of
politicized descriptive language into otherwise apolitical subject matter, rather than assertive
statements from a stable lyric speaker, is indicative of what I argue is her major intervention in
poetic and political discourse, which is her experimentation with regrounding the patriarchal
transcendental individualist self in its natural and interpersonal surroundings. This attempt to
reground the individual occurs during a time in which the global expansion of capital and
American hegemony makes the subject’s location within capital increasingly precarious and
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This critique has an extensive philosophical history that I will not be directly addressing here, but which can be
found in 19th-century and modern critiques of Kant’s transcendental philosophy, which grounds knowledge in a
priori principles deriving from mental essence rather than physical experience; these include Hegel’s
Phenomenology of the Spirit, Marx’s early writings, and Adorno’s Negative Dialectics.
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ungrounded. Over the course of the Second World War, the U.S.’s nominal GDP more than
doubled — from $84.7 billion in 1938 to $211.9 billion in 1945 — while real GDP increased by
184% during that time (Economic Report of the President, 1970: 177-8). This increase allowed
the United States to become overwhelmingly dominant in matters of global economic policy
from that time onwards and to take massive militaristic, imperialist measures cloaked as altruistic
economic and political assistance in foreign countries all over the world.27 Within a year and a
half after the end of World War II, the government began invoking the U.S.’s moral and
economic responsibilities to the world in order to assert imperialist policy, one of the outcomes
of which was the Cold War and anti-communism. Eventually domestic rearmament was adopted
in order to maintain a relationship of providing aid in Europe once the Marshall Plan had
expired, which culminated in a permanent military industrial complex that persisted in order to
maintain American economic hegemony. The purview of American domestic policy, then,
became reoriented around an international terrain in which the U.S. was establishing and
maintaining its own dominance, reorienting as it did so the terrain on which American
individuals located themselves in the world.
The often-documented transition between modernist optimism and postmodern
uncertainty about the accessibility of knowledge and the stability of identity, then, registers the
changing global restructuring of capital and American imperial expansion during and after World
War II. Insofar as Bishop’s intervention into the lyric tradition is also a feminist and queer one,
her work also demonstrates the importance of reframing these latter discourses — which have
often been framed in abstract ethical terms28 — in concrete conditions, as her poetry takes up the
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For further discussion of the U.S.’s rise to geopolitical hegemony immediately before and after World War II, see
Radhika Desai, Geopolitical Economy: After U.S. Hegemony, Globalization and Empire, 76-123.
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For more elaborate critique of feminist ethics from a materialist perspective, see Maya Andrea Gonzalez,
“Communization and the Abolition of Gender,” and the last chapter of this dissertation.
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question of the author’s relation to description of its object, for example, in ways that register the
changing material terrain of capital. The queer feminist ethics of Bishop’s work is not simply
private, psychosexual or abstractly moralistic, as critics have often presumed, but is interwoven
with her poetry’s concern with global travel and geographical orientation insofar as it attempts to
renegotiate positionality in a complex social structure. As Adrienne Rich would later write,
Bishop’s work “deserve[s] to be read and valued […] for the way she locates herself in the
world” (“The Eye of the Outsider”).
__________________________
Modernist efforts to eradicate the dualist opposition between poetry and physical reality
often attempt to establish poetic objectivity through a sense of immediacy, manifesting in poetic
movements like imagism, objectivism, and various other attempts to banish mediation by
highlighting the materiality, objecthood or “thinghood” of the poem and its external referents.29
In order to indicate some of the complexities of this materialist tendency in modernism, I will
focus in this section on two American modernists, contrasting the latent idealism of a selfproclaimed materialist — William Carlos Williams — with the anti-dualist commitments of a
poet usually presumed to hold fast to Romantic idealism, Wallace Stevens. Williams’
materialism is generally accepted by critics, and Williams’ own statements about poetic craft
indicate his commitment to banishing mediation between subjective experience and poetic
description: “Poetry should strive for nothing else, this vividness alone, per se, for itself. The
realization of this has its own internal fire that is ‘like’ nothing. Therefore the bastardy of the
simile. That thing, the vividness which is poetry by itself, makes the poem. There is no need to
explain or compare. Make it and it is a poem” (Collected Poems Volume I, 302). Williams’
29

Daniel Tiffany has recently documented the history of modern lyric’s intertwined development with the history of
philosophical materialism and objecthood in Toy Materialism: Materialism and the Modern Lyric.
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radical attempts at unmediated access to reality frequently end up reasserting a transcendental
egoism, however, as his poems often perform, whether satirically or unintentionally, the
egoistical fallacies of the kind of mediation through poetic simile against which he sets himself.30
One primarily satirical example is his 1920 poem “Portrait of a Lady,” which parodies a failed
address in the romantic lyric tradition, one that fails because the object of address refuses to
cooperate and instead interrogates the speaker’s formulaic attempts at compliments — “Your
thighs are appletrees / whose blossoms touch the sky. / Which sky?” (li. 1-3), etc. An external
voice confusingly and repeatedly intrudes on the speaker’s attempt at apostrophic objectification,
examining the unexamined sources of the speaker’s metaphors. The poem ends comically as the
speaker, incapable of justifying his rhetorical choices, nevertheless insists upon their validity
simply by virtue of his having said them: “Which shore? Which shore? / I said petals from an
appletree” (CP I, 129). The speaker’s attempts to assert himself at the poem’s end satirize the
tendency of poetic figuration to reaffirm the authority of the individual lyric speaker, signaling
that this often happens by way of and at the expense of relationship.31
“The Young Housewife” explores this power dynamic internal to acts of poetic figuration
by considering its potentially violent consequences. Depicting himself spying on the object of
his desire, the poem’s solitary speaker describes his car moving past the young woman’s house:
“The noiseless wheels of my car / rush with a crackling sound over / dried leaves as I bow and
pass smiling” (CP I 57). This seemingly innocuous description takes on an sinister tone when
one realizes that immediately prior to these lines, the speaker’s description of the woman herself
30

Carl Rapp’s William Carlos Williams and Romantic Idealism is an exception to much of the critical scholarship
on Williams, challenging Williams’ statements about his own materialism.
31
A number of critics have interpreted the poem’s ending as a remark on the broader mimetic failures of language
(Peter Stoicheff, “Against ‘An Easy Lateral Sliding’: William Carlos Williams’ Early Poetry of Differentiation”)
while others, such as Linda A. Kinnahan, note that the poem “consciously parodies the catalogue convention and
calls into question poetic inscriptions of the feminine” (Poetics of the Feminine 67), although Kinnahan focuses
primarily on the ways in which the poem contemplates the objectifying force of the male gaze, rather than the
poem’s place in the lyric tradition.
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ends with the statement, “and I compare her / to a fallen leaf” (57). The poetic act of simile here,
again imposed upon the woman as the object of the poem, is what enables the speaker to activate
a violent illusion about this object, which Marjorie Perloff notes is essentially “a rape fantasy”
(“The Fallen Leaf”). The speaker, who is implicitly separated from the woman through a series
of boundaries (“behind / the wooden walls,” “in my car,” “she comes to the curb,” etc [57]) and
thus relatively impotent, again deploys the space opened up by poetic figuration and observation
to reassert what has now become a delusion of individual masculine authority. While “The
Young Housewife” and “Portrait of a Lady” both stage and critique the power dynamics internal
to acts of poetic figuration, they also enact a tendency in Williams’ work to reassert the subject at
the expense of achieving the materialist, nonalienated relationship between subject and object
that he endorses.32
Wallace Stevens’ commentators, conversely, have often presumed that fidelity to
ontological and epistemological dualism of some sort fundamentally motivates his work. J.
Hillis Miller argues in Poets of Reality that for Stevens, “Reality is not possessed initially, and
the series of perspectives is an attempt to reach it” (236). Poetry, for Stevens, would thus
involve repeated attempts to approximate reality through various points of view, stripping the
object of its accumulated interpretations or abstractions. Joseph Carroll’s interpretation of
Stevens as a fervent Romantic idealist, although it might initially appear opposed to Miller’s
viewpoint, in fact extends Miller’s argument by highlighting Stevens’ attempt to poetically
overcome a given dualism between reality and the imagination: “The course of his poetic
development can best be understood as a struggle to overcome the metaphysical limitations of a
32

In these two early poems, Williams clearly intends to expose the violence of poetic figuration and undermine
poetic authority premised on this basis. The more nuanced attempts to deflate dualist concerns in Spring and All and
in Williams’ later works, though, develop an engagement with the imagination that reasserts certain elements of
idealism, including its transcendental egoism, which he had previously rejected. Examples of this tendency include
“Queen-Anne’s-Lace” and “Asphodel, That Greeny Flower.”
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simple dualism and to achieve a poetic absolute” (Wallace Stevens’ Supreme Fiction, 1). Helen
Vendler’s reading argues that Stevens’ acceptance of dualism produces two options for his
poetics: “Running through all his poems…is the real dilemma of whether one reaches the
sublime by fleeing the real or by seeking it” (Part of Nature, Part of Us, 7).
Underlying these diverse approaches within the scholarship on Stevens is tacit agreement
that Stevens found dualism to be an untenable position in modernity, and, like the Romantics,
unsuccessfully sought in his work to overcome it, a failure that explains his poems’ frequent
lapses into dualist standpoints and a certain nostalgia in his poetics for the supremacy of the
imagination. Although Stevens’ poetry is often treated as the quintessential form of intellectual
aestheticism, in fact his development of Romanticist philosophical concerns involves a serious
interrogation of the interrelatedness of what he continues to call the imagination and reality,
which he argues are mutually intertwined (The Necessary Angel 7). Despite its reactionary
appearance, Stevens’ work actually points to the regressive fallacies of a number of modernist
attempts to isolate the particular and material. Stevens emphasizes that poetic figuration
necessarily retains a relationship to the ideal, and cannot simply be willfully reduced to the
physical or material: “In short, metaphor has its aspect of the ideal. This aspect of it cannot be
dismissed merely because we think that we have long since outlived the ideal. The truth is that
we are constantly outliving it and yet the ideal itself remains alive with an enormous life” (82).
Here Stevens invokes “the ideal,” the realm of the transcendental and the imagination, in order to
emphasize the concrete, active, and vibrant nature of mental content. His poetics also centers on
unfolding the intertwined nature of mental and physical substance, with a particular focus on the
processual, rather than propositional, nature of thought.
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Stevens’ poetic attempts to think beyond dualism exist in tension with his severe
dissatisfaction with the actual circumstances of the material world. The imagination asserts itself
in his work, then, not as the basis of reality, but as a poetic source of potential personal and
political transformation, which, for Stevens, houses the remnants of a past collectivity that has
been lost in modernity to the extent that it is now purely imaginary. One poem that demonstrates
Stevens’ complex experimentation with what he views as the capacities of the imagination in a
time of its increasing marginalization is “The Auroras of Autumn,” which indirectly depicts and
mediates on an experience of the dynamic natural sublime — a display of the “northern lights”
— by exploring what Stevens experiences as the loss of traditional sources of transcendental
authority that once would have underwritten this threatening display of nature’s otherness.
One important feature of the poem is the speaker’s ambiguous location as an immediate
spectator of an unnamed natural event, indicating from the poem’s beginning a concern with
location and groundedness that will underwrite the whole poem. As Helen Vendler points out,
this is Stevens’ only long poem that positions “a lyric speaker firmly in a landscape of the
present moment” (On Extended Wings, 231). The speaker circularly meditates on different
aspects of the dislocated relationship between imagination and place over the course of the
poem, beginning with the first section’s elliptical, deictic observations about what he is seeing,
which take the form of relatively confident pronouncements such as “This is form gulping after
formlessness” (307). The sense of inaccessibility evoked here is confirmed with the sense of loss
with which the next three stanzas begin (“Farewell to an idea…”), depicting, respectively, a
deserted white cabin on a beach, “The mother’s face, / The purpose of the poem,” and “The
father sit[ting] / In space”. Images of ungrounded patriarchal figures and empty thrones abound,
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as the speaker experiments with various imagery that registers a loss of transcendental authority
and authentic connection to place.
This ambiguous dislocation of an authoritative sense of self eventually crystallizes into
the idea of a poetic imagination, introduced in the seventh section: “Is there an imagination that
sits enthroned / As grim as it is benevolent, the just / And the unjust, which in the midst of
summer stops // To imagine winter?” (313). The statements in this section are so continually
qualified by prepositions and dependent clauses, though, that the speaker’s seemingly
authoritative propositions are marked by extreme doubt. Initially conclusive statements about
the groundedness of the idea or the imagination are conjoined with abrupt objections:
There may be always a time of innocence,
There is never a place. Or if there is no time,
If it is not a thing of time, nor of place,
Existing in the idea of it, alone,
In the sense against calamity, it is not
Less real (314).

Stevens ends the section with the suggestion that the northern lights, having been stripped of
their transcendental symbolism, thus “move to find / What must unmake it and, at last, what can,
/ Say, a flippant communication under the moon” (313), indicating that this “flippant
communication” refers to his own poetic meditation as well as that of the lights themselves. The
flippancy of the sentence’s own construction — “Say, a flippant communication” — heightens
the poem’s indeterminacy; already the poem’s only truth seems to be its limited existence in flux
between possible truths, exploring its transitional historical moment.
Viewing the northern lights in the poem’s first section initially seemed to produce a kind
of sublime, transcendental experience for the poem’s speaker, offering momentary
comprehension and, with it, an affirming sense of the speaker’s own powers and his connection
to the transcendental. Yet the poem’s meditations on this experience progressively spiral into the
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flux of loss and doubt described above, eventually lighting on an apparent memory of having
once been grounded in natural surroundings and further indicating that this series of losses is
specific to modern society. Stevens switches into the past tense as though recollecting a
community, structured by non-alienated relationships between language, place, and body, that
has been lost to the speaker personally:33
We were as Danes in Denmark all day long
And knew each other well, hale-hearted landsmen,
For whom the outlandish was another day
Of the week, queerer than Sunday. We thought alike
And that made brothers of us in a home
In which we fed on being brothers, fed
And fattened as on a decorous honeycomb.
(315)

The section also transitions to shorter, declarative sentences that clarify the stakes of Stevens’
project, illustrating the mind’s relation to nature and the intertwinement of that relation with the
interpersonal relationships in a community. Yet in the next and final section of the poem,
Stevens adopts a playfully extravagant rhetoric in line with the “flippant communication” evoked
earlier (316). While the poem seemed to have reached certain conclusions concerning the shared
reality of nature and society and the possibility of collectivity, the poem’s ending heightens its
attention to the powerless yet assertive speaker’s voice, reducing these previous ideas to a
figment of a single individual’s imagination:
Contriving balance to contrive a whole,
The vital, the never-failing genius,
Fulfilling his meditations, great and small,
In these unhappy he meditates a whole,
The full of fortune and the full of fate,
As if he lived all lives, that he might know,
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It is interesting that the nostalgia in this section for an unalienated relationship to place is coded in arguably
nationalistic (“Danes in Denmark”) and xenophobic (“outlandish”) terms, rendering the subsequent “we thought
alike” rather alarming and displaying once more the tendency in modernist explorations of materialist immediacy
and transcendental idealism alike to reassert the subjectivity of one individual or group at the expense of others.
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In hall harridan, not hushful paradise,
To a haggling of wind and weather, by these lights
Like a blaze of summer straw, in winter’s nick.
(316)

By reorienting the poem towards the play of its language and the speaker who contrives this
language, moreover, Stevens also deflates the possibility of individual insight into such allencompassing questions. In the last stanza, meaning is deemphasized as the allure of the words’
alliterativeness rivals their referential purpose. In addition to this collapse of referentiality,
which indicates a failure of knowledge significantly more severe than that implied by the
unknowable referents of the deictics in the poem’s first sections, the word “know” gives the
impression of a transitive verb, but no object of knowledge ever appears within the proliferating
descriptive phrases that follow.
The preoccupation with lost community and impending “disaster” at the end of “Auroras
of Autumn” indicates that Stevens’ poem is uncomfortably situating itself within a broader
socioeconomic transformation. While Stevens finds the comforting forms of authority of the
past to be rationally untenable, he is similarly unwilling to accept the deteriorating forms of
community that his contemporary society offers. Stevens’ work explores this sense of impasse as
one that can ultimately only be negotiated by the individual imagination, without giving a
coherent sense of its historical or social causes and consequences.34
Stevens’ “Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour” is a shorter, more succinct meditation
on a similar problem, describing how, having been disconnected from their fundamental
grounding in place and within the natural world, individuals independently turn to the
imagination as the remaining source of collectivity and sensual comfort:
Light the first light of evening, as in a room
34

Charles Berger suggests that Stevens uses the auroras to figure the dropping of the atomic bomb; however, this
seems like too much of a direct mimetic referent for Stevens’s project here, which seems to deal with the social
implications of the human relation to nature.
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In which we rest and, for small reason, think
The world imagined is the ultimate good.
This is, therefore, the intensest rendezvous.
It is in that thought that we collect ourselves,
Out of all the indifferences, into one thing:
Within a single thing, a single shawl
Wrapped tightly round us, since we are poor, a warmth,
A light, a power, the miraculous influence.
Here, now, we forget each other and ourselves.
We feel the obscurity of an order, a whole,
A knowledge, that which arranged the rendezvous.
Within its vital boundary, in the mind.
We say God and the imagination are one…
How high that highest candle lights the dark.
Out of this same light, out of the central mind,
We make a dwelling in the evening air,
In which being there together is enough.
(367-8)

What appears to be an account of a moment of communal bliss — given that the poem is
composed in the first-person plural “we,” and seems to describe a phenomenon of pure
togetherness “[i]n which being there together is enough” — is actually, according to the title, a
soliloquy; the poem articulates a narrative that is taken up by individuals independently yet with
such consistency that the plural “we” can be used to generalize the tendency the poem describes.
Understanding this duplicity in the poem’s narrative, belied by its title, makes the poem read
quite differently, as we notice that the comforting sense of collectivity is entirely imaginary: “We
rest and, for small reason, think / The world imagined is the ultimate good.” In fact, the poem’s
apparent assertions about this moment of communion are laden with qualifiers: “We feel the
obscurity of an order, a whole”; “We say God and the imagination are one” (my emphases). This
sense of community has no material grounding: it is “in that thought that we collect ourselves /
[…] into one thing,” and the project of communion that each individual takes up separately is
“mak[ing] a dwelling in the evening air.” The poem seems dubious about whether this power of
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the imagination as the sole source of collectivity and hope for future real collectivity is actually
real. This one power left remaining to the individual imagination is possibly quite simply a
delusion, and the poem offers no other direction for reclaiming the authentic collectivity it longs
for. While the poem revisits the typical Stevensian problematic of finding existential meaning in
a world in which divine, ideal or transcendental authority is no longer available, it continues to
solidly privilege the individual insofar as this imaginative or imagined source of collectivity
seems to be accessible solely by the contemplative individual.
__________________________
Elizabeth Bishop’s poetry contrasts with the modernist extravagance of Stevens and
Williams in her relatively modest approach to subject matter and reserved tone. Primarily
written during the exuberantly nationalist post-war era, her poetry is cautious, controlled, and
lyrical, as well as largely isolated from any particular poetic school or movement. The lyric
reserve and isolation of Bishop’s poetry is in part the result of Bishop’s own personality and her
personal circumstances, much of which has been well documented by literary scholarship — her
painful shyness and early experience of separation from her institutionalized mother, combined
with her publicly unacknowledged lesbianism and lifelong geographic restlessness and travel, are
all indirectly registered in her poetry through a strikingly controlled reserve that recalls the
individualistic solipsism associated with traditional lyric poetry. Bishop was reluctant to
psychoanalyze her own poetry and objected strongly to being categorized as a confessional poet,
noting to one interviewer that, in contrast to confessionalism, she “believed in closets, closets,
closets” (An Oral Biography, 330). Her reluctance often practically invites critical
psychoanalysis, however — of the genesis of her poem “The Map,” she says, “I was staring at a
map. The poem wrote itself. People will say that it corresponded to some part of me which I
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was unaware of at the time. This may be true” (Conversations 101) — and a significant majority
of the scholarship on Bishop’s poetics tends to rely, whether consciously or not, on
psychoanalytic speculations about the biographical and psychological motivations behind her
poems’ subject matter.35 I will argue instead in this chapter that Bishop follows a number of
Romantic and modernist conventions of seeing the lyric as a mode of renegotiating forms of
subjectivity and knowledge, rather than using poetic craft as a vehicle for self-expression.
A few of Bishop’s poems are openly political: “Varick St,” for example, describes
factories at night and scientific manipulation of natural phenomena (“some captured iceberg /
being prevented from melting”), while noting that “our bed” is permeated with “soot / and
hapless odors / hold us close,” indicating the imbrication of love with the mechanisms of capital
(Poems 57-58). This insight is particularly clearly communicated through the poem’s refrain:
“And I shall sell you sell you / sell you of course, my dear, and you’ll sell me” (58). This
chapter, however, will focus on Bishop’s poems whose political implications are more subtle, for
several reasons: partly because these implications hinge on philosophical problems inherited
from the modernists and thus contribute to understanding Bishop’s inheritance from several of
these figures, and partly because the ways in which anything we might call “political” is
embedded in and conveyed by the personal, experiential and natural in these poems challenges
conventional understandings of the political that have led the social and political valences of
Bishop’s work, as well as the poetic mechanisms in which this politics is embedded, to be
critically underexplored.
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A few examples of this approach, especially with regard to the loss of Bishop’s mother, include Susan McCabe’s
Elizabeth Bishop: Her Poetics of Loss, Victoria Harrison, Elizabeth Bishop’s Poetics of Intimacy, and most recently,
Diana Fuss, “How to Lose Things: Elizabeth Bishop’s Child Mourning.”
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Such poems move towards the broader poetic capacity for exploring ways of being
resistant to capitalist production that I describe in this dissertation.36 Bishop’s poem
“Manuelzinho,” for example, is provocative because, as Betsy Erkkila points out, it focuses on
the ways in which Manuelzinho is a “resistant and carnivalesque figure” (299) through his
ambivalent refusal or inability to be productive within the master or landlord’s framework. This
refusal seems not to be conscious, nor “political” — in noting that Maneulzinho’s gardens are
intended to “supply me with vegetables,” the speaker describes the indentured servant’s failure to
do so as “but you don’t; or you won’t; or you can’t” (Poems 77). The opacity and inaccessibility
of the addressee’s intention is highlighted as that which the speaking property-holder finds
particularly disturbing. The whole poem attempts to speculate, bemusedly, at the mysterious
reasons for Manuelzinho’s way of doing things, unable to identify whether it is deliberate
sabotage or simple incompetence on his part. These mystified speculations extend to all aspects
of Manuelzinho’s foreign appearance, customs, and way of being — “You paint — heavens
knows why — / the outside of the crown / and brim of your straw hat. / Perhaps to reflect the
sun?” (80). It is clear that the reason for this opacity is that the gardener’s very way of being is
antagonistic to the logic of the poem’s colonizer-speaker; the antagonism is not reducible to
conscious resistance on his part. The poem’s structuration through address demonstrates the
inability of the capitalist property-holding speaker to recuperate this ontological inoperativeness
through the conventional dominating power of the lyric subject.
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Few critics have taken up the non-productive dimension of Bishop’s particular approach to poetics. In “Useless
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overcoming them” (395).
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These moments of ontological inoperativeness, along with Bishop’s more general attitude
of political refusal, are some of the ways in which Bishop’s poetics expands upon the modernist
tradition by developing new and more effective modes of displacing and dismantling the
transcendental lyric subject. Bishop also departs from this tradition in her poetry’s more
nuanced understanding of the political consequences implicated in this transcendental
individualist view of the subject’s relation to the world. These political implications are bound
up in the personal content of Bishop’s poetics — restrained accounts of travel, love, loss, daily
interactions — and are manifested almost entirely through the unfolding of the dynamic between
observation and subjectivism in her poems. Bishop occupies an unusual middle ground between
the political and the personal, then, insofar as these approaches are represented by some of the
major poetic trajectories of the time — “social conscious” writing, as she calls it, and
confessionalism — since her poetics integrates the political into personal matters not as
confession or expression, but rather through permeating description with subjective observation.
This nuanced, anti-political and even anti-social approach to the political has consistently
confused critics searching for explicit, recognizable forms of political engagement on which to
base claims about her poetry’s politics; Steven Axelrod notes bemusedly that “She went to the
House of Representatives once, but only ‘to buy a new pen at 10% discount’” (“Elizabeth Bishop
and Containment Policy,” 843). The infinite precision with which Bishop constructs her
visionary illustrations of a radically different form of engagement with reality also retains a
constrained sense of authorial construction, merging description with reflection and prescription.
Bishop’s poetics offer a complex and nuanced treatment of the lyric as a site of imaginative
exploration of interrelatedness — whether between animal and human, nature and history, or
person and place — that is simultaneously personal, philosophical and political.
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Bishop’s treatment of subjective experience through problems of poetic observation also
addresses the entanglement of mimetic description and subjective perception with social
dynamics of power and position. These structural societal dynamics are often embedded in
vision and perception, as in the first lines of “Brazil, January 1, 1052,” which describes her
perception of landing in Brazil as the same as Brazil’s original colonizers (“Januaries, Nature
greets our eyes / exactly as she must have greeted theirs” [Poems 72]). In arguing that poetry
should strive for “accuracy” rather than self-expression, Bishop does not mean that poetic craft is
primarily mimetic, but signals the necessity of regrounding subjectivity in its situatedness,
observing and engaging with social reality and its historicity. “The Map,” the inaugural poem of
Bishop’s first book, North & South (1945), is an ars poetica to this effect, the last line of which
John Ashbery has called “the nucleus from which the dazzling variety of her poetry will evolve”
(“Second Presentation” 8):
Land lies in water; it is shadowed green.
Shadows, or are they shallows, at its edges
showing the line of long sea-weeded ledges
where weeds hang to the simple blue from green.
Or does the land lean down to lift the sea from under,
drawing it unperturbed around itself?
Along the fine tan sandy shelf
is the land tugging at the sea from under?
The shadow of Newfoundland lies flat and still.
Labrador’s yellow, where the moony Eskimo
has oiled it. We can stroke these lovely bays,
under a glass as if they were expected to blossom,
or as if to provide a clean cage for invisible fish.
The names of seashore towns run out to sea,
the names of cities cross the neighboring mountains
—the printer here experiencing the same excitement
as when emotion too far exceeds its cause.
These peninsulas take the water between thumb and finger
like women feeling for the smoothness of yard-goods.
Mapped waters are more quiet than the land is,
lending the land their waves’ own conformation:
and Norway’s hare runs south in agitation,
profiles investigate the sea, where land is.
Are they assigned, or can the countries pick their colors?
—What suits the character or the native waters best.
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Topography displays no favorites; North’s as near as West.
More delicate than the historians’ are the map-makers’ colors.
(Poems 3)

Bishop’s exploration of representation here is multi-layered, beginning with the poem’s unusual
assumptions about the concept of the map itself. Bishop treats the map not as a fixed
representation, but as a process with its own hermeneutic possibilities — an imaginative space
whose dynamics incorporate the subject’s own desires and control. While normally a map is a
representation whose history is untold, Bishop’s interpretation of the map in question animates it
with hints of the actual histories it encompasses — “the names of cities cross the neighboring
mountains” indirectly referring to stories of conquest and colonial expansion — as well as purely
imaginative movements — the shape of Norway being reimagined as a “hare [that] runs south in
agitation”. The historicity and spatiotemporal dynamics of the map are much more complex,
then, than simply recreating the historical context behind the map could convey. While
acknowledging its sociohistorical conditions, the map also opens up a space of possibility,
creating new figures, actors, and dynamics.
“The Map” sets the stage for the politics that is always latent in Bishop’s aesthetic
preferences. Unfolding the imaginative possibilities that arise from the process of interpretation,
through the subject’s active engagement with the map, Bishop also interrogates representation
through the lens of the map-maker, wondering: “Are they assigned, or can the countries pick
their colors? / — What suits the character or the native waters best.” Representation, Bishop
suggests, must come from an understanding of the intrinsic character of the object, an
understanding that is best achieved through observation and engagement that does not simply
reaffirm the position of the observing subject. Bishop also suggests that the process of mapmaking culminates in a radical equalization, or perhaps simply covers over inequality through
the limitations of what it can show: “Topography displays no favorites; North’s as near as West.”
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In either case, this penultimate line of the poem speaks to a particular capacity of aesthetic
representation — its concretization of what it represents in a singular, visual space also allows it
to radically experiment with dynamics of power and position.
Insofar as Bishop’s observations about the map are transferable to poetry more generally,
it is clear that Bishop is also intervening through this poem in debates pertaining to the
interpretation of poetry and to lyric’s relationship to its historical conditions, articulating a much
more nuanced understanding of poetry’s relationship both to its political realities and
possibilities. In the last lines of “The Map,” Bishop implicitly states her preference for the
delicacy of “the map-makers’ colors” over those of “the historians,” acknowledging the
heightened nuance involved in crystalizing a world of temporal and spatial histories into a single,
visual moment. In this sense, Bishop’s observations on mapmaking apply metaphorically to
lyric poetry’s similarly delicate art of weaving a complex series of experiences and their
historical conditions into a single moment that is also fixed, immortalized and concretized on a
page.
Bishop begins publishing her writing during one of the major stages of American global
expansion, anticipating the spatiotemporal restructuring of capitalism that begins taking hold in
the post-World War II decades. This global restructuring was felt domestically as well, as
urbanization — through suburban expansion, expanded highway systems and infrastructure, and
metropolitan re-engineering — came to completely reorient the city, as well as massively expand
its scale of operation and maintain global capitalism: “When taken nationwide to all the major
metropolitan centres of the U.S. — yet another transformation of scale — this process played a
crucial role in stabilizing global capitalism after 1945, a period in which the U.S. could afford to
power the whole global non-communist economy by running trade deficits” (David Harvey,
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“The Right to the City”). Map-making’s significance is expanded, then, to include the
imaginative management of the subject’s increased dislocation in a time of new spatial
orientations, and the last line of “The Map” acknowledges this important expansion of purely
historical or temporal analysis to incorporate a global or spatial axis.
In her later poem “Questions of Travel,” published four years after she had moved to
Brazil, Bishop writes:
Should we have stayed at home and thought of here?
Where should we be today?
Is it right to be watching strangers in a play
in this strangest of theaters?
…
Oh, must we dream our dreams
and have them, too?
(Poems 74)

Bishop contemplates travel and her own (voluntary) homelessness as a symptom of a complex
reorientation between the imagination and reality: what appears as an increased privilege — the
ability to realize one’s dreams or imaginary visions of another place — in fact diminishes the
importance of the imagination as a space for exploring potentiality and possibility that depends
on these potentialities being detached from the restrictions of real social life. Furthermore,
Bishop questions the ethics of tourism (“Is it right to be watching strangers in a play…”) in terms
that recall broader concerns in her work about the relationship between description and the
authorial subject — while the transcendental ego must be decentered, this decentering cannot
pretend to erase the subject from what she is watching and describing. The subject’s situatedness
as a natural and social being, despite the poetic imagination’s pretensions to transcendence, must
be the source and grounds of description, whether poetic or political. The form in which
Bishop’s ideas are couched is interrogative, observational, opening up the poem as a potential
space for questioning rather than a closure of possibility. This poetic and spatial opening of
possibility is, perhaps, the sole source of stability that Bishop finds in the context of her own
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personal background as well as the increasingly expansive nature of alienation and metaphorical
homelessness. As Bonnie Costello writes, “Home seems to be in question, or rather, in
questioning” (“The Impersonal and the Interrogative,” 128). At the same time, Bishop’s writing
hones in on the seemingly irreversible fact of what Lukács called the “transcendental
homelessness” that defines the subject’s place, or alienation from place, in modern capitalist
society (The Theory of the Novel, 41). Ethical questions regarding travel and tourism, while
valid, are no longer sufficient to address the changing socioeconomic conditions of subjective
alienation and place, and the last lines of the poem highlight this paradox: “Should we have
stayed at home, / wherever that may be?” (92). In so doing, these last lines foreshadow the
changing spatiotemporal terrain on which questions of ethics will be taking place in coming
decades.
Bishop approaches these last stanzas by suddenly switching to a third person’s
standpoint:
and then a sudden golden silence
in which the traveller takes a notebook, writes:
“Is it lack of imagination that makes us come
to imagined places, not just stay at home?
Or could Pascal have been not entirely right
about just sitting quietly in one's room?
Continent, city, country, society:
The choice is never wide and never free.
And here, or there . . . No. Should we have stayed at home,
Wherever that may be?”
(75)

This dislocation of the speaker’s voice at the end of the poem is a curious tendency in Bishop’s
poetry, seeming to enact a final deflation of any kind of authority that Bishop may have accrued
in the rest of the poem through the poetic speaker’s voice. These last two stanzas, italicized for
emphasis, raise the poem’s most pointed questions and make its only undisputed propositional
claim, which, in creating the simple list “Continent, city, country, society,” equates the
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geographical travel that has been the overt subject matter of the poem with the struggle within
society for freedom. By juxtaposing this list of places with the impossibility of authentic choice
and freedom through only a colon, Bishop suggests that society be reimagined as a spatial terrain
in which the liberal dogma of individual free choice is increasingly irrelevant. The entire
thought process suggested in this stanza remains framed as the writing of an anonymous thirdperson “traveller,” however, which, along with the poem’s sliding at the end into ellipses and
questioning at the crux of a social paradox, prevents the poem from reasserting the musing of its
speaker-subject as a privileged moment of truth. Within the poem, at least, Bishop literally
displaces the subject from the center of the poem’s interrogation of the subject’s place in global
capitalist society.
In many ways, therefore, Bishop’s work can be seen as the continuation of the kind of
epistemological project that Wallace Stevens inherited from the Romantics’ struggle with the
dualistic view of imagination and reality.37 Like Stevens, Bishop works with a lyric form that
inherits formal and thematic paradigms from Romanticism. Her poems tend to highlight
observation of natural and interpersonal phenomena that emphasizes the continuity between
nature and the imagination. Bishop’s poems are concerned with the changing role of the poetic
imagination in modernity, even as she departs from the patriarchal tendencies latent in the many
of the modernists’ continued yearning for transcendence and access to the sublime. More
37

In scholarship attempting to periodize Bishop’s work in relation to modernism, Bishop is frequently positioned as
part of a “middle generation” that followed modernism but did not exactly coincide with postmodernism, and a
number of critical works have attempted to configure Bishop’s work in relation to various contemporaneous poets so
as to confirm this periodization. Thomas Travisano argues instead for the term “midcentury quartet,” arguing that
Bishop, Lowell, Jarrell and Berryman develop a critically under-theorized aesthetic agenda that was specifically
targeted at differentiating themselves from modernism exemplified by the figures of Pound, Eliot, Williams and
Stevens: “each consciously or unconsciously recognized in the others a shared determination to bypass or unmake
modernism’s impersonal aesthetic and to create amongst themselves a new aesthetic that would empower them to
address the problem of selfhood in the postmodern world” (9). Other critics, meanwhile, choose to trace the
relationship between Bishop and her closest correspondents and mentors, as in David Kalstone’s Becoming a Poet:
Elizabeth Bishop with Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell, rather than arguing for the development of an
unarticulated yet shared project.
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importantly, though, Bishop questions the terms in which Stevens, amongst others, had
contrasted the poetic imagination with modern society, and more accurately registers the
increasingly expansive and dynamic status of these terms as social relations rather than objects.
Rather than showing the increasing marginalization of the imagination in modernity, in ways that
reify the contemplative individual or poetic subject, Bishop shows the ways in which the
imagination is both intertwined with and opposed to a precarious and dynamic social terrain.
Bishop inherits her distaste for masculine egotism and her capacity to poetically negotiate
the boundaries of observation and subjectivity from her major feminine modernist predecessor,
Marianne Moore. Moore’s influence on Bishop has been widely acknowledged — Bishop’s
other major contemporaneous influence and close friend, Robert Lowell, has said that Bishop is
“unimaginable without Moore” (“Thomas, Bishop, and Williams,” 186) — but commentary on
their relationship has often focused on their shared skepticism about knowledge. Comparing the
status of the object for Bishop and Moore, Bonnie Costello notes that for Bishop the relation
between the speaker and the object described seems to be the genuine focus of interest, and
concludes from this that “Bishop appears to be trying, in modernist fashion, to see external
things truly, while in fact what she scrutinizes is herself” (“Marianne Moore and Elizabeth
Bishop: Friendship and Influence,” 100). Lynn Keller draws similar conclusions from her
observation that Bishop, in treating thinking primarily as process, is “suggesting that our
knowing anything is itself imaginary” (Re-Making it New, 106). Robert Dale Parker reads
Bishop’s resistance to traditional forms of belief as a resistance to belief altogether: “Either way,
whether she looks inside or looks outside, Bishop doesn’t believe in what she sees” (The
Unbeliever, 70). Bishop’s criticisms of the belief in man’s capacity for individual transcendence,
however, are not based on a fatalistic solipsism. Rather, Bishop refuses the choice frequently
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presented in literary discourse between human mastery over nature and the failure of knowledge
altogether. Neither Bishop’s resistance to conventional authority and belief, nor its
commonalities with Moore’s poetics, can be accurately characterized as having its philosophical
telos aligned with skepticism and its attendant political tendencies towards escapism and
disempowerment.
Bishop takes up Moore as a specific type of feminist predecessor that is not immediately
recognizable as such. Bishop refused to be included in all-female anthologies, which frequently
led critics to claim that her poetry was anti-feminist and reflected an aristocratic disinterest in
politics. Yet Bishop considered herself “a strong feminist” (Conversations 130) — the nature of
Bishop’s feminist intervention in poetic and political discourse must be sought, then, in more
complex and nuanced aspects of her poetry’s experimentation with lyric form and structure.
While they occasionally thematize issues of gender, for the most part Moore and Bishop both
approach gender primarily through their experimentation with poetic-philosophical description’s
capacity to reimagine reality.
Moore’s poetics presents particular challenges to the tendency in conventional lyric to
internalize the external world into the transcendental ego of the lyric speaker. As we have seen
with regard to some of Moore’s modernist contemporaries, interpolation of the lyric speaker’s
natural surroundings, through the lens of poetic observation, has often served, whether
consciously or not, as a mode of reinforcing the lyric subject’s authoritative and transcendental
position in relation to the world and to the poetic canon. As Jonathan Culler notes with regard to
the trope of apostrophe, “[A]postrophe is a device which the poetic voice uses to establish with
an object a relationship which helps to constitute [the poet]. The object is treated as a subject, an
I which implies a certain type of you in its turn. One who successfully invokes nature is one to
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whom nature might, in its turn, speak. He makes himself a poet, a visionary” (“Apostrophe,”
142). In his reading of Baudelaire’s “Correspondances,” Paul de Man characterizes this
tendency more hyperbolically as a specifically lyric process of anthropomorphism, which he
describes as “an identification on the level of substance” that “freezes the infinite chain of
tropological transformations and propositions into one single assertion or essence which, as such,
excludes all others. It is no longer a proposition but a proper name” (“Anthropomorphism and
Trope in the Lyric,” 241). These critical observations continue today in debates about the lyric
genre, suggesting that the lyric’s tendency to engage with the natural world in order to reassert
and center the individual is part of a broader complicity of the lyric in the broader societal and
economic tendency to assimilate and make productive the natural world in the service of
particular human interests.38
While Moore’s poetics are largely descriptive, depicting objects with fastidious and
concrete precision with the understanding that “precision is a thing of the imagination”
(Predilections vii), her poetry’s imagery and structuration suppresses the lyric affirmation of the
poetic subject described above, setting the precedent for Bishop’s similar attempts to depart from
this lyric paradigm. Bonnie Costello writes: “Moore celebrates the world’s elusiveness, its
superiority to our acts of appropriation, seeing the world’s freedom as intrinsic to our own. And
‘gusto thrives on freedom,’ on the repeated discovery of difference” (“Marianne Moore,” 3).
Moore’s poetics do not simply emphasize the faculties particular to humans, such as the
imagination, but also a spatiotemporal dynamism — temporal flux, restlessness, irregularity,
tension — that is integral to the constitution of all forms of life. Her evident concern with
artifice and stylization, moreover, tends to denaturalize social customs and invisible restrictions
38

See introduction for further discussion of these critical arguments, which are demonstrated in pieces such as Rei
Terada’s “After the Critique of Lyric” and Craig Dworkin’s introduction to The Ubuweb Anthology of Conceptual
Poetry.
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on personal liberty. This is evident in brief poems such as “No Swan So Fine,” whose fourteen
lines carefully depict a “chinz china” swan, a relic of monarchy observed in the “dead fountains
of Versailles”:
“No water so still as the
dead fountains of Versailles.” No swan,
with swart blind look askance
and gondoliering legs, so fine
as the chinz china one with fawnbrown eyes and toothed gold
collar on to show whose bird it was.
Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
candelabrum-tree of cockscombtinted buttons, dahlias,
sea-urchins, and everlastings,
it perches on the branching foam
of polished sculptured
flowers—at ease and tall. The king is dead.
(Complete Poems 19)

The poem’s tone is nearly impossible to decipher — while seeming to sarcastically indict the
lingering stasis of artifice, technically the poem is entirely descriptive. First, Moore begins with
a quote appropriated from elsewhere describing the fountains of Versailles (“No water so still as
the / dead fountains of Versailles”), in relation to which the rest of the poem is grammatically
structured (beginning with the parallel construction, “No swan […] so fine”) as a kind of
expansion or explanation of the proposition laid out in the quoted sentence. Rather than ending
with a moralizing statement or aphorism that overtly imbues the prior description with political
meaning, the poem ends with another statement that is ostensibly factual and descriptive: “The
King is dead.” Any political implications are created by the strange juxtaposition of these two
factual descriptive statements, causing us to revisit the specific imagery of the rest of the poem’s
descriptions and to find strained superficiality and discomfort in the swan’s stance, despite being
described as “at ease” — “lodged,” “perches,” “askance / and gondoliering legs” — as well as
insidiously coded forms of lingering social control — “toothed gold / collar on to show whose
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bird it was.” Authority in its obvious appearance as a living, breathing individual agent is dead,
the poem announces, but the “stillness” and “fineness” of what remains indicate that new forms
of artificial social control have quietly replaced it.
Moore experiments with much more complex usage of quotation and appropriated
language in longer poems such as “Marriage,” in which she is much more incisive and explicit in
her critiques of heteronormative social institutions:
This institution,
perhaps one should say enterprise
out of respect for which
one says one need not change one's mind
about a thing one has believed in,
requiring public promises
of one’s intention
to fulfill a private obligation:
I wonder what Adam and Eve
think of it by this time,
this firegilt steel
alive with goldenness;
how bright it shows —
“of circular traditions and impostures,
committing many spoils,”
requiring all one's criminal ingenuity
to avoid!
(62)

Describing the poem as “long, moving, weird, and grief-struck”, Maureen McLane also notes
Moore’s use of the pronoun “one” in rendering her observations, which demonstrates a
scrupulous insistence on distanced description rather than her own gendered position (“My
Marianne Moore”). While Moore does seem to insist on a purportedly neutral observational and
anthropological perspective on marriage, spending most of the poem speculating about
contemporary gender and sexuality’s origins with Adam and Eve, the poem is also incredibly
unwieldy and convoluted. Its quoted material is incorporated in this instance not as a proposition
to be elaborated, but as an almost manic satire of presenting evidence to make the poem’s run-on
case, proliferating with pseudo-historical speculation about the generative origin myth of society
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and sexuality.39 While often desperately sincere in its exploration and condemnation of marriage
as the historical and contemporary structural basis of gender roles and dynamics, the poem’s
structure also mimics and mocks its own attempts to objectively trace the origins of this structure
through which individual subjectivity is itself developed, instead showcasing the imbrication of
objective critique and subjective experience. In highlighting the mutually determining
relationship between the objective and the subjective, Moore’s poem points to the dynamism of
intersubjectivity and illustrates its point that marriage is a static, trivial institution mired in the
interests of “enterprise,” one that cannot possibly control the dynamism of personal and
interpersonal conflict. Moore refers to this problematic, in a typically detached turn of phrase, as
“this amalgamation which can never be more / than an interesting impossibility” (63). Rather
than focusing on public politics and national events that are themselves relatively detached from
personal experience, “Marriage” interrogates the dynamics of authoritarianism on the most
fundamental level of personal experience, looking at the ways in which human relations are
institutionalized in order to be exploitable and controllable by state power.
Bishop occupies a strange feminist middle ground between Moore’s modernist poetics,
which can be seen as relatively subtly departing from the masculine assertiveness of her
contemporaries and eradicating lyric egoism through extreme precision and attentiveness to
descriptive detail, and later poets like Adrienne Rich, who herself manifests a radical
transformation midway through her oeuvre towards outspoken anti-patriarchal and political
moralism. While Moore and Bishop undoubtedly share certain psychological sensibilities, as
much critical speculation has suggested, Bishop tended to at least minimally challenge Moore’s
overwhelming prudishness — refusing, for example, to take the word “water-closet” out of her
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For more on the incorporation of quotation and collage in this poem, see Elizabeth Joyce, “The Collage of
‘Marriage’: Marianne Moore’s Formal and Cultural Critique.”
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poem “Roosters” as Moore requested.40 By focusing on description rather than lyric subjectivity,
though, Bishop maintains an ideological nuance and openness that Rich departs from once she
begins to feel the importance of asserting and developing a specifically feminist subjectivity in
opposition to patriarchal socialization. Roger Gilbert argues that the locus of difference between
Rich “is not politics but history. The two poets disagree not so much over questions of action as
questions of knowledge, which necessarily precede and inform action” (“Historical Knowledge,”
144). This is manifested through Gilbert’s reading of Rich reading Bishop — cutting out parts of
the poem, Rich succeeds in “flattening out Bishop’s tonal complexity in a way that makes the
bare bones of the narrative more prominent, and seem to offer an unambiguous glimpse of
history’s nightmare” (157).
Rich reflects on these distinctions in her 1983 review of Elizabeth Bishop’s Complete
Poems, noting that “especially given the times and customs of the 1940s and 1950s, Bishop’s
work now seems to me remarkably honest and courageous” (16). Bishop and Rich share a
particular sensibility that Rich identifies as the “experience of outsiderhood, closely — though
not exclusively — linked with the essential outsiderhood of a lesbian identity; and with how the
outsider’s eye enables Bishop to perceive other kinds of outsiders and to identify, or try to
identify, with them. I believe she deserves to be read and valued … for the way she locates
herself in the world” (16). Rich cites Bishop’s evident attempts to develop an ethos of
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Bishop certainly also shares many of Moore’s more prudish sensibilities, as poems such as “Pink Dog” (1979)
might indicate, although in this poem her discomfort around watching a naked female dog appears to be not an
attachment to social convention, but rather a measure of her attempts to preempt repressive measures against the
dog. The absurdity of the poem’s speaker’s advice to the dog to put clothes on and assimilate to the dominant
cultural climate masks a weighty anxiety about the real violence that outsiders risk in openly showing their outsider
status, as the poem mentions that beggars have been being thrown in the river to “solve this problem [of poverty]”,
and asserts the inhumanity of this practice, as she makes it clear that the everyday rhetoric around this practice is to
treat it as a “joke” (179).
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identification with other, differently positioned outsiders,41 which encompasses her evident
concern with colonization and anti-black racism.42 Most important about this outsiderhood,
however, is its empathic quality — much like Rich’s relatively unusual emphasis, for a white
woman, on developing disloyalty to whiteness,43 Bishop’s feminist politics manifest in her
methods of poetic observation, which intertwine the dislocated experience of the writing subject
with the subjects of observation and their greater position in broader social and experiential
dynamics.
__________________________
That political concerns are not explicitly thematized in Bishop’s work reveals important
aspects of Bishop’s view of the political capacities of poetry. Bishop carefully distinguishes
between her actual politics and her poetics, as well as between political ideology and the lived
experience of oppression:
I was always opposed to political thinking as such for writers. What good writing came out of that period
[during the 1930s], really? Perhaps a few good poems; Kenneth Fearing wrote some. A great deal of it
seemed to me very false. Politically I considered myself a socialist, but I disliked ‘social conscious’
writing. I stood up for T. S. Eliot when everybody else was talking about James T. Farrell. The
atmosphere in Vassar was left-wing; it was the popular thing. People were always asking me to be on a
picket-line, or later to read poems to a John Reed Club. I felt that most of the college girls didn’t know
much about social conditions.
I was very aware of the Depression — some of my family were much affected by it. After all, anybody
who went to New York and rode the Elevated could see that things were wrong. But I had lived with poor
people and knew something of poverty at first-hand. About this time I took a walking-trip in
Newfoundland and I saw much worse poverty there. I was all for being a socialist till I heard Norman
Thomas speak; but he was so dull. Then I tried anarchism, briefly. I’m much more interested in social
problems and politics now than I was in the ‘30’s (Conversations 22).

I quote this passage in full because it is interspersed throughout with scattered thoughts that
imply that Bishop primarily encountered and viewed what she calls “political thinking” as an
ideology divorced from the lived experience of oppression (“I felt that most of the college girls
41

Camille Roman also treats Bishop’s relationship to “outsiderhood” in Elizabeth Bishop’s World War II-Cold War
View.
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Betsy Erkkila argues this in relation to a number of Bishop’s poems, including “Cootchie’ and “Faustina, or Rock
Roses,” maintaining that these poems center on class and race struggle (294).
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Adrienne Rich, “Disloyalty to Civilization” (1979) and “Notes Towards a Politics of Position” (1986).
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didn’t know much about social conditions”), and consequently is reluctant to identify with the
political labels which, to her mind, represent this distanced relationship between thought and
experience. Bishop’s concern with mass culture in the U.S. in the post-war era, and her distaste
for explicit, propagandistic forms of art, instead led her to search for an alternative form of poetic
resistance, which she termed a “real real protest” (Words in Air, 364). This ambiguous objective,
with its insistence on the necessity of accessing reality, is articulated in a 1961 letter to Robert
Lowell in which she writes, “It’s terribly hard to find the exact and right and surprising enough,
or un-surprising enough, point at which to revolt now[.] The beats have just fallen back on an
old corpse-strewn or monument-strewn battle-field—the real real protest I suspect is something
quite different—(If only I could find it…)” (364). Out of the lyric form that she draws on from
modernists such as Frost and Stevens, Bishop develops a highly nuanced critique of patriarchal
subjectivity that also lays the groundwork for the more overtly politicized lyric poetics of
Adrienne Rich and others later in the twentieth century. Lyric, conventionally a site for
exploring the experience of social relations, allows Bishop to approach the changing terrain of
capitalist social relations while challenging the masculine supremacy through which both poetics
and politics are organized.
As I have noted above, while there is scholarship on both Bishop’s relationship to gender
and on her poetry’s seeming resistance to conventional authoritative forms of belief, as yet this
scholarship has not coincided to provide a broader account of the anti-authoritarian relationship
to gender that is expressed through Bishop’s poetics, and by her subtle advocacy of selfdetermination and collectivity through observation of the natural world. A few critics have
moved towards these approaches by identifying the disruptive tendencies of Bishop’s work with
regard to gender normativity, most notably Lee Edelman, whose reading of “In the Waiting
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Room” argues that there is a “figural subversion” in the poem via a “cry of displacement — a cry
of the female refusal of position in favor of dis-position” (196). Joanne Fiet Diehl attempts to
reconfigure Bishop’s relationship to the masculine canon by inscribing her within a tradition of
feminist critique of male solipsism in poetry, arguing that Bishop treats the sublime as a moment
of discontinuity or loss that ultimately affirms “the sublime possibility of a freedom that rises
above distinctions” (Women Poets and the American Sublime, 110). Diehl also reads “In the
Waiting Room,” identifying in it a momentary interruption of “the continuous act of sublimation
that enables us to preserve an ongoing constitutive identity” (104). I will argue instead that
Bishop is not simply interested in the momentary disruption of identity across genders and other
axes, but in an analysis of power relations that also reconfigures the operation of relation itself.
Indeed, it is exactly the urge to eliminate boundaries altogether, which Diehl celebrates, that
Bishop recognizes as the traditional form of individualist egotism and the longing for
transcendence, and which her poetry tends to show is both unattainable and psychologically and
materially damaging.44
The attempt to transcend human boundaries is the target of Bishop’s poem “The
Armadillo,” which describes the ascent of illegal fire balloons and the damage that their eventual
rupture causes as the fire spreads:
This is the time of year
when almost every night
the frail, illegal fire balloons appear.
Climbing the mountain height,
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Bishop, I would argue, is critiquing a specific notion of the sublime inherited from Kant’s philosophical system,
one that has dualist and individualist implications of the kind that I am showing her poetics attempts to critique and
transcend. A number of the problems underlying the conception of the sublime inherited from Kant’s Critique of the
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on that same subject. Furthermore, Kant attempts to show in “The Contest of the Faculties” that sublime experience
demonstrates the existence of a human freedom that is in opposition to nature, and validates a spectatorial politics as
opposed to the “transcendental illusion” that he ascribes to revolutionary action.
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rising toward a saint
still honored in these parts,
the paper chambers flush and fill with light
that comes and goes, like hearts.
Once up against the sky it's hard
to tell them from the stars —
planets, that is — the tinted ones:
Venus going down, or Mars,
or the pale green one. With a wind,
they flare and falter, wobble and toss;
but if it's still they steer between
the kite sticks of the Southern Cross,
receding, dwindling, solemnly
and steadily forsaking us,
or, in the downdraft from a peak,
suddenly turning dangerous.
Last night another big one fell.
It splattered like an egg of fire
against the cliff behind the house.
The flame ran down. We saw the pair
of owls who nest there flying up
and up, their whirling black-and-white
stained bright pink underneath, until
they shrieked up out of sight.
The ancient owls' nest must have burned.
Hastily, all alone,
a glistening armadillo left the scene,
rose-flecked, head down, tail down,
and then a baby rabbit jumped out,
short-eared, to our surprise.
So soft! — a handful of intangible ash
with fixed, ignited eyes.
Too pretty, dreamlike mimicry!
O falling fire and piercing cry
and panic, and a weak mailed fist
clenched ignorant against the sky!
(Poems 83-4)

Bishop initially imbues her description of their ascent with the sublime, transcendent quality
experienced by the spectator: the fire balloons “appear” as though divorced from human
actuality, “rising toward a saint / still honored in these parts,” and their ascent is figuratively
aligned with the most fundamental human aspirations: “the paper chambers flush and fill with
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light / that comes and goes, like hearts” (83). The loose rhyme scheme of these lines and their
easy internal rhythmic quality (“flush and fill,” “comes and goes”) implies that the poem’s
observer experiences the balloons as a reflection of aspirations that she herself shares. The poem
thus performs a classically lyrical conceit, as through a symbol-laden description of a particular
event it evokes a universal quality of humanity.
The poem then takes a turn in perspective, however — addressing the inevitable failure
of these aspirations and their increasing detachment from those who created them, the poem
describes the balloons “receding, dwindling, solemnly / and steadily forsaking us”. Observing
the balloons “suddenly turning dangerous,” Bishop’s metaphorization now works to deflate the
balloons’ sublime quality and render them grotesque and brutal: a “big one … / splattered like an
egg of fire”. After describing the owls, armadillo and baby rabbit’s terrified desertion of their
homes, the poem abruptly breaks with its own perspective in the suddenly italicized last stanza:
Too pretty, dreamlike mimicry!
O falling fire and piercing cry
and panic, and a weak mailed fist
clenched ignorant against the sky!

This outburst clearly condemns the distanced description of the fire balloons in the immediately
preceding stanzas, but its judgment of the poem is evocative, not propositional, and the
perspective that the poem has suddenly taken on is unannounced and unidentifiable. The poem’s
perspective literally changes as it re-describes the previous stanzas’ observation in totally
different terms: what was previously described as “a glistening armadillo […], / rose-flecked,
head down, tail down” becomes a symbol of impotent antagonism: “a weak mailed fist clenched
ignorant against the sky”. The stanza’s apostrophic moment is particularly noticeable, taking on
an anachronistic and significant marker of poetic authority and address — “O” — yet departing
from apostrophic convention by lacking a clear object of address or conveyable message. The
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poem’s ending is a cry out against the imposition of intertwined human ideals and violence —
taking on the owls’ “shriek” previously invoked rather than replicating the spectator role, which
the poem suddenly finds so reprehensible that it is impossible to maintain. The exclamation
“Too pretty, dreamlike mimicry” turns the poet against not only the fire balloons, whose release
exemplifies human attempts to imitate a transcendental sphere that is beyond them, but also
against the poet’s own strategies of observing this scene. Bishop turns her critique inwards to
question her own deployment of an overly sympathetic image of fire balloons in order to
“mimic” or symbolize the realities of aerial warfare and bombing. The poem demonstrates in
this sudden transition in the last stanza that a different kind of subjectivity must be produced in
opposition to that which produced warfare and its attempts at transcendence, and it begins to do
this by taking on an inarticulate cry with no direct object or exclamation, similar to the balloons’
animal victims. The poem thus transitions from detached observation of disaster by a stable lyric
speaker-subject to condemnation of spectatorship and the assimilation of external events to selfimportant fantasies of human transcendence that mean violence for what humans tend to set
themselves against — the “natural” or animal world.
“The Man-Moth” also explores man’s desire to transcend material reality, suggesting that
this seemingly innate desire is specific to the particular conditions of modern estrangement from
place and people. The poem examines perspective, positionality and its politics, which, as we
saw in “The Armadillo,” equally implicates poetic observation. The majority of the poem,
especially its opening stanzas, describes both Man and the Man-Moth through their contrasting
perspectives, which appear to be the determining basis for their respective actions. Man is
described as having “no […] illusions”; while he is on some level determined by or “magnetized
to the moon,” he is not capable of understanding the moon except in quantifiable terms: “He
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does not see the moon; he observes only her vast properties, / feeling the queer light on his
hands, neither warm nor cold, / of a temperature impossible to record in thermometers” (10).
Already the moon’s “queer” light and unquantifiable temperature, as well as the fact that it is
described as filling the “cracks in the buildings,” suggest that the moon here represents its typical
cultural associations with the realm of the psychic, imaginative, or ideal, that has a potential
subversiveness to it associated with its opposition to daylight and the machinations and
productivity of everyday life. Man, while continuing to engage in aspirations and fears, is no
longer capable of understanding his surrounding influences except for the most physical,
quantifiable ones. The Man-Moth, by contrast, retains man’s lost capacity to imagine a world
beyond this one, but his total detachment from his material conditions renders him doomed to
failure. The Man-Moth is able to see the moon, but his engagement with it is premised on a
fundamental mistake in perspective that he fails to understand. This leads him to become
obsessively oriented towards attaining something that has no reality: “He thinks the moon is a
small hole at the top of the sky, / proving the sky quite useless for protection. / He trembles, but
must investigate as high as he can climb” (11). Man, therefore, even when crossbred with the
moth, is still subject to close-minded fixation on a misguided notion of transcendence.
As critics have pointed out, Bishop seems here to be satirizing Romantic idealism — in
“Bishop and the Negative Sublime,” Helen M. Dennis calls the Man-Moth’s climb “a type of
attempt at aesthetic transcendence, in a modernist parody of what Brooks calls the verticality of
[Romantic] sublime landscapes” (59). Yet the Man-Moth’s terrified entrapment in social
conditions that he does not understand, and his attempts to escape through forgetting material
conditions altogether rather than locating himself in them, is also reminiscent of fantasies of
social transformation that lack grounding in reality, in terms of personal perspective and its
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broader implications for strategic action. The Man-Moth’s attempts to transcend his actuality are
thus doomed to failure: “But what the Man-Moth fears most he must do, although / he fails, of
course, and falls back scared but quite unhurt” (11). Bishop’s subsequent description of the
Man-Moth’s actions similarly emphasize their sympathetic and admirable qualities, as well as
the inherent futility of the “Romantic intensity” that the Man-Moth, as Costello points out,
appears to represent: the poem “keeps us from thinking his shadow life can be a whole life, his
idealism an appropriate vision or his inwardness a sufficient dwelling” (Elizabeth Bishop:
Questions of Mastery, 53). The necessity of retaining an aspect of the imagination while
engaging with material reality is reflected by the basic premise of the poem itself, the imagined
existence of the “Man-Moth,” which Bishop claims in the poem’s epigraph is based on a
misprint of the word “mammoth” in a newspaper. The poem’s premise is generated through a
misperception that allows the speaker’s description to have more insight into material reality.
The poem suggests that this desire for transcendence is generated in part by the
experience of the transforming relationship between man and place, or man and the natural
world. In addition to observing the Man-Moth’s inability to properly understand or engage with
his man-made surroundings, implied in the description of his attempt to reach the moon, the
poem also describes the Man-Moth’s uneasy and unstable position within a system of modern
transportation:
Then he returns
to the pale subways of cement he calls his home. He flits,
he flutters, and cannot get aboard the silent trains
fast enough to suit him. The doors close swiftly.
The Man-Moth always seats himself facing the wrong way
and the train starts at once at its full, terrible speed,
without a shift in gears or a gradation of any sort.
He cannot tell the rate at which he travels backwards.
(11)
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In the transforming landscape of political and economic expansion, the artificial, constitutively
unstable and constantly moving technologies of circulation are the only constant, as “Questions
of Travel” similarly indicated about the constitutive nature of travel and homelessness; they now
stand in for authentic forms of “home.” The Man-Moth’s experience of the modern world is one
of perpetual discomfort, one that is emphasized by the poem’s rhythm and sound. In the
description “He flits, / he flutters, and cannot get aboard the silent trains / fast enough to suit
him” (11), the Man-Moth’s relationship to “home” is described as movement (flits, flutters) that
has no grammatical object; he is reduced to a state of personal flux and failure (the emphasis on
the latter is formed by the grammatical structure of the subsequent phrase, he “cannot get aboard
the silent trains / fast enough to suit him”). Nothing about his surroundings can “suit him”; his
surroundings are constituted by a speed of circulation that is incommensurable with his own
being, leading to his relationship to place being one of helplessness and ineptitude. Again, the
only constant in this world is consistent failure to correctly navigate it, as Bishop’s matter-of-fact
descriptive statements indicate: “The Man-Moth always seats himself facing the wrong way”
(11). An additional constant, to complicate this relation further, is the incapacity to assess or
understand this growing incommensurability with one’s surroundings: “He cannot tell the rate at
which he travels backwards” (11).
The poem’s own attempts to understand and bridge this gap between the human and his
situatedness in the natural world occurs in part through its imagined concatenation of animal and
human qualities in the poem’s protagonist. As with “The Armadillo,” the poem’s synthesis of
animal and human identity is crucial to the poem’s tentative exploration of the relationship
between the material and the ideal and of its political implications. Robert Dale Parker explains
the poem’s amalgamation of human and animal identity: “Moths never aspire, and no reader
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could previously have associated aspiration with Man-Moths, having never heard of the things
before. Only people (Men, in the language of the poem) aspire, so that the poem becomes an
allegorical commentary on human ambition and the restraint of ambition by fear, especially fear
of failure. The Man dares not ascend, because he knows he will fall; whereas the Man-Moth
believes he will fall if he dares ascend, but dares not refuse to try” (The Unbeliever, 40). The
poem is not simply a transhistorical allegory, though, but directly concerned, as we have seen,
with its material conditions, or more importantly, with contemporary changes in individuals’
ability to understand and negotiate their position in the world. It is through amalgamating the
moth’s drive towards light, which is instinctive, with man’s more conceptual aspirations and
fears, which restrict him from imagining an otherwise to his immediate social conditioning, that
Bishop is able to experiment with the potential and limitations of peoples’ changing ability to
struggle against their material conditions.
While “The Armadillo”’s exploration of violence’s relationship to positions of power
specifically indicts the purportedly neutral observer, the ending of “The Man-Moth” switches its
own perspective to suggest the complicity of the reader in the dynamics of oppression that the
poem describes. As in “The Armadillo,” “The Man-Moth” makes a sudden transition to direct
address in the last stanza:
If you catch him,
hold up a flashlight to his eye. It’s all dark pupil,
an entire night itself, whose haired horizon tightens
as he stares back, and closes up an eye. Then from the lids
one tear, his only possession, like the bee’s sting, slips.
Slyly he palms it, and if you’re not paying attention
he’ll swallow it. However, if you watch, he’ll hand it over,
cool as from underground springs and pure enough to drink.
(12)

We saw in a number of William Carlos Williams’ poems that introducing the structure of address
into a lyric poem tends to allow the poems’ speakers to reassert their authority, often in a way
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that intimates patriarchal violence towards the object of address. While, as with Williams, it is
figuration and address that enables the subject-object relation to emerge from Bishop’s poem’s
formerly descriptive mode, Bishop’s poem does not reassert the writer or speaker’s authority,
partly because the lyric I is not grammatically articulated in the poem. Moreover, the poem’s
address does not call attention to itself through endowing itself with the poetic capital typically
accorded to the apostrophic “O,” but instead subtly interpolates the reader by beginning, “If you
catch him”, a dependent clause that demonstrates the reader’s inherent involvement rather than
asserting it explicitly. While Williams, Stevens and Bishop can all be understood to be
consciously grappling with questions of authority that inhere fundamentally in humans’ modern
relationship to nature and society, Bishop’s work departs from her predecessors in its critique of
the sense of transcendental qualities that have traditionally informed man’s self-definition, and,
in this poem, in its development of a poetic subjectivity that deflates the speaker’s tendency to
assert his own mastery and coercion.
While the rest of the poem was presented as an objective description, this last stanza
suddenly reinscribes the subject positions of both the poet and reader, implicating them both in
the Man-Moth’s torturous cultural landscape. The beginning, “If you catch him,” makes a
number of implicit presumptions about the reader’s involvement in the Man-Moth’s plight.
Suddenly the reader is involved in the policing of the poetic imagination; the “if” clause that
introduces the addressee takes for granted that the reader is also attempting to catch the ManMoth and dispossess him of his vision. The ending also implies, then, that even the Man-Moth’s
misguided capacity for perception — in this case, simply the capacity to see the world
differently, and not particularly effectively — is policed by modern culture. In this way, Bishop
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signals the extent to which the restrictions on Man’s form of vision permeate the cultural
unconscious.
This last stanza can also be understood as an important shift from the poem’s own playful
depiction of the imaginative and the fantastic to the speaker forcing the reader to confront the
reality of the Man-Moth. As Parker notes, the last stanza indicates that “we not only share the
Man-Moth’s world but even that we rule it and might well capture him and violate the pristine
independence she earlier presented so sympathetically. Like watchmen, we patrol the illusory
world and hold it up to the cold, flashlight scrutiny of synthetic vision” (Parker 48). This
oppression of the cultural imagination leads to the yearning for negative freedom, or total
freedom from all restrictions, which can only end in tragedy, as the fiery crashing of the skyward
balloons in “The Armadillo” would indicate. What is missing from the Man-Moth’s attempts at
transcendence is a self-determination that is also grounded in place and people.
It is Bishop’s 1941 poem “Roosters,” however, that anchors her broader philosophical
and social critique of transcendental individualism in an analysis of patriarchal social
organization that identifies its range of influence from global to interpersonal to personal,
internalized violence. Bishop has said that the poem was inspired by militarism she saw
firsthand in Key West and the aerial views in World War II of “dismal little towns in Finland and
Norway, when the Germans took over, and their atmosphere of poverty” (One Art 96), and
scholars have widely focused on this statement to order to locate a poem in which Bishop
directly protests militarism in general and responds to World War II specifically.45 Critical
scholarship on the poem tends to maintain the separation between personal and political that I am
arguing that Bishop makes irrelevant, focusing on either anti-war messaging or the personal
45
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imagery and structuration of the poem as though they were unconnected.46 Margaret Dickie
writes, for example, that war in Bishop’s poems “is almost always intertwined with a private
suffering that appears quite unrelated to the conflict” (Lyrics of Love, 105). For Dickie, this is a
mysterious shortfall on Bishop’s part rather than a potential source of sociopolitical insight:
“Bishop invariably interjected into the subject of war and political upheavals some concern of
her own — troubled sexual relations, conflicted love affairs, personal misery. […] Bishop often
could not distinguish love from war” (106). One of the benefits of interrogating the
philosophical implications of Bishop’s poetics and her engagement with her modernist
predecessors is that it shows that her critique of patriarchy is grounded in part in experiential and
epistemological premises. The position that Bishop repeatedly opposes in her poetics is that of
the strong transcendental ego which, in asserting itself, coercively restructures the conditions of
experience for others.
Both subtle and scathing, “Roosters”’s initial descriptions are layered with suggestions of
the broader gender dynamics at stake in the rooster’s everyday behavior. The description of the
roosters begins at dawn, indicating that the roosters structure the basis of everyday life with an
all-encompassing, contagious effect:
At four o’clock
in the gun-metal blue dark
we hear the first crow of the first cock
just below
the gun-metal blue window
and immediately there is an echo
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off in the distance,
then one from the backyard fence,
then one, with horrible insistence,
grates like a wet match
from the broccoli patch,
flares, and all over town begins to catch.
(Poems 27)

These opening lines, from the unpleasant dissonance of various sounds (“grates like a wet
match,” “broccoli patch”), to its unsubtle, driven masculine rhyme scheme (AAA, BBB, CCC),
to the metrical emphasis on “flares” and its image of a spreading fire, reminiscent of the casual
ecological disaster described in “The Armadillo,” emphasize the discomfort and helplessness
provoked by the far-reaching patriarchal climate it describes, while its repetition of the unusual
adjective “gun-metal blue” imbues the description with militaristic overtones. The following
stanzas emphasize masculine aggression and feminine passivity:
Cries galore
come from the water-closet door,
from the dropping-plastered henhouse floor,
where in the blue blur
their rustling wives admire,
the roosters brace their cruel feet and glare
with stupid eyes
while from their beaks there rise
the uncontrolled, traditional cries.
(27)

Again, the poem’s observations of the roosters are both outrageous and nuanced — while
“cruel,” “stupid,” “uncontrolled, traditional” might initially appear hyperbolic, such qualifiers are
the poem’s primary signals that the poem is addressing issues broader than roosters. Yet their
qualificatory relationship to the nouns, aspects of roosters that they describe, means that
description of actual roosters is the primary axis of signification of the poem. The poem does not
simply instrumentalize roosters in order to make a political point; its treatment of animal
behavior more closely resembles an allegory, in which meaning coexists on multiple levels.
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These qualities are also described passively as though the roosters themselves have little control
over the forces to which they helplessly give voice: “from their beaks there rise / the […] cries”;
“Cries galore / come from the water-closet door.” “Cries” begins and ends this group of stanzas,
a tautological framing that suggests the self-affirming and circular ungroundedness of patriarchal
ideology as well as the partial autonomy that structures of patriarchal violence achieve, and
through which individuals are only partially autonomous actors. The poem’s emphasis on the
roosters’ “cries” emphasizes, moreover, the empty aggression and violence that organizes and
reproduces gender.
The poem’s subsequent stanzas imply a complex critique of patriarchy as a form of
structural social organization that plays on ostensibly “natural” gender divisions and interpolates
individuals into its broader climate of coercion. While it is individual roosters who “command
and terrorize the rest,” their ability to do so is produced by the “senseless order” of the economic,
social and political structure that generates and reproduces individual actions, creating an
atmosphere of what Adrienne Rich would later call compulsory heterosexuality, which “floats /
all over town”. By including “unwanted love” in the poem’s list of violences inflicted by the
roosters (“unwanted love, conceit and war”), Bishop indicts all aspects of patriarchy in a nuanced
account of its functioning that sees the root of the problem as much deeper and more pervasive
than militaristic violence. Speaking to these early stanzas, Betsy Erkkila calls “Roosters” a
“veiled ‘coming out’ poem” (295) insofar as the poem’s speaker seems to be experiencing the
roosters’ sound as a personal impingement on “our beds” upon waking in the morning.47 Both
Margaret Dickie and Susan Schweik go so far as to treat the poem as a “submerged aubade,”
taking the plural first person “We hear the first crow” (li. 2) as an “admission that there are at
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least two people in the room and perhaps in the same bed” (Dickie 94). While this interpretation
is not necessarily incorrect, it underestimates the forceful analysis of gender underlying the poem
by assuming that Bishop is writing about a personal incident rather than making a broad
statement that speaks to social experience in general by using the plural pronoun “we”. The
poem instead combines its interrogation of violence and authoritarianism with the personal
experience of this violence on a more fundamental everyday level: “what right have you to give /
commands and tell us how to live // […] and wake us here where are / unwanted love, conceit
and war?”.
Unlike “The Man-Moth,” “Roosters” is not particularly concerned with philosophical
problems such as the relationship between the material and the ideal; whereas “The Man-Moth”
explores its political concerns in philosophical terms of perspective and vision, “Roosters” jumps
straight to political analysis that is thinly veiled in description of gendered animal dynamics.
“Roosters” thus indicates that the objective of Bishop’s philosophical concerns is not the
assertion of dualism or skepticism, or even philosophical concerns per se, but rather the
damaging ethical consequences of suppressing the intertwinement of materiality and
imagination, or of a mode of social organization that increasingly alienates subjectivity from its
basis in interpersonal mutual determination, nature, and place.
This politics is manifested in Bishop’s poetry as method, not content per se, which we
begin to see in poems such as “The Map” but which is particularly clear in poems such as
“Roosters” that merge simple description with political analysis. The politics of Bishop’s
method itself have been underexplored in the scholarship in favor of a number of speculations
that frequently tend, as we have already seen, to psychologize Bishop in terms of her personality
or gender. In discussing “Roosters”’s use of allegory and Christian myth, for example, Margaret
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Dickie writes that these techniques “allowed her to write about war without being politically
current, to parody war poetry without attacking those poets among her friends like Marianne
Moore and Robert Lowell who were committed to writing it” (105-6). Again, this analysis
instrumentalizes allegory as if it were a strategic distancing device, without looking at the
particulars of how the allegory works in relation to its various objects; it also psychologizes
Bishop as being too sensitive to want to offend her friends, instead of finding serious political or
philosophical reasons for her choices.
In line with Bishop’s distaste for egoistic individualism, the politics of the poem emerge
from the act of poetic observation rather than commentary that is directly articulated by a poetic
subject. Bishop’s method here indicates her resistance to poetic instrumentalization and to the
broader capitalist logic of instrumentalization in the interests of economic production and social
reproduction. While “Roosters” is an allegory that signifies in terms of both its description of an
animal and its description of patriarchal violence, its description of the second, higher or
“transcendental” meaning occurs through adjectives and other grammatical structures that are
secondary to or dependent on the first level of description. While the activities of the roosters
are imbued with broader social dynamics, that is, the description of the roosters remains the
primary focus of the poem rather than a subject matter that is taken up and instrumentalized. The
allegorization of animal instinct through the image “rooster” would appear to play with the idea
that there is a biological masculine drive to “command and terrorize the rest”, but it also seems
crucial that the bird Bishop has chosen to describe is a fully domesticated one, conditioned by its
service to human interests rather than existing in the wild. Moreover, the rest of the poem belies
this interpretation of gender and encourages the view that it is the long history of civilization and
domestication that has shaped the bird’s aggressive behavior. James Longenbach suggests that
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“by introducing the New Testament significance of roosters in the second movement of the
poem, Bishop isn’t suggesting that the roosters’ cries are not emblematic of masculine
aggression; rather, she suggests that this association is far from essential or unchangeable”
(“Elizabeth Bishop’s Social Conscience,” 474). Longenbach’s suggestion contributes to the
many moments of semiotic ambiguity that Bishop manages to open up by way of her descriptive
choices, from the poem’s question, “Roosters, what are you projecting?” to the last lines that
describe the sun as “faithful as enemy, or friend,” about which Longenbach comments: “Bishop
emphasizes the multiple significance of anything to which we grant emblematic meaning”
(475).48 Bishop’s descriptive methods, then, allow her to open up signification on multiple
levels, both personal and political, to convey and explore the experience of gender and sexual
oppression and the structure of patriarchal social organization.
__________________________
Bishop’s lyricized condemnation of systematic forms of social violence is one of the
earliest and most nuanced accounts of the imposition of mass culture and sociopolitical
structures on individual experience, which, over the course of the twentieth century, increasingly
subsume aspects of the imagination, psyche, and experience in order to reproduce capitalist
society and produce value. Bishop’s amalgamation of description and imagination can thus also
be understood as an attempt to demonstrate the intertwinement of the imagination with its
material conditions, both a necessary facet of experience and also an increasingly troubling
aspect of the expansion of capital. I have attempted to show that a number of Bishop’s male
modernist predecessors, despite their concern with similar political problems, often reassert an
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individual poetic subject or transcendent imaginative force in their attempts to negotiate these
concerns, which both reproduces the philosophical premises that make the political organization
they dispute possible, and continues to assert a veiled masculine dominance. Bishop’s own
poetics subtly undermines the philosophical basis of the social order without recentering the
subject, offering instead what she described to Robert Lowell as “Modesty, care, space, a sort of
helplessness but determination at the same time” (Words In Air, 250). Bishop’s lyricism does
not assert the authority of the lyric speaker, but rather displaces and merges the lyric I with the
qualities of natural and social description of the poetry. The social dynamics she criticizes are
manifested in observable natural phenomena that are imbued with qualities of the ideal, the
psychological and the imagination. Her attempts to eliminate residual hierarchy and oppression
from the exercise of poetic observation and creation are generated from relatively conservative
poetic forms as well as from thematic content that subtly imbues descriptions of natural
phenomena with incisive underlying political analysis and occasionally with open but subtle
antagonism, as in the confrontational forms of address in “The Armadillo” or “The Man-Moth.”
Her poetry indicates the extent to which problems that may, as Stevens alleges, have
conventionally been more explicitly concerned with the imagination’s relationship to the world
have come to be inevitably attached to broader economic and sociopolitical crises in the
twentieth century.
I hope to have demonstrated in this chapter that Bishop positions her identity and
subjectivity at the locus of a number of positions of shifting significance in the mid-century
United States — the subject of poetic representation and lyric speaker/subject, a queer woman
intervening in a male-dominated heterosexist poetic canon and political sphere, and individual
subject in the geopolitically shifting global totality of capitalism, are the few that I have
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addressed here — and that Bishop tends to negotiate what might loosely be called political
interventions through these positions in an implicit and nuanced combination of mimetic
description and politicized analysis that showcases the confluence of the personal with the
political. This analysis counters interpretations of Bishop’s work that explain these tendencies as
signaling an epistemological dualism or fatalism about knowledge of the external world, on the
one hand, or a reflection of her own psychological or personal conflicts on the other. This
implicit politics of experimental lyric method that I have described in Bishop’s poetry is the
basic common element between the authors I examine in subsequent chapters, whose
experimentalism might otherwise seem to distinguish them radically from any kind of political
project they might share with Bishop’s poetics.
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CHAPTER II
Inoperativity and Action
In a well-known exchange with Louis Simpson in The Nation in 1967, John Ashbery
writes that poetry is a “form of action” whose political validity equals that of active protest. The
debate, which took place as the Vietnam War was escalating and anti-war poetry was prevalent,
originated with an article Ashbery had written in Book Week defending the perceived apoliticism
of his recently deceased friend Frank O’Hara:49
Frank O’Hara’s poetry has no program and therefore it cannot be joined…it does not attack the
establishment. It merely ignores its right to exist, and is thus a source of annoyance to partisans of every
stripe….the poems are all about him and the people and images who wheel through his consciousness, and
they seek no further justification. “This is me and I’m poetry — baby,” seems to be their message, and
unlike the “message” of committed poetry, it incites one to all the programs of commitment as well as to
every other form of self-realization — interpersonal, Dionysian, occult, or abstract (Selected Prose, 81-82).

Ashbery’s claim here about the political content of O’Hara’s poetry is that it activates a form of
personal self-realization that provides the conceptual basis for a commitment to actual political
engagement. Refusing to recognize the establishment’s right to exist, Ashbery suggests, is more
effective in accomplishing this goal than using poetry as a means to communicate a political
message that requires conformity to an agenda. In a lecture entitled “The Invisible AvantGarde” a year later, Ashbery similarly argues that resistance means not becoming co-opted into
what he calls the establishment narrative, meaning that the poet cannot offer a program for others
to follow, but instead must actualize his own singular approach to poetry in a way that
distinguishes itself from the establishment.50 The attack from Simpson that followed Ashbery’s
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be trying to pin me down to something. That’s the trouble with all these labels like Beat, San Francisco School,
Deep Image, Objectivist, Concrete and so on. Their implication seems to be that poetry ought to be just one thing
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comments led Ashbery to extend this idea about O’Hara’s work to make a claim about poetry in
general: “All poetry is against war and in favor of life, or else it isn’t poetry, and it stops being
poetry when it is forced into the mold of a particular program. Poetry is poetry. Protest is
protest. I believe in both forms of action” (The Nation, May 1967).
Ashbery’s claims here about the political nature of poetry are particularly significant
given that Ashbery is frequently assumed by critics to be politically disengaged and apathetic.51
This viewpoint often takes the form of an elision of the political on the part of critics, rather than
an explicit claim — Harold Bloom, for example, writes that “All of Ashbery…is profound selfrevelation” (Bloom 1976, 174),52 a claim that allows Bloom to position Ashbery within the
academic canon as self-reflexively responding to the history of lyric poetry rather than engaging
with his sociohistorical conditions. While much critical work has also been done on the social
and political implications of Ashbery’s poetics, from its relationship to queerness to economic
crisis,53 Ashbery’s claims here raise questions about the nature of political engagement itself that
have yet to be fully unpacked by critical scholarship on his work. Ashbery seems to argue, first
of all, that it is precisely poetry’s apparent disengagement from politics that endows it with the
and stick to it” (Selected Prose, 113). Ashbery claims instead, of the so-called New York School, that “our program
is the absence of any program” (115).
51
This view remains a central one in approaching Ashbery’s poetics, although a wide variety of critics have also
taken up aspects of Ashbery’s poetry in terms of politics and its historical conditions — some examples include
Christopher Nealon, “John Ashbery’s Optional Apocalypse,” Andrew Ross, “Taking the Tennis Court Oath,” Keith
Cohen, “Ashbery’s Dismantling of Bourgeois Discourse,” John Shoptaw, On the Outside Looking Out, Stephen Paul
Miller, “Periodizing Ashbery and His Influence,” and most recently, Jasper Bernes’ “John Ashbery’s Free Indirect
Labor.”
52
Ashbery’s subjection to canonizing and lyricizing impulses has already been much noted amongst commentators.
See for example John Emil Vincent’s introduction to John Ashbery and You: His Later Books, and Marjorie Perloff,
“Normalizing John Ashbery.”
53
John Shoptaw has influentially interpreted Ashbery to be participating in and subverting the tendency in American
poetics which, beginning with Walt Whitman, takes up poetry as a democratizing form of representation,
interpreting the “misrepresentative” quality of Ashbery’s work through the biographical lens of Ashbery’s
homosexuality. This interpretation of Ashbery through the historical and biographical conditions of his work
demonstrates that Ashbery’s work constitutes a deeply coded but significant deviation from the social norms of his
time. Meanwhile, Christopher Nealon’s reading of the thematics of apocalypse in Ashbery’s work shows that the
persistent notion of “wandering away” in his poetry represents his attempts to opt out of the crisis dynamics of
capitalism.
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capacity for the kind of self-realization that Ashbery believes is a form of political action. This
is a view that is not necessarily uncommon amongst literary critics, many of whom have long
championed the aesthetic autonomy of art for radical political purposes, some of the implications
of which are captured by Theodor Adorno’s statement in his 1962 essay “Commitment” that
“even in the most sublimated work of art there is a hidden, ‘It should be otherwise.’” Such a
view seems simultaneously to inflate the political implications of art or poetry, indicating that
poetry by virtue of its very existence can serve as a protest against the dominant capitalist values
of productivity and efficiency, and to remain mysteriously vague about how exactly poetry’s
opposition to the status quo operates. That is, the political register on which poetry has the
capacity to operate does not necessarily consist solely in its refusal to participate in the status
quo, but consideration of its oppositional nature is usually limited to either this attitude of
negation or to political messages in its explicit content. What exactly would it look like for
poetry to be political without being explicitly about politics?
This chapter will unpack these broad claims about the political nature of aesthetic
disengagement in part by examining more closely the formal mechanisms whereby Ashbery
constructs what I will term a lyric relationship to subjectivity and temporality in his poems —
specifically, I will show, Ashbery experiments with address and syntax in ways that underscore
the complexity and multiplicity of the individual’s relationship to his external conditions and to
others. Ashbery’s lyricism is also imbricated with the prosaic qualities of much of its sound and
syntax, and the juxtaposition of these two genres in his poetry, I argue, gives us insight into
Ashbery’s exploration of how oppositional forms of subjectivity are constructed from within
their historical conditions.
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In addition to identifying some of the structural mechanisms at play in Ashbery’s
response to his political conditions, this chapter also seeks to unpack some of the presumptions
and limitations latent in the politics of disengagement, and will do so by illustrating the politics
of Ashbery’s own poetic form in greater depth. One of the more visible aspects of Ashbery’s
poetics from which this political discussion might begin is its ambiance of uncertainty,
indeterminacy, and ambivalence, which has generally been an important factor in critical
presumptions that his poetry is not particularly concerned with its political conditions. Many
commentators have interpreted this tendency as part of a broader postmodern aesthetic trend that
embraces the limitations of knowledge in reaction to the optimistic commitments of the
modernists. I have already discussed this critical tendency in Chapter I in relation to scholars
such as Lynn Keller, who writes: “Rather than trying to tame chaos as the modernists did,
Ashbery, Bishop, Creeley, and Merrill (like others of their generation) strive, in their various
ways, to accept it…Increasingly wary of imaginative projection, they insist on the
impenetrability of external reality and they resist the modernist desire to project cohesive orders
there” (Re-making It New, 10). Such statements suggest that the attachment to epistemological
uncertainty and the refusal of “fixed interpretations” (12) in Ashbery’s poetry indicates
acceptance of the failure of knowledge and the limitations of individual agency more
generally. This chapter seeks to ask additional questions about the extent to which Ashbery’s
embrace of uncertainty, along with its unusual generic experimentation with the conventions of
both lyric and prose, is intertwined with the fabric of socioeconomic and political changes during
the 1960s and 70s — Ashbery’s formative years in developing a nuanced position on the politics
of his poetry — in ways that are communicated primarily through aspects of the poems’
structure. How might such an ambiance of uncertainty signal not an acceptance of
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epistemological failure and disempowerment, but rather a form of political engagement? If so,
why is Ashbery engaging with the political through features of the lyric, which, as I have shown,
is usually taken as the most apolitical of literary forms? This chapter aims to take seriously
Ashbery’s comments on the political nature of an apparently apolitical poetry, examining how
such an engagement with the political might be illuminated by close analysis of specific features
of Ashbery’s poetic form.
__________________________
My reading of Ashbery’s earlier poetry attempts not only to show that Ashbery’s poetics
is resistant to the capitalist forms of socioeconomic organization of his time, but that his work
also explores poetry’s capacity to experiment with creating a collective form of subjectivity in
opposition to capitalism’s basic organizing principles. In so doing, this chapter will take up the
seemingly most anti-political aspect of Ashbery’s poetics: its insistent celebration of the
liberatory qualities of what we might call the potential not to, or inoperativity. What Ashbery’s
poetics most strongly resists, I will argue, is the socioeconomic value of productivity that
requires every aspect of subjective experience to be subject to teleological notions of time and
progress, and which understands both legitimate political action and poetic creation in terms of
conformity to a program. I use the term “inoperative” to signal that what is at stake in Ashbery’s
embrace of aestheticized uncertainty, marginality and non-participation is the question of what
constitutes an effective politics of resistance to capitalist production.
This question of resistance to state and capitalist productivity began taking a particular
form for American political movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Gaining prominence was the
question of how to develop a collective form of subjectivity that would be capable of action, yet
would not simply reproduce in its actions the hierarchical and instrumentalizing features of the
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forces it attempts to resist. This concern is most sustained and developed in Ashbery’s works
from the late 1960s and 1970s, during which the political debates amongst poets that these social
movements produced compelled Ashbery to develop his sense of what was political about his
poetry with more precision. The pressure to communicate an explicit politics in one’s poetry led
Ashbery to rebel against the idea of political programs, whether democratic or communist, and to
develop instead a strong critique of the teleological values underlying the use of any form of life
as merely a means for political ends. “The Bungalows,” a poem from a volume that Ashbery
wrote between 1966-1969, is an oblique meditation on a homogenous modern landscape of
seaside vacation homes, turning towards its ending to directly address persons consumed by the
social value of finding “direction”:
You who were directionless, and thought it would solve everything if you found one,
What do you make of this? Just because a thing is immortal
Is that any reason to worship it? Death, after all, is immortal.
But you have gone into your houses and shut the doors, meaning
There can be no further discussion.
And the river pursues its lonely course
With the sky and the trees cast up from the landscape
For green brings unhappiness — le vert porte Malheur.
“The chartreuse mountain on the absinthe plain
Makes the strong man’s tears tumble down like rain.”
All this came to pass eons ago.
Your program worked out perfectly. You even avoided
The monotony of perfection by leaving in certain flaws:
A backward way of becoming, a forced handshake,
An absent-minded smile, though in fact nothing was left to chance.
Each detail was startlingly clear, as though seen through a magnifying glass,
Or would have been to an ideal observer, namely yourself—
For only you could watch yourself so patiently from afar
The way God watches a sinner on the path to redemption,
Sometimes disappearing into valleys, but always on the way,
For it all builds up into something, meaningless or meaningful,
As architecture, because planned and abandoned when completed,
To live afterwards, in sunlight and shadow, a certain amount of years.
Who cares about what was there before? There is no going back,
For standing still means death, and life is moving on,
Moving on towards death. But sometimes standing still is also life.
(Collected Poems, 225-6)
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After having hostilely apostrophized the poem’s addressee, Ashbery seems almost to have
internalized his antagonist’s viewpoint at the end of the poem, until he steps back from it again in
the last lines: “Who cares about what was there before? There is no going back, / For standing
still means death, and life is moving on, / Moving on towards death. But sometimes standing still
is also life.” This ending explicitly questions presumptions around teleological progress and
takes a stand of non-participation in the all-encompassing rush towards social conformity at the
expense of personal fulfillment. Ashbery will instead develop a relationship to temporality in his
poems that embraces “standing still,” drawing on the traditional tendency of lyric poetry to
capture a short moment of temporal presence out of the linear narrative of everyday life. The
poem, then, momentarily liberates itself from the subordination of experience to the teleological
notions of mechanical time and progress that make capitalist production possible. Resistance to
capitalist forms of social and economic organization, Ashbery’s poems suggest, cannot imitate
the standardized, linear relationship to time that is part of the deep structure on which the
reproduction of capital depends. What looks like an aestheticized disengagement from politics in
Ashbery’s poetics, then, signals a radical resistance to the logic of instrumentalization and
teleological progress that the explicit politics of Ashbery’s poetic contemporaries continued, in
his mind, to perpetuate.
The poem’s title, “Bungalows,” refers to a specific form of American production, the
term having been originally appropriated from India by the Western upper class and eventually
culminating in the mid-twentieth-century development of homogeneous vacation homes,
including in areas local to Ashbery around the “tri-city” (li. 33) or greater New York City area.
The poem itself meditates on this feature of American capitalist production and social life
indirectly at most, however — while it alludes to associated imagery such as seagulls and the
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riverside, the poem primarily contemplates the broader temporal logic that underwrites the
existential narratives of the houses’ individual inhabitants as well as broader societal patterns and
the economic production that produced this particular housing outgrowth. Ashbery’s resistance
to the capitalist mode of production does not target the concrete specifics of production itself —
it instead interrogates the conceptual and experiential structures that this mode of production
engenders and on which the perpetuation of capitalist society depends. The poem’s small
“protest” (li. 41) against capital is inoperative within that mode of production insofar as its
potentiality is not encompassed by the actual and concrete, i.e. by the specifics of the capitalist
lifestyle to which it obliquely refers. Ashbery’s poems instead open up a potentiality in their
experimentation with alternative temporalities and subjectivities, which exceed the constraints of
everyday productivist life.
Ashbery does occasionally invoke lyric’s capacity to open up an oppositional potentiality
by inscribing his own poems within a lyric canon. In doing so, he highlights the tendency within
the history of the lyric to experiment with opposition to predominant socioeconomic values. “As
One Put Drunk into the Packet Boat,” the poem that opens Ashbery’s seminal Self-Portrait in a
Convex Mirror, is one example. The poem’s title references the first line of Andrew Marvell’s
“Tom May’s Death,” while the poem itself explores the inhabitation of darkness, the
thematization of which has long been associated with the lyric opposition to mainstream forms of
knowledge,54 but which here takes on a political valence, embodying an alternative form of
potentiality with regard to both the lyric tradition and sociopolitical reality. In the poem’s first
stanza, the image of light filtering downwards appears to close off possibility, but the opening of
the second stanza shows that there is nonetheless some sort of remainder in the form of darkness
54

In Infidel Poetics: Riddles, Nightlife, Substance, Daniel Tiffany offers a thorough overview of how the trope of
darkness and obscurity has manifested itself in poetic form since the Old English riddle, as well as of the
relationship of this trope to problems of knowledge.
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and poetry: “So this was all, but obscurely / I felt the stirrings of new breath in the pages” (CP
427). This sensation is repeated throughout the poem through the same figure of darkness:
“…full and dark with the promise of that fullness” (427).
You have slept in the sun
Longer than the sphinx, and are none the wiser for it.
Come in. And I thought a shadow fell across the door
But it was only her come to ask once more
If I was coming in, and not to hurry in case I wasn’t.

The status of pronouns and address here is notably fluid and unstable; the phrase “Come in”
appears initially to be addressing the same person to whom he advised of the light’s uselessness
for achieving wisdom, yet the subsequent lines show that it is the speaker himself who is tarrying
outside in the dark. The unexpected rhyming couplet in this stanza and the comforting metrical
stability it temporarily produces transforms the tone of this section of the poem, prosodically
evoking the poetry of Robert Frost, as well as explicitly alluding to his poem “Come In.” Frost’s
original poem illuminates the significance of light and darkness for Ashbery: although both poets
enact a refusal to enter a closed-off space, Frost’s poem refers to refusing solipsism and choosing
light:
The last of the light of the sun
That had died in the west
Still lived for one song more
In a thrush's breast.
Far in the pillared dark
Thrush music went –
Almost like a call to come in
To the dark and lament.
But no, I was out for stars;
I would not come in.
I meant not even if asked;
And I hadn't been.
(Collected Poems, 304)
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Frost’s work consistently thematizes the individual’s choice between life and death, an
opposition that for him aligns sociality with life, and individualism and solipsism with death.55
“Come In” is particularly notable in that it also associates this choice with questions of poetic
lyricism, since Frost’s refusal of solipsism is figured by his decision not to join the lone thrush
singing in the dark woods. The poem’s ending actually undermines the simplistic logic of the
poem’s initial opposition between lyric and society, as the poem’s speaker points out that he
cannot enter the company of a lyric tradition that is by definition opposed to sociality. Ashbery’s
poem takes this insight further, as the speaker locates the source of his own liberation in
inhabiting the marginal darkness. By associating darkness with a form of sociality that is
nevertheless in opposition to organized society, Ashbery points to the capacity of lyric poetry
itself to experiment with the structure of social relations.
Ashbery’s frequent allusions to canonical lyric poets has made it possible for critics such
as Helen Vendler and Harold Bloom to situate him as a lyric poet; that is, Ashbery’s poems
constitute lyrics in part simply because, as Bloom notes, they employ the intertextual, selfreferential mechanisms by which the lyric canon has been established and maintained. While a
number of Ashbery’s poems contain thematics that back up Vendler’s assertion that Ashbery’s
lyricism “comes from Wordsworth, Keats, Tennyson, Stevens, Eliot; his poems are about love,
or time, or age” (The Music of What Happens, 231), this chapter’s argument, that Ashbery
marshals features of lyric poetry in order to explore a form of subjectivity in opposition to the
logic of production, will be based on aspects of poetry that are more difficult to empirically
identify. Consideration of certain attributes of lyric, such as its relationship to temporality, are
crucial in order to understand the inextricability of the political from poetic form in Ashbery’s
55

See “Birches,” “After Apple-Picking,” “Into My Own,” and “Stopping By the Woods on a Snowy Evening” for
some of the more well-known examples of this problem and how it is dramatized through the opposition between
sociality and individuation in Frost’s poetry.
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writing. I have already noted in the Introduction that the notion that lyric has a specific form of
temporal unity that differentiates it from other literary and aesthetic genres is a longstanding one,
expressed by Hegel in his Lectures on Aesthetics when he suggests that “the outpouring of lyric
stands to time, as an external element of communication, in a much closer relation than epic
narrative does. The latter places real phenomena in the past and juxtaposes them or interweaves
them in rather a spatial extension, whereas lyric portrays the momentary emergence of feelings
and ideas in the temporal succession of their origin and development and therefore has to give
proper artistic shape to the varied kinds of temporal movement” (1136). Jonathan Culler
similarly observes that grammatical features of lyric tend to organize sequential events or objects
into a temporal present, signaling that the lyric is organized on the basis of distinct principles —
in this case, through the temporality of poetic subjectivity, rather than the linearity of empirical
time (“Apostrophe,” 150).
The grammatical organization of Ashbery’s poems tends to reinforce this sense of
temporal unity, the experience of which creates a temporary moment of imaginative possibility
within the strictures of capitalist temporality. “The Task,” Ashbery’s first poem in The Double
Dream of Spring, illustrates how syntax contributes to building this effect of temporal presence:
They are preparing to begin again:
Problems, new pennant up the flagpole
In a predicated romance.
About the time the sun begins to cut laterally across
The western hemisphere with its shadows, its carnival echoes,
The fugitive lands crowd under separate names.
It is the blankness that succeeds gaiety, and Everyman must depart
Out there into stranded night, for his destiny
Is to return unfruitful out of the lightness
That passing time evokes. It was only
Cloud-castles, adept to seize the past
And possess it, through hurting. And the way is clear
Now for linear acting into that time
In whose corrosive mass he first discovered how to breathe.
Just look at the filth you’ve made,
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See what you’ve done.
Yet if these are regrets they stir only lightly
The children playing after supper,
Promise of the pillow and so much in the night to come.
I plan to stay here a little while
For these are moments only, moments of insight,
And there are reaches to be attained,
A last level of anxiety that melts
In becoming, like miles under the pilgrim’s feet.
(CP 181)

As with “As One Put Drunk into the Packet Boat,” “The Task” explores the inhabitation of
darkness and lyric as a form of potentiality and opposition to mainstream modes of knowledge.
“The Task” inhabits the night in a way that seems to resist linear time at the same time as it
establishes a basis for “linear acting” in that time. The poem itself operates through a lyric
temporality that articulates the task — beginning again to face (unspecified) problems — and
begins to develop the conditions for its enactment. The present progressive tense framing the
first stanza of the poem — “They are preparing to begin again” — establishes that action is
happening in the present moment, while objects are evoked without a clear grammatical relation:
“Problems, new pennant up the flagpole / In a predicated romance.” This lack of specificity or
context — both in the grammatical relation between the objects and subject and in the anonymity
of the agents — immediately establishes a sense of potentiality as to the possible relations and
actions that they might engender. It is a present in which the capacity for action seems
imminent.
This sets the stage for the interplay of temporalities in the following stanza, out of which
the standpoint of the lyric “I” in the poem’s last lines will emerge. Here the poem’s descriptive
mode transforms as this stanza turns to a present-tense account whose statements attain a level of
theoretical generality, reaching its culmination with “Everyman must depart / Out there into the
stranded night, for his destiny / Is to return unfruitful out of the lightness…”. This generalization
about man’s destiny is tempered by what follows, however, as the temporal mode abruptly shifts
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within the same line to a trivializing simple past tense: “It was only / Cloud-castles, adept to
seize the past / And possess it”. The uncertainty that this shift creates contributes to the nonlinear temporal dynamics of the poem, developing the strong sense of potentiality already
established at the beginning. These lines effectively merge the past and present, since it is the
present-tense verbs “seize” and “possess” that qualify the cloud-castles it acknowledges to have
been past, while the phrases “It was only” and “And the way is” are offered as parallel
grammatical frames, held in non-contradictory relation with one another. This creates a sense of
equalization between past and present, unifying distinct events into the temporal moment that the
poem as a whole encompasses. As this temporal unity emerges, the poem transforms into more
confident declarative statements — “And the way is clear / Now for linear acting” — even as
this statement itself eventually transforms back into past-tense description.
The continual self-transformation of the poem’s temporal mode can be called “operative”
in the sense that it engages directly with distinct temporal events. In so doing, though, the poem
also becomes inoperative in relation to the linear time of production and ordinary
communication, since its organization of these events takes its principles from something other
than linear narrative. It is at this moment that an active subject emerges: the last stanza
introduces subject-object address, culminating in strong statements from an “I” not previously
present in the poem. The subject-speaker of this last stanza, therefore, emerges only after the
complex grammatical play between various manifestations of past and present tenses in the
previous stanza has generated the possibility of a momentary atemporal address of an
unspecified “you.” The poem’s grammatical structuring makes it clear, additionally, that, like
the image with which Ashbery concludes the poem, the ontological “becoming” that is the
unifying thematic concern of this poem involves spiritual or conceptual “reaches” that are
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fundamentally intertwined with action. This is a specific form of action, however, suggested by
Ashbery’s choice to describe movement through the “miles under the pilgrim’s feet,” evoking a
form of forward movement that encompasses its origins and development rather than leaving
them behind. The poem’s syntactic and semantic experimentation thus allows it to distinguish
itself from linear temporality and teleological notions of progress, but in doing so the poem also
creates a temporal reality of its own, one emanating a sense of potential in the present that seems
disjunctive with the principles of linear temporality.
Ashbery’s attention to the processual and non-linear nature of both personal and
structural transformation is also manifested in his thematization of infancy, ignorance, and
general uncertainty throughout these earlier poems. Such thematics in his work explore the
widespread sense amongst contemporaneous political movements that experimentation,
openness, and receptivity in the realm of the conceptual and psychological constitute a crucial
feature of political action. As with his thematization of darkness in poems such as “The Task,”
inventing and inhabiting a poetic state of uncertainty resists teleological values associated with
the economic mode of production, but it also experiments with developing a form of subjectivity
in opposition to productivity, attempting to generate more authentic forms of self-expression by
continual reflection on the origins and process of individual and collective experience. Lyric
poetry’s capacity for reworking the conditions of possibility of experience and understanding56 is
indirectly thematized in Ashbery’s work in terms of his interest in a continual return to origins or
infancy as a source of potentiality:
But I don’t set much stock in things
56

Some notable accounts that go towards theorizing this difficult aspect of lyric might include Northrop Frye’s
association of lyric with “babble” and “doodle” (see The Anatomy of Criticism), and Mutlu Blasing’s psychoanalytic
and behavioral scientific account of the relationship of poetry to the origins of language and meaning in Lyric
Poetry: The Pain and Pleasure of Words. Gilles Deleuze explores in depth the production of sense from nonsense
and its revolutionary implications, particularly with regard to poetry and literature, in The Logic of Sense. See
especially “Eleventh Series of Nonsense,” 72-73.
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Beyond the weather and the certainties of living and dying:
The rest is optional. To praise this, blame that,
Leads one subtly away from the beginning, where
We must stay, in motion.
(CP 515)

Such a return to “the beginning” is not a retreat or withdrawal, Ashbery suggests, but in fact a
mode of action. Ashbery’s well-known “Soonest Mended” contains a lengthy reflection on this
insight, suggesting that a more truthful relationship to knowledge happens through a kind of
perpetual infancy that resists teleological learning processes:57
[…] These were moments, years,
Solid with reality, faces, nameable events, kisses, heroic acts,
But like the friendly beginning of a geometrical progression
Not too reassuring, as though meaning could be cast aside some day
When it had been outgrown. Better, you said, to stay cowering
Like this in the early lessons, since the promise of learning
Is a delusion, and I agreed, adding that
Tomorrow would alter the sense of what had already been learned,
That the learning process is extended in this way, so that from this standpoint
None of us graduates from college,
For time is an emulsion, and probably thinking not to grow up
Is the brightest kind of maturity for us, right now at any rate.
And you see, both of us were right, though nothing
Has somehow come to nothing; the avatars
Of our conforming to the rules and living
Around the home have made — well, in a sense, “good citizens” of us,
Brushing the teeth and all that, and learning to accept
The charity of the hard moments as they are doled out,
For this is action, this not being sure, this careless
Preparing, sowing the seeds crooked in the furrow,
Making ready to forget, and always coming back
To the mooring of starting out, that day so long ago.
(CP 186)

The poem’s unusually lyric tonalities contribute to its more explicit suggestions that the register
of the political in Ashbery’s poetry involves inhabiting a state of active receptivity. This
particular poem, though, expresses significant doubt about the sufficiency of psychological
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Ashbery also comments on this particular relationship to knowledge in an interview in which he argues against
Vendler’s categorization of him as “a poet who builds an image and at the same time ‘deconstructs’ it”: “I think that
the line she might have been referring to is this: ‘so that understanding may begin and in doing so be undone’. That
to me is the way understanding comes about, it’s a sort of Penelope’s web that’s constantly being taken apart when
it’s almost completed, and that’s the way we grow in our knowledge and experience” (Sommer, “An Interview in
Warsaw,” 301).
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receptivity when unaccompanied by transformative practices. Having decided to live in a
continual state of learning in an attempt to prolong the earlier time in their life that was “solid
with reality,” the speaker recognizes that although he and his companion were right in this
respect, “nothing / Has somehow come to nothing.” This “nothing,” i.e. change that is purely at
the conceptual or intellectual level, lacks materiality because it has not been actualized in
practice. Rather, the “avatars” — that is, the embodied concepts — have taken the form of
following the rules and obeying social codes. Ashbery maintains, however, that even a purely
intellectual relationship to the infancy of one’s origins and the processual nature of experience —
“this not being sure” — constitutes a form of action.
What about this realm of purely conceptual “action” is significant to Ashbery, then, as an
aspect of radical action against the realm of production? After all, there is nothing inherently
anti-capitalist about self-reflexivity, which, when divorced from praxis, is also a governing
principle of liberalism. This inoperative quality of Ashbery’s poetry also seems to fit the
stereotypical understanding of poetry as escapist, withdrawn from praxis and reality. Is the
inoperative — the nonparticipation in teleological structures of time and experience — in
Ashbery’s poetry really a gesture with potential political consequences, then, or is it merely an
example of “fence-sitting / raised to the level of esthetic ideal,” as Ashbery calls it in “Soonest
Mended”? As I have suggested, Ashbery’s poetry is engaged with ideas in the air at the time
about how to develop a model of subjectivity or sociality that is in opposition to the logic of
production, and the inoperative space invented in his poetics allows him to experiment with the
structures of individual and interpersonal experience. It is a longterm paradox of poetry, and of
lyric especially, that it inhabits arguably the most individuated form of poetic expression while
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somehow exploring features of experience that appear to be universal.58 But how does this
identification with the universal and individual work exactly in Ashbery’s actual poems, and in
what ways does it contribute to exploring a form of sociality that resists subordination to the
logic of production?
While The Tennis Court Oath experiments with a radical linguistic solipsism and Rivers
and Mountains begins to entertain direct thematization of the poet-reader relationship, by The
Double Dream of Spring, Ashbery develops a form of address in which the status of pronouns,
subjects, and objects is much more ambiguous.59 Attention to the subtleties of poems such as
“The Task,” in which clear “you” and “I” pronouns emerge only after complex grammatical and
syntactic play, also reveals that address contributes to Ashbery’s experimentation with forms of
subjectivity. What looks like a retreat from the world, then, is actually a return to the resources
of lyric poetry — its concatenation of the individual and universal, as well as its proximity to
everyday life and the conditions of possibility of experience — that highlights the ways in which
individuality is formed through interpersonal or collective experience. Ashbery’s poetics react
against the principles associated with capitalist production, exploring a terrain of subjectivity that
is organized around idiosyncratic syntactical and temporal principles.
One source of the fluid and transformative identification between reader and speaker that
makes this experience possible is the multiplicity and ambiguity of personal pronouns in
58

William Waters’ extensive treatment of address in Poetry's Touch: On Lyric Address shows the ways in which the
lyric “you” has the capacity to interpolate the reader into identification with that “you:” “The you that (perhaps) calls
to the reader is a wild spot in poetics, a dynamically moving gap in whatever secure knowledge about poetry we
may think we have...[it makes] an accidental reader into the destined and unique recipient of everything the poem
contains or is” (15). Waters quotes Helen Vendler here as an example of the theory that identification with the
poetic speaker is the norm for reading poetry: “The lyric is a script written for performance by the reader — who, as
soon as he enters the lyric, is no longer a reader but rather an utterer, saying the words of the poem in propria
persona, internally and with proprietary feeling” (qtd Waters 2003, 14). See also Mutlu Blasing’s discussion of the
lyric “I” as a position that any reader occupies, i.e. a radically communal construct (Lyric Poetry 12).
59
Bonnie Costello offers an excellent reading of Ashbery’s earlier writings through the lens of the writer-reader
relation, arguing in part that these moments of address offer moments of legibility in an ultimately illegible world;
“in the act of writing his idea of a reader saves him from the solipsism and complacency of thought” (“John Ashbery
and the Idea of the Reader,” 498).
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Ashbery’s work around this time. Clear statements about individual identity are rare in
Ashbery’s poems, and the constantly transforming pronouns in his work mean that, in directly
identifying with the subjective statements of the lyric speaker, the reader also experiences the
transience and changeability of individual identity. Towards the ending of Houseboat Days’
“The Gazing Grain,” for example, the reader is interpolated into the poem’s “I” position that
states its lack of identity with its surroundings and with itself:
[…] Like a plant
Rooted in parched earth I am
A stranger myself in the dramatic lighting,
The result of war. That which is given to see
At any moment is the residue, shadowed
In gold or emerging into the clear bluish haze
Of uncertainty. We come back to ourselves
Through the rubbish of cloud and tree-spattered pavement.
These days stand like vapor under the trees.
(CP 498)

The speaker’s statement here about their own identity (“I am / A stranger myself”) is initially
broached through simile, strictly distinguishing between the plant as object of the comparison
and the speaker as subject. The syntax of the full statement, however, begins to render the
comparison unclear. Does the qualifying clause that follows, “The result of war,” describe the
“dramatic lighting” immediately preceding it, or the “I” and plant that are depicted as strangers
to their damaged environments? The climate permeating plant, speaker and environment takes
primacy in the following stanza, though, and out of this atmospheric substance the “we”
statement emerges, interpolating the reader into the poetic climate in which the collective stands
still against the forces of time and light. The introduction of “we” into the poem happens in the
act of reidentification with the self, suggesting that this unity with the self results from belonging
to a collective subjectivity.
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Rivers and Mountains’ “A Blessing in Disguise,” on the other hand, is a rare example in
Ashbery’s earlier work of a poem that is clearly structured around a form of I-you address in
which pronouns designating speaker and addressee are stably maintained throughout, despite the
poem’s thematic focus on the mutually determining relationship between himself and the
addressee. Lines such as
[...] You see,
You hold me up to the light in a way
I should never have expected, or suspected, perhaps
Because you always tell me I am you,
And right.
(CP 139)

seem to establish a relation between the speaker and a single addressee, a relation that is firmly
maintained until the last stanza:
I prefer “you” in the plural, I want “you,”
You must come to me, all golden and pale
Like the dew and the air.
And then I start getting this feeling of exaltation.

The sudden emergence of “‘you’ in the plural” destabilizes the reader’s previous experience of
the poem as an address to a single person, as well as changing the sense of the poem’s subject
matter. The ending seems to suggest either that the romantic identification between speaker and
addressee is enabled by the potentially multiplicitous nature of the individual addressee’s
identity, or that the poem up until this point has successfully condensed a multiplicity of actual
persons into a unified “you.” In either case, the poem unexpectedly postulates a simultaneous
multiplicity and unity between persons that can be generated and manipulated through the
pronominal operations of poetic address. The reader also experiences a destabilization of their
previous identification with the poem’s “you”; the pronominal change from the singular to plural
“you” compels the reader to suddenly recognize either the multiplicity of their own identity, or
their status as one among many persons unified by the poem’s address.
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While lyric poetry typically demonstrates by virtue of its I statements the transferability
of individual experience onto a more universal plane, Ashbery develops the complexity of this
relationship between individual and universal by also showing the way subjects mutually
determine one another at individual and structural social levels. The mutually determining
nature of subjectivity is thematically as well as formally explored in “The New Spirit,” a lengthy,
nonlineated meditation in Three Poems that returns repeatedly to concerns about the
deterministic nature of identity: “For we judge not, lest we be judged, yet we are judged all the
same, without noticing, until one day we wake up a different color, the color of the filter of the
opinions and ideas everyone has ever entertained about us. And in this form we must prepare,
now, to try to live” (CP 249-250). When the individual understands his individual freedom as
something opposed to the world, his subjection to determination by external forces, including
other people, is seen as threatening. The poem speaks in part from this individualistic
standpoint, yet ultimately transforms it by underlining the importance of recognizing the
mutually interdependent nature of subjectivity: “In you I fall apart, and outwardly am a single
fragment, a puzzle to itself. But we must learn to live in others, no matter how abortive or
unfriendly their cold, piecemeal renderings of us: they create us” (CP 253). “Learning” to live in
others underscores the mental or psychological aspect of what is potentially politically
transformative space opened up by Ashbery’s poems. Self-consciousness develops not in
contradistinction to the world, though, but in conscious, active relation to it. Ashbery’s unstable
deployment of pronouns aims to demonstrate a “multiplicity” of being as part of a naturalist
worldview:
The personal pronouns in my work very often seem to be like variables in an equation. “You” can be
myself or it can be another person….My point is also that it doesn’t really matter very much, that we are
somehow all aspects of a consciousness giving rise to the poem and the fact of addressing someone, myself
or someone else, is what’s the important thing at that particular moment rather than the particular person
involved. I guess I don’t have a very strong sense of my own identity and I find it very easy to move from
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one person in the sense of a pronoun to another and this again helps to produce a kind of polyphony in my
poetry which I again feel is a means toward a greater naturalism (Packard, “Craft Interview with John
Ashbery,” 24-5).

While poems such as “The New Spirit” highlight Ashbery’s anxiety about locating a feature of
individuality that would not fall prey to external determinations, ultimately they demonstrate not
only the mutually determining relationship between the individual and the world, but also the
importance of conscious recognition of and engagement with such determinism. This happens
through the space opened up by poetic form, which, Ashbery playfully suggests in an interview
with Kenneth Koch, is what produces the individual and collective subject: “I would not put a
statement in a poem. I feel that poetry must reflect on already existing statements….Poetry does
not have subject matter, because it is the subject. We are the subject matter of poetry, not vice
versa” (Selected Prose, 55).
Thus far, I have been arguing that what often appears in Ashbery’s poetry to be an
individualistic withdrawal from its sociopolitical conditions can instead be read as a reaction to
contemporaneous changes in the landscape of capitalist production, in which Ashbery
experiments with the possibility of a resistant form of sociality. One of the virtues of arguing
that Ashbery’s poetry is embedded in and engaged with sociopolitical reality is that it provides a
nuanced explanation of the prosaic aspects and socioeconomic allusiveness of Ashbery’s poetry.
Such allusions not only embed the form of subjectivity that Ashbery develops within the reality
of everyday life — for Ashbery, poetry is also a form of action in that the experience of reading
poetry contributes to psychologically and conceptually developing a relationship to sociality that
has clear consequences for the reader’s actions. Ashbery’s poetry explores inoperative
subjectivity through engaging with the everyday trivialities of ordinary communication and
predominant cultural values, attempting the difficult balance between being based in actuality yet
not simply replicating the oppressive aspects of current conditions.
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The complex dynamics of Ashbery’s poetry can be clarified by looking at certain nascent
political attitudes during the late 1960s and 1970s. While the political discourse amongst poets
in the United States at the time may have centered on whether one took an explicit political
stance in one’s poetry, economic changes were leading to significant political transformations for
those resisting capitalist production in the broader global sphere. As the US and other Western
countries departed from Fordist production — a period that Giovanni Arrighi and others have
conceptualized as beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s and termed the financialization of
capital — changes in the very nature of labor led Western workers who were increasingly
employed in non-industrial jobs such as service and communications, while also increasingly
alienated from the nature of their work, to be increasingly reluctant to revolve around labor rights
issues. Instead, within the United States alone, movements that were more culturally oriented
exploded around the beginning of this economic restructuring — struggles for racial selfdetermination, the anti-war movement, and new forms of youth culture accompanied urban
blight, the proliferation of mass media, technological advances, economic expansion and
consumerism. Within the radical left, these changes ultimately led away from strict adherence to
a statist program through worker ownership of production and instead towards a politics based
on self-determination. In many cases, this politics explicitly eschewed politics as such in that it
refused to engage with representation and statism and looked instead to create forms of life that
could provide an alternative to capitalist values. Wini Breines identifies this era as giving birth
to a “prefigurative politics [that] was suspicious of hierarchy, leadership, and the concentration
of power. The movement was […] experimenting with antihierarchical organizational forms.
Prefigurative politics was what was new about the left” (Community and Organization in the
New Left, 1962-1968: The Great Refusal, xiv). Breines notes, furthermore, that these nascent
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forms of American politics were “identified by left, liberal, and conservative critics alike as
apolitical, expressive, and uninstrumental, a kind of antipolitics” (xiii). The New Left, according
to this analysis, moves resistance closer to an anarchist anti-politics that values lived experience
over political doctrine and attempts to diminish the logic of instrumentalization in its own forms
of organization; as anarchist organizer and writer Cindy Milstein writes of the anti-globalization
struggles of the late 1990s, “This prefigurative politics is, in fact, the very strength and vision of
today’s direct action, where the means themselves are understood to also be the ends”
(Anarchism and its Aspirations, 111).
Anti-capitalist politics at the time began to move away from a politics primarily based on
valuing man as a producer and instead towards an abolition of the values and practices associated
with work and production in general.60 This tendency is particularly visible in Europe; Italian
autonomists were some of the first to revise the statism in traditional Marxist strategy in order to
resist the conversion of human creativity into productivity. Sylvère Lotringer writes, in the
introduction to the 1980 collection Autonomia: Post-Political Politics:
Politics up to now was tied to the relationships of production: the conflict between exploiters and exploited.
This conferred on the working class an indisputable centrality. In post-industrial societies, whether
capitalist or socialist, the opposition between factory and society is slowly disappearing. Factories are no
longer the focus for struggles. Consequently political antagonisms can be redefined as a properly social,
even micro-social, conflict. Class struggle has yielded to more subtle confrontations. The main objective, I
believe, has become the production of subversive singularities out of the equivalences created by the
system (11).

The changing global landscape of production, Lotringer notes, necessarily led to a conscious
need for different forms of resistant organization, ones that no longer emphasized the production
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The debates regarding such strategies constitute a significant departure from standard interpretations of Marxist
theories of production and revolution. In the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, Marx had argued
that man’s “species being” is defined by his conscious, practical activity, namely, through labor or production (Marx
1992, 329). Recent political theory has subsequently reevaluated this notion of man as producer, as many argue that
what became known as Marxian materialism depends on a category of production that evokes the same logic of
instrumentalization by which capitalist exchange operates. Such an analysis informs the usage of the term
“inoperative” by Agamben, amongst others; see his “The Work of Man” for detailed explanation of this history of
valuing productivity as crucial to human species-being.
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of a unified working class, but instead embraced the potential of a collection of what Lotringer
and others call singularities. This politics was and remains essentially a reevaluation of the
notion of collective and personal identity and selfhood, one that arguably better suits poetic
form: rather than explicit political messages communicated via poetry as a means, the creative
self-expression associated with poetry became generally acknowledged as itself the end goal.
The relatively recent development of this particular form of communism converges with longheld principles of anarchism, i.e. in its dissociation from the politics of the party and union
organization and preference instead for heterogeneous and horizontal organization in the
workplace and elsewhere.61
Ashbery’s work takes on these imaginative and epistemic possibilities emergent in his
time. In so doing, Ashbery’s poetics aligns itself with the anarchist intuitions of the
contemporaneous New Left, suggesting — as he hints in his response to Simpson in The Nation
— that by continuing to value efficiency, progress, and politics in the form of programs and
prescriptions, many self-proclaimed radical challenges to the socioeconomic order, whether
poetic or communist, have often themselves reproduced the logic of production that they claim to
stand against. Ashbery’s poetics register a much broader shift towards a politics of resistance
increasingly oriented towards culture and consciousness rather than standard materialist
transformation, one that has been interpreted both as an important acknowledgement of the
crucial role that the personal and psychological play in structural social transformation, and a
reaction to and avoidance of the increasing limitations experienced by resistance movements.62
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The earliest major articulation of the principles of horizontal organization can be found in Peter Kropotkin’s
Mutual Aid; Mikhail Bakunin is the major 19th-century proponent of refusing party politics or any form of
hierarchical organization. See God and the State and “The Paris Commune and the Idea of the State.”
62
See David Cunningham, “The Patterning of Repression: FBI Counterintelligence and the New Left” (2003),
which focuses specifically on the early development of techniques of state repression through the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) counterintelligence program (COINTELPRO) between 1968-1971.
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While Ashbery’s poetry involves what looks like a form of withdrawal from the world, this is not
exactly accurate — like the burgeoning social movements of his time, his poems explore nascent
forms of sociality that attempt to be more politically efficacious precisely through extricating
themselves from the socialized logic of production that they are resisting. Because poems are
forms of action that are based closely on lived experience and everyday life — according to
Ashbery — the changes they explore are local and concrete as well as broadly transformative on
a more ontological level. I will conclude this chapter, therefore, by looking at some of the ways
in which Ashbery’s lyricism is intertwined with the social and economic conditions of its
production.
Despite its escapist inclinations, the register of the political on which Ashbery operates
depends on recognizing and engaging with what is. That Ashbery’s poetry is anchored in its
social conditions is particularly evident in its highly prosaic relationship to syntax and sound,
which embeds his poetry in certain features of ordinary speech. Ashbery’s poetry thus departs
from conventional lyric in a number of important ways. Its prosaic syntactic, structural and
sound patterning elides traditional markers of poetry such as rhyme or metrical form, while its
banal cultural references anchor his poetry in predominant modes of communication and cultural
production. A typical example is the following passage from “Pyrography”:
How are we to inhabit
This space from which the fourth wall is invariably missing,
As in a stage-set or dollhouse, except by staying as we are,
In lost profile, facing the stars, with dozens of as yet
Unrealized projects, and a strict sense
Of time running out, of evening presenting
The tactfully folded-over bill?
(CP 496)

The last few words disappoint the reader’s anticipation of an aphoristic moment of truth,
returning the speaker’s meditations to his everyday life in a very specific economic system.
However, Ashbery’s poetry also tends to destabilize standard prosaic structures through its
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consistent referential and syntactic ambiguity. While readers have often taken this partial
inoperativity of reference in Ashbery’s work to indicate a general failure of reference, or a
deliberately obscurantist impulse, this complex referential structuration in Ashbery’s poems is
actually closely tied to his experimentation with lyric relationships to temporality and sociality.
One of his ways of formally constructing alternatives to linear time, Ashbery’s syntax is
noted for its wandering, prosaic structure that rarely produces a sense of closure or semantic
conclusiveness.63 Although his poetry appears to be composed of propositional sentences, as a
result of both their length and of the endless qualifications that morph into increasingly
digressive conceptual territory, it is usually almost impossible to follow an idea to its conclusion.
While his poems tend to inhabit standard prosaic syntax, therefore, the syntax’s referents are
ambiguous and disjunctive. Take for example the following section of “Sunrise in Suburbia”:
The tone is hard is heard
Is the coming of strength out of night: unfeared;
Still the colors are there and they
Ask the question of this what is to be
Out of a desert of chance in which being is life
But like a paradox, death reinforcing the life,
Sound under memory, as though our right to hear
Hid old unwillingness to continue
Or a style of turning to the window,
Hands directing the air, and no design sticks,
Only agreement not to let it die.
(CP 208)

While phrases here such as “being is life” tend towards aphoristic meaningfulness, their semantic
status is confused not only because they are only introduced as qualifiers of previous images
(“…a desert of change in which being is life”), but also because they themselves are immediately
qualified repeatedly in turn, until only two lines later the poem’s line of thought has turned
entirely elsewhere (“as though our right to hear / Hid old unwillingness to continue,” etc).
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See for example Jody Norton’s discussion of the relationship between non-linear time, syntax and subject
formation in “‘Whispers out of Time’: The Syntax of Being in the Poetry of John Ashbery.”
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Rather than restricting the poem’s relationship to knowledge — as Harold Bloom has argued,
calling this frequent effect of Ashberyian syntax “qualified epiphanies” — this structuration
works towards strengthening the potential for knowledge, although the mechanisms by which it
does so may seem obfuscatory insofar as this necessitates bypassing certain expectations for how
reference will operate. The meandering syntax prolongs the reader’s process of understanding,
and in this sense actually produces the experience of receptivity and openness that are explicitly
discussed elsewhere in terms of learning and knowledge, as in the aforementioned passages from
“Soonest Mended” and “Houseboat Days.”
The merging of features of prose and lyric is thus part of a broader project to open up a
potential space for alternate conditions of subjectivity and temporality, one which, although it
proceeds by refusing to be productive in several normative senses, also develops through
engaging with the actual. Many of the lyric effects that his poetry generates actually occur
through typically prosaic rather than poetic techniques, as in the concluding lines of “The
Bungalows”:
Who cares about what was there before? There is no going back,
For standing still means death, and life is moving on,
Moving on towards death. But sometimes standing still is also life.
(CP 226)

The last two lines of this poem constitute a lyrical couplet not because of rhyme or metrical
conventions, but because their chiasmic syntactic structure and lexical repetition and
rearrangement generate the aphoristic effects of temporal presence and certainty that typically
distinguish poems designated as lyrics. The poem’s conclusion, moreover, thematizes Ashbery’s
distaste for the predominant teleological worldview that requires that individuals unthinkingly
submerge themselves in praxis, while it posits the possibility of a form of marginal subjectivity
that would not simply be constituted by withdrawal from life. It is Ashbery’s simultaneous
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inhabitation of prosaic and lyric genres that allows his poems to explore a form of subjectivity
that does not simply collapse back into the dominant socioeconomic logic of production and
instrumentalization.
__________________________
W. H. Auden famously wrote in an elegy for Yeats that “poetry makes nothing happen,”
articulating with rather harsh clarity a long-held popular view of the relationship that poetry
bears to the real world. Further reading of the poem in which this statement appears, though,
reveals that Auden is actually making a much more fundamental claim about poetry’s
significance: “it survives, / A way of happening, a mouth.”64 Ashbery comments on this idea in a
1980 interview:
[T]here’s a celebrated line from Auden: “poetry makes nothing happen.” It doesn’t, but its value is
precisely the fact that it doesn’t, because that’s the way it does make things happen. The pleasure that you
get, if you love poetry, is a pleasure that’s going to cause you to act, it forces you back into life. Poetry is
in fact — I was just reading a quotation from Hazlitt — not a branch of literature, but life itself. So that an
intense poetic experience for me causes me to want to, you know, go out and be with people, perhaps join a
political demonstration, which I have done and did during the Vietnam war. I participated in an anti-war
poetry reading, or several, quite a few: I did this somewhat dubiously because I felt that poetry makes
nothing happen, nevertheless, here was a case where I felt that even though this is true, maybe people will,
by the nature of my non-political poetry, be persuaded to become more people. I mean a person will
become more of a person and will therefore do these not only politically helpful and constructive things,
but things that will make him more aware of his own life and the people around him and will influence his
actions on a number of levels, not just one (Sommer 1983, 307-8).65

The register of the political on which Ashbery believes his poetry to be operating has to do with
self-actualization as “a person,” activating a heightened potential through the individual’s
experience in the world. This aspect of poetry does not simply hypothetically explore the
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“In Memory of W. B. Yeats,” Collected Poems 248.
Norman Finkelstein’s commentary on this same Ashbery quotation reflects a narrow definition of the political that
tends to misinform politicized readings of Ashbery’s poetry: “The irony here, as I see it, is that poetry like
Ashbery’s, while perhaps making one more aware of one’s life, does not offer any means to determine the priorities
in one’s life…the result is an appalling loss of vision and at times of linguistic integrity” (The Utopian Moment in
Contemporary Poetry, 51). Other interpretations, such as Aidan Wasley’s in The Age of Auden: Postwar Poetry and
the American Scene, presume that Ashbery is promoting a “didactic” or “moral effect on the reader” (115-116).
65
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ontological conditions for sociality,66 but rather on some level also actualizes it: poetry is “going
to cause you to act, it forces you back into life.” Ashbery’s poetry is itself a form of the kind of
experience that Ashbery has said he attempts to represent, experience that explores the reader’s
potential and partially actualizes it in the world: “I think poetry has to be a new experience. The
only way that one can write is by trying to discover something new” (“The Experience of
Experience,” 150). Ashbery’s poetics seem to permit a broader claim about the relationship
between lyric poetry and experience, suggesting that, as opposed to philosophy or criticism,
propositions or descriptions within a poem are not meant to be evaluated logically by the reader,
but rather experienced, internalized, and potentially transformed into action. That poetry
engages primarily with the transformative qualities of the psychological and conceptual is its
obvious contrast with other “forms of action,” which tend to require direct opposition to systemic
social, economic or political structures. Ashbery’s statements about the necessity and validity of
poetry and protest as political tactics, though, suggest that this division between collective direct
action and personal transformation is not really a division, and such claims on Ashbery’s part
make him a particularly interesting paradigm in thinking the relationship between political action
and poetry. While Ashbery’s poetry refuses on a number of explicit and formal levels to endorse
the socioeconomic status quo, it does not refuse to engage with the world altogether. Instead,
Ashbery’s poetics suggests that poetry, reflection and thought cannot be detached from
experience and reality; when actively engaged with actuality in the way that they are in
Ashbery’s work, they too constitute forms of action.
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C.f. Oren Izenberg’s Being Numerous: Poetry and Collective Life for an elaboration of this argument about poetry
and political ontology.
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CHAPTER III
Phenomenology of the Dark Ages
The turn towards acknowledging the integral role that the conceptual, psychosocial and
experiential have to play in large-scale structural socioeconomic transformation, which I
discussed in the previous chapter, quickly became a tendency within various social movements
to assign disproportionate significance to the immaterial and the aesthetic as sufficient sites of
political action and transformation in themselves. Debates surrounding the politics of poetic
form exploded in the U.S. in the late 1970s and 1980s, during which time poets focused with
particular intensity on playing out political debates internally within the world of poetry.67 The
Language school of poetry68 vehemently directed much of its oppositional energy towards other
writers, developing a politics of form based on a Marxian critique of political economy and a
rejection of conventional expressive poetics, which they associated with a reformist or neutral
politics that ultimately perpetuates the authoritarian social order. This critique of conventional
poetics took particular aim at the lyric, insofar as lyric represented for them a general category of
poems that presumed that identity is essentially static and the mechanisms of linguistic
expression transparent and objective.69 Lyn Heijinian writes, in attempting to define a common
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For more extended treatment of this phenomenon, see Roger Gilbert’s “Textured Information: Politics, Pleasure,
and Poetry in the Eighties,” George Hartley, Textual Politics and the Language Poets, Marjorie Perloff, “The Word
as Such: L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Poetry in the Eighties.”
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Language poetry is not a homogeneous project in the way that many critics have treated it, and I hope to illustrate
a number of important differentiations between several of the poets’ approaches to some similar problems. On the
other hand, in addition to some obvious shared concerns and tactics between individual writers’ statements and
prescriptions for what poetry in general should look like, there are several collective efforts — the most obvious
being the original L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E magazine itself — that clearly establish Language poetry as a general
project. This chapter will thus make a number of generalizing claims about Language poetry that are primarily
based on the Language poets’ own generalizations about what they were doing. Indeed, it is arguable that the very
fact that Language-affiliated poets saw themselves as promoting a relatively unified “project” contributed to the
need to differentiate themselves and thus pit themselves against other poetic projects that had similar politics.
69
The notion of “voice” is associated with lyric and critiqued on similar grounds: “According to many Language
poets, the voice poem depends on a model of communication that needs to be challenged: the notion that the poet (a
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project of Language writers, that “the coercive, epiphanic mode in some contemporary lyric
poetry can serve as a negative model, with its smug pretension to universality and its tendency to
cast the poet as guardian to Truth” (“The Rejection of Closure,” 41). Language poets understood
lyric’s traditional relationship to expressivity and selfhood, then, to actually be a form of
falsification and coercion, and the rejection of lyric expressivity was thus fundamental to the
Language movement.
These internal poetic debates of the 1980s were notably directed towards the politics of
form, particularly concerning questions about the pretensions of poetic “expression” to
transparency and directness. This emphasis on experimental form is largely the result of a
Marxian analysis of standard reference that sees it as an extension of commodification and
capitalist exchange. The target of Language poetry was not simply lyric formalism with clear
ties to conservative politics, however, since Language writers saw poetic language as necessarily
implicated in the process of commodification unless the poet is actively engaged in subverting
referentiality at certain points of its production. Bruce Andrews and Charles Bernstein write in
the introduction to the 1984 collection The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book that poetic craft
is inevitably a social and political activity as well as an aesthetic one…This view of the role and historical
functions of literature relates closely to our analysis of the capitalist social order as a whole and of the place
that alternative forms of writing and reading might occupy in its transformation. It is our sense that the
project of poetry does not involve turning language into a commodity for consumption; instead, it involves
repossessing the sign through close attention to, and active participation in, its production (“Repossessing
the Word,” x).

Jerome McGann, a prominent contemporaneous theorist of Language poetry, holds firmly to the
ideological dichotomy that this program produces: “The response to [imperialism] may be either
a contestatory or an accomodational one — it may move to oppose and change such
circumstances, or it may take them as given, and reflect (reflect upon) their operations”

unified subject) transmits a particular message (‘experience,’ ‘emotion’) to a reader (another unified subject)
through a language which is neutral, transparent, ‘natural’” (Hartley xii).
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(“Contemporary Poetry, Alternate Routes” 257). To be contestatory, moreover, involved
disruptions at the level of linguistic form as opposed to explicit ideological messages. Those
who claimed a more complex position when faced with the choice between Language poetry’s
definitions of oppositional and accomodational poetry, therefore, were automatically grouped
amongst the accomodational. The Language movement’s attempts to define and promote an
“oppositional” poetics created a programmatic relationship to both politics and poetics, despite
this program’s insistence on destabilization, discontinuity and openness when it came to matters
of poetic form.
The political factionalization amongst poets that developed during that time has been
widely remarked upon, as have the Language poets’ important contributions to opening up poetic
language to its sociopolitical determinations. In this chapter, I will instead focus on the
divergences from this type of politics that begin developing in Michael Palmer’s three books of
the 1980s, now collected in Codes Appearing: Poems 1979-1988. While his fellow Language
writers have tended to focus on disrupting the commodification of reference in poetic language,
Palmer’s poetics from this time period seems to have in its sights the more general trajectories of
Western civilization. Palmer is typically associated with the Language poets, and shares their
emphasis on the political non-neutrality of language, the necessity of developing poetic
techniques to destabilize and disrupt commodified mechanisms of reference, and a general
distaste for conventional verse, lyric expressivism and the poetics of “voice.” Rather than
rejecting lyricism tout court, however, Palmer continues to experiment with lyric in order to
explore ongoing concerns with representation and affect which, when examined alongside his
concerns about the impending prospect of a dystopian dark ages, anticipate the anti-social
approach to political engagement that has characterized certain responses to the deteriorating
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ecological and economic situation beginning in the 1980s.70 While this chapter will explicate a
politics based on the poetic form of some of Palmer’s major works, therefore, Palmer’s particular
politics of form diverges significantly from that of the Language poets. A politics derived from
Palmer’s poetics will not take the form of regulating other poets’ poetics, but rather will
emphasize the ungovernable potential of inarticulable qualities of affect, experience and
sociality, along with poetry’s capacity to trace the constraints and possibilities of contemporary
political conditions. Palmer’s dubious attitude towards the future of American civilization brings
up questions that are increasingly relevant today as financial and ecological crisis persist: What
can the role of poetry be in a society whose imminent collapse is increasingly unrepresentable
and seemingly impossible to intervene in through the customary methods of the past? How can
lyric, whose minimal relation to the social has historically been to map out the experience of its
present moment, begin to perform this task when its moment is precisely characterized by the
unavailability of knowledge of how it functions? These paradoxes of poetic writing explored in
Palmer’s work remain urgent problems with regard to how poetic representation and political
intervention might effectively proceed in the rapidly changing landscape of postindustrial
American society.
Along with other Language poets, Palmer rejects lyric poetry insofar as lyric is defined as
an inherited canon of individual poets and relatively fixed formal conventions.71 Palmer’s lyric
seeks to decenter the human subject and to experiment with signification at its most basic levels,
undermining the authority of selfhood and formal continuity on which canonical definitions of
70

In an interview with Keith Tuma, Palmer notes his poetry’s involvement in “a kind of resistance to the habituated
modes of conventional verse, confessional expressionism and that kind of thing — the representational modes that
still remain effectively the mainstream of American poetry writing. The mainstream is in itself somewhat diverse,
but it is unquestionably something that rejects the major discoveries and the impetus of modernism in favor of a
return to a kind of centered, commodified mode” (“Conversation,” 2).
71
Palmer attempts to depart from “certain notions of continuity, consistency, oeuvre” (Tuma 2), referring both to
continuity at basic levels of poetic form and in terms of the formulation of canonical poetic authority.
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lyric depend. Palmer’s description of his poetry as “lyric” is especially counterintuitive with
regard to those of his poems that on first glance appear to follow conventions of prose rather than
poetry. This chapter will look closely at the ways in which these aspects of Palmer’s poetry
compel us to generate new definitions of lyric. While Language poets in general rejected the
idea of the expressive, transparent communication of a unified subject, their association of this
type of poetry with the lyric led them to discard the lyric genre altogether along with all
remnants of identity or personal standpoint.72 Rather than renewing the affirmation of unified
subjectivity in his poetry, Palmer explores lyricism as an experimental relationship to experience
that expands the terrain of his interrogation of referential structures.
This reevaluation of the criteria for defining the lyric and its political implications is
pressing given ongoing debates about the lyric genre today, in which critics often suggest that
lyric is a reactionary cultural instrument in the service of the status quo.73 I hope to identify in
this chapter some of the ways in which the critique of elitism and authoritarianism in the
historical and ongoing institutionalization of poetry and poetics has been mistaken in taking on
the lyric as the paradigm for this process. As I will show with regard to the Language poets in
72

The word “standpoint” is used occasionally in this chapter to refer to approaches to knowledge that attend to the
situatedness of the particular perspective of the subject. The term “standpoint” in this epistemological context has
been developed primarily by scholars in relation to gender and race (see for example Nancy Hartsock, “The
Feminist Standpoint,” and Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness and the
Politics of Empowerment), although here I will be primarily discussing Palmer’s attention to subjective standpoint as
it pertains to sensory experience and historical situatedness. Phenomenological approaches to epistemology have
historically situated knowledge in the sensory and subjective perceptions of the subject in the same ways in which I
am describing Palmer’s work. For an in-depth contemporary account of this epistemological approach, see for
example John Russon’s The Self and Its Body in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit.
73
The view that scholarly treatment of poems as lyric is akin to acts of domination, for example, is implicit in the
language of many contemporary discussions of lyric theory, including Virginia Jackson’s characterization of modern
lyric reading as a form of “critical power” in Dickinson’s Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading, and Rei Terada’s
“After the Critique of Lyric.” Mark Jeffreys gives an overview of some of these debates in his “Ideologies of
Lyric.” Poets Jasper Bernes, Joshua Clover, and Juliana Spahr allege in a recent article that “from the start, the poem
was a tool for the administration of the affairs of state: written business records and legal codes enabled by the
measurement and patterning of speech provided by the poetic technique” (“The Self-Abolition of the Poet”). The
Language poets are similarly explicit in their association of lyric with the dominant social and economic regime,
especially with regard to the lyric’s institutionalization by way of the increasingly popular academic workshop and
degree programs.
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particular, such a critique goes against its own materialist principles when it implies that
socioeconomic transformation can be rooted in a form of cultural production. In exploring
Palmer’s experimental relationship to lyric, I will instead argue that his poetics leads us to an
understanding of lyric as a critical force against political dogmatism of all sorts, including the
politics around poetic form that persist in critical scholarship on poetics today.
In order to investigate the multiple levels at which Palmer’s lyricism challenges
authoritarianism, this chapter will proceed through multiple methods of analysis, beginning with
close reading of the poems themselves. The first part of this chapter will closely analyze how
Palmer’s poetry operates at the microlevels of reference in order to assess Palmer’s challenges to
standard structures of signification. The second part of this chapter will explain how this
counterpoetics serves to challenge structures of authority at additional levels, from the discourse
of radical poetics in Palmer’s historical context to the authoritarian and alienating effects of
Western civilization itself. In doing so, I look at the context of Language poetry in the 1980s as
well as the emergent economic and political conditions that ground the particular discursive and
representational mechanisms of power that Palmer’s poetry takes up.
Palmer’s poetics challenges what tends to be immediately recognizable as political
engagement, which is usually understood in terms of concrete demands for increased recognition
and rights within given political, social and economic institutions. This form of engagement
requires that the individual or group in question enter into the dominant political discourse and
make demands in its terms, regardless of the individual or group’s actual level of
commensurability with this terrain. I argue that Palmer’s phenomenology of what he terms the
new dark ages is not conveyed through subject matter, but rather through experimentation with
features of the signifier such as syntax, sound, repetition, and rhythm along the horizontal or
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syntagmatic axis of signification. The politics of Palmer’s poetry have to do with the ways in
which this experimentation opens up the depths of language while repeatedly coming up against
its limitations, simultaneously tracing the constraints and possibilities of its political conditions.
Palmer’s poetics can thus be termed “anti-political,” insofar as his poetics tends to oppose
political structures in terms that are illegible to mainstream political discourse, and this formal as
well as ideological opposition to dominant linguistic and economic structures is a crucial feature
of political engagement. The partial illegibility within standard referential structures that this
produces contributes to the poetry’s resistance to these structures, but it also registers increasing
alienation from social reality during the time in which Palmer is writing, a historical condition
that I will describe more fully in Part II. The new modes of signification developed by Palmer
gesture towards and temporarily recuperate the primordial memory of an immediate relationship
to the world, as well as to register the experience of dissociation from the world in post-industrial
North America. In Part II, I will show the ways in which what Palmer terms the “analytic lyric”
registers this experience, and in doing so redefines lyric as an experimental relationship to
experience that is grounded in personal and material conditions, rather than an inherited set of
conventions and canonical models. Palmer’s lyric depicts the conditions of subjectivity
particular to his time by structuring his poems according to what he calls an “economy of loss,”
reinventing lyric’s relationship to meter and temporality in order to register increasing material
dynamics of abstraction and alienation. Part III of this chapter returns to close readings of two
additional poems in order to show that this poetic accentuation of materiality allows Palmer to
draw attention to the material dynamics of domination and violence manifested in Western
society today. In so doing, I argue, Palmer also challenges increasingly predominant
assumptions amongst poets about poetry’s political impact, demonstrating that poetry is limited
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in its ability to directly intervene in the material structures of domination themselves.
Palmer’s attention to phenomenological experience, I will argue in this chapter, is a type
of materialism that is acutely attentive to the possibilities and limitations of its historical and
social conditions. His poetry explores the limitations of knowledge and experience in an era in
which mediated representation has become total, and his understanding of the capacity of poetry
to act or formulate an alternative in such conditions is grounded in this era’s peculiar reality.
The historical scope of his poetry is also unusually broad, surveying the trajectory of Western
civilization as a whole rather than focusing on critiques specific to the modern economy.
Palmer’s network of allusions to representative figures of Western theory and philosophy, along
with the primordial, elemental qualities of his lexis, traces the origins of a specifically Western
mode of thought. In this, we can see a continuity between Palmer’s anti-politics and the
modernist and Romantic currents that embraced primitivism as an antidote to the growth of
industrial capitalism. The era that Palmer is attempting to depict, however, is distinct in
important ways. Palmer’s work can be seen as emerging out of and often prefiguring three major
and interrelated conditions of the 1980s: the emergent awareness of the impact of industrial
infrastructure on the global ecosystem, the development of mass media and the concomitant
growing inaccessibility of “reality,” and the alienation of humans from experience that is
increasingly exacerbated in the era of financialization. Palmer’s experimentation with
signification most carefully registers and resists these socioeconomic conditions in his three
masterpieces of the 1980s: Notes for Echo Lake (1981), First Figure (1983), and Sun (1988),
collected in Codes Appearing: Poems 1979-1988.
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__________________________
Palmer’s exploration of the limits and possibilities of the conditions of Western
civilization in the early stages of post-industrial American society begins with the basic
mechanics of poetic reference. It is this level of his poetics that has been particularly
misunderstood and underevaluated by critics, despite its vital importance for understanding the
politics of Palmer’s poetry. Palmer reconfigures standard structures of reference, experimenting
with the capacity of the ineffable qualities of language and experience to generate new forms of
relationship, return partial autonomy to the nonhuman world, and create new poetic mythologies
that recuperate primordial forms of experience, knowledge and relationship against their
contemporary social determinations.
Notes for Echo Lake is especially explicit in its recurring allusions to structure —
whether in the form of codes, language, or numbers — and its attempts to break down alienated
forms of reference and the philosophical idealism on which such structures are based. As a
result, cursory explorations of the highly complex referential structures that Palmer begins to
develop in this book frequently mistake the poetry’s formal operations for a collection of nearly
incomprehensible, illogical juxtapositions of signs and assume that Palmer’s intention is to
obfuscate and abolish referentiality. Sympathetic readings have also tended to make similarly
simplistic assumptions. Language writer Steve McCafferey, for example, notes that Palmer’s
most important work has to do with the displacement of reference and logical relation in favor of
the signifier, but describes this displacement as “the arbitrary flow of linguistic signs” and
praises him for having eliminated referentiality: “There is no place in his work because there
largely is no referent incanted” (21). Other critics are less sympathetic. Norman Finkelstein
writes: “Palmer’s texts are apparently designed to produce polysemous meaning, but they are
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also seemingly intended to arrest what is conventionally considered ‘meaning’ entirely: that is,
they are intended to produce mystery, the most important requirement of any secret or hermetic
doctrine” (520). Insinuating, based on this reading, that Palmer is primarily attempting to build
an “exclusive inner circle” of initiate readers for the purpose of asserting his own poetic
authority (521), Finkelstein concludes: “He is an important poet who is almost entirely
unreadable” (536).
Palmer’s work is indeed unreadable according to certain conventions of signification; I
will argue in this chapter, though, that Palmer’s poetry not only signals the inadequacy and
collapse of standard forms of reference, but also attempts within its limited conditions to develop
alternative possible modes of signification. As such, his poetry requires readers to significantly
expand their understanding of how signification might potentially operate. Palmer argues that
poetry has the capacity to call signification into question on a grand scale, commenting that
Notes for Echo Lake is based on an “extreme of operating from a certain kind of semiotic model
— one that, say, announces my sense, coming out of Jakobson, of that fragility (as to say, in part,
‘agility’) of the sign, and the mysterious process of signification that takes place in poetry where
all signs are called into question” (Gardner, “An Interview with Michael Palmer,” 272-3).
Critics who assume that Palmer is attempting to eliminate referentiality altogether, though,
frequently collapse his poetics with poststructuralist positions on subjectivity becoming
influential at this time. This confusion about Palmer’s critical position on metaphysics also leads
to reductive treatments of Palmer’s position on lyric and poetics. Critic Nerys Williams writes,
for example, that Palmer
forces us to question the I at different and successive levels and the limitations he encounters are not
dissimilar to those faced by deconstruction’s critique of the metaphysics of presence…Equally Palmer’s
poetry is unable to offer us a new model of the lyric, modernist or postmodernist, and moreover this is not
the poet’s ultimate aim (“Desire was a Quotation,” 30).
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Other critics assimilate Palmer’s poetry to a Levinasian or later Derridean ethics in which both
reference and relationship are predicated on failure. Andrew Zawacki quotes Derrida — “Hence
the arrow, figure for a name that cannot be what it names, will always ‘miss’ even that which it
touches” — in concluding that Palmer’s poetry “enacts such a movement toward otherness that
— relating without relating — keeps the other safe” (“Relation Without Relation,” 128). While
Palmer’s poetics is structured around problems of signification, his aim is not to promote
awareness of the inherent failures of linguistic signification and ethical relation. Indeed, Palmer
suggests that he explores referential discontinuity precisely in order to make language functional
again: “I want language to signify and be functional, and in that respect I have to investigate all
aspects of the non-logical and the discontinuous” (Bartlett, “Conversation,” 79). Palmer explains
elsewhere:
In some ways I have felt identification with a poetry of a certain kind of complexity and resistance —
resistance in terms of resistance to meaning in the simplest sense, certainly not resistance to signification in
a larger sense. Resistance, let’s say, to pre-inscribed meaning. Resistance to the political orders of culture
as represented by conventional gestures of narrativity, conventional gestures of emotion, and so on (Active
Boundaries 237).

The failures of reference and alienation from signification that are dramatized in Palmer’s poetry,
therefore, must be primarily approached as resistance to specific forms of reference on which the
political order is based.
I will argue in this chapter that this resistance takes a lyric form, not by asserting the
individual lyric “I” in opposition to mechanisms of social control, but by developing what
Palmer calls the “analytic lyric.”74 The analytic lyric departs from “the problematics of the
purely private utterance,” which is based on the pretense of transparent and open
communication, by “taking over the condensation of lyric emotion, and focusing it then on the
mechanics of language” (AB 254). The aim of this counterpoetics, according to Palmer, is to
74

For Palmer’s discussion of poets that he sees as sharing in a tradition of analytic lyric, see Active Boundaries 247258.
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produce “a critique of the discourse of power, to renew the function of poetry” (AB 255). This
resistance necessitates the renunciation of the unified subject and its illusions of authorial
control, an experiment taken on in Notes for Echo Lake. Palmer describes this work as being
motivated by “the determination not to begin with an entirely preconceived and circumscribed
subject or a normative predisposition towards the form and informing nature of the
poem…Finding one’s way through that [dark wood which the poem is] without a map
beforehand, to see what specific information would arise from the words themselves” (Gardner
272). Ultimately, then, this renunciation has less to do with the status of the author and more to
do with the renunciation of valuing a human subject over a nonhuman object. Palmer describes
this as “a certain kind of death of intentionality, where suddenly you do realize that the thing is
operating, in a way, beyond a level of control to which we trust to maintain our functional sanity
in the world. If you’re going to go to the heart of the matter, so to speak, you have to give that
up — or at least that’s one of the myths or superstitions under which I tend to operate” (Gardner
277). Giving limited autonomy to the words on the page produces both the partial illegibility of
Palmer’s poetry within the systems of referentiality that are delineated by the discourse of power,
and its capacity to generate other forms of relationship to experience and selfhood.
Palmer’s experiments with signification demonstrate the ways in which standard forms of
reference register a systemic alienation and loss of relationship produced by civilization;75 his
poems also work to restore relationship in several ways. Poetry, for Palmer, has a capacity to
generate connectivity with others and with one’s surroundings that is based in part on its deep
75

In this chapter’s analysis of Palmer’s techniques of signification, “standard” forms of reference refers primarily to
reference insofar as it is described in the field of semiotics, originating with Saussure, which analyzes reference in
terms of the distinction between signifier, signified, and referent. Ordinary or “standard” communication is
primarily made possible by diminishing the non-semantic aspects of the signifier, and by construing signification in
terms of the referent. The relationship between signifier and referent is thus one of subordination and
representation. Much of Palmer’s reorientation of standard signification, I will show, has to do with experimenting
with how experimentation with multiple modes of signification can register knowledge, relationality,
phenomenological content, and signification of their own.
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similarities to knowledges associated with magic, ritual and storytelling that today have been
largely displaced by Western methods and practices. The poet, according to this tradition, is a
guardian of primordial knowledge, and the medium through whom words reorganize and
develop a logic of their own. In his essay “Robert Duncan and Romantic Synthesis,” Palmer
quotes Duncan’s similar view of poetic knowledge:
Myth, for Dante, for Shakespeare, for Milton, was the poet-lore handed down in the tradition from poet to
poet. It was the very matter of Poetry, the nature of the divine world as poets had testified to it; the poetic
piety of each poet, his acknowledgment of what he had found true Poetry, worked to conserve that matter.
And, for each, there was in the form of their work — the literary vision, the play of actors upon the stage,
and the didactic epic — a kind of magic, for back of these forms we surmise distant origins in the rituals
toward ecstasy of earliest Man. Once the operations of their art began they were transported from their
sense of myth as literary element into the immediacy of the poem where reality was mythological.
(from The Truth and Life of Myth, p.39; qtd. Palmer, “Romantic Synthesis”)

This relationship between poet and the poem produces a sense of possibility that is not
transferred through the semantic content of the poem, but rather through the promise of the
possibility of another way of being through relating, a form of knowledge that does not depend
on easily identifiable referents.
This transformation towards a recuperation of mythological knowledge that is now
mostly inaccessible to human signification happens on a number of semiotic levels in Palmer’s
Notes for Echo Lake. Take for example the poem “Notes for Echo Lake 5”:
The tree’s green explains what a light means, an idea, the bomb or Donald Duck, a box of marbles in a marble box, the amber jewel behind the
toad’s eyes reminds us that it’s night. The interpreter of the text examines
the traffic light, coughs and lays the book aside. The dead mayor sits behind his desk, overcome with wonderment.
The interpreter of the cough examines the light and lays the text aside. Here
and there leaves, clouds, rivers of tears in the streets meant a sonata for
tongues.
Truth to tell the inventor of the code weeps and lays the text aside. Here
and there calendars and walls remind him that it’s night, a sleeping lion is
curled up in one corner, a voice can be heard behind a door, and Plato told
us of the law, Plato warned us of the poem. The dead mayor wonders
if the King of France is bald.
Today is an apparent day of empty sleeves and parallelograms, and red
meaning red, and the flag as an object, and red instead of red, the flag as
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an object with undulating sides, the spider who taught me to walk, the
emptiness of the code, the spider who forgot how to walk, the delicate
curves within the code, three barking dogs, the mystery of intervals, the
absence of a code, the lion asleep at her feet, the empty sleeve waving, the
bottle now broken, the voices she told him to listen for, the stolen book,
the measurement of intervals.
Does physics know Caesar by name?
Plato warned us of the shadows of the poem, of the words cast against the
wall, and Plato warns against the song.
The tree’s green explains what a name means apart from memory, flickers of light in the darkened room, our eyes fixed on the screen in the figures of nothing.
The inventor of the code hears each note and swallows his tongue, frightened by shadows. The lion red as a lobster is green sleeps in one corner
dreaming of the hours’ numbers and names, a river flowing at his feet.
“Shuffle Montgomery” was the song.
And here and there they speak in tongues, correcting the right notes in order to get them wrong. And how many days did you spend underground?
The interpreter of leaves examines each tear as pages turn. In the field at
dawn they cross swords and a head rolls while the audience laughs. The
dead city listens to the code as it reads, and a poem moves back and forth.
At our feet like a sky the graceful curve. Rumours that they are lovers or
were in a previous lifetime made of salt. Hills beyond tipped with snow or
salt, a curve broken off, searching for her tongue. A deep blue tasting
salt. The awkward curve and talking cloud, steps toward a forest for want
of stairs. Are in a lifetime or were. Rumours that the sender had forgotten
the code and swallowed his tongue. A mirror in one corner was about to
fall, apparently his memory of Siena and the dome.
And Brother Mouse with parachute in mid-air, forever descending.
That they are figures or were, a pictograph with thumb extended. He
drank from an actual glass of beer. An outstretched arm offers me its hand.

The poem’s overt references to Platonic idealism situate the poem thematically in terms of
questions about the origins of Western thought about language and law, as well as the threat that
poetry may or may not pose to society. The poem’s question pertaining to physics and Caesar
brings up related suggestions about the relationship between imperialism and modern scientific
knowledge. The poem’s capacity to draw such correlations and continuities is partial; it seems to
be situated in a reality in which such insights appear only as cracks of light through obfuscating
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walls of darkness, a situation analogous to Plato’s allegory of the cave.76 Beginning with the
poem’s first line, the poem repeatedly refers to being in darkness and having only a partial
understanding of the nature and status of light. Within this situation, it is nonhuman objects that
seem to be endowed with a limited power to communicate knowledge. The figure of the tree, for
example, has the capacity to “explain what a light means,” while “calendars and walls remind
[the inventor] that it’s night” (27). Meanwhile, the human figures of the text, despite having
made interpretation into their vocation, can only contemplate their surroundings in despair. The
poem later situates a collective subject in obfuscating darkness — “flickers of light in the
darkened room, our eyes fixed on the screen on the figures of nothing” (27). The poem
thematically and syntactically gives objects the power to symbolically represent lost forms of
knowledge.
The process wherein particular words or objects come to contain significance that is
illegible within socially determined modes of human knowledge extends deeper in Palmer’s
work, however, beginning with the most trivial parts of speech. In “Notes for Echo Lake 5,”
almost every noun is introduced by a definite article, despite the absence of context or
explanation — “the tree,” “the interpreter of the text,” “the dead mayor,” and so on. The poem
recounts a series of observations, questions, and memories, yet does not represent an overall
situation or context in which these observations take place, nor explain the logical connectedness
between its various observations through other typical representational means. While this
detachment of objects from their context may initially alienate the reader from understanding the
poem, it can equally be experienced as a more immediate form of relationship, insofar as it
interpolates the reader into a situation that she has only fragmentary clues to understand.
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Plato, The Republic (514a-520a). The second and third parts of this chapter will explore in more detail the ways
in which Palmer’s poetry in Codes Appearing not only frequently alludes to this allegory, but also situates itself in
an analogous limited reality exacerbated by Palmer’s historical conditions.
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Surrounded by objects whose significance is seemingly profound yet unknown, the poem situates
the reader in the same limited relation to knowledge that the poem itself is describing.
While “Notes for Echo Lake 5” breaks with various representational norms, it also
generates new relationships between words through their reiteration and rearrangement
throughout the poem. This break with representational norms — rendering ideological language
temporarily inoperative — is what allows Palmer to observe its functioning from a detached,
semi-autonomous perspective and to experiment with new forms of representation and
relationality. His techniques of repetition and syntactical reconfiguration endow certain words
(many of which are present in this poem — “light,” “shadow,” “code,” “echo”) with heightened
symbolic significance on the broader scale of Palmer’s entire body of work. We see here how
syntactical patterns, or clusters of particular concepts and objects, are repeated and reformulated
continuously within individual poems, becoming dynamic as they are put into different relations
to one another. In the following stanza,
Today is an apparent day of empty sleeves and parallelograms, and red meaning red, and the flag as an
object, and red instead of red, the flag as an object with undulating sides, the spider who taught me to walk,
the emptiness of the code, the spider who forgot how to walk, the delicate curves within the code, three
barking dogs, the mystery of intervals, the absence of a code, the lion asleep at her feet, the empty sleeve
waving, the bottle now broken, the voices she told him to listen for, the stolen book, the measurement of
intervals. (27),

not only are certain words (sleeves, red, flag, spider, code) repeatedly invoked, but this happens
within the bounds of certain syntactical formulations that render their relationships to one
another in a state of continual self-transformation. The original referential context of these
recurring words is largely absent, so that their heightened significance is generated primarily by
the word’s role in the poem’s structure. Human characters or figures in the poem undergo
similar transformations, their roles or attitudes changing slightly with each reference:
… The interpreter of the text examines the traffic light, coughs and lays the book aside. The dead mayor
sits behind his desk, overcome with wonderment.
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The interpreter of a cough examines the light and lays the text aside. Here and there leaves, clouds, rivers
of tears in the streets meant a sonata for tongues.
Truth to tell the inventor of the code weeps and lays the text aside. … (27).

The figures in the above sequence are rendered malleable and dynamic not only through
repetition, but also through a process of substitution: while the first interpreter’s action was to
cough, the second interpreter is embedded in the same syntactical structure but the first
interpreter’s action is substituted, now becoming the object of the second interpreter’s
interpretation. The third figure — now called the metrically and sonically similar but
semantically different term “inventor” — is embedded in the same syntactical structure with a
new action, “weeping,” which itself takes up the “rivers of tears” evoked briefly in the previous
stanza.
Both narrative and lyric tend to exclude alternate choices on the paradigmatic axis, and
Palmer’s techniques of substitution here instead open up the possibilities in language for dealing
with alternatives and absences. The poems thus often reformulate the logic of signification by
holding together two contradictory assertions in one sentences in a way that postulates
grammatical or temporal impossibilities (“Are in a lifetime or were” [28]). The poetry’s
associative form of knowledge also proceeds on the basis of syntactical associations, wherein
sentences might relate through a reversal of syntax or repeating a sentence and only changing
one word in it (“There is nothing meaningful about the text // There is nothing meaningful about
a text” [100]). Sentences are often sequenced as a series of thematically unrelated revisions of
an original idea or observation, instead of a progressive narrative:
The chateau itself was encircled by the vestiges of a moat now indicated only by a slight depression in the
grass at the base of the walls. Or: we drove for hours through the small towns surrounding Paris, unable to
decide among various courses of action. Or: they have unearthed another child’s body bringing the current
total to twenty-eight. Or: nine days from now will occur the vernal equinox (32).
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When it is possible to identify an overarching narrative or set of narratives, they tend to be
arranged non-linearly.77 The effect of registering alternatives and absences is also heightened by
Palmer’s tendency to sequence words in a sentence according to their sonorous similarities (“a
box of marbles in a marble box,” etc). Individual sentences are also frequently sequenced
according to associations between signifiers rather than between what is being signified (“Dear
Charles, I began again and again to work, always with no confidence as Melville might explain.
Might complain” [CA 4]). Especially in the repetitions and variations in “Notes for Echo Lake
5” on “[so-and-so] lays the text aside,” which establish a minimal set of coordinates for action,
we can begin to observe in Palmer’s poetics the ways in which phrases that appear to lack
coherent referential context develop significance through non-semantic features of the poem; that
is, the poem’s form turns into its content.
First Figure introduces a broader historical scope to these dynamics of resignification in
Notes. As its title indicates, First Figure explores the hypothesis that examining the
microdynamics of signification can also help locate the origins of meaning, and that this
counterpoetics coincides with uncovering the genesis of what Palmer will later treat more
explicitly as the dystopian dark ages of Western civilization. The phrase “first figure” evokes
not only the origins of figuration as a type of symbolic logic that accounts for material, temporal
change,78 but also “figuring” as the origin of measurement. In keeping with Palmer’s ongoing
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As Clayton Eschleman notes, “While individual lines often seem to carry customary information, in juxtaposition
they scramble anticipated narrative and become in-process records of the mind's tilting attentions, its fugal
looseness, its overlapping edges, ripples, blanks. Fragments of conversations move through Palmer's stanzas,
intersected by observations and reflections. While B may follow A, it will turn out to be part of C, which may
seamlessly turn into D, which will turn out to belong to E” (“Two Introductions,” 209).
78
See Erich Auerbach’s 1938 essay “Figura” for an early account of the distinction between figure and symbol that
frames figuration in terms of temporal change, sociality, and historicity; this framework locates the agency of the
figure in its capacity to transcend its concrete circumstances of origin. Auerbach shows that the term “figure” is
grounded in Roman antiquity as a notion that introduced “plasticity,” or movement, to form, as opposed to the
Platonic theory of forms in which form is fixed and immobile. By contrast, figure occupies a tenuous position
between the eidos (idea) and skhèmata (concrete, sensorially experienced form). Auerbach shows that figuration
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interest in exploring and exposing fixed structures of reference, First Figure attempts to locate
the moment when reality and identity began to be assessed through quantification and
calculation, and fixed through the establishment of an alienating distance between objects.
“Dearest Reader,” the first poem of First Figure, establishes the historical scope of such
an interrogation into representation, beginning by drawing on the pre-historic art of cave
painting:
He painted the mountain over and over again
from his place in the cave, agape
at the light, its absence, the mantled
skull with blue-tinted hollows, wrenlike bird plucking berries from the fire
her hair alight and so on
lemon grass in cafe in clear glass.
Dearest reader there were trees
formed of wire, broad entryways
beneath balconies beneath spires
youthful head come to rest in meadow
beside bend in gravel road, still
body of milky liquid
her hair alight and so on
successive halls, flowered carpets and doors
or the photograph of nothing but pigeons
and grackles by the shadow of a fountain. (CA 81)

“Dear Reader” begins by elaborating another version of the allegory of the cave, in which the
task of the poet or artist is paradoxically to depict the absence of light while in the dark. It is
perhaps the impossibility of such a task that leads the description of this scene to increasingly
delve into sonorous lyricism with unclear semantic content, culminating in the incredibly
euphonious “lemon grass in café in clear glass.” The poem’s standpoint quickly switches from
description of another person who is engaged in this representational task, however, to an
address to the reader from the poet who is himself attempting to represent a scene: “Dearest
implies a sense of historicity in which a given figure is a figure insofar as it registers something in the ideational
realm that escapes the boundaries of its particular social significance or individual intention. Auerbach’s theory of
the figure is implicitly both more idealist and materialist than the notion of symbolism, and arguably has a more
relevant function for poetry’s capacity to imagine the otherwise. Discussing Auerbach, Lisa Robertson similarly
writes that “an object or an image figures when it receives more of our imaginative projection than its social or
mythic function would require” (Nilling: Prose Essays, 11).
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reader there were trees…”. Through address, a mode of relationship often specifically associated
with the lyric, the poem introduces an additional level of relationality, that between poet and
reader.79 This poem also establishes a consonance between Palmer’s own poetic project in the
post-Enlightenment era and the ancient practice of cave drawing in the “dark ages,” moreover,
from the first page of First Figure onwards.80 The anonymous cave painter’s attempts to paint
the mountain “over and over again” are echoed in Palmer’s own repetition of “her hair alight and
so on,” and the reference to a photograph at the end of the poem leaves the poem unresolved as
to the extent to which the photograph supplants the poet’s representation of the scene.
The relationships between the objects that the poet evokes to represent this scene (a skull,
a bird, hair, etc) are as usual decontextualized and relatively mysterious. These juxtapositions
speak to the difficulties of representation in general, and especially to representing the semiotic
mechanisms on which much of Western civilization is grounded. The non-relation between the
objects that Palmer evokes in order to figure civilization’s building blocks also serves to indicate
the internal illogicality of Western civilization and its alienation from its origins and nonhuman
surroundings. This element of Palmer’s treatment of Western civilization is frequently
misinterpreted as irreverent play — to Palmer’s poem containing the statement “There in the
mountains I discovered the last tree or the letter A” (CA 98), for example, critic Calvin Bedient
responds: “Still, to be sensible, who can't tell a tree from the letter A?” (“Breath and Blister”
275). Palmer’s reductive mode of representation that produces these decontextualized,
juxtaposed figures is meaningful, though, in registering both the limits of human knowledge in
79

Palmer argues that “though poetry is often considered a solitary art, and it may well contain an element of isolate
making, it is always, from its inception, in conversation. (‘Conversation is thought,’ says Jean-Luc Godard.) Poetry
does not exist without a recipient, who must complete the circuit in his or her own manner and read among its
various meanings. This never occurs without some degree of transfiguration, mind to mind, body to body, culture to
culture” (AB 34-35).
80
Palmer makes statements elsewhere that reinforce this analogy, as in a 2005 talk entitled “On the Sustaining of
Culture in Dark Times”: “We work in the company of others (philosophers and farmers, artists and scientists, as we
variously require), and we work in the dark” (AB 44).
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contemporary circumstances and also exposing the basic contradictoriness of the logic of
reference. In this specific phrase, it points to the absurdity of the ways in which the man-made
alphabet has come to arbitrarily substitute for real things, and of the more disturbing idea that the
introduction of language (symbolized by the “letter A”) actually replaces and brings to an end
humans’ relationship to the nonhuman (represented by the “last tree”). The mode of figuration
that Palmer develops has a double function, therefore: it exposes the artifice and illogic of the
contemporary organization of society, as well as inventing alternative modes of relationship to
assert against these forms of organization.
The poem “First Figure” also thematizes and exposes the explanatory gaps that emerge
when attempting to reduce the organization of society to its basic mechanisms. The fragmentary
nature of the statements in the poem that suggest this theme — proceeding through a series of
non-narratively sequenced observations — also invoke the difficulty of describing the origin of
figures from within the discourse of figuration itself. The first clause of the second stanza,
“What might be said before the sentences enter:” (140), situates that part of the poem as prior to
the first figure, while the beginning of the poem seems to depict an apocalyptic post-figural
reality: “The name is spelled without letters how can this be. There are no steps leading to this
house, no objects anymore. …” (140). Such images — names without letters, houses without
steps, a scene without objects — all play on the idea of a construction that has spiraled out of
control so that it is no longer in relation to what constructed it. Meanwhile, most of the rest of
the phrases and imagery in the poem (“The reactor has been wounded,” “Die eagerly in battle,”
“This signals my end,” “The name plummets”) indicate a dystopian culture of war, violence and
despair. All this is juxtaposed with images of the origins of figuration: “Here the first figure,
here the false figure of speech playing with a ring” and the repeated assertion that “There are no
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steps leading to this” (140). Problems with the inherited logic of figuration are also invoked in
the final stanza — “This illness I stole from my father. A love of figures, tidiness, fear of error”
— and the poem ends, “The police know all about it,” alluding to another contemporary
institutional limitation on freedom and knowledge.
Notes for Echo Lake already contained suggestions that Palmer’s resistance to prose and
preformulated types of narrative corresponds, for him, to his lived resistance to the status quo,81
and Palmer notes a connection between the critique of signification and the specific critique of
the imperialist rhetoric of the U.S. government when he mentions that “there’s an occulted
autobiographical character to Notes for Echo Lake, so it takes me back to the period of lies, in an
almost Orwellian sense, when we learned that the referential signifiers of those in power were
bogus” (AB 273). It is in First Figure, though, that the development of this correlation between
signification and governmental rhetorical manipulation takes on the broader historical valence of
a critique of civilizational development and a concomitant exploration of the historical formation
of meaning. This is less clear thematically, however, than through experimentation along the
syntagmatic axis of signification. For example, “Idem 4” suggests a relationship between the
logic of representation and urbanization by eliminating conventional chronological syntax, and
instead drifting into a non-lineated, non-punctuated juxtaposition of symbols: “as there is no
image no city no image no one speaking …” (CA 112). Palmer’s experimentation with the
syntagmatic axis of signification has the capacity to gesture towards another kind of knowledge,
as he points out elsewhere:
A poetic logic does not necessarily resemble other logics. If you take classical logic, for example, there’s a
law of the excluded middle where a thing is either A or not-A, but can never be both A and not-A. In a
poem you can be perfectly in a logic where a thing is both A and not-A, it can be both raining and not
raining, snowing in the tropics — whatever you want. This isn’t simply frivolity — it’s an announcement
of another area of knowing (AB 245).
81

One indication is that the phrase “He would live against sentences” is repeated as the first line of both “Notes for
Echo Lake 10” and “Symmetrical Poem” (CA 57, 77).
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Uncovering some of the mechanisms of Palmer’s particular development of poetic logic, then,
necessitates a closer reading of the poems in First Figure.
Because Palmer questions standard forms of reference by generating new methods of
referentiality within the poems themselves, his poetry is arguably less a normative critique of
civilization and its forms of signification than a series of experiments into undoing and
reformulating modes of relation, communication, and experience that form the basis of
signification.82 First Figure’s “Echo” — the first of a series of poems of that title —
demonstrates some of the ways in which Palmer’s treatment of the basic mechanisms of
signification implicates broader patterns in the history and trajectory of Western civilization. As
already seen in “Notes for Echo Lake 5” and “Dearest Reader,” Palmer transfigures reference
here at several different semiotic levels. The first stanza establishes a number of different
syntactical patterns (“[X] was the cause.”; “Not that [article] word [complex verb].”, etc) that are
then repeated with variations over the course of the poem. These syntactical patterns are also
tied to certain patterns of lexical repetition and variation. Objects such as “letter,” “clothing,”
“words,” and “hills” are all introduced in the first stanza and go on to be put in relation to one
another in a series of different permutations. “Words” and “hills” appear together in distinct and
mystifying new relationships several times:
“Not that the words thus / raised above the head and turned into hills.” (li. 17-18)
“Not that the words reassembled among / hills, exactly, where there were none.” (li. 25-26)
“Not that the words resembled hills, exactly, hidden / among them.” (li. 33-34)

As we saw in “Notes for Echo Lake 5,” statements that are logically non-sequiturs according to
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By avoiding making normative statements about language, Palmer’s poetry manages to avoid some of the
quandaries of critiquing language by means of language that are often attributed to his poetics, a distinction that is
frequently missed by critics who notice his ongoing dialogue with Wittgenstein, Adorno and Derrida. See for
example Philip Nikolayev (2002).
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the standards of ordinary communication bear a clear relationship to one another if this relation
is explored on the basis of structural, syntactical, or sensory associations. Moreover, these
continual and unexpected reorientations of these objects give them value or meaning that is
distinct from the specific definitions circulated in its particular social conditions. That is, the
poem’s exploration of signification goes beyond critiquing standard structures of signification; it
instead significantly renegotiates assumptions about the process and formation of relationship,
meaning, and valuation, and compels the reader to do the same in order to follow the poem. It is
this process, the poem implies, that allows the possibility of “a different kind of metric” —
There must be a different metric, a gesture and that’s all, this this and so on, concomitance, like writing but it’s not a writing, the pieces actually are.

“This this and so on” seems to be the deictic “gesturing” that could constitute a more immediate
way of relating to objects than standard forms of measurement — or prosodic approaches to
understanding poetic meter, if we take up the double meaning of “metric”. The loose series of
qualifications that follow indicate that writing can serve as an analogy, although an insufficient
one, for establishing a more immediate relationship to what “the pieces actually are.”
“Echo” develops these dynamics of signification established in Notes for Echo Lake,
specifically interrogating the sources of the alienation that standard modes of signification reflect
and perpetuate. The alienation that inheres in standard signification and which makes restoring
relationality difficult, this poem suggests, is produced in part by defining spatiality through
quantitative methods and terms, signaled variously in the poem as “distance” or “depth.” This
first comes up in the poem’s statement that “The subject is this, disregarded, / story of cloth and
wind or the space be- / tween events. // misunderstood as a measure of distance.” Cloth and
wind have already emerged in the poem as recurring figures, and here they seem to represent the
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subject’s place between the material and the immaterial, wherein materiality — cloth — is a
specifically human construction. The shifting figures here allow Palmer to play with the idea of
a subject that instead occupies an immeasurable space, subtracted from the regime of
quantification, and thus increasingly dissociated from culturally mediated reality. Later, the
phrase “Soweto-Miami with no distance” connects the previously invoked figure of SowetoMiami with the misunderstanding that measurement involves. “Figures the fragments of a
picture” semantically alludes to what Palmer’s fragmentary poetic form already indicates, as it
attempts to negotiate the constructed distances that typically make understanding such political
situations as the Soweto Uprising of 1976 possible and that simultaneously distort it, allowing us
only to see fragments of a totality. Palmer’s writing of Soweto and Miami as conjoined parts of
one word develops a way of negotiating this distance and reconfiguring the reader’s
understanding of their relationship.
Drawing on the alienation of the human subject from reality, distance becomes associated
with loss in the repeated references in the poem to an anonymous male who loses a letter. This
situation is repeatedly cited as “the cause” — the question of what is left to the reader’s
imagination. Both instances of the statement “The letter he had lost was the cause” are also
immediately qualified in terms of deformed representation: “an imperfect copy” in the first
instance, and in the second, “a dead / friend traced against the screen.” The failures of
representation here reinforce the sense that distance, or loss, is a kind of alienation of humans
from their own modes of signification and thus from their wider understanding of events, objects,
and the mechanisms of civilization in general. Later, the poem seems to conclude that “What we
call depth then, of forest, mirror, / conviction etc., [is] voiced as fake history.” Depth, a kind of
distance, whether it pertains to natural objects, representative mechanisms, or our own belief
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systems, becomes the means of false narratives about the trajectory of space, time and
civilization. “Thus the severed head is an object of polite / discussion and necessary to the
tableau like / the polychrome statuary and exotic flora we / admire more than words can say.”
A later stanza obliquely addresses the complexity of the patterns of signification
developed in the poem:
She claims they want to agree but disappear
while speaking, brief redness of history
softly repeated, the severed head a substitute for trees intended as an aid to memory.

The substitution of a severed head for trees resonates with the broader transition from Notes for
Echo Lake to First Figure, insofar as First Figure not only increasingly takes on the construction
and renegotiation of structures of signification, but also situates this project in terms of the
broader structures of Western civilization and contemporary manifestations of its violence and
domination. Trees, as we have seen, are frequently featured in Palmer’s poetry as implicit
symbols of human alienation from the nonhuman world; this section of “Echo” announces the
substitution of a severed head for trees, indicating more explicitly what the loss of relation to
nonhuman objects has entailed. Implicit in this whole stanza is the act of writing, especially in
its reference to Lyn Heijinian’s 1978 book Writing Is an Aid to Memory. The figure of “trees”
here thus also refers to the material that has long enabled the human act of writing. Moreover,
replacing Heijinian’s “writing” with the word “trees” is a tacit invitation to reconsider the source
of an aid to memory, both in terms of reevaluating the relationship to the non-manmade world,
and of considering the price of humans’ introduction of writing. This stanza also has intertextual
resonances from across Palmer’s work through the word “redness” — elsewhere called “the most
dreadful color,” and also the sign most frequently subjected to the potentially manipulative logic
of referential substitution (“Here I will insert the word ‘red’ to indicate a tree” [62], for
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example).
The last stanza introduces a claim about how cultural narratives are manipulated (“She
claims they are trying to erase the story / by repeating it exactly as it was told”) while
immediately putting into play an additional logic of substitution in order to mitigate its own
capacity to manipulate:
… Thus
clematis, tea, rhubarb, Indian fig, water and
its cognates, of worlds twice seven, wheat
and corn. Thus table and lamp (or desk and
light), sheets (or leaves), wordless talk, gestural dreams empty of meaning, palms in
paramuthetic wind.

By substituting alternate words in parentheses, the poem presents multiple ways of changing the
story, rather than a singular or exact way. This and other formal idiosyncrasies in “Echo” appear
throughout Palmer’s work, especially in First Figure, but the thematic aspects of this poem lend
insight into why Palmer employs the kind of formal techniques that he does. Far from simply
attempting to obfuscate or undermine normal modes of communication, “Echo” departs from
ordinary norms of reference in moments such as these in order to recuperate various forms of
relation that minimize discursive effects of violence and manipulation. Understanding these
formal mechanics of the poem and their place in a broader historical and political context is
crucial in order to read Palmer’s poems that focus more on these formal operations and less on
thematic clues to the reader.
__________________________
Palmer’s experimentation with political consciousness at the microlevels of linguistic
signification aligns his poetry from this time period to some extent with the politics and poetic
methods of many of those who identify with Language poetry. Palmer resists the tendencies of
Language poetry, however, that led them to recast and polarize the terrain of poetry and poetics
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according to the extent and form of poets’ politicalization of their poetry. The myriad stances of
the various Language poets concerning the relationship between poetry and politics tended to
depend on a mixture of economic determinism and linguistic idealism that saw poetry’s
particular relationship to language as a crucial tool in undermining American consumer culture
in the late 1970s and 1980s. These stances range broadly, but tend to frame Language poetry as
a critical project that targets and challenges referentiality: “Our project, if it can be summarized
at all, has involved exploring the numerous ways that meanings and values can be (& are)
realized — revealed — produced in writing” (The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book, ix). Lee
Bartlett’s well-known early critical explanation of the Language movement argues that Language
writers share a project to reorient referentiality towards its social conditions. For Language
poets, “The issue is not, then, reference per se, but a reaction to a prevailing poetics which seems
to be unaware of the social implications which hover just above its acceptance as a first given of
an unquestioning referentiality” (“What is ‘Language Poetry?’” 748). This reaction to apolitical
poetics that Bartlett describes would manifest as an imperative to politicization in the field of
poetry, becoming one of the fundamental characteristics of Language poetry’s historical legacy.
Individually, the various poets identified with the Language movement are often bolder,
implying that poetry also has intrinsic political agency in itself. Lyn Heijinian argues, for
example, that poetry’s openness to the world gives it the faculty for constructing new
differentiations between things. Heijinian’s articulation of this idea implies that this gives poetry
the capacity to create new structures themselves, even if these structures have only partial truth
or reality: “A central activity of poetic language is formal. In being formal, in making form
distinct, it opens—makes variousness and multiplicity and possibility articulate and clear. While
failing in the attempt to match the world, we discover structure, distinction, the integrity and
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separateness of things” (“The Rejection of Closure,” 56). Meanwhile, Bruce Andrews argues
that poetic language has the capacity to “contest the processes or the vehicles that
deliver…meanings…Not just to take as a given the existing apparatus, in order to push for the
priority of group interest, or self-expression. Instead, to make as visible as possible the limits &
norms & operations of the machinery. To show the possibilities of sense & meaning being
constructed; to foreground the limits of the possible — & our possible lives; to create
impossibility” (“Poetry as Explanation” 28). Following a Marxian analysis of the relationship
between the mode of production and ideology,83 Andrews develops a theory of “social
productivity,” which is essentially that aspects of the superstructure can be reconfigured — at the
level of the superstructure — in order to re-socialize people: “Ideology also works in a positive
way, as a form of positive power: constructing our identities…[Thus] [t]he overall shape of
making sense needs to be reframed, restaged, put back into a context of ‘pre-sense’ — to reveal
its constructed character; to reveal by critique, by demythologizing…. What is called for is
writing as a counter-reading — that is, as a counter-socialization” (32). This theory exposes, I
would argue, a curious contradiction within the Marxian logic of the Language poets — while its
view of poetry’s agency is clearly based on theories of economic determinism, it also concludes
that a certain amount of personal and political re-socialization can occur solely through action at
the superstructural level without corresponding changes to material conditions. This is in fact a
form of linguistic idealism, as opposed to the Marxist materialism espoused by the Language
poets themselves.84
83

See Marx’s discussion of ideology as the superstructure of a civilization in The German Ideology: “The ruling
ideas are nothing more than the ideal expression of the dominant material relationships, the dominant material
relationships grasped as ideas; hence of the relationships which make the one class the ruling one, therefore, the
ideas of their dominance.” This notion of ideology is complicated by later Marxist thinkers, most notably Althusser,
and arguably by Marx himself.
84
See Richard Eldridge’s definition of linguistic idealism in Beyond Representation: Philosophy and Poetic
Imagination, and Richard Rorty’s explanation in “In Defense of Eliminative Materialism” (1971).
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The contrast between economic determinism and linguistic idealism is particularly clear
in Ron Silliman’s influential description of reference as an extension of the logic of the
commodity fetish in his “Disappearance of the Word, Reappearance of the World” (1977).
Under capitalism, Silliman argues, reference in language “is transformed (deformed) into
referentiality” (125). The course of economic development, that is, has determined poetic
expression according to the logic of the commodity fetish. Silliman draws this logical inference
thus: “(1) the stage of historical development determines the natural laws (or, if you prefer the
terminology, the underlying structures) of poetry; (2) the stage of historical development
determines the natural laws of language; (3) the primary impact on language, and language arts,
of the rise of capitalism has been in the area of reference and is directly related to the phenomena
known as the commodity fetish” (122). This diagnosis leads to the claim that poets must refuse
to operate “within the referential fetish” (131), and that there is an urgent need to “plac[e] the
issue of language, the repressed element, at the center of the program” (131). Steve McCaffery
picks up on Silliman’s analysis to explicitly claim that “to change the structure of language is, in
large part, to change the nature of the superstructure” (“The Politics of the Referent,” 60). These
reductivist accounts of economic determinism are an unlikely basis for the choice to pursue
social change through writing poetry, which acts in the realm of consciousness; the belief that
social transformation can occur at this level seriously contradicts their own accounts of Marxian
materialism. That is, if the mode of production is the root cause for changes in the nature of
poetic reference — as opposed to poems themselves or even the production and circulation of
poetry — then it is unclear why Silliman and other Language poets promote poetry as a suitable
place to revolutionize capitalism, and why so much attention is devoted by the Language poets to
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the realm of poetic production, advocating transformations that would remain completely
internal to that field.
Despite their theorizations about the positive power of their projects, moreover, the
poetry of Language writers often tends to stop short with attempts to temporarily disrupt the
reader’s reality, as opposed to transforming it. Jerome McGann explains the tactic of disruption
as follows:
Narrativity is an especially problematic feature of discourse, to these writers, because its structures lay
down ‘stories’ which serve to limit and order the field of experience, in particular the field of social and
historical experience. Narrativity is, in this view, an inherently conservative feature of discourse, and
hence it is undermined at every point. Bernstein’s poems, for example, typically begin with an attack upon
conventional ‘beginnings.’ In traditional texts, the ‘beginning’ signals the text’s sense of itself as a ‘unitary
document’ within which ‘continuity is possible.’ Because the fundamental codes of the reading procedure
are established at every beginning, Bernstein’s poems typically start by throwing up barriers and creating
problems (“Contemporary Poetry, Alternate Routes,” 267).

Such claims about the value of disrupting readerly expectations as a consciousness-raising tactic
were highly contested by contemporaneous critics from a number of different angles. In a
response to McGann, Charles Altieri challenges the idea that this kind of work purely at the level
of the symbolic does justice to the role that Marx foresaw for poetics. Discussing Silliman’s
claim that the Fibonacci numbers hold an “image of class struggle,” Altieri asks,
What kind of an “image” is this and what possible force can it have? At best it is a picture of an idea or an
analogy to another abstraction which has only a miniscule claim on either feelings or intellect. Does the
ability to manipulate these sequences, or even to make formal literary analogies for them, demonstrate
anything at all about actual class struggle or intensify the reader’s hopes and commitments in that practical
sphere? (“Without Consequences Is No Politics,” 306-7).

The poetic disruptions advocated by the Language poets, that is, tend to operate at a level of
abstraction with little material impact. Oren Izenberg puts this insight in different terms when he
argues in his recent “Language Poetry and Collective Life” that Language poetry’s main project
can be summarized as a poetic-theoretical attempt to manifest a “universal competence” for
language (159). Their project is thus more of an ontological or pre-political one: “The central
interest of the ‘radical’ poetry of the tradition of which Language poetry is a part is not social
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justice but the truth or ontological basis of the social” (159). The abstract politics of the various
projects and poetic techniques of the Language writers, then, is understood by Izenberg as the
search for a universal principle of personhood on which a politics might be based. Izenberg
notes that the Language project “also suggests why prepolitical accounts of persons are
important to the radical poetry of the twentieth century, in which it has seemed all too easy for
experience-based accounts of personhood, no matter how reasonable, rational, or minimal their
stipulations, to fail to attribute personhood to all persons” (159).
While Izenberg assimilates Palmer’s work to the Language project (160-1), the
ontological project that Izenberg imputes to Language poetry is fundamentally opposed to
Palmer’s poetics, which I argue is a phenomenological, experiential approach to politics. Palmer
clearly shares affinities with Language writers’ understanding of referentiality as a key towards
exposing the mechanisms of capitalist culture, and echoes their frustrations with the lyric poetry
of the “little me,” as Palmer has called it (Gizzi, “Interview,” 169). His poetics departs,
however, from the prototypical Language view that the politics of one’s own identity as a poet
can be dealt with entirely by attempting to undo the standpoint of selfhood in one’s poetry. This
view implies that it is possible for the poet to transparently comprehend the nature of the social
whole from within the social whole, and to abolish one’s personal social conditioning even as the
social conditions of the world persist. While Steve McCaffery claims of Palmer’s poetry that it
contains “[s]ystematic detachment from the ‘I’ until there is no speaking subject. A subject
alone is reading this and the words are voiceless speech in non-discursive space” (“A Language
of Language,” 258), Palmer’s poetry, as we have shown, is actually primarily concerned with
identifying and exploring the conditions that make this kind of detachment from socialization
impossible. With this concern, Palmer develops a poetics that does not overstate the political
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agency of poetry, whether through the conventional lyric “I” who purports to unproblematically
bear witness to subjective or political experience, or via Language poetry’s attempt to eradicate
the lyric “I” altogether. His more nuanced treatment of selfhood and expression is a significant
divergence from the Language poets’ refusal to acknowledge the reality of personal standpoint.85
Palmer also diverges from the Language poets’ tendency towards dogmatism, and the
rejection of lyric that this tendency produces. The Language poets’ heterogeneous individual
projects, as we have already shown, can be unified as a collective project precisely through their
shared tendency towards prescriptive advocacy about what poetry and poetic form should do and
how it should appear. This tendency bears attention since, as with Language poets’ claims about
the function of poetry, it brings the poets into a realm of idealism rather than materialism.
Language poets often themselves targeted anti-war poets of the 1960s, such as Denise Levertov,
for writing with a normative self-righteousness that Language poets believed presumed that there
is a transparent or “pure” subject position from which to critique the Vietnam War.86 One of
premises shared by Language poets was to associate lyric with that kind of “pure” subject
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Because both the programmatic definition of oppositional poetics and the rejection of confessional expressionism
involved disavowal of the personal or subjective perspective altogether, Language poetry actively excluded a
number of radically oriented poets who chose to retain elements of personal identity in their political views. Bruce
Andrews clarifies elsewhere that the Language project entails the exclusion of poets who acknowledge the
marginalized nature of their identity and situate it within a particular history of oppression:
Conventionally, radical dissent & ‘politics’ in writing would be measured in terms of communication &
concrete effects on an audience. Which means either a direct effort at empowering or mobilizing — aimed
at existing identities — or at the representation of outside conditions...The usual assumptions about
unmediated communication, giving ‘voice’ to ‘individual’ ‘experience,’ the transparency of the medium
(language)...bedevil this project. But more basically: such conventionally progressive literature fails to
self-examine writing & its medium, language.... [T]hat means that it can’t really make claims to
comprehend and/or challenge the nature of the social whole; it can’t be political in that crucial way
(“Poetry as Explanation” 23-25; my emphasis).
This notion that personal standpoint must be eradicated in order to attain political objectivity has clear fallacies; as
one critic notes, “Silliman’s claim to own the only position from which subjectivity can be critiqued implies that
white male heterosexuals are in some sense free of their own social condition,” when in fact “[n]o one is free of their
narrative” (Amy Moorman Robbins, 344).
86
See Phillip Metres, “Barrett Watten’s Bad History: A Counter-Epic of the Gulf War” for a more detailed
explanation of the ways in which the Language poets were responding to Levertov and other anti-war poets whose
politics depended on qualities typically associated with the lyric, such as transparent selfhood and uncritical
positionality.
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position that failed to examine its own role in reproducing its social conditions, and to reject the
lyric based on that association. “Aesthetic Tendency and the Politics of Poetry: A Manifesto,”
collaboratively written by five of the Language poets, proposes to work against what they saw as
the “‘expressivist’ personal lyric” (269) precisely because of its relationship to moral content:
The maintenance of a marginal, isolated individualism is posited as an heroic and transcendent project.
Experience is digested for its moral content and then dramatized and framed; at the same time, the
transcendent moment dissolves back into the sentimental and banal, maintaining the purity of the poem by
excluding explicit agendas (264).

The manifesto speaks explicitly against “institutional and normative” writing (269). Yet the
Language poets’ tendency to defend and promote their own specific relationship to writing, as if
it were a program to be followed, lead them to make normative claims from the moralistic
standpoint that they define themselves against.
Palmer is largely disengaged from this climate of competing political programs, focusing
instead on poetically developing a heightened sensitivity to materiality that can be described and
traced through Palmer’s repositioning of the lyric form. By using the term lyric to describe his
own poetry, rather than rejecting the label entirely, Palmer makes use of available poetic forms
instead of making abstract, normative claims about what poetry should look like. More
significant, however, is Palmer’s total departure from lyricism defined as self-expression or
individual voice, and his reinscription of lyricism at a formal level. This formal or “analytic”
relationship to lyric is highly nuanced and critically underexplored; scholarship on Palmer
continues to be divided between critics who view him as an anti-lyrical Language poet aiming to
explode selfhood, and critics who acknowledge the lyricism of his poetry without considering the
significance of Palmer’s departure from certain conventional definitions of lyric. Philip
Nikolayev describes Palmer’s project in his review of The Promises of Glass with the following
emblematic characterization of the lyric:
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The lyric ‘I’ is informed by its experience of moods, feelings and inspirations, each lyric poem as if
opening a small window into the poet’s unique, autonomous self. While the lyric model, with its attendant
virtues of sincerity and authenticity, continues to dominate much of today’s so-called poetic ‘mainstream,’
another sensibility, originating in a set of modernist and postmodern traditions, has sought to explode the
authoritative coherence of the self and to develop alternative methods of seeing and expression. (“Of Glass
and Zero Gravity”).

The narrow definition of lyric as the expression of an individual voice leads to assumptions that
Palmer’s work is, as Nikolayev implies, fundamentally opposed to the lyric in both its form and
ideological views.
Evaluating the poems in Codes Appearing as lyric requires a significant redefinition of
the term, therefore, as well as of lyric’s relationship to the political. As we have shown in Part I,
signification is produced in Palmer’s poetry through experimentation with features of the
signifier and syntactical organization, rather than being guided by a particular subject matter,
political message, or individual’s self-expression; lyric must therefore also be defined primarily
in formal and structural terms. Since Palmer’s experimentation with the dynamics of
signification is more of an experiment with the conditions of possibility of experience than a
description of particular experiences, lyric’s longstanding relationship to experience must also be
reevaluated.87 The poem “French for April Fool’s” traces relatively clearly the ways in which
this process of formal experimentation tends to work in Codes Appearing (CA 90). Beginning
with a stated intention to experiment with the process of naming — “I will name it anything I
will name you this” — and proceeding to syntactically connect various observations and
experiences (for example, through repeated use of one conjunction: “Sarah tripped and fell and
spelled nest / and the wind is to blame for this”), the poem eventually becomes pure
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Lyric’s definition as a description of personal and sensory experiences can be traced to Wordsworth’s
characterization of lyric as the “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings,” and has remained a contentious
definition since the aforementioned challenges to this definition that were popularized by the Language movement.
See Jennifer Ashton’s “Labor and the Lyric: The Politics of Self-Expression in Contemporary American Poetry”
(2013) for an overview of how this debate has manifested itself in more recent poetry.
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experimentation with substitution on the syntagmatic axis, with repeated reformulations
separated by double line breaks:
They have agreed to wait
We had agreed to wait for the rains
They have agreed to wait for the rains to end
I will try the blue mask on
They will remember nothing from before (93)

Such experiments put Palmer’s poetry directly in touch with the materiality of language,
exploring the possibilities that emerge from shifts and substitutions at multi-tiered levels of
signification.
The relationship of Palmer’s poetry to lyric is especially unorthodox in the cases in which
Palmer’s writing also follows some of the conventions of narrative. The three books from the
1980s, beginning with Notes for Echo Lake, occupy an unusual generic space between narrative
and lyric. This means that Palmer’s poems also necessitate a redefinition of lyricism insofar as
the way readers recognize lyric is tied to preexisting forms characterized by lineation and
meter.88 Palmer’s poems are not “lyrics” insofar as lyric poems reproduce variations on a set of
fixed poetic forms. Palmer establishes rhythmic patterns through the words themselves, rather
than basing meter on a standard pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables. This is evident in
poems where repetition on multiple levels (including sound, individual words, and phrases) is
not only present throughout the poem, as it is in the majority of his poems during this time
period, but is integral to how the poem is internally structured. Repetition tightly organizes what
appear to be non-lineated, narrative poems, creating what Palmer calls in “Musica Ficta” a “kind
88

For example, the emergence of the modern idea of lyric as a genre was closely linked to the characterization of the
sonnet as lyric, beginning with the Renaissance sonnet. The dissociation of lyric from specific verse forms, and
association instead with a form of experimentation, arguably becomes increasingly prevalent in the twentieth
century with modernist poets such as Eliot, Frost and Stevens. See Virginia Jackson’s discussion of this evolution
(The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, 826-4).
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of economy” (CA 138). “Musica Ficta”’s own rhythmic economy is generated through
variations on its first sentence, “This I will never tell”:
This I will never tell. I slept under a thing. It was a feather. Then the envelope slipped. I will tell you about this. We are not listening. We are
gradually and of necessity enveloped. We are victims of the feather and
this is telling.
I will speak of this. You are the listener in memory. You are the thing that
seems missing, possibly forever. We are in a room speaking but not listening. There is no room for listening. I hear a car, then a tree. I’m in a city.
I’m in a city in a room that seems missing. I will speak of this in a way
that’s telling. My love was a feather, etc. In memory we are emptied, are
there for the telling. We are the means of telling things, of telling things
that are missing. I will say nothing of this. I will say it to anyone listening.
I slept under a tree.

These opening paragraphs of the poem challenge its superficial appearance as prose not only
through the semantic discontinuities between sentences, but also because of the idiosyncratic
continuities generated by repetition and substitution at multiple levels. The poem is constructed
through vacillation between synonyms such as “tell” and “speak,” their antonym “listen,” and
oscillation between semantic and syntactical oppositions “This I will never tell” and “I will tell
you about this.” This rhythmic economy is generated through a number of levels of meaning —
for example, the consecutive sentences “We are in a room speaking but not listening. There is no
room for listening” plays on the double meaning of “room,” oscillates to a negative rather than
affirmative syntax (“We are in a room” becomes “There is no room”), and enacts a kind of
substitution or subtraction (“speaking but not” is removed to make the sentence center on “room”
and “listening”). The deictic “this” also appears here as an unspecified referent that anchors the
rest of the poem through its repetition, as does lyric address here — an unspecified “you” that is
“missing, possibly forever.”89 The rhythm that emerges from his poems is based not on the
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John Stuart Mill’s “Thoughts on Poetry and its Varieties” introduces the longstanding complex relationship of
lyric to address with the notion of lyric as “overheard”; lyric’s relationship to its addressee is often similarly treated
as private yet overheard, or as directed to an addressee who is absent. See Jonathan Culler’s treatment in
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poet’s choice of line breaks, but on rhythmic resonances and repetitions emerging from the
words themselves. This leads us to define lyric as having a fundamental relationship to rhythm
as such, rather than to specific arrangements of lyric that have become an inherited norm for
subsequent poets to experiment with. That is, Palmer’s work requires that we understand lyric as
having a fundamental relationship to rhythm that is based on the organization of sensory
perception; lyricism here emerges from individuals determining their own rhythmic, sensory
systems rather than adopting the inherited conventions of a genre.90
The rhythm created through repetition of various qualifiers (“missing,” “telling,” etc) —
in addition to the variable referent behind the unspecified “this” — frees these words from their
attachment to representing particular situations. That is, various elements of language achieve
partial autonomy from an artificial economy of direct referentiality, a detachment that Palmer
refers to towards the poem’s end as “the music’s idea”:
You are not unlike a bell. These excerpts. The why of history. The photograph of history. This mask for this journey, as it’s said, with a transparent
gesture. Of this once again or this never. A kind of economy. An acknowledgment.
The music’s idea is this. We are in a room thinking but not speaking. A
tree has damaged a car. We are gradually enveloped. We must say nothing of this. It is a reference, a sort of numbered set, too little of too much.
A city made of sand made of glass. Or a measured distance for which the
octave stands.

Here Palmer crystallizes a number of his techniques — the deictics grasping for immediacy and
relation, the substitutions along the syntagmatic axis attempting to represent what is missing and
irretrievable, both at play in the phrase “Of this once again or this never” — into a potential
definition of lyric as “an acknowledgment,” one that is posited in opposition to and is inoperative
“Apostrophe” of how this relationship to address becomes a central mode of recognizing and categorizing a poem as
lyric.
90
Marjorie Perloff and Craig Dworkin have recently defined poetry more generally as “inherently involv[ing] the
structuring of sound” and advocate the analysis of poems through sound rather than its content, although they locate
the source of this hermeneutic problem in “the dominance of Romantic lyric theory, with its equation of ‘poetry’ and
‘lyric’” (“The Sound of Poetry,” 749).
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within the economic and political order. The term “acknowledgment” is highlighted frequently
in Palmer’s prose writing and commentary elsewhere — for example, in Palmer’s statement that
“perhaps [Western civilization] has forced upon the poem the acknowledgment of itself as
something else in regard to that” (Gardner 279) and that the dark ages have stifled
“acknowledgment of the other” (AB 30; see further discussion of both of these passages on page
50). Perhaps lyric can be minimally defined, then, as an acknowledgment of the possibility of
otherness to social relations under capitalist civilization, which is merely acknowledgment
because of the structural difficulty of locating and maintaining authentic experiences opposed to
capital from within its structures of experience and representation. It is the “very matter of
Poetry” that constitutes this acknowledgment, as Palmer’s quotation of Duncan implies
elsewhere (The Truth and Life of Myth, p.39; qtd. Palmer, “Romantic Synthesis”) — the material
of poetry insofar as it is handed down over generations and forms an oppositional relation
through its readers and writers by virtue of its existence.
In these same two stanzas, the last few lines that describe the “music’s idea” all
additionally evoke inadequacies in mimetic techniques such as narration, construction, or
measurement. The poem earlier on had given us thematic hints that the subject of the poem —
whether in terms of an actual addressee, speaker, or subject matter or message — is that which is
missing, that which cannot be spoken, and can be constituted only by unspecified deictics,
gestures, the “music” or lyricism latent in prosaic reference: “We are the means of telling things,
of telling things that are missing.” The poem’s structure forms by rhythmically circling around
these things that are missing, creating a new rhythmic and sonorous economy that is capable of
acknowledging this loss. This loss can only be signaled through increased detachment from the
economy of standard reference.
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Palmer’s poetics, then, reorient the lyric’s conventional relationship to subject matter by
an ongoing, double motion of subtracting itself from inherited models and economies, and
reworking experience and signification from this subtracted subjective position. As part of
Palmer’s previously discussed reorientation of poetics away from standard referentiality and
towards new forms of experientially-based knowledge, his poetry almost entirely eliminates
paraphraseable topics or coherent themes. Palmer states his views on the thematic element of his
poetry relatively unambiguously:
I don’t think about the work thematically. Themes arise from the work to the reader. What’s the theme of
First Figure? I’ve no idea. It’s a dark book, but it addresses the possibility of the figural, of generative,
initiatory figures, figurae, figures of language and knowing disclosing themselves (Gardner 281).

Rather than describing explicitly the origins of meaning, that is, Palmer’s experimentation with
signification brings the reader into the experience of uncovering the origins of meaning. Palmer
himself connects this absence of subject matter in his poetry to what he understands as the
content of the political, which he sees as more experientially, emotionally based rather than
definitive pronouncements on a single issue: “For those who are interested, to come to the deeper
responsibility of the political is every bit as difficult and demanding as coming to the deeper
responsibility of the emotional. It’s instructive to go to the poets for whom the political is not a
‘topic’” (AB 257). Palmer’s work articulates a kind of politics that has less to do with the kind
of message or agenda that can be communicated as a “topic,” then, than with a particular type of
transformation taking place primarily at the level of the experiential — in the context of poetry,
this is at the level of the signifier as opposed to solely the signified. Both Palmer’s lyricism and
his politics must be defined as attributing particular significance to the form through which its
content is developed. It is the formal aspects of lyric that allow the poems to constitute
acknowledgement of experience and otherness to capitalist civilization, and more importantly, it
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is his poetry’s formal detachment and inoperativity within standard structures of reference that
allows Palmer to challenge and experiment with features of consciousness and relationality.
Palmer’s treatment of experience, moreover, also evokes the constraints on the
representation of experience in the contemporary historical conditions in which Palmer is writing
— that is, of the form or constraining structures of contemporary experience and its historical
conditions. This can be demonstrated in part through examining the ways in which, as discussed
in Part I, Palmer depicts experiences, interpersonal interactions, and social structures through
unusual mechanisms of figuration. The minimalism through which this figuration is produced
tends to provoke a sense of absence or lack, I have argued, reflecting the aporias and internal
contradictions of civilization. This absence or lack is similarly registered by the absence of
subject matter and the missing presence around which poems such as “Musica Ficta” are
metrically structured. Palmer’s lyric can be said, then, to differ from standard characteristics
associated with lyric in that it does not describe or produce an experience as much as it depicts a
particular form of alienation or dissociation from experience. Although many lyric poets have
focused on experiences of dissociation, Palmer’s experiments with representation, taking forms
such as “doublings of the subject, dissociations, junctures, and ruptures,” produce a new
structural form that Palmer calls “a lyric that operates from an economy of loss” (AB 256).
What Palmer terms a lyric economy of loss depicts the growing dissociation of human
experience from reality in the era of finance capital. In The Long Twentieth Century, Giovanni
Arrighi conceptualizes the period beginning in 1973 as a departure from Fordist production
called the financialization of capital.91 Academic theorization of the phenomenology of this
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For an overview of periodizations of the economic restructuring that began in 1973, see Moishe Postone’s
“Theorizing the Contemporary World: Robert Brenner, Giovanni Arrighi, David Harvey” (2010).
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particular age is typically designated in the aesthetic terms of postmodernism.92 The experience
of the incommensurability between finance and “real” (industrial) capital that increasingly
emerged in North America thus tends to be described, in the discourse of postmodernity, as a
new mode of production involving an epistemological rupture.93 As Joshua Clover points out:
“‘Postmodern finance’ in general designates the range of financial instruments and operations
which seem to bear fully tradable value not dependent on underlying commodities. This
apparent value, which can be realized in the short if not long run as price, derives not from the
value of some material good or service but from a secondary and immaterial quality, as in the
example of a bet on whether the market will rise or not” (“RETCON: Value and Temporality in
Poetics” 6). What appears to be a new mode of production is actually capitalism in a new
appearance, since industrial production and extraction of value from labor on which it depends
occurs for the most part invisibly to North Americans and thus appears as operating
autonomously from the individual (Clover 9). While the process by which value is created has
always been to some extent invisible,94 the phenomenology of postindustrial capitalism is the
experience of unprecedented dissociation from its origins and operation.
These characteristics of finance capital, along with the more widely commented-upon
increased corporate control and dissemination of media,95 have led the period of time during
which Palmer published the books in Codes Appearing to frequently be defined as one that poses
new difficulties to challenging increasingly fixed and alienated mechanisms of mainstream
political representation. Periodizations of this era in terms of the domination of hyperreality and
92

Influential accounts of the relationship between changing experiential and economic dynamics in the era termed
postmodernity are given in Frederic Jameson, Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism and David
Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity.
93
See Harvey, 117.
94
According to Marx, surplus-value is the “invisible essence” of capital (Capital Vol. 3, 134).
95
See Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky, Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media
(1988).
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the failures of representation became increasingly prevalent, lending new meaning to the
relationship between reality and representation that Plato describes.96 Fredric Jameson writes of
the post-1973 era of late capitalism, for example:
Cultural production has been driven back inside the mind, within the monadic subject: it can no longer look
directly out of its eyes at the real world for the referent but must, as in Plato’s cave, trace its mental images
of the world on its confining walls. If there is any realism left here, it is a ‘realism’ which springs from the
shock of grasping that confinement and of realizing that, for whatever peculiar reasons, we seem
condemned to seek the historical past through our own pop images and stereotypes about that past, which
itself remains forever out of reach (“Postmodernism and Consumer Society,” 6).

One of the conditions of late capitalism, as Jameson and others point out, is the mass
reproduction of simulacra, producing a “world with an unreality and a free floating absence of
‘the referent’” (Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 17). Political experience
is thus the experience of controlled images, out of which reality can be accessed only through
identifying contradictions in the barrage of images and tracing the form of representational
limitations.
In Palmer’s case, experimentation with lyricism traces these formal limitations while
dissociating from these representations of reality in order to produce a differently mediated form
of experience. Palmer’s treatment of resistance to structures of representation in terms of a lyric
economy of loss is part of his attempt to dissociate from consensus representations of reality.
This happens in part through breaking with standard forms of signification that reproduce the
forms of experience that are naturalized in modernity, as demonstrated in Part I. Palmer’s
thematic emphasis on dreams, storytelling, and prophecy, all of which produce experience and
knowledge based on what are now devalued forms of signification and mediation, also points to
the utility and even necessity of disconnecting from reality in order to generate resistant,
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Jean Baudrillard introduces the term “hyperreality” in Simulacra and Simulation (1981), arguing that the
conflagration of various political, economic, and cultural tendencies such as exchange value, global capitalism, and
corporate media, make the distinction between reality and simulacra superfluous in postmodernity, as “it is now
impossible to isolate the process of the real, or to prove the real” (21).
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transformative thought.97 This negative knowledge, Palmer claims, is central to the capacity of
poetry to not simply withdraw from reality, but rather contribute in some small way to its
transformation:
What poetry knows is a certain not-knowing. And that’s not just a Romantic negativity, a turning away.
It’s a specific area that challenges the discourse of reason in its authoritative rationales for things and its
authoritative claim to knowledge. And poetry — even, let’s say, a lyric poetry (using that term in quite a
broad sense as a poetry that’s personal, again in quite a broad sense, not the lyric poetry of the “little me”
that is churned out in America) — poetry has a force of resistance and critique. At least I would hope it
does. Again, it’s not something that ends up changing the world, but it ends up bringing something
possibly to the attention of the world, and bringing something into the world so that it’s not quite as it was
before (Gizzi, “Interview,” 169).

Lyric poetry’s politics lies in part in its capacity to resist any authoritative rationales or modes of
knowledge, creating a form of experience that breaks with consensus reality.
The material features of language that structure Palmer’s poems as economies of loss also
produce effects of temporal immediacy or presence typically associated with the lyric. Palmer’s
experimentation with lyric immediacy is specifically in opposition to the deceptive forms of
mediation particular to contemporary post-industrial society, in the context of which he aims to
develop “a means of representation that [he] could feel more honest with” (Gizzi, “Interview,”
167). By interrogating the origins and mechanisms of language’s concealment,98 Palmer
attempts to restore immediacy in one’s relationship to the world, noting (in a discussion of
George Oppen’s poetry) that “it’s not an ideological stand; it’s a stand towards poetic truth, a
stand towards the possibility of seeing the natural world and the cityscape in all of their
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A relevant political theoretical analogue might be Gillian Rose’s analysis of Hegel’s phenomenology, in which
she argues that breaking with actuality in non-ethical society is necessary in order to imagine or agitate towards an
actually ethical society: “An abstract consciousness is one which knows that it is not united with ethical life. It is
determined by abstract law to know itself as formally free, identical and empty. It is only such an abstract
consciousness which can be potentially revolutionary, which can conceive the ambition to acquire a universal
content or determination which is not that of the bourgeois property law which bestowed universality and
subjectivity on it in the first place” (Hegel contra Sociology, 234). The notion of a break with “consensus reality”
and its strategic importance is articulated in the context of contemporary political activism by CrimethInc in
“Breaking With Consensus Reality.”
98
Palmer discusses language’s concealment of the act of naming, for example, in his essay on Augustine’s
confessions, in which he argues that Augustine’s confessions are ultimately a confession of this activity of
concealment inherent in language itself (AB 276).
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immediacy rather than cloaked by rhetoric and bad language” (Revard interview). We see this
renegotiation of temporality in Palmer’s notions of the “future-past” and “future-present,” which
Palmer describes elsewhere as two of “the temporal modes poetry itself envisages” (“Shelley”
38). The poems themselves also frequently evoke the problem of producing immediacy through
language. For example, syntactical phrasing such as “And one wonders I wondered one
wonders” eliminates conjunctions, evoking a simultaneous present and past (“Idem 4,” 111).
The moments this sentence describes happen simultaneously, rather than proceeding
chronologically. The title of the poem this phrase appears in, “Idem,” also invokes the idea of
simultaneity, of “then” plus “now;” the word’s meaning is itself an instance of how the
simultaneity of the past and present is enacted through language. This lyric effect of presence is
thus established through a number of modes of signification in Palmer’s poems.
Palmer’s poetry also registers the limitations of representing the phenomenology of
capital from within the conditions of capital. One recurring figure in Palmer’s work for this
struggle to depict the conditions of knowledge and representation in an era of overwhelming
representational control is Plato’s allegory of the cave, which is prominently figured throughout
his work from Notes for Echo Lake to the more recent Company of Moths. “Notes for Echo Lake
5,” as we have seen, brings up Plato’s warning against “shadows of […] words cast against the
wall,” as the poem’s characters struggle to decipher meaning in a world that, Palmer suggests
here and elsewhere, is perhaps intrinsically resistant to human-invented mechanisms of
understanding such as codes, mathematics, systems, and the referential structure presupposed in
ordinary communication. Palmer’s treatment of the cave suggests, however, that the era in
which Palmer is writing introduces additional challenges to representation.
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While Palmer occasionally refers to his work in terms of “bearing witness,”99 therefore,
his work operates from different premises concerning the limitations and possibilities of
representation than those of the ethical poetics of voice to which the Language poets objected.
Palmer describes “Seven Poems within a Matrix for War” from At Passages, for example, by
explaining:
The American tendency is to read our politics out of these distant events and then to write some almost
self-congratulatory oppositional work. And so what I tried to face…was, what we did experience of that
thing [the war] — which was the overwhelming flood of images, the controlled imagery that was poured
over us, whether that be the exploding suns over Baghdad on the CNN nightly news, or… [….] So I tried to
look into the contradictions that were directly before my eyes, the only reality that was, in effect, being
allowed. […] I thought that hallucinatory conclusion was all we had to work with, and so what I got was
this construction which is not an essentially political one. I don’t know. An experience (Gizzi,
“Interview,” 167).

Palmer suggests here that poets who deploy poetry as a means of producing political
commentary implicitly define politics as events that are separate from the commentator’s own
experience. The politics of Palmer’s poetry, by contrast, involves registering the contradictory,
falsified nature of experience and its entanglement with contemporary political conditions. This
is such a different notion of politics that Palmer hesitates to define it as “political.” It might
more accurately be termed “anti-political” in that it does not use the terms of sanctioned political
discourse. Palmer’s engagement with experiential standpoint also diverges significantly from the
Language poets’ unilateral dismissal of expressivity, and offers a more nuanced analysis of the
problematic of representation in contemporary historical conditions. This approach makes
possible a broader analysis of the origins of representation, knowledge, and meaning and their
longstanding role in the construction of systems of domination.
Palmer’s political analysis differs significantly from that of other Language poets, who
are primarily attempting, based on an analysis centered on Marx’s description of the commodity
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Gizzi 167. This approach to Palmer’s politics is also popular amongst critics. See for example David Arnold’s
“Michael Palmer’s Poetics of Witness” in his Poetry and Language Writing: Objective and Surreal (2007).
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fetish, to disrupt the commodification of referentiality in language.100 Palmer’s poetics,
beginning with First Figure’s attempts to interrogate the origins of false representations of
experience and reality, start with the tendency of civilization more generally to abstract from and
alienate humans from the nonhuman world, and his poetics is more intentionally embedded in his
standpoint within that civilization. His poems occupy a critical standpoint that does not purport
to be outside society, but instead attempts to bring to light the possibilities that can be generated
from within it. In this sense, Palmer’s charting of the particular limitations and possibilities of
his historical perspective — as well as of the lyric genre — has more in common with a
materialist analysis of the political than the Language poets’ attempts to eradicate the historical
conditions of referentiality and poetics. A typical justification for rejecting lyric and expressivity
on the basis of its contemporary political irrelevance can be found in Craig Dworkin’s more
recent introduction to The Ubuweb Anthology of Conceptual Writing:
Poetry expresses the emotional truth of the self. A craft honed by especially sensitive intellectuals, it puts
metaphor and image in the service of song.
Or at least that’s the story we’ve inherited from Romanticism, handed down for over 200 years in a
caricatured and mummified ethos — as if it still made sense after two centuries of radical social change.

In contrast, Palmer’s retracing of the logic of Western signification back to Plato, and his
engagement with a transhistorical poetic community that has long contested society’s tendencies
towards oppression and alienation, offers a broader historical perspective that allows him to view
lyric as having continued relevance to contemporary social conditions. Palmer points out that
poetry’s particular relationship to language has a longstanding history as a particular form of
political opposition:
I don’t write instrumental political poetry or harangue or anything like that, nor do I think that’s the best
means for activating the political consciousness. But naturally we are in the polis, the city, we hope to be
responsible citizens, and we hope to propose poetry in its resistance to the worst of the laws of state and the
commands of state. Since the beginning, poetry has celebrated and lamented warfare, as has theater –
Aeschylus, and others. Lamented the folly of leadership, the ignorance, and the slaughter. But it does it
100

See Karl Marx, “The Fetish of the Commodity and its Secret,” in Capital Volume 1.
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often by a kind of indirection or allegory or what-have-you. So that the danger of instrumental political
poetry or harangue is that you end up absorbed into the very language of power that you are in resistance
to. So I have always felt that the profoundly political gesture of poetry was in the nature of its relation to
language itself and to poetic truth (Revard interview).

Thus, whereas proponents of avant-garde poetics dismiss lyric as an antiquated form of
expression, Palmer sees the potential antagonism between lyric and politics as having certain
transhistorical qualities across Western civilization.
Palmer’s position in the Language movement in the 1980s must be supplemented,
therefore, by understanding his place in a genealogy of visionary poets.101 Situating him within
the nuanced politics of this poetic tradition provides an important corrective to critical views that
have assumed that Palmer’s experimentalism is a-political, or anachronistically nostalgic for a
classist modernism. Don Chiasson’s review of Palmer’s 2005 Company of Moths succinctly
articulates these assumptions: “‘Experimental’ poetry like Palmer’s, its discourses and
discoveries now thoroughly mapped, its readers hungry for the familiar cues and prompts, can no
longer claim any social function, subversive or otherwise. This is high aestheticism, not an
avant-garde” (149). Understanding Palmer’s standpoint within a long lineage of poets writing
against civilizational tendencies towards domination and violence also provides an important
counterpoint to critics who do attempt to understand the political implications of Palmer’s
poetry, most of whom do so by referring to the context of the Vietnam war that was formative
for a number of radical poets of that era.102 Palmer’s criticisms of U.S. imperialism indicate a
critique with a broader purview than the specific failures of American foreign policy during that
101

As already noted, Palmer’s view of his place in a longstanding visionary tradition is particularly influenced by
Robert Duncan, and his writings on Duncan’s poetics, especially in his introduction to Duncan’s Groundwork,
reveal significant affinities between their views of the poet’s role in society. Palmer’s attention to receptivity and
resistance to pre-conceived frameworks also bears certain affinities with Keats’ notion of the poet’s “negative
capability” in particular. See Keats, Complete Poetics Works, 277. The notion of negative capability offers a
historical precedent within the lyric tradition for Palmer’s exploration of the conditions of knowledge in postindustrial American society.
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Monroe’s “Avant-Garde Poetries after the Wall.”
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time; as we have shown, the historical context of his poetry cannot be adequately encompassed
through enumerating political events or circumstances. While Palmer does point in his prose
writing to the influence of the Vietnam War on his and other poets’ political formation, the
U.S.’s decision to go to war with Vietnam was not itself the root of the civilizational evils to
which Palmer’s poetry draws attention — rather, it was one of the more outrageous and visible
consequences at the time of the nascent structural changes in the economic, political, and cultural
apparatuses.
Thus far, I have been arguing that Palmer’s poetics expands upon some of the basic
insights shared by the Language poets during the late 1970s-80s, developing an experimental
reorientation of signification against the conditions of representation and experience in Western
civilization and especially in the era of finance capital, a poetics that is based on the material
aspects of language and a materialist analysis of the political and poetic conditions in which he is
writing. Palmer traces the alienation of humans from systems of signification — that is, from the
most basic levels of meaning-making — in ways that explore the limitations of knowledge and
representation that are general tendencies in the trajectory of Western civilization, yet are also
specifically exacerbated by changes in economic and cultural structures during the era of
financialization.
The tendency of civilization103 to abstract from and repress those it purports to serve is
also registered by an emergent anarcho-primitivist tendency in the realm of (anti-) political
engagement during this time. This tendency pushed the climate of anarchistic or autonomist
103

Derrick Jensen defines civilization “as a culture — that is, a complex of stories, institutions, and artifacts — that
both leads to and emerges from the growth of cities (civilization, see civil: from civis, meaning citizen, from Latin
civitatis, meaning city-state), with cities being defined — so as to distinguish them from camps, villages, and so on
— as people living more or less permanently in one place in densities high enough to require the routine importation
of food and other necessities of life” (Endgame, 17). The process of civilization is inherently based on exploitation,
Jensen argues, since it necessitates the “funneling of resources toward these centers (in order to sustain them and
cause them to grow), which means it is the story of an increasing region of unsustainability surrounded by an
increasingly exploited countryside” (18).
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qualities, associated with the turn to the psychosocial realm as an element of anti-political action
that I discussed in the previous chapter, to identify roots of socioeconomic domination and
violence in even deeper aspects of the psyche and life, extending the potential purview of the
anarchist analysis of hierarchy to encompass speciesism, resource extraction, and technology.
Green anarchism emerged concomitantly as a praxis of ecological and human liberation that has
been more successful in avoiding the problematic fetishization of indigenous and native societies
that tend to characterize primitivism. Scientific consensus around the warming effects of
greenhouse gases began to emerge around the early 1980s, but radical ecodefense movements
had already begun mobilizing in the U.S. as early as 1979.104 These movements were
philosophically guided by “deep ecology,” a theory of the human relationship to the nonhuman
world that implies a radical environmentalist ethos.105 Deep ecologists argue that nonhuman life
is value-independent of humans, indicating the need for antagonism towards economies and
political organization that depend on extractive and exploitative relationships to nonhuman life.
Anarcho-primitivist writers such as Freddy Perlman and John Zerzan also began to gain
notoriety during the 1970s and 1980s and to popularize broad critiques of the trajectory of
Western civilization itself. John Zerzan’s work is particularly pertinent in establishing not only a
broad perspective on Western civilization as a whole, as I am arguing that Palmer’s poetics does,
but also in developing an Adornian analysis of history that criticizes the tendency of civilization,
industrial society, technology, and linguistic systems of referentiality towards abstraction and
alienation. Zerzan writes in Elements of Refusal (1988) in terms that echo Palmer’s concerns
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For an account of the origins of some of these groups, see Christopher Manes, Green Rage: Radical
Environmentalism and the Unmaking of Civilization (1990). For contemporary accounts of green anarchist
perspectives, see the journals Green Anarchist (U.K.), and the more recent Green Anarchy and Black Seed.
105
While the term “deep ecology” was invented by Arne Næss (1973) and has philosophical parallels with the work
of Heidegger and Spinoza, books by Rachel Carson (Silent Spring) and Edward Abbey (The Monkey Wrench Gang)
are more widely cited as directly influencing the ideas and actions of early ecodefense movements.
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about language’s self-concealment as a contemporary instrument of repression and root of
civilizational domination:
The process of transforming all direct experience into the supreme symbolic expression, language,
monopolizes life. Like ideology, language conceals and justifies, compelling us to suspend our doubts
about its claim to validity. It is the root of civilization, the dynamic code of civilization’s alienated nature.
As the paradigm of ideology, language stands behind all of the massive legitimation necessary to hold
civilization together. It remains for us to clarify what forms of nascent domination engendered this
justification, made language necessary as basic means of repression (35).

Academic currents, especially poststructuralist theorists, have since then increasingly addressed
anthropocentrism and highlighted the necessity of de-centering humans, advocating increased
attention to animal studies and ultimately to inorganic objects and material as well.106
Palmer argues that poetry must be in opposition to civilization, and is careful to specify
that this relationship should be based on real social dynamics, rather than manifesting as
vanguardist hyperbole:
I think a poem has to be unmanageable. If western civilization is civilization, then it has to be uncivilized
as well. Western civilization seems capable of the most extraordinary depravity, to which we are daily
witness; perhaps it has forced upon the poem the acknowledgment of itself as something else in regard to
that, in its address to it. In that respect, it seems to me, an art has to maintain an oppositional character
now. I don’t mean by that a kind of vanguardist acting out, which seems to me too often trivial or at least,
at this point, simply nostalgic (Gardner 279).

Palmer’s work is intent on exposing falsity, including presumptions about human progress.
Indeed, Palmer suggests that Western civilization is locked in a contemporary manifestation of
the dark ages, one that is evident in the status of language, culture, and poetry today:
The sustaining of culture is an issue of particular urgency in these times that I have called dark, when
language itself seems under daily assault, and when the living arts are declared suspect or more frequently
simply ignored by those in power. The assault on language, its communicative and truth functions and its
acknowledgment of the other, is a necessary prerequisite to the assaults on the environment, civil rights,
women's rights, the Constitutional separation of church and state, social programs, education, science,
international treaties and, quite explicitly, reason itself, post-Enlightenment culture itself. The list goes on.
The war, and the systematic propagation of fear in the populace can certainly be viewed as both
emblematic of, and bogus rationale for, all or many of these things. It represents the triumph of a kind of
phantasmatic medievalism, a hubristic turning away from the actual lessons of the past, from cultural
memory, from the founding values of the Republic, toward a fevered and one-dimensional pseudomessianism, a relentless “working against” the many for the few, the other for the same. It has about it an
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See for example Agamben, Language and Death, and Derrida, The Animal That Therefore I Am. One significant
contemporary philosophical example of the growing trend against anthropocentrism is Ray Brassier’s Nihil
Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction (2007).
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air of nihilistic fantasy, a fever-dream of empire founded on air by those awaiting the Rapture, when the
Elect will be assumed into the eternal, celestial Reich of the pure of blood and spirit, while the rest of us
experience Armageddon here below. What need to preserve resources or suffer questions or acknowledge
others when fired by such visions of time’s end? (“On the Sustaining of Culture in Dark Times,” AB 30).

The abstraction of the subject from direct experience of reality, exacerbated in the postindustrial
development of finance capital and consumer culture, is registered in Palmer’s poetry as an
increasingly limited access to knowledge and validation within the dominant culture, creating
progressively marginalized roles for those still writing in the dark ages.
Palmer’s analysis of the course of Western civilization leads to a radical perspective on
its futurity that is reflected in Palmer’s writing elsewhere:
There is no question that the future has recently undergone some major alterations. In fact, it is possible to
say that The Future as once conceived by utopians and revolutionaries of various stripes has (at least for
now) entered into the historical past without ever having been realized, dissipated by its own repressive and
totalizing social economy (which imposed the dictatorship of an endlessly deferred future on the texture of
everyday life) as well, no doubt, as by the relentlessly ambitious and adaptive force of international capital,
which has been busy with the business of creating its own narratives and its own set of possible futures for
immediate consumption (“Some Notes on Shelley, Poetics and the Present,” 196).

This observation reflects a crucial element that distinguishes Palmer’s thought from that of his
contemporaries, i.e. his belief that truly radical challenges to the status quo must break with
dependence on a conception of futurity that is in fact a projection of contemporary capitalist
conditions.107 Here Palmer is directly influenced by Walter Benjamin’s writing about the “angel
of history”: “The angel of history must look like that. His face is turned toward the past. Where
a chain of events appears to us, he sees one single catastrophe which relentlessly piles wreckage
upon wreckage, and hurls them before his feet …. That which we call progress is this storm”
(qtd. in “Shelley” 195). Palmer ends Notes for Echo Lake with a poem entitled “So the dark
figure…” that reenacts Benjamin’s image, evoking a protest against the storm of so-called
progress. This particular poem ends a book of poems that are themselves attempts to push back
107

See Lee Edelman’s No Future and its anarchist interpretation by contemporary queer activists in “The AntiSocial Turn,” Baedan: A Journal of Queer Nihilism, both of which argue that inclusion in political discourse,
whether within the institutional mainstream or from its leftist detractors, necessitates dependence on a notion of
futurity that ensures the reproduction of class society.
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against entrapment in the reproduction of systems of reference, suggesting that this project at the
microlevels of reference is part of a broader anti-political critique of the optimistic presumptions
about progress and the gradual enactment of Enlightenment ideals implicit in most political
discourses in the U.S.108 This critique is manifested in Palmer’s attempts to return to and
investigate the origins of experience and signification in Codes Appearing, an investigation that
aims to produce differently mediated relationships to experience through lyric forms of
signification.
__________________________
Palmer’s consideration of the standpoint from which his critique of civilization is
articulated reaches the height of its attention to the materiality of reference, and to that
materialism’s political implications, in Sun and First Figure. Palmer writes that Sun, along with
First Figure, is “more explicitly politically oppositional,” specifically in its “effort towards a
concretizing of the work, the greater awareness of the materiality of the sign in the world”
(Gardner 272, 280). The first poem in Sun, “Fifth Prose,” establishes the centrality to this book
of resituating alienated modes of signification in materiality, whether in terms of acknowledging
historical situatedness, renewing sensory relationships to experience and signification, or in
registering the physical reality of violence and destruction. Whereas Notes for Echo Lake clearly
aimed to question alienated structures of signification, including codes, quantification, and
ideation, often by juxtaposing these structures with nonhuman or “natural” phenomena, Palmer’s
aim in Sun seems less to undermine the philosophical validity of these structures and
increasingly to understand and draw attention their intersections with material and political
realities. “Fifth Prose” begins, “Because I am writing about the snow not the sentence…”, and
108

See “On the Sustaining of Culture in Dark Times” for Palmer’s statements on the usage of Enlightenment ideals
such as “liberty,” “freedom,” and “democracy” to ground contemporary despotism in the United States (AB 31).
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although Palmer is continuing to write about the sentence, the poem announces an ars poetica
that is also implicit in its subsequent evocation of a visitors card on which “we have written
house, we have written leave this house, we / have written be this house, the spiral of a house,
channels through this house…” (CA 159). The poem goes on to proclaim, “Because we are not
alive not alone / but ordinary extracts from the tablets,” suggesting that human being is grounded
in inscribed material. Here Palmer more explicitly emphasizes the nuanced relationship between
human beings, signification, and materiality than in his earlier books.
The complexities of representation posed by Palmer’s historical conditions take on
greater urgency in Sun, as the poems more clearly indicate that the poetic task of interrogating
the mechanisms of discursive power is part of a broader imperative to dismantle cultural patterns
of material violence, and that poetry cannot fulfill this task alone. It is increasingly clear that
poetry is not a substitute for physical action. In “Fifth Prose,” the speaker’s attempts to eliminate
representative models of signification (“I’ve…erased a picture from that wall, / a picture of ships
— cloud ships — pressing toward the sea”) are clarified by a later declarative statement,
“Because there is a literal shore, a letter that’s blood-red.” The stakes of this earlier attempt at
erasing a picture, then, are that there are “literal” shores — implying both their reality and their
reality’s inscription in signification — and that this inscription is steeped in violence. The
poem’s conclusion (“…and here in the lake / first a razor then a fact”) exemplifies Palmer’s
technique of juxtaposing terms that figure various elements of civilization and form new
meanings: “First a razor then a fact” implies that factuality is produced from man-made weapons
or violence, or perhaps that seeing such a symbol of violence is what permits seeing a fact.
Whereas Notes for Echo Lake experimented with the differently mediated forms of experience
produced by dissociating from the economy of reference allegorized in Plato’s cave, the poems
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in Sun do not simply dissociate from this economy, but also reground themselves in concrete
knowledge of something real and material — physical violence. The absent referent around
which Palmer’s lyric “economies of loss” were structured in First Figure can now be understood
as having to do with the material violence and destruction of modern civilization — unutterable
within the poem, because the poem is not the means by which these material dynamics can be
overcome. One poem in Sun ends, “What matters is elsewhere, is other fires, with words
streaming from faces before those fires. Actual words elsewhere. Objects elsewhere and the
words to revive them. Fire as a sign” (CA 186). In this way, Sun also regrounds its poems in a
sense that poetry is limited in its ability to suitably model and negotiate what are properly
economic-political problems.
As in much of First Figure, “Fifth Prose” is structured around an absence: the syntactical
formulation of the poem depends on an undefined causal relation that gives it much of its
prophetic force. The poem establishes a rhythm in part by beginning a number of its sentences
with “Because…,” thereby transforming the usually subordinated conjunction into a starting
point that, despite its necessarily fragmented quality (since grammatically it remains a dependent
clause), is endowed with analytic power. This grammatical formulation of the poem also
highlights the problem of causality, signaling the difficulties of coherently analyzing the sources
of social atrocities. As “Because” is repeated, the poem develops a sense of rhythmic stability
that makes its missing context (i.e. its absent independent clause) less obstructive of the reader’s
experience of the poem. Instead, the standpoint invoking the “Because” increasingly develops
its own force, exploring the capacities of the poet to challenge reality through poetic description.
Palmer echoes this aim in noting of the poem’s line, “A voice will say Father I am burning //
Father I’ve removed a stone from the wall” that it “had a certain specificity for me of removing a
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stone from a wall that was being built possibly around me, possibly around a world, that one …
‘erased a picture from that wall…’” (Gizzi, “Interview,” 175). The line attempts to resist
authoritarianism by dismantling the representations and barriers that physically and
psychologically block access to reality.
“Sun,” the final poem of the book, builds on Palmer’s techniques of renegotiating the
lyric form by grounding the poem in veiled references to the physical realities of the Vietnam
War — “Neak Luong,” “loquat leaf,” burned villages. The poem also develops a vision of the
ways in which reality is articulated through writing that indicates the simultaneous urgency and
inadequacy of poetic representation. The poem begins by attempting a number of statements of
fact, signaled by the speaker’s emboldened use of the imperative in “Write this,” or “say this,”
but these confident statements soon drift into quasi-comedic references to the obsolescence of
the lyric poet’s authority in a society fully mediated by commercial exchange: 109
Write this. We have burned all their villages
Write this. We have burned all the villages and the people in them
Write this. We have adopted their customs and their manner of dress
Write this. A word may be shaped like a bed, a basket of tears or an X
In the notebook it says, It is the time of mutations, laughter at jokes,
secrets beyond the boundaries of speech
I now turn to my use of suffixes and punctuation, closing Mr. Circle
with a single stroke, tearing the canvas from its wall, joined to her,
experiencing the same thoughts at the same moment, inscribing
them on a loquat leaf
Write this. We have begun to have bodies, a now here and a now
gone, a past long ago and one still to come
109

Oren Izenberg’s analysis of “Sun” focuses more closely on the role of the reader’s reception, via the poem’s
commands in the imperative (“Write this;” “say this;” etc). This emphasis allows Izenberg to place Palmer’s work
more squarely within the Language project, as he draws a parallel between Palmer’s contextless “this” (which he
argues has the effect of desituating the lyric speaker) and what he sees as the commonly held Language project of
seeking to indicate and manifest “a universal competence that can be neither produced nor received, but that makes
both production and reception possible” (“Language Poetry and Collective Life,” 156, 155). My reading argues
instead that the poem is not assimilable to the Language project, in part because of its highly nuanced consideration
of the situatedness of its exploration of the possibilities of representation.
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Let go of me for I have died and am in a novel and was a lyric poet,
certainly, who attracted crowds to mountaintops. For a nickel I will
appear from this box. For a dollar I will have text with you and
answer three questions
(CA 233)

“Sun” evokes a heightened fatalism about the agency of the poet in particular, as the role of the
speaker-poet in this poem appears to be to document an undocumentable reality. Statements
such as “I have been writing a book, not in my native language” or “Let me say this. Neak
Luong is a blur. It is Tuesday in the hardwood forest. I am a visitor here, with a notebook”
indicate the insufficient capacity of the poet to serve as observer and witness. Instead, the syntax
of the sentences at the poem’s end — “The notebook lists…,” “It claims / to have no inside,”
“The writing occurs…,” etc — place the mode of representation itself in the subject or agent
position. That the notebook has “no inside” displaces the notebook’s words back into reality; the
particular letters, subjects, and objects that are subsequently listed are “all speaking in the dark
with their hands,” attempting the same impossible sort of representation of the dark ages from
within the darkness itself that Palmer’s previous poems established. The penultimate sentence of
the poem equates language with the destroyed villages, both of which are absent of sunlight
while seemingly continuing to experience its effects: “The villages are known as These Letters
— humid, sunless.” The subsequent line — “The writing occurs on their walls” — ends the
poem by evoking the act of cave writing; that is, the attempt to document a particular reality
from within physical boundaries that block access to it. That this last phrase also refers to The
Book of Daniel, however, adds an unambiguous political valence to the phenomenon of
illegibility, evoking the book’s account of the imminent doom of King Belshazzar’s hubristic
regime, which is prophesized through “writing on the wall” that is unreadable to the holders of
the regime themselves. The eventual collapse of the American military regime is spelled out,
Palmer suggests, on the walls of the burning Vietnamese villages, a message that in the
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contemporaneous political climate can neither be adequately explicated nor referenced, and
which poetry can only obliquely gesture towards in the hopes that its message will be
retroactively legible.
In “Sun,” the urgency of the actual contemporaneous political situation leads Palmer to
attempt to bridge the gap between available forms of signification and this physical reality in
unprecedented ways, especially by repeated attempts to map elements of signification onto the
physical situation— “A word may be shaped like a bed, a basket of tears or an X”; “A word may
be shaped like a fig or a pig”. In these statements, Palmer attempts to redistribute the capacity
for signification within its once broad, non-hierarchical terrain. What initially seems like
irreverent play in these statements is a steadfast attempt to resist dominant understandings of
lyric poetry, knowledge, and reality, which manipulate the “limbs, organs, [and] face into a /
scientific / silence, pinhole of light.” Overall, “Sun” ends Palmer’s poems of the 1980s with one
of his thematically more overt depictions of the helplessness of lyric poetry against the trajectory
of contemporary civilization towards physical destruction and total management of the means of
representation of reality. On the other hand, the poem also attempts, within its limited terrain, to
redistribute the field of signification, challenging and resisting the regulative economy of
representation and experience that it inherits. Such instances of poetic representation, illegible in
too many ways to the realm of political discourse today, are Palmer’s writing on the wall for the
future, if there is one.
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CHAPTER IV
Love in the Time of the Value-Form
From 1989 onwards, global capitalism appeared to have triumphed, and the tactics of
state repression that have since kept its opposition ineffectual had already begun in earnest.110
The most militant oppositional forces in the United States during the 1970s and 1980s had
primarily been based in racialized and gendered identities that sought liberation through the
overthrow of capitalism and the state, but state repression and pressure to assimilate,
disseminated by newly developed and widespread media and technology, made ongoing
resistance efforts much riskier, less visible, and fractured into issues-centric or identity-based
campaigns rather than open struggle against the state. The discursive frameworks of the feminist
movement that emerged in the 1990s and persist today serve as an important lens into this latter
effect. As early as 1984, Alice Echols notes a nascent shift in the goals, tactics and theoretical
framework of the women’s movement: “Early radical feminists believed that women’s
oppression derived from the very construction of gender and sought its elimination as a
meaningful social category. Today’s radical feminists, by contrast, claim that our oppression
stems from the repression of female values and treat gender differences as though they reflect
deep truths about the intractability of maleness and femaleness” (“The Taming of the Id,” 109110). Echols terms this turn “cultural feminism,” describing it as a reclamation of femininecoded values that confirms preexisting gender norms and fails to challenge the material basis of
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See for example Jules Boykoff, “Limiting Dissent: The Mechanisms of State Repression in the USA” (2007).
Boykoff develops a typology of state repressive methods against groups such as communists, the Black Panther
Party, the American Indian Movement, and Earth First!, breaking down mechanisms of repression into categories
such as resource depletion, stigmatization, divisive disruption, intimidation, and emulation. See also David
Cunningham, “The Patterning of Repression: FBI Counterintelligence and the New Left” (2003), which focuses
specifically on the early development of these techniques through the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
counterintelligence program (COINTELPRO) between 1968-1971.
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patriarchy: “Cultural feminists have demonstrated less interest in effecting structural change than
in nurturing an alternative female consciousness” (112).
The more recent publication Lies: A Journal of Materialist Feminism confirms, based on
the collective members’ widespread engagement in struggles around gender, race, and sexuality,
that capitalist restructuring in recent years has successfully assimilated most of its purported
antagonists into an approach to gender liberation that instead reflects the interests of capital. An
essay entitled “Against Sexual Optimism” describes the lingering essentialism of contemporary
feminism that presumes that women’s bodies and consciousnesses offer an authentic “outside” to
capital, thus fighting for increased recognition and representation of female gender rather than
recognizing that liberation cannot be achieved under the strictures of a totalized capitalist
society. This logic reverses the original feminist insight that personal liberation is impossible in
a patriarchal society, and can be traced back to Mary Daly’s writings of the 1970s and 80s,
which exemplify the claims that an “essential womanhood” exists as a form of whole and natural
being that must be recuperated.111 Meanwhile, so-called third-wave feminism, popularly
understood as a radical break with second-wave essentialism, actually replicates its logic of
liberal individualism: “The radical-materialist stance ultimately failed to gain traction, and in
recent sex positive movements, there is a familiar emphasis on culture and
consciousness…Perhaps more subtly, this politic relies on a faith in a sort of negative liberty. It
espouses a ‘freedom-from’ patriarchy, and in doing so affirms the potential of the subject’s selfdefinition” (C.E., Lies 23). Catherine MacKinnon has argued, similarly, against this
understanding of gender hierarchy that tends to portray psychological or idealist change as the
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See Daly’s Gyn/ecology. Poets Audre Lorde and Adrienne Rich attempted, on the other hand, to mobilize
women around already existent socialized feminine qualities as a source of liberation, although both arguably retain
some essentialist tendencies insofar as they promote a conception of womanness that is based in some biological
features. See Lorde’s Sister Outsider (1984), and Rich, Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution
(1976).
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motor for broader sociocultural transformation: “Male dominance here is not an artificial overlay
upon an underlying inalterable substratum of uncorrupted essential sexual being. Sexuality free
of male dominance will require change, not reconceptualization, transcendence, or excavation”
(Towards a Feminist Theory of the State, 198). As with second-wave essentialist feminism’s
reclamation of undervalued feminine qualities, third-wave feminism of the 1990s reclaimed
sexuality in general as liberatory, which would appear to presume that individuals can achieve
personal liberation in a totally dominated world. C.E. notes:
Using a rhetoric of personal agency, this sexual ethic of reclamation emphasizes the ability of the
individual subject to attain a non-alienated state, not even through especially political means…Such
concerns are partially mirrored in an ever present, Oprah-friendly sort of sexual liberationism, a right to
sexual pleasure, to reclaim a nature as ‘sexual beings.’ We can gain liberation from what is ostensibly ‘our’
enforced frigidity and shame by performing whore instead of virgin, choosing a sexy outfit for our man as
an act of revolution (25).

It is specifically opposition to such tendencies towards liberal individualism in contemporary
feminism and a renewed antagonism towards the state and capital, I will argue, that unite the
diverse approaches to poetic form and action that Alice Notley and Lisa Robertson offer in their
respective forays into feminist epic poetry in the 1990s, culminating in Notley’s The Descent of
Alette (1996) and Robertson’s Debbie: An Epic (1997).
The textual politics that developed in the late 1970s and 1980s continued into the
following decade, meanwhile, meaning that poets tended to see language and poetics as effective
and important sites of political intervention. Steve Evans writes of the American avant-garde of
the 1990s:
In the eyes of some of the most active and accomplished writers of the era…poetry was seen as a means to
interrogate and intervene in “the discursive construction of social reality” (to use the period phrase). This
stance towards poetic composition retained its force well into the 1990s, holding the allegiance of its initial
formulators, now middle-aged, and generalizing its appeal among young writers (“American Avant-Garde
After 1989,” 89).

The poetic debate over tactics for women’s liberation thus specifically takes place in relation to
questions of poetic form, especially in terms of ongoing discussions of lyric’s relationship to
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Language poetics. Despite public insistence by the majority of Language poets that poetry
concerned with identity cannot be properly political,112 the Language poets’ resistance to lyric
had additional, less visible rationales for a number of women poets who saw the lyric form as
strongly gendered. Rachel Blau DuPlessis argued that, given the embeddedness of conventional
poetic genres in traditions of male domination, these forms were “male-gendered” and should not
be replicated by feminist writers (“Otherhow,” 1985). The feminist poetics of the 1980s were
already inflected, then, by a generally recognized imperative to evaluate and transform the form
rather than simply the content of poetry. Sianne Ngai summarizes this position: “For the
feminist writer, the stance that form is political implies that there is no politically neutral
language and, by extension, no language uninflected by gender and its ideological codes. From
this standpoint, it makes sense to claim that there indeed are ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’
languages, much in the same way there are masculine and feminine garments” (Ugly Feelings
316). This standpoint ultimately “asks her to join other women writers in a strategic
reappropriation of ‘feminine’ form…The premise (and promise) of textual politics thus
underwrites the possibility of feminist agency” (316) — that is, not using those forms declared
“feminist” precludes the possibility of writing feminist poetry. The opposite viewpoint, Ngai
writes, is “to do away with the concept of ‘feminist form’ altogether in the interest of eliminating
gender bias by not strengthening the categories of masculine and feminine that reinforce them”
(317). The theoretical distinctions between camps within feminist poetics would seem to mirror
the crisis of autonomy in feminist theory more generally that led, as we have seen, to the
embrace of personal liberation even while one’s structural exploitation remains intact. Within
poetics, this debate leads to a seemingly irreconcilable contradiction articulated by Ngai: “How
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does one develop a critique of sexual difference without referring to the binary terms whose
reiteration would seem to affirm and reinforce the system of sexual difference itself?” (317).
Lies offers an answer to these paradoxes in the essay “To Be Liberated By or Through
Them,” suggesting that struggles whose ultimate horizon is gender abolition usually find
themselves nevertheless proceeding through relatively autonomous self-organization based on
gender assignment. This strategy is effective for several reasons:
Because these oppressions are denied, pushed aside, imagined as incidental; because we experience our
conditions as intolerable in the present; because one attacks a structure from one’s location within it:
because of all of these things there is a real and immediate need to organize around these [gender, race, etc]
categories. There is a real need to establish autonomous spaces and groupings according to specific
oppressions of capitalism. Autonomy is a means by which we develop shared affinities as a basis for
abolishing the relations of domination that make that self-organization necessary. And yet, even as we do
this, we want to be freed of the social relations that make us into women, queers, women of color, trans*, et
cetera. We want to be liberated from these categories themselves, but experience teaches us that the only
way out is through (Sky Palace, Lies 210).

However, the “contradiction” of affirming the reality of gendered experience while fighting for
gender abolition continues to plague scholarship on women’s poetry. Anthologies of women’s
writing from the past two decades have tended to apologize for their reification of sexual
difference, with the editors of the recent Eleven More American Women Poets (2012)
disclaiming in their own introduction, “We hope the risks of engaging in a project that highlights
gender divisions are balanced by the positive effects of drawing attention to and providing
critical perspectives on these writers, believing that it is possible to question and resist the binary
oppositions that structure cultural understandings of gender while also recognizing that due to
social and historical conditions, gender does make a difference” (5). Public critical debates also
continue to treat this as a problem, with arguments exploding in 2008 over what some critics
perceive as the continued reification of the category “women” represented by the publication of
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women-only poetry anthologies.113 In her presentation and subsequent publication of the paper
“Our Bodies, Our Poems,” Jennifer Ashton argues that to organize an anthology around the
category “woman,” and the commitment to understanding women as formal innovators at all, is
“utterly and literally essentialist” (177). This strategic essentialism used to be important, Ashton
argues, when women were underrepresented numerically in poetry publications, but can no
longer be justified now that these quantitative issues have been resolved.114
Ashton’s viewpoint on this issue is the result of what have now been decades of efforts
by state, economic, and media forces that present gender issues as reducible to quantifiable
problems of representation in economic, political and cultural institutions. Objectives of
increased recognition and representation are generally taken up by those either not conscious of
or actively antagonistic to the race and class oppressions that persist despite of, and often directly
because of, greater gains for some women in the workplace and political arena, and have been
prominent within the women’s movement since its origins in the nineteenth century.115 For as
long as the assimilationist women’s movement has existed, though, it has been challenged by
anti-patriarchal tendencies that see women’s liberation as intrinsically incompatible with
capitalist and statist forms of organization. It is these anti-patriarchal tendencies, which posit the
necessity of confronting patriarchy’s organization through statism and capitalism, that Robertson
and Notley align themselves with in their feminist epic poetics.
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Isobel Armstrong notes in Contemporary Women’s Poetry: Reading/Writing/Practice that current women’s
poetry is particularly resistant to second-wave conceptions of feminism that depend on shared bodily experience or
oppressions.
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For responses to and critiques of this argument, see Jennifer Scappettone’s response, which was followed by
Juliana Spahr and Young’s “Numbers Trouble.” Importantly, Spahr and Young demonstrate that Ashton is incorrect
in asserting that women have now achieved equal recognition in the poetry sphere by calculating the numbers
themselves. Ashton replies to “Numbers Trouble” in The Chicago Review. For an account of this controversy, see
Eichhorn and Milne, Prismatic Publics, 9-10.
115
See This Bridge Called My Back (Moraga and Anzaldua 1983) and Sister Outsider (Lorde 1984) for early
challenges to the white middle-class lens of mainstream feminism.
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Historically, anarchists have tended to frame critiques of state and capitalist economic
and political organization in terms of how it systematically alienates humans from their capacity
for authentic forms of creativity, solidarity, cooperation, and intimacy. These values are also
frequently coded in contemporary Western society as feminine. Anarchist critiques of modern
patriarchal social organization and the women’s movements that uphold it, then, have tended to
be guided by an ideal future horizon in which communities would be organized along values
having to do with cooperation and “love” rather than having these qualities systematically
subordinated to values of competition and individualism. Emma Goldman criticizes the early
women’s movement’s quest for entry into professionalism and men’s discourse by noting: “The
demand for equal rights in every vocation of life is just and fair; but, after all, the most vital right
is the right to love and be loved. If partial emancipation is to become a complete and true
emancipation of women, it will have to do away with the ridiculous notion that to be loved, to be
sweetheart and mother, is synonymous with being slave or subordinate” (“The Tragedy of
Women’s Emancipation,” 142).116 Adrienne Rich extends these observations in her 1980 essay
“Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” to define modern capitalist patriarchy as
the controlled organization of women’s erotic and emotional energy and to advocate that women
challenge expectations of how they allocate these energetic affects. Clémence X. Clementine
reiterates this argument in “Against the Couple Form,” arguing that while amorous relations are
fundamental to nearly every aspect of everyday life, “patriarchy incessantly subjects these flows
of desire to a system of organization, […] which funnels, simplifies, and reduces amorous desire
to the needs of patriarchy within the capitalist mode of production” (Lies 44).
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In her analysis of Goldman and Voltrine de Cleyre’s rejection of marriage and other state-sanctioned solutions to
patriarchy, along with de Cleyre’s particularly radical argument that sexuality is fundamental to both gender
identities for purposes not reducible to reproduction (“They Who Marry Do Ill” 507), Margaret Marsh argues that
this early anarchist feminism constitutes a stronger predecessor for contemporary radical feminist critiques of
sexuality than the mainstream suffragette movement.
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Such arguments are consonant with contemporaneous analyses that show that the
inauguration of wage labor and the value-form produce the devaluation of qualities such as love,
cooperation, and pleasure as non-productive under capitalism and feminine under capitalism’s
patriarchal social organization. As Marx demonstrated, the labor process under capitalism
changes the fundamental conditions of experience, subsuming temporality to the quantitatively
determined socially necessary labor time that makes possible the equalization of labor and the
production of value.117 Early interpreters of Marx took this to mean that capitalist modes of
production are a restriction on natural forms of labor; thus the category of labor, liberated from
capitalist organization, became the fundamental principle around which a socialist society was to
be organized.118 However, contemporary theorists have revisited the value-form to argue that
Marx viewed it as a much more complex expression of both concrete labor and its abstract
universalizability — that is, value is not simply an unmoving attribute of a particular object, but
a dynamic “relation or process that unfolds itself and maintains itself through different forms —
in one moment money, the next the commodities that compose the labour process (including the
commodity labour-power), the next the commodity product, and then again money […] [It is] a
relation or process which dominates those who bear it” (Endnotes, “Communisation and ValueForm Theory,” 71; my emphasis). This analysis interprets capitalist value as a relation that
inescapably involves those participating in it and their activity, making appeals to labor as
somehow autonomous to capitalism impossible. This tendency towards understanding capital by
117

Marx writes on the transformation of individual experience produced by mechanized time:
Through the subordination of humanity to the machine the situation arises in which men are effaced by
their labour; in which the pendulum of the clock has become as accurate a measure of the relative activity
of two workers as it is of the speed of two locomotives. Therefore, we should not say that one man’s hour
is worth another man’s hour, but rather that one man during one hour is worth as much as another man
during an hour. Time is everything, man is nothing; he is at the most the incarnation of time. Quality no
longer matters. Quantity alone decides everything: hour for hour, day for day…” (The Poverty of
Philosophy, 127).
118
See Endnotes, “Communisation and Value-Form Theory,” for more detailed description of this history and its
political consequences.
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way of the value-form is also significant because, insofar as it underscores a definition of
capitalism as a social relation that can only be transformed by attacking it as such and changing
the form or organizational structure of social relationships entirely, it implicitly highlights again,
I would argue, the importance of form in analyzing and abolishing economic and political
organization in their current determinations.
Analyses of the value-form have also demonstrated that the capitalist relation inevitably
affects subjectivity more generally, determining the most fundamental conditions of experience
and relationship. Silvia Federici describes the labor process as “a ground for self-estrangement”
that “leads to a sense of dissociation from the body, which becomes reified, reduced to an object
with which the person ceases to be immediately identified” (Caliban and the Witch 135). At the
same time, the origins of capitalist production involved the attempted erasure of non-productive
ways of being: “The violence of the ruling class […] also aimed at a radical transformation of the
person, intended to eradicate in the proletariat any form of behavior not conducive to the
imposition of a stricter work-discipline. […] Nakedness was penalized, as were many other
unproductive forms of sexuality and sociality” (136-7). Women in general came to be associated
with non-productivity, which the mainstream feminist movement has since attempted to reverse
by seeking inclusion in the workforce:
One of the misconceptions of the feminist movement has been that for women to be equal to men, we have
to be the same. Women joined the rush into the modern workplace to have equal access to exploitation.
Many women find they experience a double shift of work both outside and inside the home. Capitalism has
made effective use of patriarchy and in many ways is reliant on it — for example on the nuclear family as
the unit of effective consumption and control. The work that women do in producing and caring for
children, in keeping the home and in caring for the sick and the old is not valued under capitalism. The
value system of capitalism is profit-driven; only that which produces profit is seen as productive (Quiet
Rumours: An Anarchafeminist Reader 14).

Women’s socialized role giving domestic and emotional support to their husbands is in fact a
form of labor, however, one that has played a crucial role in the reproduction of the male labor
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force’s capacity to sell themselves on a daily basis as commodities in the labor marketplace.119
Despite being unwaged and thus having no recognized role in value production, love and
associated affects such as care, support, and compassion are also alienated labor. Eva Illouz
writes,
Emotion is not action per se, but it is the inner energy that propels us toward an act, what gives a particular
“mood” or “coloration” to an act. Emotion can thus be defined as the “energy-laden” side of action, where
that energy is understood to simultaneously implicate cognition, affect, evaluation, motivation, and the
body (Cold Intimacies, 2-3).

Leopoldina Fortunati lists “housework, affects, emotions, sexuality, education, family,
interpersonal relationships, sociability” amongst the forms of labor that women are particularly
socialized to perform and which are integral aspects of the reproduction of labor power
(“Learning to Struggle”). Emotional labor is all the more insidious because it tends to be viewed
as naturally external to and even resistant to the capitalist mode of production: “Nothing, in fact,
has been so powerful in institutionalizing our work, the family, and our dependence on men, as
the fact that not a wage but ‘love’ has always paid for this work” (Federici, “Counterplanning
from the Kitchen”). The abolition of gender, therefore, is structurally necessary to the abolition
of capitalism, rather than being a separate, moral crusade. Anti-capitalist struggle “must also
abolish gender relations — not because gender is inconvenient or objectionable, but because it is
part of the totality of relations that daily reproduce the capitalist mode of production” (Gonzalez
220).120
Anarchist thought and practice since the nineteenth century has attempted to recenter
values such as care and cooperation, drawing on conceptions of solidarity as opposed to charity
119

In addition to the Federici and Fortunati texts quoted here, see Selma James and Mariarosa dalla Costa’s 1972
pamphlet The Power of Women and the Subversion of Community, and Federici’s 1975 “Wages Against
Housework.”
120
For a more in depth critique of the history of feminism and the moral valence it has given to its critique of
reproduction, and for a lengthy discussion of Fortunati et al’s objective to instead “rid gendered exploitation of its
emotional connotations, and thus combat the structural devaluation of reproductive labor in capitalist social
relations,” see Maya Gonzalez, “The Gendered Circuit: Reading the Arcane of Reproduction.”
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that were originally outlined in Peter Kropotkin’s Mutual Aid. Anarchist communities today in
the U.S. and Canada attempt to distance themselves materially from capitalist exchange and to
psychologically unlearn its attendant value system in interpersonal interaction. Contemporary
theorist Jamie Heckert goes so far as to define anarchism as an ethics of relationship, one that
differs from normative ethics insofar as it does not postulate about relationships, but is a practice
based on and developed through the process of relationship itself. Heckert seeks to demonstrate
that anarchist communities have a particular commitment to listening, care, and interpersonal
transformation. Arguing that the state and capitalism do not serve the needs of authentic
individual and collective self-expression, anarchists see themselves as by contrast “affirming
alternative relationships to those of the state (and equally, to intertwined hierarchical
relationships including capitalism, patriarchy, heteronormativity and colonialism). Furthermore,
it does so in a way which recognizes the capacity of individuals and groups to change those
relationships” (“Listening, Caring, Becoming: Anarchism as an Ethics of Relationships,” 189).
As Chaia Heller argues, “If capitalism is a set of social relationships based on exploitation,
regularization, alienation, and commodification, then the antidote to capitalist rationalization is a
new relationality, an empathetic, sensual, and rational way of relating that is deeply cooperative,
pleasurable, and meaningful” (Ecology of Everyday Life: Rethinking the Desire for Nature, 93).
Since the emergence of the New Left in the late 1960s and its emphasis on the personal and
psychological, communalism has become a fundamental aspect of anarchist organizing in the
U.S. and Canada, often substituting for antagonistic action in times of increased state repression
and the apparent end of history post-1989.121 This lifestylist tendency is also manifested in the
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The kind of communalism I am discussing here differs greatly from the commune tactic intended to serve as a
enabler for antagonistic action against the state, most notably described within the past decade by The Invisible
Committee’s The Coming Insurrection. The strategy of the first type of anarchist communalism is prefigurative, i.e.
intended to create pockets of spaces that prefigure what a post-capitalist society might look like.
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tendency of anarchist subcultures to celebrate romantic love as inherently subversive, a position
exemplified by the collective CrimethInc: “Falling in love is the ultimate act of revolution, of
resistance to today’s tedious, socially restrictive, culturally constrictive, humanly meaningless
world” (“Join the Resistance: Fall in Love”).
Under the contemporary conditions of late capitalism, however, the notion of “love” as a
viable transformative political force has become more and more dubious. The continued
expansion of global capital and its materially immiserating and psychologically toxic effects
appear increasingly harder to unlearn or reform within the existent dominant order, producing a
rise of gender and race abolitionism and of nihilist and destructive tendencies within
anarchism.122 The collective Baedan concludes:
Our daily life is so saturated and structured by capital that it is impossible to imagine a life worth living,
except one of revolt. [….] There cannot be freedom in the shadow of prisons, there cannot be human
community in the context of commodities, there cannot be self-determination under the reign of a state.
This world — the police and armies that defend it, the institutions that constitute it, the architecture that
gives it shape, the subjectivities that populate it, the apparatuses that administer its function, the schools
that inscribe its ideology, the activism that frantically responds to its crises, the arteries of its circulation
and flows, the commodities that define life within it, the communication networks that proliferate it, the
information technology that surveils and records it — must be annihilated in every instance, all at once.
[…] Anarchy, as with queerness, is most powerful in its negative form. Positive conceptions of these,
when they are not simply a quiet acquiescence in the fact of a sophisticated and evolving totality of
domination, are hopelessly trapped in combat with the details of this totality on its own terms (“The AntiSocial Turn,” 12-13).

The seemingly hyperbolic claims of insurrectionary anarchists and nihilists are substantiated by
political economic analysis that periodize recent decades of capitalist restructuring based on the
notion of “real subsumption,” defined by Marx in his unpublished “Results of the Immediate
122

Within the sphere of academic theory, Lauren Berlant has also criticized idealist views of love that view it as
governed entirely by principles external to social norms. In “A Properly Political Concept of Love,” Berlant
answers Michael Hardt’s suggestion that the emotional “sensorium” be released from capital:
A properly transformational political concept would provide the courage to take the leap into a project of
better relationality that would give us patience with the ‘without guarantees’ part of love’s various
temporalities; a properly transformational political concept would open spaces for really dealing with the
discomfort of the radical contingency that a genuine democracy — like any attachment — would demand;
a properly transformational political concept would release courage and creativity about how to make
resources for living available to all objects in their thatness. [….] Love has the capacity to be such a
magnet, if we could cluster around it a genuinely realistic and visionary set of transformations that do not
overstate the consoling promises […] that sacrifice the human to an idealized vision (690).
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Process of Production” as the process by which capital not only subordinates a particular labor
process to extract value, as in formal subsumption, but also reorganizes and transforms the labor
process itself in capital’s image.123 Communist theoretical collective Théorie Communiste was
the first to describe historical shifts in resistance tactics in terms of real subsumption, arguing
that the first period of real subsumption began around 1917 and that since the early 1970s, a
second period has begun in which the worker’s life and identity is increasingly inseparable from
the capitalist relation that defines it. Théorie Communiste identifies modalities of the
reproduction of labor power such as the social welfare system and unemployment that “ensure
(and confirm) that labour-power no longer has any possible ‘ways out’ of its exchange with
capital in the framework of this specifically capitalist labor process” (“Response to Aufheben”).
Théorie Communiste correlates this period of real subsumption to the decline of
proletarian self-affirmation as a mode of resistance, as the proletariat instead decomposes as a
unified class while its antagonism to and immiseration by capital increases. Endnotes
summarizes the conclusion of this analysis thus: “The only revolutionary perspective afforded by
the current cycle of struggles is that of the self-negation of the proletariat and the concomitant
abolition of capital through the communisation of relations between individuals” (“The History
of Subsumption,” 148). That is, tactics tending towards rupture and negation in the fabric of
social relations become increasingly widespread and visible. Baedan cites recent “explosions of
urban rioting, the prevalence of methods of piracy and expropriation, the hatred of work, gender
dysphoria, the inexplicable rise in violent attacks against police officers, self-immolation,
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As Endnotes points out in “The History of Subsumption,” Marx also lays the groundwork for later theorists’
understandings of real subsumption as a change in social relations that may not be reducible to the immediate
production process itself, writing in the Economic Manuscripts of 1861-3, “With the real subsumption of labour
under capital a complete revolution takes place in the mode of production itself, in the productivity of labour, and in
the relation — within production — between the capitalist and the worker, as also in the social relation between
them” (107-8).
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nihilistic hacker culture, lawless encampments which exist simply for themselves” (14) as
moments that exceed and tear at the social order and manifest the unliveability of modern
civilization. Jacques Camatte concludes from his own study of real subsumption that the most
recent era of capital has attained a complete subsumption of life under capital, which becomes a
prescription to “leave this world.”124
This economic restructuring has made conventional modes of political organizing around
shared identity increasingly ineffective, a phenomenon that is reflected in a wide variety of
identity-centered theoretical discourses. Contemporary communization theory, feminist gender
abolitionism, queer nihilism, and Afro-pessimism all aim not for the affirmation of various
identities, but ultimately for “the abolition of these identity categories as structural relations that
organize human activity and social life” (Lies 213). As I have discussed previously in the
introduction, concrete economic reasons for this anti-social turn have been theorized primarily in
terms of the decreased relevance of workers’ movements. With regard to identity categories
more broadly, these tendencies towards a politics of identity abolition rather than affirmation
tend to involve not only a rejection of voting, parties, and the politics of representation, but also
of social justice “movements” that form campaigns oriented towards recognition by the state.
Such trends are accompanied by the growing popularity of insurrectionary and nihilist tendencies
within both anarchist and communist thought more broadly, which are also manifested in the
increased affinity between these radical tendencies and already existent forms of anti-social
criminality, nihilism, and anarchy. These latter tendencies emphasize the simultaneously
creative and destructive impact of a form of action that is structured primarily through informal
interpersonal affinities, leading one group to proclaim that “friendship, either through the affinity
groups of anarchists, or the gangs and cliques of the hood, is the primary mode of organization
124

See Camatte’s Capital and Community and “This World We Must Leave.”
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for contemporary struggle — not organizations founded on common interest or ideas” (Between
Predicates, War, 53). As opposed to a politics of shared identity, active struggle based on shared
experience and friendship tends to affectively generate the temporary accessibility of
subjectivity, interpersonal affinities, and a certain intuitive, practical counter-knowledge that
allow individuals to collectively pursue antagonistic action.
The complicity of romantic love and other aspects of emotional life in the reproduction of
capital can be understood as effects of the process of real subsumption described above.
Robertson’s and Notley’s poetics both register this transformation, exploring love, friendship,
and gender identity not as aspects of human nature to be affirmed in their current determinations
by capitalist patriarchy, but instead as forces that guide and enable antagonistic action towards
the abolition of capitalist social relations and conceptions of selfhood. Often viewed as external
to the capitalist mode of production, love and other aspects of emotional life are, various
theorists have argued, usually performed unintentionally in the service of capitalist value
production as a form of unpaid labor. While gender roles have directly served the reproduction
of capital since its inception, qualities associated with “love” — communication, empathy,
cooperation — have arguably increasingly been subsumed by capitalism within the past few
decades. Sociologist Eva Illouz has recently argued that the twentieth century is specifically
characterized by a socioeconomic reorganization of conceptions of the self, emotions, and social
relations (Cold Intimacies 6-7). Over the course of the past few decades, she shows, empathy,
active listening, and general communications skills have become integrated into self- and
externally-managed techniques in the service of the workplace, while liberal feminism, economic
productivity, and therapy have intertwined to produce what she calls “the rationalization of
intimacy” (31, 36). Illouz focuses especially on the technological advances in relation to dating
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and intimate relationships that originated in the early 1990s, which subsume the process of
dating into a kind of self-marketization. As we have seen, closer analysis of the workings of
patriarchal social organization under capitalism shows that romantic love is an insufficient
source of personal or political liberation, having been coopted long ago to serve the reproduction
of capital. Clémence X. Clementine concludes from this analysis that “patriarchy and capitalism
thwart any possibility to love in a way that liberates oneself from the logic of the couple or from
one’s own oppression” and that “to liberate love necessarily involves the abolition of patriarchy
and capitalism” (Lies 51).
__________________________
Is there an outside to capital, or a theoretical framework, value set, or behavioral
tendencies already existent within it that can be marshaled as a force to transform it from within?
As we have seen, anarchists have long been known for answering these questions strongly in the
affirmative, a tendency that seems to be diminishing somewhat in its North American context
today. For those struggling for women’s liberation, this question remains a relevant and complex
problem, as many of the qualities coded as “feminine” in modern Western society are also those
that remain devalued and coded as non-productive, and therefore intuitively seem to offer
promising alternatives to capitalism’s promotion of stereotypically masculine values such as
individualism, competition, and productivity itself. For Alice Notley and Lisa Robertson, the
recuperation of feminine-coded values has the capacity to be liberatory and politically strategic
primarily when practiced in conjunction with antagonistic action against the patriarchal state and
economy. Despite representing significantly divergent moments within the women’s movement
— Notley’s writing from the 1990s tends towards second-wave essentialism, while Robertson’s
work, I will show, is premised on the total constructedness of gender identity — both conclude in
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their epic explorations of patriarchy that love and care can no longer be understood as politically
useful in their positive forms, but rather must be reconfigured in the form of a negativity that
abolishes known forms of identity and social relations in the process of liberation. That both
Notley and Robertson explore this problematic entirely in the realm of the symbolic is
representative of the textual politics that continued to structure political-poetic discourse during
this time.
Scholarship on Robertson’s and Notley’s work has noted a tendency towards generic
hybridity and experimentation during the 1990s that is correlated with changing political
conditions facing poets during this time, although the precise nature of these conditions is rarely
articulated. In “Camp Messianism,” Christopher Nealon looks at the writing strategies used by
poets classified as post-Language, including Robertson, who he writes are influenced by
the peculiarly postmodern admixture of identity-based liberation movements and poststructural critiques of
identity. But their poems seem to be written out of some set of conditions we are still struggling to name,
conditions not quite matching the major accounts of the postmodern…[They are] motivated by a different
sense of historical situation — specifically, a different sense of the unfolding of a totalizing political and
economic system — than was felt by either the New York school or the Language poets (584).

Nealon observes a commonality between Robertson and other poets who “articulate the ways in
which, as they look around, they see waiting,” a kind of apocalyptic messianism that marks an
unarticulated change in economic and political conditions (588). Drawing on Adorno, Joshua
Clover discusses Robertson’s Occasional Work and Seven Walks from the Office of Soft
Architecture through the lens of the provisional autonomy that it gains through measuring its
distance from as well as identity with the now all-encompassing logic of commodities,
generating a gap that is potentially “unadministered (because imaginary)” (“The Adventures of
Lisa Robertson in the Space of Flows,” 81). My readings of Notley and Robertson’s respective
texts focuses on tracing the socioeconomic context of the increasing crisis of autonomy from
capitalism, to which I argue Notley and Robertson respond by abandoning pretensions to
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aesthetic autonomy and instead experimenting with hybridity, rupture, negativity, and
antagonism to socioeconomic and political structures at the level of both the mental and the
material. Notley and Robertson’s generic experimentations also illustrate, I will argue, the
breakdown of the avant-gardist assumptions inherited from the 1980s that found poetics, the
realm of the imaginary and the ideal, to be in itself a source of sociopolitical transformation.
Non-narrative or lyric poetry in its many permutations has long been a site for
imaginatively managing romantic relationships, whether the often entirely fictitious relationships
depicted in medieval courtly love poetry, or the spontaneous overflow of emotions that emerged
as the nineteenth-century counterpoint to scientism and the emergent rule of rationality. Insofar
as this particular brand of rationalism contributed to coding women as emotional and thus less
suited to philosophical or political authority, lyric’s persistence as a site where feelings are
considered a source of knowledge also validates an epistemology that is particularly associated
with women. Most significantly, as Barbara Hardy points out, lyric is a site in which feelings do
not need extrinsic validation or rational justification: lyric has a “concentrated and patterned
expression of feeling. This advantage is negatively definable: the lyric does not provide an
explanation, judgment or narrative; what it does provide is feeling, alone and without histories or
characters” (The Advantage of Lyric 1). That is, “Lyric poetry…creates and discovers feeling
under the guise of affirming it, and does not have to discuss, analyse, explain or imitate it” (1-2).
Lyric arguably is a more reasonable method of exploring an emotional terrain in which the
manufactured linear and logical structures that we now associate with knowledge prove to be
insufficient — as Notley writes in In the Pines, “Once I had, and now I don’t. / In love there is
no because” (29). Recognizing the limitations of rational causality, then, creates room for love
as a transformative power through poetic exploration.
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Lyric has also historically positioned itself as a potential site for creative expression and
emotional exploration against the complex imperialism of Western society. The poetry of the
West’s earliest surviving woman writer, Sappho, establishes through the lyric subject a critical
feminine self who follows the guidance of feelings, love and erotic desire to develop a standpoint
of objective opposition to dominant masculine narratives of beauty and pleasure:
Some men say an army of horse and some men say an army on foot
and some men say an army of ships is the most beautiful thing
on the black earth. But I say it is
what you love.
Easy to make this understood by all.
For she who overcame everyone
in beauty (Helen)
left her fine husband
behind and went sailing to Troy […]
(fr. 16, trans. Anne Carson)

Sappho’s fragment 16 begins by delineating these dominant narratives — the gendered nature of
which is emphasized by Anne Carson’s recent translation — in the third person; the lyric “I”
emerges precisely out of its opposition to the discourse of the social order: “But I say…” (li. 3).
Despite the individualized nature of this oppositional viewpoint, however, the speaker
immediately goes on to argue that her viewpoint is understandable by all, creating the
experiential poetic grounds for a collective counter-social epistemological standpoint.
Additionally, as Page duBois argues, fragment 16 is a lyricization, or lyric reinterpretation, of
Homer’s epic interpretation of the Trojan War (Sappho is Burning, 120-121). Sappho distills the
narrative story of the war into a unified present moment and a feeling, in which, moreover, Helen
is the autonomous subject of her own desire rather than the object of imperial exchange (duBois
116).
The early 1990s see Alice Notley experimenting with lyric and epic generic hybridity in
order to answer similar questions about how the individual, specifically the feminine individual,
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can effectively pursue autonomy from a repressive and imperialistic social order. Questions of
political autonomy, and the role that lyric and narrative might have in shaping it, are inflected not
only by the all-encompassing reaches of global capitalist exchange, but also by the permeation of
the psyche and spirit itself by capitalist and patriarchal values. Unlike the affirming tolerance of
contemporary third-wave feminism, which approves of continued participation in one’s own
structural exploitation as long as it is an apparently freely chosen decision to do so, or the older
essentialism that affirms the intrinsic subversiveness of feminine consciousness, Notley explores
this problem by maintaining that psychological disloyalty and disobedience to the social order
must be cultivated in the individual mind as well as acted upon. The Descent of Alette suggests
that the aim of active struggle and psychological divestment is the abolition of a structural
relation, meaning that the feminine subject must seek to abolish her own identity along with the
material and ideal structures in relation to which this identity develops.
The Descent of Alette marks a major transformation in Notley’s poetic work, which was
neither thematically political nor particularly confrontational in tone prior to the early 1990s. In
her short piece “Homer’s Art” a few years earlier, the idea of challenging patriarchal imperialism
through a radical feminist and lyric reinterpretation of epic narrative is already percolating:
“What a service to poetry it might be to steal story away from the novel & give it back to rhythm
and sound, give it back to the line. Another service would be to write a long poem, a story poem,
with a female narrator/hero” (Grave of Light, 7). Suggesting that such a poem might discover
“some sense of what mind was like before Homer, before the world went haywire & women
were denied participation in the design & making of it” (7), Notley touches on the psychological
and epistemological effects of patriarchal social conditioning and the retrieval of a primal
alternative consciousness that will be a major focus of Alette’s quest.
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Meanwhile, Notley’s earlier poem “White Phosphorus” gives an additional lens into
some of the crucial personal and political backdrop for the formal devices and thematic content
of Alette, revealing Notley’s nascent rage and sadness at the configuration of gender that is at the
base of the reproduction of capital and empire. The poem circles around the death of Notley’s
brother years after he returned from his service in the Vietnam war; Notley attributes his death
directly to the war and it moves her towards an antagonistic analysis of the state, particularly of
its spiritual and psychological effects on citizens and of the gendered aspect of this psychological
violence. The backdrop of this poem about her brother’s death is a developing sense of the
resources of women, who through various aspects of their socialization often have a particular
relationship to the natural world that is ignored by capitalist empire, and a relationship to love
(“the heart”) and care that is both vital to capitalism’s ability to reproduce itself and a potential
source of its disruption.
Indeed, the poem’s structure actually centers itself on the invisible feminine behind the
scene of the more overt narrative, beginning: “‘Whose heart’ ‘might be lost’ ‘Whose mask is
this?’ ‘Who has a mask, / & a heart? … ‘A mother’s ‘mask’ / ‘Whose money’ ‘do we mean?’ ‘A
woman’s money’ ‘Woman’s money’” (Grave of Light, 190). As the poem’s questions unfold, it
becomes clear that the one behind the mask is not simply a woman,125 but the concept of the
“first mother” herself, “‘one who lives’ ‘a spreading / life, not a’ ‘job, not’ ‘doing what no one
needs’ ‘doing it for / the unseen,’ ‘Who is she?’ ‘& Not just music (& not’ ‘just poetry’) / ‘The
last of what’ ‘has no currency.’” (193). Here Notley’s juxtaposition of questions and speculative
statements go towards positing a kind of primal femininity that is external to capital, a
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Given the context of feminist poetic history, the term “mask” in “White Phosphorus” is clearly gendered,
referencing Florence Howe and Ellen Bass’s well-known 1973 anthology, No More Masks!, which borrowed from
Muriel Rukeyser’s 1968 poem, “The Poem as Mask.” DuPlessis also quotes “seize the mask” in her essay
“Otherhow” on poetic form and gender, discussed above.
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consciousness that has a connection to music and poetry but is not reducible to aesthetic forms.
The poem also introduces the terminology, crucial to Alette’s analysis of life under the
patriarchal domination of “the tyrant,” of form as a mode in which the capitalist relation of
patriarchal assimilation and subjection manifests and is reproduced:
(“All our poems, women’s were there,” “there, too invisible” “and
now” “become male” “acceptable”) “Accepted.” “And now they’re welcoming us”
“among” “their forms” “among their forms only” (190)
[…] (“All the forms were already”
“men”) (“politics, a man” “philosophy, a man; a building a” “painting a
poem, a man” “science, a man”) (“Now, we can all” “be men”) (191).

The poem also grapples with the psychological effects of patriarchal domination, or its
dimension in thought. Speaking opaquely of American soldiers in Vietnam, the poem’s speaker
repeats, “They were sacrificed for / nothing, for distant’ ‘instants of thought’ ‘All for your
thinking’” (194).126
“White Phosphorus” is Notley’s first published poem to deploy the quotation marks
between metrical feet for which Alette is noted, and which I will discuss later with regard to that
book. It also has a similarly nonlinear relationship to temporality so that, as in Alette, while there
is a clear narrative that can be taken out and paraphrased, it is the poem’s circling around this
narrative by positioning itself in a time of subjective consciousness in which real-life events are
conveyed non-linearly, and interspersed with moments of personal revelation and other
introjections, that conveys the fraught, damaged experience of war and loss that gives the poem
its power. This happens through the sequencing of individual sentences — for example, in the
lines “‘Home’ / ‘I’ve come home’ ‘He said, “I’ve come home”’”, an event is represented by
126

The figure of the soldier is less central but a vital backdrop to The Descent of Alette; Alette encounters a
traumatized man early on in the poem who turns out to be a soldier (“‘“But I am agonized,” he said’ ‘“I killed for
him,’ / ‘I was a soldier”’” [7]) and is eventually revealed to be her own brother.
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crystallizing a moment or idea and then gradually recontextualizing it, instead of proceeding
syntactically according to a logical temporal sequence (194). These formal features and the
thematic consideration of feminine caretaking in relation to the interests of the imperialist state
are replicated and expanded upon in The Descent of Alette’s lyricized epic depiction of a
feminine hero’s quest to dismantle the tyrant from within her assigned social role, acting against
the values of mechanization, linear temporality, and individualism by reaching for her capacity
to emotionally empathize with other people, physically relate to animality, and channel a nonlinear, dream-like formal experimentation.
Scholarship on Alette has focused less on exploring the complex tactical and theoretical
terrain that Alette navigates in its depiction of how capitalism and patriarchy are overthrown,
instead treating the poem as primarily exploring the problem of locating an outside to patriarchy.
Susan McCabe writes: “Is there no outside to [the tyrant’s] body? This, then, is Alette’s crisis,
and that of the epic itself” (49). Specifically locating a poetic form that is not de facto malegendered is additionally treated by critics as though it were the most fundamental locus of this
problem. Lara Glenum writes that Alette is concerned with “an extreme crisis of form — the
crisis of how to take on what Notley deems to be a pervasively masculine discourse — the epic
— and execute a poem in a way that the content is not co-opted into a series of masculine
gestures and signifiers,” attributing a Second-Wave feminist ethics to Notley as having produced
this defining crisis (“‘I see’ ‘with my voice’: The Performance of Crisis”).
As the above discussion of the changing nature of the women’s movement in the U.S. has
shown, this problem is a crucial one for feminist struggles that had been focused on attempts to
recuperate and empower a biologically feminine consciousness. My reading will approach the
poem somewhat differently, noting, first of all, that Alette’s analysis of patriarchy specifically
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addresses the ways in which the particular form of patriarchal social organization that it sets
itself against is historically specific to the interests of capitalist exchange and the values and
psychological tendencies that it encourages and inculcates. Alette shows that the allencompassing nature of patriarchal social organization is not only the result of extensive and
prolonged male domination, but also exemplifies the global and total development of capitalism
as a system of value production that is in itself a dynamic, structural relation, one that subsumes
and mediates all forms of relationship, whether interpersonal, temporal, or poetic. For these
reasons, Alette endorses neither second-wave essentialism, since the poem’s analysis shows that
no aspects of gender or sexuality are outside global capitalism, nor third-wave pluralism, which
encourages women’s personal agency without challenging the root causes of structural gendered
exploitation. Much of Alette’s evolution towards successfully conquering the tyrant and
achieving collective liberation thus has to do with her gradually reconciling with the fact that
there is no outside to capital, while also coming to understand how her assigned position within
capitalist society might enable her to dismantle the system from within. Although Alette’s
exploration of capitalist patriarchy happens purely on a symbolic level, therefore, the results of
its exploration are strongly oriented towards the possibility and necessity of action within the
imperfect, male-dominated terrain of knowledge, language, relationship, and temporal
experience.
The Descent of Alette opens in media res, playing on the famous opening of Dante’s
Inferno; instead of the protagonist having lost his way in the dark woods of some unnamed sin,
though, Alette’s mysterious beginnings model the problem of coming into consciousness of
forms of societal oppression in which one has long been complicit, as she slowly develops a
sense of how best to engage and overthrow the overpowering socioeconomic structures in which
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she finds herself. As Alette begins, the book’s protagonist herself has minimal prior knowledge
of her identity or situation. The problem of limited knowledge and experiential boundaries is
immediately foregrounded as central to the poem’s evolution, which develops through a kind of
dream-consciousness punctuated by occasional, mediated insights. The book begins:
“One day, I awoke” “& found myself on” “a subway, endlessly”
“I didn’t know” “how I’d arrived there or” “who I was” “exactly”
”But I knew the train” “knew riding it” “knew the look of”
“those about me” “I gradually became aware—” “though it seemed
as that happened” “that I’d always” “known it too—” “that there was “
“a tyrant” “a man in charge of” “the fact” “that we were”
”below the ground” “endlessly riding” “our trains, never surfacing”
“A man who” “would make you pay” “so much” “to leave the subway”
“that you don’t” “ever ask” “how much it is” “It is, in effect,”
“all of you, & more” “Most of which you already” “pay to
live below” “But he would literally” “take your soul” […] (3)

The protagonist’s knowledge of her situation is limited to an ability to identify the experiential
limits in which she is epistemologically trapped, as well as a vague awareness of their ostensible
source — the tyrant — and the mechanisms of its operation — a nebulous conception of
payment. The passage’s emphasis on the seemingly infinite, unknowable quantity of the
payment necessary to exit the tyrant’s social order immediately highlights the problem of
capitalist value that the book will negotiate throughout its evolution. It is clear from this early
passage, for example, that our understanding of value must be renegotiated to include its
extension to the abstract, spiritual or psychological — the “soul” — and that the value-form
cannot simply be understood in quantifiable, substantive terms of money being accumulated and
exchanged. Alette’s early intuition that the value-form is both a psychological and material
relation is explored throughout Book I of her epic quest, as she encounters various souls in the
underground who offer fragmented insights into the ways in which the tyrant’s system works and
some misguided tactics towards escaping it. Notley’s depiction of “the tyrant” as the
oppositional figure to the poem’s epic heroine situates the book in the lineage of Romanticist
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allegories of tyranny such as those of Blake and Shelley, therefore, as well as that of Dantean
epic; what marks Notley’s poem as belonging to the late twentieth century is its evocation of the
totalizing effects that capitalism as a social relation has had on the forms in which experience,
knowledge and relationship operate, and the consequent necessity of its complete destruction at
both a structural and a psychosocial level.
The poem primarily registers anxiety about the reaches of tyrannical capitalist
domination through the attempts by a number of women, whom Alette observes within the
subway, to secure their own autonomy from the tyrant. One “crazed woman” is described as
naked except for a shawl and refusing to accept gifts from others:
“‘Don’t want it’ ‘Please don’t’ ‘give me anything’ ‘Money, clothes…ideas’
‘What you think are’ ‘yours”’ (‘Says to me,’) ‘“It’s all made by’
‘a man’ ‘You were made by’ ‘men, made out of man-thought’ ‘All women now,
all of this here,’ ‘man-made—’ ‘Under’ ‘my shawl’ ‘I try to be, I’ ‘am’
‘another world’ ‘a woman’s world—’ ‘Why I may be’ ‘the only one’ ‘the
first one’ ‘since before’ ‘the tyrant’s history’ ‘So you must leave me
alone…”’ ‘And then she left us’ ‘unsteadily, walked away’ ‘afraid of us’
‘afraid’ ‘we would corrupt her’ ‘corrupt her world’” (14)

In another scene, the problem of autonomy from the tyrant is treated in the realm of the aesthetic,
as Alette encounters another crying woman:
[…] “She
said: ‘I’” “am a painter” “I have been trying” “to find”
“a form the tyrant” “doesn’t own—“ “something” “he doesn’t
know about” “hasn’t invented, hasn’t” “mastered” “hasn’t
made his own” “in his mind” “Not rectangular,” “not a
sculpture” “Not a thing at all—” “he owns all things,”
“doesn’t he?” “He’s invented” “all the shapes” “I’m afraid he’s”
“invented mine,” “my very own” “body’” (“she was hysterical”)
“‘Did he invent me?” […]
[….]
“He owns form,” “doesn’t he?” “The tyrant” “owns form” (25).

While Alette is still exploring and comprehending the dark underworld of the tyrant’s
domination and the extent to which it itself produces the seemingly autonomous realms of
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femininity and art, she maintains an assumption that a primitive utopia exists from which the
“first mother” (7), or primal femininity, can be retrieved. This quest is shown to be incompatible
with the contemporary world when, after much searching, Alette finally finds the first mother but
realizes that she is headless: “‘“I thought’ ‘you would be’ ‘intact here,” I said’ ‘“I thought’ /
‘there was a place’ ‘where everything was intact’ ‘& this was that place”’ (91).
This revelation is coupled with Alette’s realizations of the extent to which the Tyrant
transforms and produces every aspect of identity and everyday life. The tyrant tells Alette that
he is not “a real person” but rather “‘[has] become’ ‘reality, itself’” — laughing, he asks, “‘You
didn’t’ ‘really think’ ‘you could kill me,’ ‘just // kill me?’ ‘Kill me & change the world?’” (123).
There is a certain insistence in his repetition of his all-encompassing nature and the impossibility
of resistance that Alette finds suspicious — “‘“I told you’ ‘I told you’ ‘I am reality,” he said’
‘“No you aren’t,”’ / ‘I said fiercely,’ ‘but I wasn’t sure’” (124); the tyrant later recapitulates, “‘I
keep telling you,’ ‘I keep telling you:’ ‘all’ ‘exists in me’” (125). The tyrant also claims himself
to variously be, contain, understand and rule “Nature” (128). Despite Alette’s doubts as to the
total nature of the Tyrant’s control, his permeation of “natural” and “resistant” forces through
both psychological and financial control shows that the tactics against him cannot depend
entirely on recuperating something “outside” him, as appeals to nature and female biology have
often done in the context of feminist struggles.
Instead, the tyrant makes it clear that Alette’s identity is entirely bound up with her
socialization under his psychological and physical rule. In one scene towards the book’s end, the
tyrant shows Alette all the masks of humans that he owns, from every person, warrior, resistance
figure, and god who has ever existed: “‘He placed a golden’ ‘Buddha-mask’ / ‘on his face’
‘“Why would you want to’ ‘kill such as this?”’ ‘he said / playfully’ ‘“Such a mildness’ ‘as this?’
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‘Am I not this too?’ ‘Or,’ / for that matter,’ ‘am I not you too?’ ‘What would be’ ‘left of you?’ //
‘If you killed me?”’” (126). This interaction leaves Alette questioning any approaches to
conquering the tyrant that involve saving or defending some part of his world, concluding that
his world must instead be overthrown and the identities assigned within it abolished rather than
protected. As Alette finally remembers who she is, she has an additional revelation that the
black lake that she had previously died in temporarily “‘is all’ ‘that there is’ ‘that isn’t you, that
isn’t you’ // ‘Infinity’ isn’t you!’” (136). Death is a negativity and infinity, a break or rupture
with the tyrant’s temporality, that pushes Alette towards finally killing the tyrant and abolishing
his domination over culture and identity.
The psychosocial violence that patriarchal socialization inflicts on women is the main
focus of the early scenes in the poem, and the epic’s protagonist takes an unusually observational
role in narrating their pain, their struggles, and the varying attitudes towards overcoming
personal oppression that she witnesses. Her consciousness of how she must herself act in order
to kill the tyrant emerges only gradually and in response to empathically listening to others.
After encountering a number of women attempting to travel above ground, Alette does find an
exit herself, but, after finding that everything she encounters outside is “‘More body of’ ‘the
tyrant,’” reenters the subway underworld, ending the scene by remarking, “‘I can’t leave it’
‘ever’ ‘unless’ / ‘we all leave —’” (21). This revelation builds into an understanding that
resistance cannot successfully proceed by engaging the tyrant on his terms, and that she will
therefore not attempt to go above ground at all — that is, pursue assimilation — in order to
overcome him. The insufficiency of assimilation through accumulation of capital as a means of
liberation is shown in another conversation with a woman who says,
“I get my plastic,” “I get my money” “but they always” “turn me
back” “There’s always” “something wrong with” “my money” “Usually
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they say,” “it’s not enough” (“though” “it always is”) … (23)

Assimilation into a higher position in the class system is shown in this scene to be futile, and the
scene ends with the following dialogue between this woman and Alette: “‘“Why do you want’ /
‘so much to go there?” I asked’ ‘“Anyone does,”’ ‘she said fiercely’ // ‘I surprised myself’ ‘by
saying’ ‘with conviction,’ ‘“I don’t”’” (23). This last line, rare in its relative lack of
fragmentation — usually statements in the poem that have a quality of conviction are still broken
up over multiple lines — ends the vignette with a realization of Alette’s vehement refusal to go
above ground that is not framed causally or logically through giving context or explanation.
Eventually, the necessity of descent rather than ascent — whether in terms of assimilation,
accumulation of capital, etc — becomes explicitly articulated by a group of “spirits” that Alette
witnesses: “‘He has changed’ ‘the chemical’ ‘composition’ / ‘of everything’ ‘but spirit’ ‘but our
souls’ ‘but us—’ / ‘We’ ‘who are nature’ ‘when nothing else is,’ ‘we are all // trapped below’
‘We can only go’ ‘down’ ‘farther down—’ / ‘Down’ ‘is now the only way’ ‘to rise’ ‘Come &
wait with us’ ‘wait with us’ ‘to descend”’” (26). Revolutionary consciousness thus surfaces
through the poem and in relation to the experience of others, rather than through a priori
postulates or preconceived, rational frameworks or theoretical knowledge.
While these fragments of knowledge, including the facts of Alette’s own identity, come
to light as the story progresses, they never reach full articulation as a total understanding of the
internal mechanisms of the tyrant. In this sense, Alette differs from conventional approaches to
revolutionary liberation that center on theoretical analysis. In response to the problem of
increased alienation and fragmented knowledge in postmodernity, for example, Frederic Jameson
calls for “an aesthetic of cognitive mapping” which would seek to “endow the individual subject
with some new heightened sense of its place in the global system” (Postmodernism, or the
Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, 54). This call is not fulfilled by Notley’s hybrid epic, which
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instead invents a form that enables its protagonist to act even while it preserves the sense of
“spatial as well as social confusion” that Jameson proposes to overcome (54). Notley takes on
poetic form as a mode of exploring and validating experiential and intuitive modes of
knowledge, which also serves to reinvent a form of being and knowing that is typically devalued
and feminized.
Undermining the tyrant’s power, over the course of Alette, does occasionally involve
identifying and reframing his narratives and the capitalist values that they represent. When a
woman tells Alette about the tyrant’s death and resurrection (“‘He said he’d seen’ ‘a white
light’”), for example, Alette does not understand or explain her own intuitive response, but says
only “‘That’s when I knew that’ ‘the Light’ ‘was a lie’” (22). Overcoming the tyrant’s
ideological narratives thus occurs through the concrete, individual situations and interpersonal
relationships with which Alette is faced. The book’s frequent plays on the word “Light” to refer
to the tyrant’s brand of knowledge indicate that the tyrant has control over philosophical thought
through the inherited supremacy of Enlightenment rationalism, and Alette seems to sense, based
on the tyrant’s ownership of this mode of thought, that knowledge resistant to the tyrant must
proceed differently by developing devalued forms of knowledge based on experience, intuition,
and feeling. This form of knowledge takes the form of negation rather than affirmation of the
existent, however. As a woman whom Alette encounters towards the end of Book I tells her:
“‘“His great failure —’ ‘the tyrant’s failure —’ ‘& yours too?” she / said,’ ‘“is to think that’
‘achievement’ ‘must be evident,’ / ‘in the light —”’” (40). This woman appeals to Alette to
instead follow an ever-greater “darkness,” foreshadowing the epic’s emphasis on death and
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negativity, as well as intuition and experience, as the sources of an unarticulated knowledge that
Alette will develop as she eventually overthrows the tyrant.127
In contrast to the Enlightenment logic of the tyrant, Notley reconfigures the role of love,
suggesting that it has power as a transformative force precisely because its role in the active
destruction of the social order happens through eradicating a certain type of alienated
relationship to knowledge that Alette intuitively acts against throughout the poem. In her later
poem The Pines, Notley is clear that love is transformative insofar as it limits our ability to
understand events in the usual terms of rational causality:
I am losing my because. In the pines.
In chance, in fortune, in luck, there is no because.
Once I had, and now I don’t.
In love there is no because. (29)

Notley elaborates, in the same poem: “If she loves me it isn’t because of the intention of the
organism. It is because of the love, if you are in it you know. Then at that time that’s what you
know. Then in that time you don’t have to know. That’s why I’m not telling a story” (In the
Pines 5). Love, therefore, is not a teleological, linear force whose causes and trajectory are to be
rationally explicated. Love instead serves in The Descent of Alette as a figure for the broader
forces of experiential knowledge and devalued, femininized qualities that Notley marshals as key
features in the abolition of the tyrant’s world.
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Lara Glenum argues that Alette’s quotation marks are used to signal the provisional quality of the terminology
that the book uses in a world in which terminology is designed by patriarchy: “The quotation marks also impart a
tentative quality to the language as though, having at her disposal only the linguistic relics of a patriarchal
hegemony, the language Alette uses is entirely provisional. Notley also frequently isolates a single word —
‘achievement,’ ‘order’ or ‘enlightenment’ — in such a way that the quotation marks cast a spurious light on the
authoritarian claims that a given word attempts to make for itself. In a related manner, the quotation marks are at
times used euphemistically, disclosing language’s tendency, similar to that of dreams, to hide things even as it is
disclosing them, particularly when it comes to the signification of sexuality and gender” (“The Performance of
Crisis”). That is, Alette does not aim to create an alternative epistemological framework, but simply finds ways of
disrupting and provisionally using aspects of identity and knowledge that are conditioned and assigned in its
contemporary patriarchal context.
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The protagonist’s intuitions about the expansion of capital develop alongside her growing
sense of the ways in which mechanized linear time, one of the deep structures of capitalist value,
mediates the basic features of individual experience. This determination of temporality by
capitalist patriarchal interests is brought up as early as the second page of the narrative, as Alette
becomes aware of her psychological immersion in the tyrant’s mind:
[…] “Gradually
what was seen” “became what I saw,” “to me” “Despair & outrage”
became mine too” “Sorrow” “became mine—” “To ride a” “mechanical”
“contrivance” “in the darkness” “To be steeped in” “the authority”
“of” “another’s mind” “the tyrant’s mind” “Life of bits & pieces”
“cars & scenes” “disconnected” “little dreams” “False continuum”
“mechanical time:” “What do we miss?” “What do we miss?” “Was there
once” “something else?” (4)

As in the formation of capitalist value, the tyrant’s world system depends on the subordination of
sensual experience as well as physical labor to standardized conceptions of time as mechanized
linear units disconnected from the individual. This specifically capitalist relationship to
temporality in turn reinforces the kind of individualism and standardization of experience that
Alette sets itself against. Having recognized the incommensurability of this “mechanical time”
with her own mental life, Alette immediately begins to consider the possibility of recovering a
lost alternative — “‘Was there / once’ ‘something else?’”. Because of capitalism’s dependence
on and perpetuation of the experiential boundaries of temporality, however, resistance cannot
proceed solely by recovering something that has been lost, nor by projecting a utopian horizon
for a future without capitalism, neither of which successfully subvert the deep temporal structure
on which the reproduction of capital depends. Instead, resistance must itself take on the basic
mechanisms of temporality and expose and disrupt them. As Endnotes writes, “Capitalist selfperpetuation presents itself as an eternalization: it appears infinite, without a beyond. Since this
relation projects itself into an infinite future, revolutionary theory necessarily concerns itself with
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rupture, with an interruption in the very temporality of the relation” (“Crisis in the Class
Relation,” 34). This is what Notley will set out to do through the mechanisms of poetic form. In
the penultimate vignette of the poem, Notley shows the streets filling up with people who have
sensed that the tyrant had been killed: “‘“What we can have now,”’ ‘a woman said,’ ‘“is infinity’
‘in our lives’ // ‘moment by moment,’ ‘any moment’ ‘He no longer lies’ ‘between us & I”’”
(147). Crucial to the collective liberation that the poem depicts, therefore, is the abolition of
alienation between individual and collective that what I am calling capitalist temporality
mediates and preserves.
Alette’s protagonist experiences the tyrant’s subsumption of the individual psyche
primarily through temporality’s mechanized and alienated relation to the individual. Alette
describes temporal organization as a formal structure that is imposed on what could be an
organic, creative form of self-expression. The formal or structural nature of the tyrant’s
psychological domination is described in one scene early on in the poem:
“He sank down” “into my head” “into my thoughts,”
“which instantly” “separated” “assumed a terrifying” “strict
order” “unfamiliar to me” “Each felt distinct” “from each,”
“arranged” “in a progression” “My head” “contained an
army” “of separate” “same-shape thoughts” “Soldiers”
“soldiers marching” “Never touching each” “other” “It wasn’t
“wasn’t” “like a mind” “No thought felt true” “Thoughts felt
efficient” (12)

Alette’s depiction of the tyrant’s mind trying to “encase” her emphasizes the falsity of the
mechanical, causal, linear qualities of this mental form. Alette’s observation that “It wasn’t like
a mind,” though, is complicated by enjambment, a stanza break, and the stutter of repetition,
preventing it from being a complete descriptive claim and suggesting that this counter-claim
against the tyrant’s picture of the mind is itself being made through different logical means.
Commenting elsewhere on the larger implications of Alette’s critique of patriarchy, Notley
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observes, “the Tyrant’s subjugation is more than a subjugation of women: it’s a control of the
forms of most people’s lives, of everything except death and the more profound reaches of
spirituality” (Coming After: Essays on Poetry, 177). The tyrant must therefore also be fought on
the terrain of the psychological and mental.128
The rest of the book makes clear that Alette has not found an “outside” to the tyrant from
which to oppose him, but is instead affirming the potential of a spiritual or psychological
dissociation from patriarchal consciousness in order to overcome it. This dissociation is
something of which women’s social experience of oppression arguably equips them to be more
capable, which is not the same as the claim that feminine consciousness is an inherently
autonomous antagonist to patriarchy. In addition, unlike many conventional forms of feminism,
Notley resists embracing any form of predetermined agenda or set of principles that purport to
lead towards liberation. Breaking with patriarchal capitalist state domination must instead
involve entering a different “form of being” that involves a consistently negative relation to
power in all forms. In “The Poetics of Disobedience,” Notley writes:
I discovered I couldn’t go along, with the government or governments, with radicals and certainly not with
conservatives or centrists, with radical poetics and certainly not with other poetics, with other women’s
feminisms, with any fucking thing at all; belonging to any of it was not only an infringement on my liberty
but a veil over clear thinking.
It’s necessary to maintain a state of disobedience against…everything (91).

In an interview with Jennifer Dick, Notley states more specifically that her poetry is opposed to
all forms of organization, including “organized feminism.” The Descent of Alette “was for me an
immense act of rebellion against dominant social forces, against the fragmented forms of modern
poetry, against the way a poem was supposed to look according to both past and contemporary
practice” (91). Within the context of Alette, the nature of this resistance is never given a logical
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Benjamin Friedlander also notes Notley’s emphasis on moving beyond the material, grouping her with Rich
against Language poets who remained concentrated on a more conventional material analysis of capital. Similarly,
he argues, Robertson is an inheritor of Heijinian, whom he acknowledges as emphasizing the domain of the
psychological rather than solely the sociopolitical (“A Short History of Language Poetry,” 136, 130).
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rationale; it is instead identified by Alette through a series of experiences and intuitive moments
of disobedience that clarify her own sense of purpose and identity to herself, as with a chance
encounter with a man whom she meets inside a snake in Book II: “‘He grinned at me’ ‘“Now
worship me,’ / ‘I am a great man!”’ ‘“Sorry,” I said,’ ‘“I can’t worship’ ‘anything”’” (52).
At the same time as its protagonist’s disobedience to authority becomes clearer and
psychologically more ingrained, Alette renegotiates love and care as transformative forces in an
antagonistic struggle for gender abolition, rather than attempting to recuperate positive qualities
of a lost gender identity to be affirmed over and against patriarchy. One scene interestingly
explores this redefinition of what “love” entails in terms of the concrete and the metaphorical,
pushing Alette to consider the distinction between the terrain of political action and that of poetic
exploration. On the subway, an unknown man kills himself in front of Alette, and she is deeply
disturbed by the fact that his blood spills onto her and no one else. Her ruminations in the
moments immediately following quickly escalate, as though she had some prior emotional
relationship to him, although this is neither explained nor contextualized:
“ . . . ‘It’s as if I killed him,”
“I said” “Will I always” “feel guilty?’” “‘It’s not your fault,’ someone
said” “Then voices” “surrounded me” “with comfort” “caressing shadows:”
“‘You didn’t do it’” “‘As if,” “I said,” “‘I didn’t love him” “enough’”
“They were somber” “for a moment” “Then one man said—“ “in jeans” “& a
handkerchief” “tied round his head,” “brown-skinned—“ “said, ‘The key”
”isn’t always” “the word ‘love’” “the key is literal” “A key’” “He held
a key in” “his hand” “then put it back into “ “his pocket” “Literal
key” “literal blood” “‘What is” “literal love?’” “I asked him” “‘It is
this,’” “he said” “He took a pen knife” “from his pocket” “a small knife
but sharp” “‘Hold very still’” “He made a cut on—“ “‘Hold still’” “He
cut my chest,” “above the breast” “a small incision & “ “it bled” “down my
blouse” “‘Only your own blood” “is on you now” “is on you now,’”
“he said” “‘It washes” “his away’” (35)

The bystander’s comments at the end of this passage point out a problem with the abstract
metaphoricity of Alette’s “as-if” statements and the conception of love on which they are
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premised, which maintain the alienated relation between herself and the man whose blood is on
her. The bystander’s response (“‘The key’ / ‘isn’t always’ ‘the word “love”’ ‘the key is literal’
‘A key”’” / ‘He held’ ‘a key in’ ‘his hand’”) progressively undermines this logic as he speaks,
initially using the word “key” figuratively, then as the object of a definition, and finally showing
a real key to Alette. “Literal love,” moreover, becomes an action that can only be referred to
linguistically through the deictic “this” — it is only by Alette taking physical action, i.e. risking
her life and shedding her own blood, that she can express love and eradicate “guilt,” not through
words or even feelings alone. Love here is reconfigured as a non-abstract impetus for negativity,
social war, and destruction rather than affirmation of the social order and its attendant existential
disasters. Love is reimagined as a form of disobedience to structural social relations, that is, one
that must be actively antagonistic in order to be effective.
In addition to cultivating general psychological divestment from patriarchal forms of
relation, then, Alette marshals other aspects of human socialization as tactical advantages, rather
than as autonomous outsides to capital. As in the case of love and transformative emotional
labor, these tend to be specifically feminine-coded traits and values. While these values often
involve an appeal to the natural as opposed to the constructed and forcefully imposed values of
the tyrant, Alette also tends to question the tyrant’s constructed values, amalgamating the natural
and the social rather than appealing to nature as something untouched by capitalism. The poem’s
questioning of the separation between man and animal is one such example of the ways in which
this separation is questioned, disrupted, and ultimately marshaled as an integral source for
Alette’s quest for liberation. The text’s engagement with Alette’s animality questions the longheld philosophical view that the subject’s autonomy is achieved through distancing himself from
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nature is undermined by the poem.129 This distinction between human and animal is affirmed in
the beginning of the poem — for example, in an overheard argument about a “cat-mother” that
ends ominously, “‘I don’t believe you, said the / second voice,’ ‘She’s an animal’” (9). By the
end of Book I, however, the protagonist has been told that the way to kill the tyrant is through
her innate animality: “‘“You / are an animal,” said the owl,’ ‘“an animal’ ‘as I am’ ‘Act like / an
animal’ ‘when you kill him”’” (34). Alette ultimately succeeds in overcoming the tyrant only by
becoming an owl at the same time as she preserves her specificity as a human woman (“‘in
myself:’ ‘my owl self’ ‘had to do this’ ‘But I thought’ ‘my / woman’s body’ ‘had factually’ to do
this’” [143]). The tyrant, as Notley points out in “The ‘Feminine’ Epic,” is a figure for this
falsifying abstraction from the natural: “the Tyrant isn’t alive, he’s everything that isn’t natural
being. So Alette can kill him” (178). She goes on to note that “Alette’s father has died and
become ‘natural,’ an owl, and so is able to show her how to be powerful enough, from Nature, to
overcome the Tyrant. You kill him with Nature, since he isn’t natural” (178).130 While Notley
appeals here to a conception of Nature that is external to the tyrant, her actual writing of Alette’s
liberation from the tyrant describes an amalgamation of animality and human femininity that
subverts the tyrant’s dependence on a conception of nature as autonomous and separate from the
social order.
As we have seen, Notley’s deployment of a feminine protagonist differs significantly
from traditional epic narratives in which the hero is fully conscious of his identity and the nature
of his quest, and sets about to accomplish it as the main actor of the text. Alette’s knowledge
and sense of self develops instead almost entirely through relationship with and response to the
129
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people whom she encounters in the subway, i.e. through empathy and sensuous experience.
Collective knowledge and experience is expanded upon as a transformative force in Book II of
the epic, in which Alette journeys down to the psychic underworld, where she “lose[s] form”
(41) and becomes temporarily one with her companions as they travel through a “middle psyche”
that they all have in common (47). Through her coexistence with her fellow travelers in the
psychic underworld in Book II, Alette becomes more capable of questioning the false
experiential limits of temporality under capitalist domination, drawing a correlation between
rationalistic temporal conditioning and false individualism. As she enters one of the psyche’s
caverns, she is divided into three separate persons, and turns to confronts the “professorial” man
watching her:
“‘Why are there three of me” “in here?’ I—we—asked him,” “our voices
separate,” “out of sync” “‘You are your” “Past, Present,” “& Future,’
he said” “‘You divide into” “those components” “in this room’”
“‘But I do not have” “components!’” “our three voices said,” “‘My
secret name—“ “Time’s secret name—” “is Oneness,” “is One Thing’”
“As I—the one” “in the middle—spoke,” “the one of us in front—“
“who was the Past—” “had already” “finished speaking” “& was awaiting”
“his reply” “He said,” “‘Don’t we seem” “to experience” “things
somewhat this way?” “There is past, present” “& future’” “The Future
then cried out,” “‘Where is my life?” “Where is my life?” “You have
stolen” “my life!’” “There was a silence” “The man” “reached out &”
“pressed a button” “on the cave wall—“ “we three united” “into
one again” […] (60)

Notley shows through poetic language the merger of individual and collective identity and the
eradication of alienated temporality that is necessary in order to take action successfully against
the tyrant, which also involves destroying the value form and the temporal restrictions that it
perpetuates and depends upon. With regard to pronouns, for example, the stereotypically
individualist lyric “I” is deliberately morphed into a collective agent. Notley writes: “The ‘I’ of
Alette is explicitly a plural for the entire second book. Alette incorporates the personas of all the
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people in the subway into her own, becoming a blur of corporeal entities, which then leave her at
the beginning of the third book. It is only as a one-person ‘I’ that stands for ‘we’ that she can
take on the knowledge offered in the caves” (Baker, “A Conversation with Alice Notley”).
Within the literary time and space of the poem, Notley successfully complicates the
distinction between the individual and collective by playing on the temporal and spatial qualities
of the conventional lyric and epic approaches to narrative and subjectivity. The epic and lyric
forms are traditionally associated with different varieties of knowledge; more specifically, they
tend to express very different relationships between the subject and world. Since the early
nineteenth century, lyric has been valorized for its capacity to achieve limited autonomy from
society — a view that Adorno has perhaps most famously encouraged — while the epic is
usually seen as involving the protagonist’s immersion in objective reality and is traditionally
associated with nationalism.131 Notley instead alters the epic to take into account the fragmented
reality of modernity and the subject’s heightened alienation from her socioeconomic
surroundings. Page duBois addresses this coexistence of both epic and lyric characteristics in
Alette by describing the poem as “an epic with an urgent teleological drive, a paradoxically lyric
focus on stopped time, and an intense imagism” (“An Especially Peculiar Undertaking,” 89).
The poem’s generic hybridity thus experiments with the temporal structures that mediate the
relationship between individual and collective that Alette sets out to reimagine.
The poem fragments linear time by amalgamating the individual “I” of lyric poetry and
the collective consciousness of the epic tradition on a number of levels of the poem’s structure.
The epic narrative is itself divided into poems on separate pages whose relationships to one
another are slightly discontinuous. New pages frequently start in media res even as they
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Poetry and Society.”
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continue to refer to the events and location described on the previous page. In one instance, one
page’s poem describes an encounter between the protagonist and a man who proposes that they
find their fathers, ending, “‘He abruptly’ ‘left the car’ / ‘Disappeared’ ‘disappeared’”; the
following page jumps to a different, yet related perspective, beginning: “‘We couldn’t find’ ‘our
fathers—’ ‘there were several’ ‘of us’ / ‘We were walking through subway cars’ ‘looking’ ‘for
our fathers’” (8). The book-long epic narrative is thus comprised of amalgamated lyric poems,
exploring temporality as a non-linear, non-causal force. Notley also states that the narrative
progression of the individual poems is not intended to be linear: “With regard to seriality,
tableaux are not necessarily experienced as serial and connective. In The Descent of Alette, the
caves don’t make a linear story together, they may be parts of something but they aren’t all of
them. Their order isn’t terribly important” (Keelan, “Interview with Alice Notley,” 234). While
the poem proceeds, to a certain extent, as a continuous narrative, this narrative is itself articulated
through a kind of dream logic.132
The book’s quotation marks around what Notley calls “metric feet” are interventions into
standard metric time that distort the book’s generic status from being strictly categorized as epic
or lyric. These quotation marks fragment the traditionally unified, objective consciousness of the
epic “I,” meaning that the epic tendency towards immersion in and identification with the
narrative is disrupted; at the same time, these breaks question the strict distinction between the
individual and the social world that has come to characterize lyric poetry. Reminiscent of
Notley’s assertion that love disrupts rational causality, the quotation marks form a relationship to
rhythm that disrupts its teleological basis and reconfigures the reader’s relationship to the
temporal present and the future. Notley refers to this in an interview as “the notion of
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simultaneous time,” as opposed to “linear time” (Erskine, “Unique and Compressed”). There is
therefore no meter in the poem, but there is rhythm; that is, there is no ideal pattern to which the
poem’s actual rhythm attempts to correspond. The poem’s rhythmic units do not correspond to a
classical poetic meter; they cannot be divided into fixed, delineated units, or complete thoughts.
The ubiquitous quotation marks also compel the reader to take into account the rhythm and
sound patterns of the poem, which contribute to a sense of poetic “voice,” as Notley points out in
her author’s note. While it is possible for the quotation marks to be understood as a postmodern
pastiche registering the inauthenticity of experience and the constructedness identity and
knowledge, Notley’s note seems to position them as disrupting dominant linguistic patterns to
highlight the feminine experience and increasingly oppositional standpoint of the book’s speaker.
The quotation marks foreground the materiality of language and the experience of reading the
poem, imparting a sense of lyric poetry in addition to epic narrative while also emphasizing the
experiential aspects of knowledge. The quotations contribute to “lyricizing” the poem through
fragmentation of the narrative, creating momentary pauses and disruptions in the reader’s basic
experience of reading the poem. Lyric, in this sense, is not exactly negativity in the somewhat
abstract way that Adorno had conceived it — achieving a partial and ephemeral autonomy
through a moment of refusal — but has a more concrete capacity to create partial ruptures in the
fabric of linear temporality.133
On the other hand, the poem’s insistence on marshaling real, concrete action against
symbolism and ideology remains itself contained in a literary text, the action it implicitly
advocates happening primarily on the level of the symbolic. Thus, while Notley explains that
she was able to stage Alette’s fight with the tyrant because “he is a construct, a symbol; she
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isn’t” (Baker, “Conversation”), much of the book, beginning with the very idea of an epic quest
to destroy patriarchal tyranny, toys with an amplified linguistic idealism. In Book III, for
example, it emerges that Alette has the power to turn objects from the symbolic into the real,
generating a real axe from the power of her own imagination (92). Unlike the Language poets,
however, who made strong claims about the power of experimental poetic disruption to make
changes at the level of the superstructure, Notley’s claims for poetic agency are more modest and
have to do with exploring transformation at the level of the sensuous and experiential. She notes
in “The Poetics of Disobedience”:
Like many writers I feel ambivalent about words, I know they don’t work, I know they aren’t it. I don’t in
the least feel that everything is language. I have a sense that there has been language from the beginning,
that it isn’t fundamentally an invention. These are contradictory positions but positions are just words. I
don’t believe that the best poems are just words, I think they’re the same as reality; I tend to think reality is
poetry, and that that isn’t words (94).

Here Notley evokes a lingering attachment to linguistic idealism can be traced back to the
relative optimism of the 1960s’ cultural resistance as well as the 1980s’ strong emphasis on
experimental poetics as a means of radical change, which, in the context of the atmosphere of the
1990s, is perhaps an attempt to escape more generally held feelings of being “helpless with
regard to what goes on in the world” (Dick, “Interview”).134 On the other hand, Notley’s epic
poetry makes important contributions to understanding how the mechanisms of patriarchal
capitalism work at the level of the mental, or the ideal — a level of political exploration to which
poetry is particularly suited.
Elsewhere, Notley describes poetry as a fundamental aspect of life and experience,
expanding its influence from simply the realm of the intellectual or psychological to encompass
our bodily relationship to the world. Her description of this relationship suggests that poetry is a
name for the vehicle through which experiential knowledge comes to be articulated:
134
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Then what is a poem? The poems are everywhere, we walk among them — an infinitude of them
occupying the same boundariless space — what are they? Our knowings of what is: born to know we are
each being, born to be aware in the heart of being, we gently define shapes of being, in words, which are
free of dimensions, free of cause and effect, free, but when they’re completely free, formless, senseless,
also useless and meaningless — why bother? Poems are part of our being alive, to realize them, to say
them, is completely natural to being alive: to say what we’ve done, how we feel, what we know, in such a
way that the poems we say are as much like the poems we walk among as possible (Coming After 168).

In attempting to define “a poem,” Notley refuses to think of poetry as a distinct object,
suggesting that poetry is instead akin to the structure of subjective experience. Poetry, she
suggests, is not knowledge but rather “knowing”: it is the act of constructing the sense, form, and
ideas of knowledge, elements of knowledge that are not originally separable from one another.
The same rationale seems to apply to Notley’s creation of a subterranean, dream-like atmosphere
for her own epic poem, which poetically disrupts the linear temporality of capitalist value:
Dream is the ocean into which all twentieth century forms are being dumped…The final dissolution &
rebirth [of Western forms and culture] is taking place in darkness: & what will be born probably hasn’t
been seen yet, because no one has walked into the dark & stayed awhile. To break & recombine language
is nothing. To break and recombine reality, as dream always does do, might be something (qtd McCabe,
279).

For Notley, poetic language is not simply understood as a specific form of opposition to the
temporality of capital, but as having the capacity to reconfigure the terms in which linear
temporality is accepted as the logic that governs socioeconomic culture and nature. More than
simply posing a critique of patriarchal conceptions of experience, therefore, Notley’s poem itself
actively attempts to reconfigure experience through its amalgamation of conventional forms of
subjectivity in both the epic and lyric traditions.
__________________________
Lisa Robertson’s Debbie: An Epic similarly explores the post-Language terrain of the
politics of poetic form and the failures of resistance to global capitalism and patriarchal
domination. Like Notley’s Alette, Debbie draws on conceptions of love, pleasure, and femininecoded labor to form a poetic force towards the abolition of structural socioeconomic relations,
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rather than affirming feminine consciousness as an external force to be affirmed within and
rescued from capitalist domination. While both poets respond to the constructedness of
patriarchal and capitalist social organization, Robertson is also highly suspicious of the
veneration of the natural as something outside the social, and her writing instead takes up
feminine-coded traits such as artifice, frivolity, surface, and ornamentation that are already coded
as unproductive according to the interests of capital. Robertson’s treatment of surface is highly
complex, resonating with the generic hybridity of Notley’s text that freezes its epic narrative into
intensive moments of lyric presence; Debbie experiments with disrupting the teleology of
capitalist temporality and creating a kind of infinite present. Textual surface, for Robertson, is
an infinite plenitude in which both political action and its utopian horizon are situated.
In her later book The Weather, Robertson writes: “It is too late to be simple” (76).
Robertson’s adaptation of the pastoral genre, beginning with her 1993 XEclogue and extending
to the pastoral mode of The Weather (2001) and R’s Boat (2010), explores the ways in which
poetic hybridity negotiates the imbuedness of the natural with the social in over the era of
financialization and globalization. The pastoral genre itself is fraught with exactly the kinds of
idealizations and romanticization of nature as an outside to the social order that Robertson calls
into question in her adaptations of the genre.135 The earliest instances of the genre include
Virgil’s Eclogues in the third century BC, which used conventional figures of country life and its
inhabitants to portray actual people in Virgil’s sophisticated social circle. The eclogue was never
properly intended to describe the natural world itself, that is, but rather constituted an attempt at
135
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social critique that instrumentalized those seen as backwards outsiders.136 The pastoral more
broadly is a genre that deploys an idealization of nature for the purposes of social commentary,
and is notable for its artificiality, since the linguistic and conversational modes of the shepherds’
dialogues with one another tend to clearly project behavioral patterns of court life, rather than
authentically conveying country norms.
Robertson’s XEclogue sets a clear precedent for Debbie insofar as it articulates the need
to find a “genre” to deal with the historical and ongoing effects of patriarchal capitalist society,
one that will no longer attribute liberatory qualities to a falsified conception of the natural world.
Robertson writes in Eclogue 3: “I celebrate the death of method: the flirting woods call it, the
glittering rocks call it — utopia is dead.”137 This statement encapsulates the attitude towards the
natural and the social that Debbie will later encompass, qualifying natural entities with artificial
attributes (“flirting woods,” “glittering rocks”) in order to demonstrably discontinue the
separation of method from object, or of utopian possibilities from their capitalist context. In
“How Pastoral,” the introduction to the book, Robertson makes clear that the eclogues will
question the falsifications around the figure of “Liberty,” showcase her attempts to track her
“ancestress,” and make clear the obsolescence of “Nature” as a liberatory category, as Robertson
speaks of her attempts to “pry loose Liberty from an impacted marriage with the soil” and of her
quest for “a genre to gloss my ancestress’ complicity with a socially expedient code; to invade
my own illusions of historical innocence” (XE “How Pastoral: A Prologue”). In this regard,
Robertson follows in the lineage of a number of modernist and postmodernist feminist authors by
emphasizing the ways in which the purportedly natural is imbued with the social, a lineage she
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acknowledges in quoting Stein’s “Nature is not natural and that is natural enough” as the
epigraph to XEclogue.138
By reappropriating generic conventions that are generally associated with venerating
nature as something external to the social, Robertson also highlights the capacity of the lyric,
epic and eclogue to register the material reaches of global capitalism and patriarchal social
organization. Noting that these forms of socialization structure the very soul of the individual as
well as economic structures, her poetry seeks to create ruptures, non-productive excrescences,
and exposures of the contradictions of capitalist patriarchy rather than pursuing an idealized view
of nature as something autonomous from its social surroundings. Robertson explains in Seven
Walks from the Office for Soft Architecture: “I too want an architecture, a poetry, that is both
delusional and critical, a ludic zone, precisely because I cannot conceive of a site as innocent.
Every site is a form of governance, command.” The word “complicity” is one of the most
frequently repeated terms in Debbie: An Epic (li. 277, 281, 341, 541), announcing itself from the
first page as a problem in which the poem, and its interrogation of the political capacities of love
and other interpersonal forms of emotionality, is situated (“now complicity / resists trusting
something”139). One interlude midway through the poem features a page decorated solely with
an Adorno quotation: “I did not yet admit to myself the complicity that enfolds all those who, in
face of unspeakable collective events, speak of individual matters at all.” This notion of
complicity ranges from acknowledging the individual’s situatedness in collective events, then, as
well as one’s situatedness in a particular location. Robertson is explicitly wary of the poetics of
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place precisely because of what she sees as a general historical tendency for it to ignore its social
history, and thus to repeat and reinstate its territorialization: “I deplore the enclosure staked out
by a poetics of ‘place’ in which the field of ‘man’s’ discrete ontological geography stands as a
willful displacement, an emptying out of a specifically peopled history” (Office 25).140
Robertson’s poetics, from XEclogue onwards, seeks to expose the contradictions within such
idealizations of the autonomous natural world, and to negate the socially constructed ideals of
both nature and the social in the process of abolishing the capitalist patriarchal system of
relations that has constructed them.
XEclogue also anticipates Debbie’s emphasis on gender and identity abolition, using
language as a site to explore the extent to which identities are wholly permeated by capitalist and
gendered social norms. At one point, Robertson notes, “To be raised as a girl was a language, a
system of dreaming fake dreams” (“Eclogue Six: Nostalgia”). The speaker of this eclogue goes
on,
Nancy, it’s obvious I’ve been hurling myself at the past in a language that, plantlike, anticipates its own
destruction. Yet my negation caresses. Think of it as your tableau. Grievously, that old saying seems true –
“We cannot express what we already believe.” Having the impression of living in the present, I’ve
stumbled upon my ludicrous craving. But you don’t need to shout society out the bus window. The starlets,
the horses, the girl with the abstract thighs, Iron and Pearl, the Roaring Boys, Queen Beauty, my rosewood
doll: from a quality of unreality, these have made a quorum for my hopes. (“Eclogue Six: Nostalgia”)

Throughout the course of her work, Robertson insists on the intrinsically contaminated nature of
language that speaks out against patriarchy. At one point in The Men: A Lyric Book (2006), she
equates “men”, or patriarchal domination more generally, with language:
What we refer to as men is any
Communication we begin to perpetrate
A priori for this man the men
Want less and no less than the
Holding and thus a spree
Of men.” (10-11)
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Rather than lingering on the permeation of poetic strategies by the forces to which they attempt
to oppose themselves, though, Robertson embraces poetic language as a form of negating the
status quo. This coheres with the latter part of the above passage from XEclogue, when rather
than speaking of “society” in abstract terms, she intimates a preference for inventing concrete yet
unreal figures to serve as “hopes” for the future in the midst of society’s realities. While
Western poetry has frequently instrumentalized the exploration and veneration of nature as a
symbolic antidote to the social, then, Robertson will dismiss what is already a false separation
between the natural and the social and marshal these poetic genres to construct an antagonistic
force against capitalist society from within it.
Robertson’s illustrations of the world in terms of patriarchal property relations in The
Men are an extension of her analogous emphasis in XEclogue on the inability to divorce some
ideal of “nature” from its human conditioning. This includes the nature of the passions and the
realm of feeling, typically associated with the feminine, since any attachment to men is also a
mediation by men:
From sweet mercy each man makes deft wounds makes
women and disquietude and something from what
I am. What is it to open upwards towards the men
hospitably to make something factless from the spurious
craving for men from most delicate improbable men
from amourous spiritual men from the education of the
emotions of men devotedly from which I cannot remain
indifferent as men. (12)

Similarly, any address is on some level an address to men, and Robertson apostrophizes “men”
in this text to an extent that often showcases this reality’s absurdist yet poignant quality: “Men,
I’m sad I must die. / These are beautiful shores” (12). On the other hand, some of the poem
seems aimed at carving out something that would be the feminine speaker’s own. Similarly to
Debbie’s techniques of deploying conventional authorial power, The Men ends with Robertson
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anaphorically establishing the speaker’s presence as a valid authority, speaking with a power of
discernment that comes directly from “desire” and “ornament”:
And this is my first true speech
And this with a decorous amplitude
And this in the middle of my life, the
Streets silent and the night all covered in questions
And this desire which discerns
Is my desire
And this ornament
Is my ornament (65)

The Men ends, then, by embracing ornamentation as a kind of speech that has a liberatory force.
The poem’s ending confirms this potential for recuperating the genre of lyric as an antipatriarchal force, as its last page concludes with a parenthetical metastatement about the poem’s
origins and the poet’s aim (“In Vancouver as the dark winter tapered into spring / I undertook to
sing / My life my body these words / The men from a perspective” [69]), ventriloquizing the epic
tradition of invocation.
Robertson’s adaptation of the epic genre is exemplified by Debbie: An Epic, in which she
explores the ways in which capitalist structures have transformed the terrain of the epic project at
the turn of the twenty-first century. Robertson approaches the epic, however, by stripping it
entirely of its narrative qualities and even of subject matter altogether, highlighting and
perverting instead various epic conventions of address, invocation and exploration through
appeals to the reader, divine invocations, and adventures in the lush materiality of its language.
The inside cover of the book features what appears to be a brief statement of guidance about how
to approach the text: “imagine that an explorer arrives is aroused by an unreadable question acts
in undreamed-of bilingual event. clear away the rubbish. the visible remains. Good luck!”.141
The book itself is separated into distinct poems, which are at times relatively legible as separate
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lyrics, but often take on different forms, colors, and font sizes; single poems sometimes stretch
across two pages. The writing itself is so grammatically and rhetorically decorative and
idiosyncratic that subject matter or plot is difficult to discern. As I discuss later, there does
occasionally appear to be a subject of the poem — Debbie — but she is only described as “moot
person in moot place.” Robertson’s approach to the epic poem, then, is predicated on the
ambiguity of identity and the instability and excess of poetic narrative, and the book instead
proliferates with visual and rhetorical ornamentation that appears to both parody and strive to
replicate certain features of both epic and lyric poetry.
Playing on the epithetic tradition in epic poetry in which natural phenomena are encoded
with humanized metaphors — as in Homer’s “rosy-fingered dawn,” “wine-dark sea” —
Robertson embeds all description in Debbie, including that of the natural and the feminine, in the
language of capital.142 The passage “The Descent” early on in the poem describes a particular
urban landscape through both its remaining natural qualities and its imbrication in capitalist
mentalities:
As in the parti-gendered streets amid
opacity the morning and how
remarkably as the grey woods pull their
fold cupidity [….]
through dark rote through diversities of greed
[….] as dull
press of the heart’s grand distance and the
indispensable ornament which is
tenderness through choral pronoun woven
from perpetual braids of flesh to long
simple ubiquitous chorus in
the soul named “not my dark hour!” – blurred
motion of slow ships the brown funneling
smoke on lurid water: all these burn
in language so directly – like “I
am the sophist who suddenly…”
it was then that the ruddy earth ex
haled so beautifully mimesis
142
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(li. 197-222)

This passage encapsulates a number of important thematic concerns of the whole poem —
natural landscape, the heart, “the indispensible ornament which is / tenderness,” and the
linguistic embeddedness of all these — while itself connecting these thematic concerns through
language. As we will see more clearly elsewhere in the poem, Robertson demonstrates the
imbrication of nature with the social by embedding her imagery in descriptors that highlight the
constructedness of the natural. Robertson additionally speaks to the simultaneous entanglement
of her human identity with the natural as well as with manufactured gender: “I believe I am
never free of / those beautiful woods – they excite / me powerfully as does the ultra / clear
manufacture of girlhood” (li. 289-292).
It is specifically language associated with the capitalist value-form, though, that seems to
anchor many of these entangled sources of identity and idealization.143 From early on, the
poem’s basic descriptions use economic metaphor to show the imbrication of all aspects of life
with the logic of exchange value (“coin dictions” [li. 120], “My city / minting history” [li. 1223]). The unusual Latinate, esoteric and often obsolete or technical vernacular that Robertson
develops also draws attention to the peculiarities of forms of relation such as love in a time of
capitalist exchange:
…I will do lovely things in taxis
and count myself among the lucky, I will
comb the pale hair of boys with muttering
hands wanting only the satiate fact
143
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once you separate the subject from identity, it opens the subject to collective dynamics. I think many of the
institutions that have shaped our current conceptions of the subject — the family, understood as an institution; the
Church; the education system; the banking system – what all of those institutions shape is the subject as identity, as
seamless, as a fixed point that can be maintained on a taxonomic grid. Our institutions are interested in insisting that
the subject is in need of identity, but if you look at the subject from the point of view of mobility, and the point of
view of discourse, and the point of view of ethics, the subject opens as being one of the most exciting political
terrains. There is no language without the subject, but thankfully, there is language without identity” (Prismatic
Publics, 379-380).
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of that silk, I will discuss perfidy
with scholars as if spurning kisses, I
will sip the marble marrow of empire.
I want sugar
but I shall never wear shame
and if you call that sophistry
then what is Love
(li. 143-153)

The passage rhetorically aligns Love with sophistry, luxury, and frivolity from a speaker whose
identity as “lucky” is “counted” (144), while suggesting that the subsumption of life by the
artificial and luxurious values of the ruling class has made it impossible to distinguish modern
love from a kind of sophistry. Later, the last poem of Episode One, “As If the World’s a
Punctured Chit,” expands upon the open question “then what is Love”144 to juxtapose the modern
dystopia of “natural” landscape with the persistent utopian desire for love:
[…] Our bodies pose in analogy’s
glitter where the big romantic rivers
are anthems not rivers and their bridges
are log bridges dripping creosote
into silt. The bridge and the river are
not landscape – nor is this forest with its
archival plenitude and entanglement.
The clerical earth just exudes itself.
– and the carved ruckus of milky bark
spells a long diary of placation
repeating ad infinitum We want
to Love. We want to Love.
Or the heart’s cheap
diphthong snaps. Black ink trickles through my arms
and it has written landscapes. The trees still
pose embittered questions. Do
bright thrones yield civil shade? Some day I shall
laugh at even this obedience, wake
in the middling shade of the library
wander freely, calling out a name I hope
(li. 312-330)

Qualifying her descriptions of the landscape with social terms (“clerical earth”), here Robertson
is relatively explicit in alleging that socialized descriptions of the natural are not natural, and that
we cannot continue to conceive of our natural surroundings as a romanticized other to ourselves

144

The poem’s question “what is love” is repeated later in line 502.
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— “The bridge and the river are not landscape” (li. 316-7). Rather, the earth exceeds any value
it can be accorded by and for humans — “exudes itself” (li. 319). Similarly, human bodies are
described as enmeshed in the social: “Our bodies” can only be situated and perform within the
logical and linguistic terrain of analogy; the rivers are anthems — a particularly rhythmic and
sonorous form of language — rather than simply rivers; and even tree bark has language — it
“spells a long diary of placation / repeating ad infinitum We want / to Love” (li. 320-3). The
passage’s spatial arrangement visually highlights the burgeoning desire to love, juxtaposing this
desire with the incommensurable social conditions from which it originates. While it is the
materiality of language (“black ink”) that writes and constructs landscapes, these constructions
nevertheless have the capacity to pose the questions that the poem interrogates. The speaker
ends the passage by imagining a future in which she will awaken to the reality that her own
ruthless questioning of personal and structural socioeconomic systems will itself appear as a
form of obedience, given its situatedness in language and an academic inheritance that remains
centered at the library. Robertson imagines the transition from the symbolic to real movement145
— wandering freely, with the possibility of interpolating another into this scene — and the lack
of punctuation marking this moment at the end of the passage leaves this image both an open
possibility and an impossible hope that remains ungrounded in reality.146
Throughout the rest of the poem, Robertson’s amalgamation of epic and lyric techniques
explore the structures by which the value-form dominates purportedly non-economic aspects of
145

“We call communism the real movement which abolishes the present state of things” (Marx, The German
Ideology).
146
This situatedness with regard to the utopian possibility of Love is reiterated more transparently later in the poem:
“Because we are not free / my work shall be obscure / as Love! unlinguistic! I / bludgeon the poem with desire and /
stupidity in the wonderful autumn / season as / rosy cars / ascend” (li. 432-39). Here Robertson acknowledges the
incommensurability that I have been describing between social unfreedom and the lingering desire for Love, the
former of which renders both Love and its associated generic form, poetry, obsolete. The passage also juxtaposes
the speaker’s writing of the poem with her situatedness in a natural surrounding (“the wonderful autumn / season”)
and in turn with the ascendence of technology (“cars”) to downplay what would otherwise have been a more
romanticized description of the author’s relationship to her poetry.
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life and being and has made the above passage’s image of future authentic relations to others
merely a distant “hope”. As in The Descent of Alette, Robertson’s poetics expand the terrain of
economic value to highlight the ways in which it has annexed the realms of the personal, the
psychological, and the ideal, as in one interlude that takes up a full page:
BY REPRESENTING A TRAIT
AS MUTUAL
A COIN CERTAINLY DOES
LEAD ONE INTO DEBT –
BUT THIS COIN
WHICH THE DEBTOR ACCEPTS
AS EXISTENCE
HAS BEEN STRUCK
IN THE LIKENESS OF
ONE’S SOUL
BY THE INDESTRUCTIBLE
IMPERIUM

Robertson replaces the Marxian terminology of exchange value, or the equivalence between
forms of labor, with the idea of the mutuality of “traits”; this false mutuality or equivalence
generates a condition of debt that Robertson suggests is taken to be ontological (the debtor
accepts it “as existence”) because it is produced by false equivalences at the level of “one’s
soul”. Debt as a structural condition of contemporary life is repeatedly invoked throughout the
poem to subsume a number of fundamental social and personal conditions. Patriarchy and its
manifestation in the literary and epic canon, for example, are described as following a logic of
debt, as when Robertson uses figures such as “the heavy crown of filial debt.” Expressing debt
as a quasi-ontological condition of capitalism ties into the sense of loss and negativity as a
primary spiritual consequence of entanglement in the capitalist relation. The spatial arrangement
of the above passage on the page suggests that it fringes one half of the side of a coin — a halfattempt to outline something whose influence cannot exactly be measured or mimetically
described.
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Love, however, in the sense in which Robertson is renegotiating it, seems to endow a
kind of insight into how the economic logic of debt manifests itself in gender and other forms of
socialization and experience. Robertson writes in a footnote early on:
(who love
with tripled
Pronouns know
pomposities
in gender
(Debt))

Referring to her own experimentation with pronouns as a mode of identity construction and
destruction, Robertson plays on multiple possible sonorous and syntactical interpretations of this
phrase to suggest that pomposities, or elevated attachments to the self, give rise to and perpetuate
the extension of socioeconomic structures of debt to the personal and spiritual realm of
relationship (“pomposities engender debt”); and that those who are able to love in ways that
question and experiment with socialized assumptions about pronouns (that is, about gender or
identity) have special knowledge about this relationship between self and gender and its
underlying (parenthetical) structuration by capitalist debt systems.
Debbie juxtaposes the structuration of relationship and identity by debt and other
contemporary capitalist relations with a kind of gift economy through the redistribution of
authorial power. This is initially accomplished in the poem by entering into epic protocols that
garner poetic authority. Robertson takes up and combines conventions of address in both the
epic and lyric traditions, conjoining invocations of the divine with the lyric address to the
beloved. The poem’s opening lines, for example, take up the conventions of self-referentially
announcing the epic poet’s subject matter, directly addressing those to whom it is dedicated:
Rhetors, travellers, neighbours, I’ve been
thinking – yours are names I’d like to wear in
my lungs. All grace and catharsis you pull
thought across, and this stuff, this dignity
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and doubt and tenderness pumping over
your flesh shows you exquisite. Since pari
ty is your minimum take this swank kiss:†
_______________
†Variant opening:
I’m the one who praised you
with antediluvian flutes as the
golden celibates turned in their small
houses by the corn where armies walked
trumpeting copulate love. When this was
nature, language felt moveable, per
sonal – like property. Now complicity
resists trusting something
(li. 1-7)

The poem’s “variant opening” similarly deploys first-person authorial announcements of praise
in reference to events of the historical past. It also introduces, however, a relatively explicit
sense of significant epochal change: “When this was / nature, language felt moveable, per / sonal
– like property. Now complicity / resists trusting something”. The variant opening offers a
subtext to the more traditional primary opening, showcasing the transformation of the natural and
the social under capitalism, how one’s involvement in the structures of global capitalism has
affected basic intuitions about relationality (such as trust), and emphasizing that language will be
the medium through which this change is felt. This first episode of the poem ends with an
invocation similar to traditional requests for divine assistance in generating epic song:

Feed from my tongue
Touch my wet hip
Give me words
Give me words†
__________________
†Feel free to accept this little scene as real.
(li. 57-60)

In the first episode, therefore, Robertson plays on conventions of epic address in order to
highlight both the real changes that capitalism has wrought to the classical epic landscape, and
their artificial, performative nature.
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Having established through such requests and announcements the author’s claim to epic
authority, Debbie proceeds to redistribute this newfound authority, establishing a logic of giftgiving as the poem develops. In “How to Judge,” this redistribution is established through an
anaphoric series of authoritative imperatives, garnering further authority as the speaker’s
syntactically repetitive demands compound:
To those whose city is taken give glass
pockets. To those whose quiver gapes give queens
and pace their limbs with flutes, ropes, cups of soft
juice. To those whose threshold vacillates give
that bruise the dust astonished. To falling
heroes give raucous sibyls’ polished knees.
To those who sip nectar give teeth. [….]
Virgil, sweetheart, even pretty fops need
justice. If they think not let creditors
flank them and watch their vigour quickly flag.
[…]
The Beloved Ego in the plummy light
is you. When I see you in that light
I desire all that has been kept from me
etcetera. For you.
[….]
The beloved ego on cold marble
blurs inscription. Hey Virgil
I think your clocked ardour is stuck
in the blue vein on my wrist. It stops
all judgement
(li. 154-196)

“How to Judge” sees the speaker assigning gifts to all people, rewriting judgment as an act of
socioeconomic redistribution. The speaker addresses Virgil directly to assert the necessity of this
redistribution. The passage also gestures towards the ultimate act of redistribution — the desire
for that which has been expropriated from oneself to be given to someone else (“I desire all that
has been kept from me / etcetera. For you”). Furthermore, the passage ends by suggesting that
Virgilian time has stopped because of the speaker’s life blood, putting an end to prior
conceptions of judgement (li. 192-196). The visuals on the next page (between “How to Judge”
and “The Descent”) read: “before proceeding / allow me to give you / my

throne / my
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pronoun this little episode”. Robertson finishes this section of the epic poem with a gesture
towards redistributing, or giving away, her own authority as an epic writer.147
Robertson’s refusal to retain authority after having acquired it from the epic tradition
indicates her view that identity is to be abolished in the process of being recuperated, rather than
affirmed in its existent forms. In addition to experimenting with linguistic acts of redistribution
of personal authority, Robertson reconfigures identity towards its own abolition from within the
language of pronouns. The authority that her speaker accrues through ventriloquizing epic
conventions proceeds to be given away at the same time as the speaker deconstructs her own
usage of personal pronouns and makes the necessity of identity abolition clear. The
announcement of the speaker’s name early on — “I Debbie” — is immediately qualified, via
footnote, “moot person in moot place” (li. 237), insisting upon the constructedness and lack of
autonomous identities behind the pronominal placeholders deployed by the poem. “I Debbie”
immediately follows the sentence, “Goodbye Father” (li. 237), further indicating that the book’s
introduction of Debbie as the epic’s protagonist and speaker serves to dismantle patriarchally
endowed identities rather than affirm them. Identity, Robertson suggests, is inextricably linked
to patriarchy and must be abolished and destroyed from within. In the context of Debbie, this is
manifested through reconfiguring both the lyric and epic I.
The desire for transgressive self-abolition is progressively heightened in the later poem in
Debbie, “For Girls Grapes and Snow,” a partial apostrophe to Frank O’Hara, a misogynistic
quote from whom is the section’s title. Beginning with an outright reference to transgressing the
boundaries of gender socialization when faced with the temptations of love — “Pardon me if I
throw myself / absolutely outside of my sex / for I was between the wall and love, a / dreaming
147

These experiments with address as a form of resource redistribution also take on a more lyric form in several
places in the poem. The section “My Frieze” ends, for example, with a long, syntactically convoluted sentence
ending “is for you” (li. 653-4).
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brevity in dazzled font / diverted” (li. 509-13) — the speaker’s musings continue to heighten
dramatically, bursting on the poem’s last page into a “stacked” list of “auguries” that come from
the heart’s crying out against its conditions:
[…] Yes perhaps
I stack these auguries, expedient
as speculative heart in cry: I
am the middle one. I was present at
nothing. I maintained certain memories.
I was both a man. I was fated. I
did not relax. I stay where I always
stay. I am the last to take part. I was
its absentee. I should not know. I am
afraid. I get thankful for sleep. I was
made responsible. I feel certain.
I stayed where I sleep. I was no small
part. I will begin. I fear I have no
place. I fulfill its proper duty. I
I begin. I fear I have no place. I
call your names. I get it to witness. I
both ascend. I will even to forget.
I have made no wall. “Human!” How shall
it call out so that you will pity me?
Good Evening Modernism.
(li. 562-581)

Having been prefigured on the previous page by the speaker’s statement, “Roman I, I father my /
subservience, the sententious / thrill,” (li. 534-536), this descent into compounding anaphoric
statements about the self, all beginning with “I”, explore the internally contradictory terrain of
narratives, expectations, and experiences of womanhood. Much of the descriptions play on the
paradoxes of location and presence expected from women — the no-place that the woman
occupies in attempting to fulfill both the expectation of invisibility and the imperative to
assimilate to masculine values in a patriarchal society; both being excluded from the action and
discourse — “I was present at nothing” — and being implicitly to blame for not smoothing over
the contradictions of this position — “I was made responsible.” In opposition to this socially
imposed “I” and its attendant gender imaginary, Robertson imagines a collective pronoun woven
through emotional labors such as “tenderness,” which maintain the ability to reach the
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economically subsumed soul: “the / indispensable ornament which is / tenderness through choral
pronoun woven / from perpetual braids of flesh to long / simple ubiquitous chorus in / the soul”
(li. 212-216).
Sina Queyras writes of Robertson’s poetics that “As much as the work resists values of
consumption, it flaunts its appetite for beauty and ornamentation” (366), and her commentary
raises important questions about Robertson’s distinctive stylistic choices. Given Robertson’s
vehement opposition to patriarchal capitalist society, how can we explain her continued adoption
of the rhetoric and vernacular of the ruling class, her celebration of superficiality and artifice, her
avowed allegiance to luxurious and beautiful ornamentation and decoration? Rather than
resorting to idealizations of the natural as external to global capitalism, Robertson embraces
artifice in the sense of what’s constructed and useless — whether in terms of ornamentation,
decoration, frivolity, anachronistic vernacular, or experimentation with textual surface — a move
that must be seen in the context of gender assignment. Artifice is already gendered, with the
traditional of the role of the woman to be pleasing to men but purportedly unnecessary to the
actual production of value. Rather than marshaling femininity to be useful within the existent
social order, Robertson takes up what is already produced and is useless to capital.
Robertson’s experimentations with surface also constitute an entry into ongoing debates
in avant-garde poetics about gender and form, gendering the disruptive linguistic
experimentation of earlier Language poetics. Robertson’s generic hybridity between lyric and
epic modes, amongst others, is part of a much broader intervention by poets in the 1990s into the
reductive dichotomy between identity politics and poetic radicality promoted by most Language
writers. Writing specifically about women’s tendency during this time to work in “hybrid”
modes between gendered expression and linguistic disruption, Linda Kinnahan suggests that “the
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voice identified as feminine will always carry traces, within postmodern discourse, of what this
discourse would consider the ‘error’ of lyric, a feminized/feminine expressivity to be ‘cut out’”
(“Feminist Experimental Poetics,” 19). That is, Robertson and Notley’s deployment of lyric
conventions — both use the first-person “I” in their epic narratives, for example — is analogous
to their shared attitude towards gender, which is that one’s particular socially assigned position
must be acted and spoken through in the process of destruction rather than being ignored.
Robertson writes in “My Eighteenth Century:”
The deployment of rhetoric, as language’s social appearing, lends a provisional autonomy which could
meet or deflect the adjudicating compulsions of gendered, institutional power. Foregrounding the
enunciative rhetorics and artifices of language does not dismantle or blast apart structures of authority, nor
does it solidify the identity of an extra-ideological margin. But by presenting identity in language as a
social artifice…we structure multiply affective identificatory sites, emotive spaces that frame knowledges
for only the duration of our mimetic contracts. We don’t need to eradicate identities or methods. They
reveal themselves textually as unnatural, available, mercurial. We should move among them together
(Assembling Alternatives, 393).

Here Robertson positions herself strongly against avant-gardism that dismisses axes of identity,
developing Judith Butler’s notion of gender as performative into her own understanding of the
partial autonomy from capital that rhetoric and artifice can generate.
In interviews, Robertson traces her interest in surface, which is thematically more overtly
highlighted in her exploration of urban landscape in Seven Walks from the Office for Soft
Architecture, back to the earlier XEclogue:
Surface was something I had been thinking of stylistically far before I wrote The Office for Soft
Architecture pieces. In XEclogue, for example, there’s a very florid, trumped up decorative style going on.
It gives this lush surface effect, which was something I was specifically trying to work towards. At that
time the way I conceptualized that style was through the gendering of surface, the call within modernism
from imagism on up basically for a reduction of surface effects in favour of structural traits. A
minimalization. Even in writers who are working with a sense of orality or vernacular the work is quite
stripped back or pared back—thinking of Creeley for example. So I wanted to face the opposite direction
and go toward a florid excess, and to present a written text as a decorative object (Carr, “Interview”).

Here Robertson situates her interest in surface within the broader history of twentieth-century
poetics, which she suggests has retained masculine qualities of minimization and structure rather
than embracing the decorative, object-like nature of the poem in a world of commodification.
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Her embrace of surface is thus a kind of “gendering” of a neutrally masculine poetics, which
continues to misogynistically devalue qualities associated with the feminine:
[D]ecorative traits and qualities have always been feminized and have been granted little or no value in
terms of serious cultural pursuit and thought. I was reading William Morris and thinking about his
decorative work, which he closely aligned with the political. For Morris politics and pleasure were not
separate. He located popular agency within the decorative (Carr, “Interview”).

Robertson acknowledges the devaluation of the feminine even amongst purported political
radicals in The Men: “Their / revolution is permanent and mine a decoration” (62). For
Robertson, then, artifice and not the “natural” will be the source of poetic agency.148 Robertson
returns to unproductive and quasi-obsolete poetic genres, producing an excrescence rather than
an outside to capital. Robertson writes elsewhere: “A system is ecological when it consumes its
own waste products. But within the capitalist narrative the utopia of the new asserts itself as the
only productive teleology. Therefore I find it preferable to choose the dystopia of the obsolete”
(HP 25). Debbie openly celebrates the inutility of rhetoric and poetry: “I’d like to think of
narrative as a folly — a classically styled folly — whose conspicuous inutility might decorate
and articulate the idea of the present. much in the way that the library — at some trouble to
justify profligacy — is a folly.” Rather than looking to ancient generic practices as a way of
recuperating the past and making it useful to the present moment, then, it is precisely the
obsolescence and inutility of these genres and the ornamental materiality of their vernacular that
Robertson finds to have strategic materialist importance for insight into the present moment.149

148

Jennifer Scappetone similarly suggests that Robertson’s pursuit of architectural surface in Seven Walks is an
inversion of “the sort of nostalgia reliant on deep structure, whose ur-motif Susan Stewart describes well as ‘a return
to the utopia of biology and symbol united within the walled city of the maternal’” (“Site Surfeit,” 71); it is intended
as an intensive denaturalization of everything coupled with marshaling most constructed and artificial things.
149
Robertson’s interest in the materiality of the text and its anarchic, negating influence in the temporal and
sensuous experience of reading, is developed more fully in her prose essay “Time in the Codex.” Describing the
experience of reading, Robertson writes: “I am etched with unknowing as I continue. I have crossed into a material
reserve that permits a maximum of intuition, the ‘as if’ of a speculative thinking, which is outside of knowledge.
Reading shows the wrongness of the habitual reification of ‘the social’ and ‘the personal’ in a binary system of
values. It submits this binary to a ruinous foundering. And so, an erotics” (Nilling: Prose, 13).
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This notion of artifice is strategically correlated with a certain history of anarchism as
anarchy — whether the unique anarchist tendency to include in its movement those individuals
who are useless or disposable within capitalist economic organization, such as the nineteenthcentury lumpenproletariat,150 or the more recent recuperation of jouissance by queer nihilist
anarchism that sees pleasure as an anarchic, senseless challenge to the social order. Baedan
reimagines the Lacanian jouissance as “the essence of queer criminality,” that which makes
integration of desire into the social order impossible: “This aufheben of the categories of pain
and pleasure is also the overthrowing of our attachments and investments in political activism,
stable identity, and reason. The negativity of jouissance is the same that drives us away from the
obligations to the economy, the family, the law, and, above all, the Future” (46). As Robertson
writes in Seven Walks, “the chaos of surface compels us towards new states of happiness” (128).
Robertson marshals a similar, anarchy-inflected understanding of pleasure as a non-comforming
force towards liberation.151 However, Robertson calls into question the role of pleasure as a sole
liberatory force (“If / pleasure emancipates, why aren’t you some- / where. Sincerity.” [The
Weather, 15]). Pleasure is rather the erotic byproduct of the destruction of one’s identity and of
greater social categories, what Robertson refers to as binaries submitted to “a ruinous
foundering. And so, an erotics” (Nilling: Prose, 13). This experience of inchoate, dismantled,
150

This was originally an important point of distinction in the 1800s between Marxism and anarchism, as the
anarchists, and later others in the twentieth century, advocated full inclusion; this was not just for ethical reasons,
but also because of the kind of creativity, oddity, unproductivity and radical desperation of the lumpenproletariat
that they felt constituted an inherently antagonistic force to capitalist logic.
151
For more on Robertson’s treatment of pleasure in the context of feminist thought, see her discussion of feminist
film criticism in her interview with Julie Carr:
In feminist film criticism in the early 80s there was a reconsideration of that repudiation of pleasure and
identification. Theresa De Lauretis and Laura Mulvey were two critics I was reading in the late 80s. In
Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema Laura Mulvey looks at Douglas Sirk and the Hollywood “Women’s
Picture” and reclaims narrative and identification from the point of view of a specifically female embodied
politics, which centered on pleasure as the source of political agency. That film criticism, which was
circulating quite intensively in the feminist visual art circles in Vancouver in the 80s and early 90s, was
what I really grabbed on to, and from there the movement into Judith Butler’s early work, Gender Trouble.
She’s talking about gender as a self-fashioning that can be claimed, chosen, rather than as an imposed
power over. Self-fashioning becomes a decisive reshaping of gendered experience.
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discontinuous identities that Robertson describes as a byproduct of reading is also the
crystallization of a potential politics of love: “The substitution of personae for self, of a series for
an origin, of a rhythm for a state: Here is love’s tension, love’s politics. Here is form. The
reader loves without knowing” (14). Robertson’s play on pronouns and address as forms of
identity in Debbie, then, is part of a broader experiential politics in which reader-poet
identification and non-linear narrative organization produce a kind of love that is a destructive
form, motivated by experience and intuition rather than ordinary knowledge, tending towards the
abolition of existent social relations.
Stephen Collis describes the politics of Robertson’s Nilling as “a re-polarizing of a
gendered sense of agency, where the male will is countered by a female nill, not as passivity to
his activity, but as an active refusal and abnegation of authority — a ‘sustained erotic anarchy’”
(“Poet’s Prose”). Robertson’s poetics anticipates and explores the anti-politics of negativity,
invisibility, pleasure and anarchy that have become increasingly important under the changing
socioeconomic conditions of the past decades.152 Moreover, Robertson experiments with the
notion that taking up the negative (passive, not-man), invisibilized, irrational position accorded
to women can have antagonistic force. As Robertson writes: “She embodies an unknowable
politics by deepening the shadows in places, tarrying with the anarchy of impersonal memory.
Her autonomy undoes itself and disperses into a devotedly plural materiality. Her identifications
are small revolutions and also the potent failures of revolutions. She is free to not appear”
(Nilling 18). This adoption of the anarchic negativity of artifice explores the potential strategic
importance of the anti-politics of anarchy and invisibility, breaking with feminist approaches that
affirm an identity that is “outside” of patriarchy and seek its greater visibility in the preexistent
152

Robertson explicitly refers to anarchism and anarchy a number of times in Nilling, arguing that “identity is not
for power nor governance — it poses the pleasure of its own representational proliferation and shattering” and that
this is the text’s “anarchism” (33).
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public sphere.153 The last lines of Debbie’s Appendix end: “There is no outside except the one
which, faunal, we make by consignment.”
Instead, Debbie offers an epic with a lyricized temporality, disrupting and destabilizing
linear narrative to seize the material of the present as the source of a radical politics. Certain
conventional aspects of the book’s structure are highlighted — for example, the divine
invocations at the book’s beginning, and the end section entitled “Appendix” — but unlike
Notley’s epic, there are few signals of teleological development in terms of the book’s content.
This produces a kind of affective simultaneity that is highlighted by the book’s structural
division into “Episodes,” each of which are interrupted by “Interludes.” These interludes
frequently lyricize the preceding or subsequent episodes, distilling them into a particular moment
— as in the previously-discussed interlude following the acts of redistribution in “How to
Judge”: “before proceeding / allow me to give you / my throne / my pronoun this little episode”
— and visually drastically overflow the boundaries of normal standardized arrangement of text
on the page, spilling into larger, diverse typesets in varying shades of gray and varying
decorative arrangements. These interlude moments, as well as occasional similar moments
within the episodes’ text themselves — as in the aforementioned passage “We want / to Love.
We want to Love.” — suspend linear time with the illogical eruption of desire.
These elements of the poem’s spatiotemporal structure are coupled with Robertson’s
distinctive reconceptualization of the notion of utopia, which is the ultimate horizon of the
material present, figured primarily, as we have seen, by the desire to love and other emotional
153

The most recent paradigm of this strategy, centered around an identity and its destruction, in the U.S. context is
the Bash Back! tendency (2007-2011); see collected examples of their activities (described as including “bar fights,
outrunning lynch mobs, glamdalization, attacking the homes of heterosexist murderers, outright chaos, alleged
lootings, theory discussions, self-defense tips, social gatherings, beat downs, the acquisition of large quantities of
pepper spray, and attempts at sexual liberation”), communiques, and analysis in Queer Ultraviolence: A Bash Back!
Anthology.
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and affective forms of labor. Robertson combines this notion of a utopian horizon with the idea
of the present to describe the conditions of possibility for political action:
My idea of Utopia is not that it’s an elsewhere, a non-situated elsewhere to strive towards, nor that it’s
contained only within an imaginative projection. Utopia could be instead considered almost in
phenomenological terms as a sensed present.
I have the feeling that political transformation has to be situated in what we are already in the midst of
experiencing. The repudiation of the present, of sensing and of relationship, which is the present, is
uninteresting and flattened out. There’s a plenitude of unrepresented agency already existent. The present
is materially infinite. (Carr, “Interview”)

This notion of the “continuous present” as opposed to linear time is traced by Robertson back to
Gertrude Stein’s influence, but Robertson’s exploration of the surface and artifice of capital
enhances this poetic relationship to time by lending it a more nuanced, materialist political
relevance: “I think that action has to be situated in a detailed seizing of the present…[V]iolence,
political violence, is the result of action that does not situate itself in the plenitude of the present
and all of the relationship that is already occurring” (Carr, “Interview”).
According to its own analytic conclusions, the poem’s own reach is ultimately relatively
minimal, aspiring to reestablish affect as fundamental to analytic inquiry and political action, and
to reconceptualize love and identity as forces towards destruction of the patriarchal capitalist
social relation. As Robertson concludes in the first lines of the book’s last poem, “Envoy”: “I
have tried to say / that, although Love is not judgement / analysis too is a style / of affect” (li.
725-8). The book itself acknowledges the limitations of the realm of the symbolic in which it
remains despite its advocacy of open struggle: “we should be / fighting like we said we would”
(li. 595-602). Robertson’s own metacritique of the feminist poetic project in the era of total
capitalist domination is crystallized in a previously discussed passage midway through the poem,
in which she acknowledges the limitations of questioning society solely through poetic
techniques, and of the continued obedience inherent in dwelling in the realm of the symbolic —
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“Someday I shall / laugh at even this obedience, wake / in the middling shade of the library /
wander freely, calling out a name I hope” (li. 312-330).
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CONCLUSION
In documenting a number of poets’ experimentation with poetic form and structure over
the course of the past few decades, this dissertation narrates a history of several distinct modes of
inoperativity that have become available in recent years based on their respective historical
conditions. That there is a form of disengagement from society particular to the lyric has been
widely remarked upon, as I have noted, since its Romantic-era reconstitution as a sign of refusal
of industrial capitalism. This anti-social disengagement acquires new significance and capacity
in the era of deindustrialization, during which time the affirmation of existent political forms and
identities in opposition to capital becomes increasingly impossible.
My account of the intertwined emergence of “inoperative” modes of anarchy and lyric
from this ongoing economic and political restructuring begins with mid-century geopolitical
transformation and Elizabeth Bishop’s poetry. In this context, I describe the inoperative as a
mode of transforming and expanding the terrain of the political. Bishop’s politicization of
ostensibly apolitical objects, which proceeds by developing a nuanced poetics of observation that
departs from both the paradigms of representation and of self-expression, exposes the
embeddedness of “the political” in the personal and experiential. This mode of inoperativity is
also at work in the ways in which Bishop approaches political issues. We see in poems such as
“Roosters” that rather than participating in explicitly “socially conscious” poetry, Bishop instead
challenges politicized issues such as gender by exploring lyric poetry’s capacity to question and
reimagine the form and ontological mode of reality itself. Her critique of patriarchy does not
engage the state or capital on its own terrain of human rights and wage equality, for example.
The poems proceed instead from an experiential and epistemological perspective that grounds
gender and lyric in their material surroundings — in the case of “Roosters,” in the dynamics of
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domestication and animality. In so doing, Bishop’s poems explore ways of being that extend
beyond capitalist production. Her poetics also foregrounds the difficulty of locating oneself in
the increasingly complex and mystified operation of global capital, an obstacle that will come to
be a defining characteristic of political action and literary representation as the era of
financialization moves forward.
The political stakes of lyric representation take on increasing urgency in the 1980s, an era
that becomes characterized by the unavailability of knowledge of the mechanisms of global
capital. While I show in “Geographies of Power” that many earlier poets attempt to navigate this
problem as one of simple “alienation” and thus to resolve it by willfully banishing the distance
between subject and object, both Bishop and Michael Palmer attempt to describe the distance
signaled by the concept of alienation in terms of the changing material terrain of economic and
material formations. I show that lyric has resources to navigate and document this terrain, which
are manifested in several stages in Michael Palmer’s poetry of the 1980s. Palmer’s
experimentation with the microlevels of signification in Notes for Echo Lake, especially his
techniques of repetition and substitution along the paradigmatic axis, allow his poetics to deal
with alternatives and absences. Specifically, Palmer eventually develops what I term an
“economy of loss” that reinvents lyric’s relationship to meter and temporality in order to register
the increasing abstraction and alienation that are some of the phenomenological consequences of
deindustrializing North America. In his later Sun, these techniques progress and become more
explicitly, albeit obliquely, politicized — the poems in Sun develop the analytic lyric’s capacity
to account for its own limitations, as well as capacities, to depict and counteract material
violence. Palmer’s analytic lyrics are inoperative in a number of senses, then, insofar as they
redistribute signification within the poem and challenge the complicity of symbolic language in
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processes of domestication and domination, while bypassing and appearing largely illegible to
standard linguistic and political modes of representation.
In its most basic terms, then, inoperativity is twofold, as it is not simply a refusal, but
rather a generative refusal. As I have argued in this dissertation, the inoperative is one name for
a mode of withdrawal from productivism that opens up a site of potentiality and experimentation
with modes of being, relationship and action beyond capitalist production. Inoperativity differs
from “resistance” or activist movements that oppose aspects of capitalism on its own terrain,
then; to render something inoperative fundamentally challenges the form in which politics is
understood to function, while also opening up another mode of being altogether. While other
chapters interrogate techniques of terrain expansion, rupture, and redistribution that render
poems inoperative in terms of capitalist production, my chapter on Ashbery’s poetics most
specifically addresses the mode of inoperativity that embraces refusal and non-participation.
Concerned with being co-opted into poetic programs and establishment narratives, and thereby
inadvertently replicating productivist paradigms, Ashbery finds the terrain of marginality,
uncertainty, and non-participation to hold more political potential, and attempts to navigate this
space through syntactical and sonorous idiosyncrasies and lyric-prosaic hybridity. By occupying
this space, Ashbery argues, new modes of being and knowledge become accessible, an idea
implied by his statements that poetry is political insofar as it encourages you to “be more
yourself.” While Ashbery arguably flirts with individualism and material inaction more than the
poets I discuss in subsequent chapters, his poetry’s generative quality is still evident in the
experimentation with pronouns and collective subjectivity that I describe in poems such as “A
Blessing in Disguise” and “The New Spirit”. Ashbery’s particular mode of disengagement
brings into relief fundamental aspects of productivism, such as the coercive teleological,
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hierarchical, and instrumentalizing structuration of relationship and experience that enable
capital to reproduce itself. His poetics thus opens up space for questions about what constitutes
effective political engagement and action — i.e., engagement that counteracts these deep
structural patterns rather than simply replicating them — that are crucial for anti-capitalist
formations.
In Notley and Robertson’s poems, the inoperative is reconfigured as a mode of negativity
that has the power to abolish known forms of identity and social relations. Both poets
experiment with lyric-epic hybridity, freezing or condensing moments in the epic narrative into
intense moments of lyric presence, disrupting the teleology of capitalist temporality. The
generative negativity of the inoperative is at work in Ashbery’s and Palmer’s explorations of
temporality as well — poems such as Ashbery’s “The Task,” in which the subject emerges
through grammatical experimentation and dark imagery, and Palmer’s “Notes for Echo Lake 5”
negate standard structures of reference in order to generate new forms of subjectivity. Palmer’s
understanding of his poetic project in terms of a modern Dark Ages allows him to create poetic
mythologies that reevaluate and recuperate primordial modes of experience, knowing and
relationship that exceed the determinations of knowledge and experience by capital. The
negative power of the poetic is explicitly thematized as open struggle against the Tyrant in
Notley’s epic, however, while Robertson’s recuperation of anachronistic genres and rhetoric is
unapologetically celebratory of its own obsolescence and unproductivity, retaining almost no
comprehensible narrative qualities.
The poets and poems I discuss in this dissertation use lyric’s fraught relationship with
individualism against itself, as it were, reinventing the function of the subject in the lyric poem
while questioning existent forms of identity and subjectivity. I show that poems by Bishop such
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as “The Armadillo” and “The Map” radically depart from the traditional purpose of the lyric as a
space to reinforce the lyric subject. Instead, Bishop toys with the radical equality of visual
mapmaking and lyric effects of “presence” in “The Map,” and situates lyric’s centering of the
individual as an aspect of its historical complicity in making the natural world productive in the
service of certain humans’ interests. Poems such as “Questions of Travel” and “The Armadillo”
question and explicitly interrupt this role of the speaker, while formally challenging and
transforming it. Palmer also undermines the conventions of lyric subjectivity, departing
altogether from lyric as self-expression or private utterance and instead focusing on the
mechanics of language. Robertson’s Debbie: An Epic takes up conventions of epic and lyric
address in order to explicitly parody and redistribute authorial power rather than assert it. This
technique, along with the book’s deconstruction of its own personal pronouns (for example,
qualifying “I Debbie” as “moot person in moot place”), allows Debbie to take the disruptions of
lyric individualism described in previous chapters further. The poem envisions the abolition of
identity altogether, including that of the epic or lyric subject, and works towards redistributing
any power that the poem itself has gained from its ventriloquization of epic conventions.
Contemporary poetry over the past decades, then, has questioned in varying terms both
the capitalist paradigm of individualism and the paradigm of “the masses” that has structured
productivist resistance to capital. The theoretical rise of the concept of the inoperative implies
the exhaustion of the mass action model that was supported by productivist ontology, including
certain techniques of the making of the self. The rise of rioting, looting, and other “anti-social”
tactics today similarly indicates growing awareness of the irrelevance of dominant political
forms such as representation. As we see in poems across the latter decades of the twentieth
century, from Bishop’s interruption of dominant forms of representation at the end of “The
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Armadillo” to Robertson’s Debbie, rupture and negation have come to be more effective and
generative forces towards the abolition of capitalist production than the affirmation of identity
and existent modes of being.
Exploration of these distinct modes of poetic inoperativity permits some tentative insights
into the capabilities and limitations of the lyric as a contemporary antagonist to capitalist
production. Both Palmer and Ashbery reject programmatic poetry and show that the politicized
poetic movements of their time do not adequately challenge the roots of capitalist production.
Palmer, Ashbery and the other poets I discuss here instead embrace inoperative poetics’ capacity
to be a critical force against dogmatism, whether regarding poetic form, patriarchal masculinity,
or political institutions, evincing a sensibility akin to the anarchist passion for antiauthoritarianism. The relationship between poetry and action in Ashbery’s work suggests that
propositions or observations within a poem are not subject to logical evaluation or dogmatic
adherence along the lines of philosophical or mainstream political methods, but are rather
experienced and potentially transformed into action. Similarly to the anarchist conviction that
the means of political action are inseparable from its ends, poetry, as Notley states, is inseparable
from life, experience, and, as I have argued, the political — “the poems are everywhere, we
walk among them.” Poetry today has the capacity to embody the potential for a form of life that
would be adequate to individual and collective expression, and to negatively prefigure the
questions, limitations, and challenges that confront material struggle that seeks to attain this form
of life.
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